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Introduction

This Work Plan (WP) outlines the Interim Remedial Measure (IRM) selected to address the
presence of soils impacted by industrial waste located in the northeast portion of the
Nash Road Landfill.
1.1

Site Description

The Nash Road Landfill (Site) is located in the Town of Wheatfield in Niagara County, New York.
It is situated immediately north of the City of North Tonawanda city limits and east of
Nash Road. A Site location plan is presented on Figure 1.1. An aerial photograph of the Site
and its surrounding area is presented as Figure 1.2.
The Site is a rectangular-shaped property encompassing approximately 20 acres. The Site is
wooded with mature trees and heavy brush and contains areas of seasonally-influenced
ponded water. Current access to the Site is not provided by any immediately identifiable
means; however, historic access to the Site for disposal activities occurred along a haul road
that was constructed from Nash Road, located west of the Site. The Site is bordered to the
north by the Holy Infant Shrine, to the east by a cemetery and a property that contains a motel
and livery service, to the south by utility right-of-ways (overhead electric and underground
natural gas and brine pipelines) and residences, and to the west by undeveloped land and
Nash Road. Figures 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 show the existing Site conditions, and Figure 1.2 outlines
the general Work Area. The Work Area includes all areas that could be potentially impacted by
the remedial activities and the access route.
The Nash Road Landfill was operated by the Niagara Sanitation Company between 1964 and
1968 for disposal of municipal and industrial wastes. New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) records show that the Site was used for the disposal of
industrial and municipal wastes by the Niagara Falls Air Force Base, Bell Aerospace,
Carborundum Corporation, Frontier Chemical, Graphite Specialties, Continental Can, and
Grief Brothers, as well as local municipalities. The Site was assigned NYSDEC Site No. 932054.
Historical records also indicate that the New York State Department of Transportation
(NYSDOT) utilized the Site for the disposal of approximately 1,600 cubic yards of material
excavated during a sewer relocation project along Frontier Avenue in Niagara Falls, New York,
as part of the LaSalle Expressway construction in 1968. The historical records indicate that the
1,600 cubic yards of excavated materials disposed at the Site potentially contained as much as
1,000 cubic yards of industrial wastes associated with the Love Canal Landfill. According to the
available documents, the excavated materials were placed into a trench at the northeast end of
the Site that was excavated into underlying clay and then covered with soil. Waste disposal
activities at the Site ended in 1968.
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Historical Site Investigations

The following Site investigations were conducted at the Site:
•

A Phase II Investigation conducted by Engineering-Science (ES) and reported on July 1, 1985
(ES, 1985)

•

A Supplemental Phase II Investigation conducted by ES and reported in September 1989 (ES,
1989)

•

A Supplemental Site Characterization conducted by Groundwater & Environmental Services,
Inc. (GES) and reported on November 12, 2013 (GES, 2013)

•

A Supplemental Site Characterization conducted by GES and reported on May 2014 (GES,
2014)

The investigations involved a series of data collection events that were conducted to
characterize surface water, groundwater, surface soils, sediments, and subsurface soils at the
Site. While the 1985 Phase II investigation was conducted across the Site, the investigations
performed in 1989 and 2013 focused on the northeast portion of the Site where the industrial
waste disposed of by the NYSDOT during the Frontier Avenue construction project were
placed. Locations of soil borings, monitoring wells, and other samples collected during the
investigations are shown on Figure 1.3. A copy of the Supplemental Site Characterization
Report (GES, 2013) is provided in Appendix A.
The Site investigations indicated the presence of a dark non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) as well
as contaminated soil and groundwater in the area where the industrial wastes were placed.
Several of the chemicals identified during the investigations appear to be consistent with
chemicals that are present in the industrial waste contained in the Love Canal landfill. The
concentrations of these chemicals are greatly reduced or not detected at the perimeter of area
where the soil from the NYSDOT's Frontier Avenue construction project were supposedly placed,
thereby indicating the impacts from the waste soils to the Site are limited to the general area
where the wastes were reported to have been placed.
1.3

Site Geology and Hydrogeology

As described in the Supplemental Site Characterization Report (GES, 2013), the Site geology
consists of five lithological units over dolostone bedrock. The units, in order of their depth
below grade, consist of:
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•

Fill

•

A shallow upper sand lens

•

A clay layer

•

A lower sand lens

•

Glacial till overlying the bedrock

Interim Remedial Measure Work Plan

The Site hydrogeology consists of three water bearing zones:
•

A shallow zone located in the fill and shallow sand lens, likely containing perched
groundwater

•

An intermediate zone located in the lower sand lens

•

A deeper zone located within the glacial till

More detailed descriptions of the geology identified during the investigations are provided in
the GES Supplemental Site Characterization Report attached in Appendix A.
In general, the industrial wastes in the area of interest are located within 10 to 12 feet of the
existing ground surface, on top of the clay layer, and within the shallow water bearing zone.
1.4

Purpose and Scope of the IRM

The purpose of the IRM WP described herein is to remove the industrial wastes suspected of
being associated with road construction activities completed by the NYSDOT during the
construction of the LaSalle Expressway along the former Love Canal landfill. The investigations
performed at the Site indicate that the current environmental impacts are limited to the
general area where the industrial wastes were originally placed. As such, the proposed IRM will
prevent potential impacts to human health and the environment from occurring in the future
through the removal of this waste from the site. The goal of this remedy is to remove the
waste to the extent that the remaining soil meets the commercial soil cleanup objectives (SCOs)
as defined in 6 NYCRR Part 375-6.8(a).
This WP presents the scope of work for the IRM that will be implemented to remove the
impacted soil wastes from the Site and restore the disturbed portion of the Site to comparable
pre-excavation conditions. The work activities associated with the IRM, at a minimum, include
project management, health and safety coordination and monitoring, permitting, contractor
procurement and oversight, Site preparation, excavation, dewatering, transportation and
disposal of waste and wastewater, backfilling, and Site restoration. Any modifications or
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deviations to the approved WP will be presented to NYSDEC for review and approval prior to
implementation.

Section 2.0
2.1

Project Management

Project Organization

The project management team will consist of representatives from Glenn Springs Holdings, Inc.
(GSH), Conestoga-Rovers & Associates (CRA), and CRA subcontractors working with the NYSDEC
and the community to ensure the safe and successful implementation of the IRM. The
organizational chart for the project is presented on Figure 2.1 and includes the following project
team members:
•

GSH Project Manager - Mr. Clint Babcock will be responsible for the overall project direction
and project coordination with NYSDEC representatives

•

CRA Project Manager – Mr. Dennis Hoyt will be the Engineer and Project Manager
responsible for the engineering, design, and implementation of the IRM and coordination of
the overall health and safety components of the project

•

CRA Professional Engineer – Mr. Robert Adams will be the Professional Engineer for the
project

•

CRA Regional Safety Manager – Mr. Craig Gebhardt will be responsible for overall health
and safety for the project

•

CRA Construction Manager – To Be Determined (TBD): this person will be responsible for
ensuring that the field work is performed in accordance with the approved work plans and
project specifications

•

Remedial Contractor – TBD: the remedial contractor will be responsible for implementing
the field portion of the IRM

•

CRA and Remedial Contractor Site Safety Officer – TBD: the CRA Site Safety Officer will be
responsible for the day-to-day health and safety at the work site as well as implementing
the community air monitoring program

•

Waste Transportation and Disposal Contractor – TBD: this entity will be responsible for
the transportation and disposal of the excavated waste and wastewater

•

Analytical Laboratory – TBD: the analytical laboratory will be NYSDOH-Environmental
Laboratory Approval Program (ELAP) certified and will be responsible for analyzing all
environmental samples collected during the IRM
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Community Relations

A Citizen Participation Plan (CPP) has been prepared for the Site. The CPP, provided as
Appendix B, presents the planned citizen participation activities for the project and the NYSDEC
and New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) personnel that concerned citizens can
contact with any questions or concerns. The CPP also includes a section of Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQs) with answers.
2.3

Health and Safety

A Site-specific Health and Safety Plan (HASP) applicable to the IRM work activities is attached as
Appendix C. The HASP has been developed to help ensure that work activities are performed
safely and in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements. The HASP will also help to
ensure that Site personnel, the general public, and the environment are protected from
exposure to Site-related materials during implementation of the IRM. Specifically, the HASP
includes a Community Air Monitoring Plan (CAMP) prepared in accordance with the NYSDOH
generic community air monitoring plan for chemical and particulate monitoring.
The HASP will be reviewed and updated regularly during the project to address any new work
activities as well as changing Site conditions.
CRA personnel working at the Site will be required to comply with the requirements of the
attached CRA HASP. The Remedial Contractor and other subcontractors will be required to
develop, implement, and maintain their own Site-specific HASP for the activities they will
perform at the Site. The contractors' HASPs will be required to meet at a minimum, the
requirements and components outlined in the CRA HASP.
The HASP will define the various contamination control zones that will be maintained to
prevent the spread of contamination and to prevent unauthorized people from entering
impacted areas. These areas will include an Exclusion Zone (EZ), a Contaminant Reduction Zone
(CRZ), and a Support Zone (SZ). The EZ is the specific area where excavation activities will be
conducted. The EZ will be bounded by sheet pile cutoff walls, as described in Section 5.1 and
presented on Figure 4.2. The CRZ is a transition area and will be established to perform
decontamination of personnel and equipment and to provide a buffer zone around the EZ. The
CRZ will include a decontamination facility as presented on Figure 4.2. The CRZ will be
demarcated by snow fencing to allow for the area to be changed in response to work activities
and the footprint of the excavation area. The SZ is a clean area outside of the CRZ located to
prevent project personnel from exposure to impacted materials. The SZ will be located south of
the EZ, and will include the access road and project trailers.
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Project Schedule

A proposed schedule for the project is presented on Figure 2.2. The schedule is based on the
following assumptions:
•

The IRM WP will be approved quickly by NYSDEC to allow the field construction work to be
competitively bid and awarded to a remedial contractor by September 2014. This will allow
the excavation and backfill work to be completed before the end of 2014.

•

The United States Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) Jurisdictional Determination (JD) and
Nationwide Permit 38 (NP-38) and the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation Section 401 Individual Water Quality Certification (WCS), if required, can be
obtained on or before September/October 2014.

•

Approximately 1,600 cubic yards of industrial waste will be removed from the Site for
disposal at an approved permitted landfill or destroyed at a permitted incinerator.

Section 3.0
3.1

Pre-Mobilization Tasks

Wetlands Delineation and Permit

Wetlands Delineation
Certain areas of the Site are shown on the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
National Wetland Inventory Map (NWI Map) as Freshwater Forested/Shrub Wetland. These
areas are shown on Figures 1.3 and 1.4. The NWI Maps are not necessarily reliable for
delineating the extent of wetlands or for determining whether they are F ederal jurisdictional
wetlands. As such, an investigation will be performed to delineate the wetland and obtain a
JD from the USACE.
CRA personnel trained in the delineation of wetlands will delineate the extent of wetlands and
other water bodies within the Work Area on the Nash Road Landfill Site. Wetlands will be
delineated in accordance with USACE 1987 Wetland Delineation Manual and Regional
Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: North Central and
Northeast Region (Version 2.0) methods. In accordance with these methods, wetlands will be
delineated on the Site based on three parameters: the dominance of hydrophytic vegetation,
the presence of hydric soil, and the positive evidence of wetland hydrology. Wetland and
water body boundaries will be marked in the field with numbered surveyor's ribbon and/or stick
flags. The locations of the wetland flags will be surveyed and added to the existing base map of
the Site.
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A Wetland Delineation Report will be prepared documenting the methodology and results of
the wetlands investigation. The delineation report will include descriptions of the area to be
remediated including wetland and upland areas. Formal documentation will be collected at
data points along transects using the Wetland Determination Data Form provided in the USACE
Regional Supplement. Color photographs will also be taken as documentation for the wetland
delineation.
An application to the USACE, Buffalo District, will be prepared for a JD to verify the wetland
boundaries and to determine if the wetlands are jurisdictional wetlands under Section 404 of
the Clean Water Act.
The JD application will include the JD request forms, and CRA will accompany the USACE on
their field inspection of the delineated wetland boundaries if required.
Permitting
In order to achieve the remedial goals established for the Site, a USACE NP-38 and a NYSDEC
Section 401 Individual WQC may be required. If required, a joint application to the USACE
and NYSDEC will be prepared for the IRM outlined in this WP. The joint application will include
the following components:
•

Nationwide Permit Application Checklist

•

Project Location and Description

•

Wetland Delineation Report

•

Written Statement describing measures to avoid impacts to aquatic resources,
avoid/minimize discharge to wetlands or waters of the United States, compensation for
impacts to wetlands or waters of the United States (if required), and compliance with
applicable nationwide permit general and regional conditions

•

Agency coordination (USFWS, NYSDEC, State Historic Preservation Office [SHPO], etc.)

•

Copies of previous Federal or State approvals or permits (if any)

•

Copies of Site Plans (existing conditions plan, remediation plans, etc.)

•

A request for an Individual Section 401 Individual WQC from the NYSDEC. CRA will
coordinate with the NYSDEC to obtain the Section 401 WQC for the project

•

Documentation that the project is being conducted under an approved RA WP

•

Mitigation Plan (if required)
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Property and Topographic Survey

A property boundary survey will be performed to locate and stake the access roadway and the
eastern property line of the landfill to ensure that work activities at the Site do not encroach
upon adjacent private properties as well as to define the property for the wetland delineation.
A topographic field survey will be performed upon completion of grubbing and clearing
activities to develop a Site topographical survey. The topographical survey will determine
ground surface elevations on the Site within the Work Area, with focus on wetland areas within
the excavation zone and areas where existing soil cover will be graded or otherwise altered to
accommodate IRM activities. The survey will be conducted upon completion of clearing and
grubbing activities, which are discussed in Section 4.2. The data will be used to determine
preexisting lines and grades for Site restoration purposes.
3.3

Stormwater Construction Permit

The project will be subject to the NYSDEC State Pollution Discharge Elimination System (SPDES)
General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction GP-0-10-001 (Construction
General Permit). This permit is in force during field activities and for some period of time after
field activities are complete, until the requirements of the permit have been fully met and the
permittee has submitted a Notice of Termination (NOT).
The initial step in obtaining coverage under the Construction General Permit is the preparation
of a Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (Construction SWPPP). The
Construction SWPPP will be prepared by CRA and will include the stormwater management
practices to be followed during field activities, including practices consistent with the New York
State Standards and Specifications for Erosion and Sediment Control.
Upon completion of the Construction SWPPP, a Notice of Intent (NOI) to discharge stormwater
will be prepared and submitted to the NYSDEC and the Town of Wheatfield engineer for
approval. Once the Construction SWPPP is in place and the NOI has been submitted, permit
coverage is effective within 5 days of the NYSDEC's receipt of the NOI.
3.4

Contractor Procurement

Upon NYSDEC approval of the IRM WP, GSH will procure the services of the following
contractors to assist with the implementation of the IRM:
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•

Remedial construction contractor

•

Waste transportation and disposal contractor

•

Analytical laboratory

If necessary, other contractors may be contracted to perform miscellaneous services associated
with the IRM. All contractors will be qualified and experienced in the work they are contracted
to perform.

Section 4.0
4.1

Site Preparation Tasks

Utility Locates

A private utility locator will be hired to identify and mark out utilities within the property. The
2013 GES Supplemental Site Characterization Report identifies the presence of a natural gas line
and overhead electric lines along the southern end of the Site, in addition to a "brine line" in the
report narrative. The presence and locations of these utilities will be confirmed and marked
along with any other utilities that may exist on the property. The approximate locations of the
natural gas line and the overhead electric lines as reported by GES are indicated on Figures 1.3
and 1.4. The brine line is purportedly located along the southern property line and within the
overhead electric lines right-of-way (ROW).
4.2

Clearing and Grubbing

The Site is relatively overgrown with trees and vegetation and will require clearing and grubbing
in those areas associated with the access road and the area to be excavated. Mulched
vegetation will be placed as biomass and spread across available areas outside the operations
and access road areas. Mulch could also be used as a cover to reestablish vegetative growth on
the excavation areas after remediation has been completed.
4.3

Fencing

An 8-foot high temporary chain link fence will be installed along the perimeter of the entire
Work Area as a means of Site control, public safety, and to discourage trespassers since the Site
has been historically documented as being frequented by local residents for recreational
purposes. The fence will be installed as shown on Figures 4.1 and 4.2. A locking gate will be
installed at the entrance. The gate will be locked when the Site is unattended. Additionally,
the area subjected to excavation activities, located within the perimeter chain link fence, will be
completely enclosed using a temporary snow fence. The temporary fence will remain in place
and will be secured at the end of each day.
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Signs will be placed on the temporary chain link fence along Nash Road, along any fence line
areas where the fence intersects a foot trail or recreational vehicle trail. The sign placement or
spacing will not exceed 100 feet. The signs will also be placed on all snow fences. The signs
will bear the legend "Keep Out - Authorized Personal Only." These signs will be legible from at
least a distance of 50 feet and will be visible from all approaches to the excavation area.
Any changes to the proposed fencing plan will be discussed with the NYSDEC. The fencing and
signage will be inspected at the beginning of each workday, and any necessary repairs will be
performed immediately.
4.4

Monitoring Well Decommissioning

Groundwater monitoring wells are located within the operations and excavation areas.
Depending on location and depth, the monitoring wells will either be decommissioned in
accordance with NYSDEC CP-43/Groundwater Monitoring Well Decommissioning Policy
(November 2009) or removed during excavation.
Table 4.1 provides information regarding the monitoring wells located in the operations area.
The locations of the monitoring wells are presented on Figure 4.2. Monitoring wells located
within the excavation area and less than 15 feet deep will be removed during the excavation
work. These include OW-11, OW-22, OW-23, and OW-25. Monitoring wells deeper than
15 feet will be decommissioned prior to excavation. These include OW-12 and OW-24.
Monitoring well OW-3 (located within the SZ) is 55 feet deep. Measures will be taken to
protect monitoring well OW-3 from damage. Monitoring wells that are decommissioned or
removed as part of the IRM will not be replaced as part of the project.
4.5

Access Roads

Access roads and the operations area will be constructed on Site in the locations shown on
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 and as required during excavation activities to allow for vehicle access into
the Site and to the support and material loading areas. The access roads are intended to
provide a stable base for heavy machinery operation and will be constructed of compacted
#2 size run of crusher stone and/or crushed recycled asphalt to reduce the potential for dust
generation. A typical access road construction detail is provided as Figure 4.3.
As shown on Figures 4.1 and 4.2, a 24-inch natural gas line owned by Iroquois Gas Corporation
(Iroquois) intersects the proposed access road west of the SZ. CRA will coordinate with Iroquois
regarding vehicles crossing over the gas line. CRA recommends installing a temporary bridge
with a span ranging between 40 to 60 feet and a 45-ton capacity over the natural gas line
where the access road intersects the gas line.
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Signage will be posted on access roads indicating a maximum speed of 10 miles per hour (mph).
This speed limit shall be strictly enforced for all personnel entering and leaving the Site.
The access roads will be inspected daily and maintained and repaired immediately.
4.6

Vehicle and Equipment Decontamination Facility

A vehicle and equipment decontamination facility will be constructed at a location practical to
the excavation area. The decontamination facility will be constructed in a manner to collect
and contain all wash water. All wash water will be collected and pumped from the
decontamination facility to on-Site temporary wastewater storage tank(s) for pretreatment
through activated carbon prior to disposal off Site.
The decontamination facility will be inspected daily and maintained and repaired immediately.
4.7

Personnel Support and Hygiene Facilities

At the commencement of the project, all personnel support and hygiene facilities as specified in
the HASP will be mobilized to the Site. Facilities to be established at the Site should include at a
minimum the following:
i)

Personnel hygiene facility/emergency medical facility

ii)

Administrative/break trailer

iii)

Storage container(s) for personnel equipment

iv)

Potable water tanks

v)

Separate tanks for wastewater

The above facilities will be located on Site in the approximate locations indicated on Figure 4.2.
Additionally, a temporary personnel decontamination facility will be installed on the Site and
will be located within the CRZ. The CRZ will be located along the south end of the EZ, acting as
a border between the EZ and the SZ. The proposed layout of the decontamination facility in
relation to the EZ and the SZ is presented on Figure 4.2. Appropriate signage will be placed at
the entrance to the CRZ to identify personal protective equipment (PPE) requirements prior to
personnel entering the EZ from the CRZ. The CRZ will be equipped with all PPE and wash
station equipment required to satisfy the requirements of the HASP related to personnel
decontamination requirements.
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Personnel support and hygiene facilities will be inspected daily and maintained and repaired
immediately.
4.8

Construction Utilities

Construction utilities will be provided with the use of portable diesel-fueled generators.
Electricity will be provided to the Site operations trailer, the CRZ (personnel decontamination
facility), and to other temporary or mobile equipment (e.g., portable spraying equipment,
emergency lighting). Generators will be staged and used within the SZ and oriented as practical
to ensure diesel exhaust is not upwind of active personnel areas.
Telephone communication will be restricted to the use of mobile phones. Internet service will
not be available unless individual laptop users provide their own wireless broadband modems
(air cards).
Potable water will be provided in portable containers (water bottles for personal consumption,
larger containers, and manual dispensing units for personnel washing and decontamination).
Construction utilities will be inspected daily and maintained and repaired immediately. All
construction utilities (generators, potable water, etc.) will be staged within the temporary
fencing as described in Section 4.3. The fencing will be kept locked at all times when the Site is
unattended.

Section 5.0
5.1

IRM Tasks

Installation of Sheet Pile Cutoff Walls

Prior to initiation of subsequent IRM tasks (dewatering of excavation area, excavation of waste,
etc.), the excavation area will be isolated with the installation of sheet pile cutoff walls. The
purpose of the sheet pile cutoff walls is to encompass the excavation area to prevent
groundwater infiltration and allow for dewatering of the excavation area without further
intrusion of groundwater or surface waters. Dewatering of the excavation is described in
Section 5.2. The locations of the sheet pile cutoff walls are based on the extent of suspected
waste material determined by historic investigation activities on the Site.
The approximate locations for the sheet pile cutoff walls are shown on Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The
sheet pile walls will be installed outside the suspected waste disposal area with an additional
buffer area to allow for adequate excavation, sidewall shoring, sloping, or benching in
accordance with Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) trenching requirements
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(Section 5.3). The dimensions of the sheet pile cutoff wall area are estimated to be
approximately 186 feet by 220 feet or approximately 812 linear feet.
The entire area within the sheet pile enclosure will be considered to be the EZ. All personnel
and equipment entering, exiting, and working within this area are subject to the procedures for
operating within the EZ as outlined in the HASP.
Sheet piles will be installed in sections using heavy equipment (i.e., tracked hydraulic excavator)
with a vibratory pile drive hammer or air pile hammer attachment, or equivalent. Stratigraphy
logs indicate the confining native clay is approximately 10 to 15 feet below ground surface in
the area of historic boreholes SB-B, SB-H, SB-J, and SB-M, which are located near the northeast
corner of the excavation area. Sheet piles will be constructed of a steel, composite, or
equivalent material and installed to a maximum depth of 15 feet below ground surface, plus an
additional 4 feet to "key" into the native clay layer that exists below the fill material (total
depth below ground surface is approximately 19 feet). The sheet piling will extend
approximately 4 feet above ground surface as a barrier to surface water intrusion. The joints of
the sheet pile will be fitted with a watertight gasket to prevent water infiltration.
Any accumulation of water within the EZ encompassed by the sheet pile cutoff walls will be
subject to collection, characterization, storage, and disposal in accordance with Section 7.3.
Following completion of the IRM tasks and during the facilities removal phase (Section 7.5), the
sheet pile cutoff walls will be extracted and removed from the Site.
5.2

Dewatering of Excavation Area

Following installation of the sheet pile cutoff walls (Section 5.1), the contained EZ will be
dewatered to ensure that soils and waste material to be excavated are as dry as possible before
loading into containers or onto transport trucks This will eliminate secondary material handling
processes such as stockpiling and the addition of amendments (i.e., application of fly ash) to
remove excess moisture, minimize the potential for leakage during transport, and reduce the
total weight of waste to be disposed.
Stratigraphy logs indicate the confining native clay is approximately 10 to 15 feet below ground
surface in the area of historic boreholes SB-B, SB-H, SB-J, and SB-M, which are located near the
northeast corner of the excavation area. Based on existing information, it appears that this is
the area where the confining layer is the deepest within the excavation area. It is anticipated
that groundwater within the contained EZ will drain to this point once groundwater extraction
is initiated.
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Groundwater depths were collected during the 2013 GES Supplemental Site Characterization
activities. Based on the 2013 GES report (presented in Appendix A), the depth to groundwater
ranges from 2.17 feet below top of well casing (ft BTOC) to 7.23 ft BTOC at 11 monitoring wells,
with groundwater elevation ranging from 97.13 feet to 97.69 feet.
To initiate dewatering, existing wells will be utilized to pump out groundwater. If necessary, a
drawdown well will be installed within the sheet pile cutoff walls near the northeast corner of
the area, and the well will be utilized to pump out groundwater. Groundwater will be pumped
directly to on-Site temporary fractionation (frac) tanks for management at a later date (refer to
Section 7.3 for management).
Additional drawdown wells and pumping systems may be required to maximize dewatering of
the excavation area and expedite the work schedule.
Soils excavated during well installation may require temporary stockpiling within the EZ if the
material is sufficiently saturated that it cannot be directly loaded into a container for off-Site
transport and disposal. Stockpiled materials will be covered, and environmental controls as
discussed in Section 6.3 will be implemented as necessary.
5.3

Excavation of Wastes

The excavation will be conducted within the excavation limits shown on Figure 4.1. The
excavation limits shown are based on the suspected location of waste material determined by
historic investigation activities on the Site. The estimated dimensions of the excavation area
are 120 feet by 90 feet.
Excavation equipment will be rated to safely excavate to a minimum depth of 20 feet. All
excavations will be completed in accordance with OSHA trenching requirements, 29 CFR
Part 1826. Excavated material will either be directly loaded into transport containers or
managed within the EZ for dewatering or until transport containers are available. The
containers will be inspected before use. Containers will be lined as appropriate and covered as
appropriate before leaving Site. Stockpiled waste material will be covered with either clean soil
or a weatherproof liner during periods of work stoppage, during precipitation events, and at
the end of each day. The cover will minimize the releases of nuisance vapors or particulates as
well as preventing precipitation from contacting the soils. Additional environmental controls,
presented in Section 6.3, will be implemented as necessary.
The vertical extent of excavation will be the top of native clay. Once the native clay layer is
reached, an additional 0.5-foot layer of clay will be stripped from the base of the excavation for
disposal to ensure satisfactory removal of impacted materials.
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The horizontal extent of the excavation will be based on visual observations. Soils will be
observed for visual characteristics separate and distinct from the surrounding soil and fill
material ("visually contaminated"). The excavation will continue until all visually contaminated
soils have been removed. CRA field personnel will also employ the use of a photoionization
detector (PID) with a 10.7 eV lamp to screen the remaining soils in the excavation to establish a
“clean zone”. Visual observations and PID screening results will be used to determine the
horizontal extent of the excavation.
5.3.1

Confirmatory Sampling

Once visually contaminated soils have been removed, both confirmatory field and laboratory
soil samples will be collected from the side walls and bottom of the excavation in accordance
with DER-10 5.4(b)(5). Confirmatory field screening samples will be collected and delivered to
CRA's Niagara Falls Innovative Technology Group's laboratory for expedited analysis
(24-48 hours) following USEPA Methods 8260 and 8080. CRA's laboratory, although not
NYSDOH-ELAP certified, will provide qualitative and quantitative results within 24 hours to
assist in determining whether cleanup criteria have been met and excavation activities can
cease in the area from which the sample was collected. In addition, all confirmation samples
will be submitted to a NYSDOH-ELAP certified laboratory for confirmation analysis and
correlation with field screening results.
One sample from the bottom of each sidewall for every 30 linear feet of sidewall and one
sample from the bottom of the excavation for every 900 square feet of bottom area will be
collected. The excavation is expected to have 420 linear feet of perimeter sidewalls (120 feet
by 90 feet), resulting in a total of 14 expected sidewall samples. The excavation is also
expected to have 10,800 square feet of excavation floor, resulting in a total of 12 expected floor
samples. The CRA engineer will be responsible for the collection and shipment of samples. The
samples will be analyzed for priority pollutant list volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and
pesticides. Samples will be collected using the excavator bucket to retrieve soil from the
sidewalls and bottom of the excavation. The bucket will be decontaminated before sample
collection.
A unique sample numbering system will be used to identify each collected sample. This system
will provide a tracking number to allow retrieval and cross-referencing of sample information.
The sample numbering system to be used is described as follows:
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Example:

SO-85121-mmddyy-XXX

Where:

SO:
85121:
mmddyy:
XXX:

Designates Sample Type (SO = Soil)
CRA Project Number
Date of Collection (e.g., 08/04/14)
Unique Sample Number

Quality control (QC) samples will also be numbered with a unique sample number.
Samples will be placed on ice or cooler packs in laboratory supplied coolers immediately after
collection and labeling. Samples will be delivered to the laboratory by courier under approved
chain of custody.
The results of the confirmatory soil samples will be compared to the Protection of Public
Health - Commercial Cleanup Standards listed in Table 375-6.8(b) of the NYSDEC Environmental
Remediation Policy 6NYCRR Part 375. The sidewalls and floor of the excavation will be
considered complete if the confirmatory sample results meet the commercial criteria.
A Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) has been prepared for the project and is attached as
Appendix D.
5.4

Waste Transportation and Disposal

The CRA engineer is responsible for the coordination and oversight of all waste disposal
activities. All soil waste material and PPE will be managed as hazardous waste. All general Site
refuse and miscellaneous debris will be managed as general Site waste.
All waste will be properly manifested and transport units/trucks will be labeled and/or
placarded prior to leaving the Site. Only transporters which are licensed by USEPA, DOT, and
the State of New York will be used for the transport of waste materials. If waste soil materials
are to be transported to facilities outside of the State of New York, transporters will be required
to be licensed in the appropriate State(s) as well as comply with other applicable Federal laws
including DOT requirements.
All transportation routes to off-Site facilities will be predetermined prior to commencing
off-Site transport of waste materials. A primary and secondary route to each facility will be
identified. The access road exits to the west of the Site onto Nash Road. As Nash Road is not a
truck route, all truck traffic will have to turn north onto Nash Road and travel along
Niagara Falls Boulevard.
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All liquid waste (e.g., collected groundwater, stormwater, decontamination water) will be
transported off Site as described in Section 7.3. All liquid wastes will be placed in a series of
two or three frac tanks for on-Site storage prior to being transported off Site.

Section 6.0
6.1

Operational Controls

Site Security

As discussed in Section 4.3, access to the Site will be controlled by an 8-foot tall chain link fence
with a locking gate at the entrance to the Site and the operations. The location of the fencing
and gate are provided on Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The gate will be kept locked at all times when the
Site is unattended. Also, areas which are subject to excavation activities will be completely
enclosed using a temporary snow fence (i.e., around the perimeter of the sheet pile cutoff
walls). Signs will be posted on the snow fence around the areas bearing the legend "Authorized
Personnel Only," or equivalent.
Additional security measures to be implemented include the following:
i)

Limit vehicular access to the Site to authorized vehicles and personnel only.

ii)

Provide initial screening of all Site personnel and visitors.

iii)

Maintain a security log in which documentation is provided of all Site personnel, visitors
and deliveries, and any security incidents. This log will include the date, name, address,
company, time in, and time out for each employee and visitor. If unauthorized
personnel are observed on Site and refuse to vacate the premises, appropriate law
enforcement officials will be contacted for appropriate legal actions.

iv)

All visitors will be required to complete a Site orientation and safety training in
accordance with the HASP prior to gaining access to the secured areas of the Site (e.g.,
excavation, staging, decon area).

6.2

Vehicle and Equipment Decontamination

Decontamination will be required for all vehicles and equipment leaving the EZ.
All transport trucks are to be loaded within the EZ. Any material spilled during loading will be
cleaned up and placed in the disposal equipment. The tires, undercarriage, sides, or any
surface of the truck exposed to waste material will be sprayed with pressurized potable water
to remove bulk material at the decontamination facility. Any waste material adhered to the
truck will be removed by Site personnel manually with high-pressure water. All personnel
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involved in manual decontamination of trucks must adhere to the PPE requirements prescribed
in their HASP. Wastewater will be collected within the decontamination facility sump and
pumped directly to temporary on-Site frac tanks for pretreatment and disposal at a later time.
Following decontamination, vehicles and equipment will be inspected by the CRA Construction
Manager to ensure all material is sufficiently removed from the vehicles prior to leaving the
Site.
6.3

Environmental Controls

6.3.1

Surface Water Controls

During excavation activities, all equipment necessary to maintain the excavations and the EZ
free from water will be available on Site. All water collected will be transferred to the
temporary on-Site frac tank(s) by the Contractor and managed in accordance with Section 7.3.
Precipitation will be prevented from infiltrating or from directly running off any stockpiled
waste materials within the EZ. Stockpiles will be covered either with clean soil or with an
impermeable liner during periods of work stoppage including the end of each working day. The
liner will be anchored to prevent it from being blown off in the case of a storm.
Any accumulated liquids within the excavation area will be collected and transferred to the
waste water tank(s).
6.3.2

Dust Control

Dust control measures will be implemented by the Contractor as required to prevent the
generation of dust during excavation and handling operations. The water to be used for dust
control will be potable water. Dust control measures will consist of watering down access
roads on Site and/or spraying water over areas being excavated. The use of water in the
excavation must be limited to ensure that the excavated material is transportable. Additionally,
a dust monitoring program will be implemented as described in the HASP and CAMP (see
Appendix C).
6.3.3

Odor Control

An odor suppression product such as foam or solution will be provided by the Contractor and
made available on the Site to be used on open excavation and waste soil stockpile areas as
necessary. All odor suppression products must be approved by CRA and the NYSDEC prior to
their use. Odor control methods will be employed anytime there is an exceedance of the VOC
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action levels specified in the CAMP (see Appendix C) at the perimeter of the Site or if there are
complaints from neighboring residents.
6.3.4

Sediment and Erosion Control

Sediment migration may occur within two general areas; the EZ and the surrounding operations
areas. Sediment migration within the EZ will be confined within the sheet pile cutoff walls. Any
accumulated sediment will be returned to the excavation area or loaded directly onto transport
trucks for off-Site disposal.
Details regarding the requirements for stormwater and sediment control will be provided in the
Site SWPPP that will be prepared by CRA for coverage under the Construction General permit
discussed in Section 3.3. All sediment and erosion control methods employed will be inspected
and maintained daily and repaired as needed.

Section 7.0
7.1

Project Closeout and Site Restoration Tasks

Surficial Cleanup of Access Roads

The surface of the access road which may have been impacted by tracking of soil or waste
materials will be removed by the Contractor. The surficial cleanup will be performed after all
excavated waste soil materials have been removed from the excavation. A nominal layer of
6 inches of material will be removed from potentially impacted areas of the access road. The
stripped material will be placed with any remaining excavated materials for collection and
off-Site disposal.
7.2

Equipment Decontamination

A final decontamination of all equipment will be performed by the Contractor at the
decontamination facility. Each piece of equipment will be visually inspected by the CRA
Construction Manager after decontamination prior to removal from the Site.
7.3

Wastewater Removal and Disposal

All wastewaters (collected groundwater, stormwater, and decontamination waters) will be
stored in a series of two or three frac tanks for onsite storage. The stored wastewaters will be
transferred to tankers and transported to GSH's North Tonawanda Durez facility (Durez NT) for
pretreatment through a temporary mobile activated carbon treatment system. The pretreated
wastewaters will then be discharged to the Durez NT activated carbon treatment system for
final treatment. The treated wastewaters will be discharged to the storm sewer in
conformance with the facility's SPDES permits. Treatment and discharge of Site water through
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the Durez NT treatment system will require approval by the NYSDEC Division of Water (DOW).
The request will be submitted under separate cover.
As stated in Section 5.4, the section of Nash Road from the Site access road south to
Walck Road is not a truck route. All tankers hauling wastewater must turn north on Nash Road,
then turn right onto Niagara Falls Boulevard, then turn right onto Erie Avenue, then turn right
onto Walck Road to arrive at the Durez NT facility.
At the completion of the project, the interior of the wastewater storage tanks will be
decontaminated with a high-pressure steam wash. No surfactants will be utilized during
decontamination procedures. Decontamination wastewater will be transferred to tankers and
transported to GSH's Durez NT facility for treatment.
7.4

Backfilling of Excavated Area

The excavations will be backfilled at the completion of the excavation activities with DER-10
compliant fill. Fill material will meet the requirements of 6NYCRR 375-6.7(d) and the
requirements for backfill material as stipulated in DER-10 Section 5.4(e). The requirements for
the fill material include the following:
•

The fill must be comprised of soil or other unregulated material as set for in
6NYCRR Part 360

•

The fill must not exceed the lower of the protection of groundwater or the protection of
public health objectives for the Site, as set in 6NYCRR 375-6.8(b)

•

The fill must also be compared to the protection of ecological resources soil cleanup
objective

•

Analytical data or documentation of the origin and composition for the fill material must be
provided

The fill material will be placed in lifts no greater than 24 inches and compacted either with a
mechanical hand tamper or vibratory roller in order to minimize subsidence at a later date.
7.5

Site Restoration

Site restoration activities will commence immediately following completion of excavation
activities. Excavation activities will be deemed complete once all target waste material has
been excavated from the area and transported off Site for disposal.
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Restoration activities will include the following components:
•

Backfill of excavation area with soil material from an approved source

•

Removal of sheet pile cutoff walls

•

Removal of vehicle decontamination area materials

•

Management and removal of non-impacted access road and grading materials

•

Removal of fencing and sediment/erosion controls

•

Reestablishment of pre-construction grades and elevations

•

Reestablishment of vegetation (grass)

Decontamination area surface materials and liner will be collected and transported off Site for
disposal under the same protocols as waste materials. Non-impacted access road and grading
materials may be considered for reuse (recycling) on-Site by the property owner or for grading
purposes at Durez NT. Materials considered for reuse at an off-Site location must demonstrate
compliance in accordance with DER-10 Section 5.4(e).
Site grades and elevation data collected during the Site preparation phase (see Section 3.2) will
be used to establish preconstruction conditions and determine backfill and soil cover
requirements. In addition, reestablishment of vegetation (i.e., suitable wetland habitat) and
seasonal aquatic habitat will be reestablished in areas identified as wetlands under the USFWS
Wetlands Inventory to satisfy permitting requirements.
7.6

Demobilization

Following completion of the Site restoration activities, all construction equipment and facilities
will be removed and demobilized from the Site.
7.7

Reporting

After completion of the work, a Construction Completion Report (CCR) will be prepared,
stamped by a PE, and submitted to the NYSDEC. The report will be prepared in general
accordance with Section 5.8 of DER-10 and will include:
A. A summary of the selected remedy
B. A summary of all remedial actions completed, including:
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i) A description of any problems encountered and how they were resolved
ii) Identification of any variances from the WP
iii) An inventory of quantities and types of materials removed and their ultimate disposal,
including copies of waste disposal manifests
C. A list of remediation standards applied to the remedial actions
D. A compilation of any analytical data collected
E. Air monitoring records and air sampling results
F. A description of Site restoration activities
G. A detailed description of source and quality fill
H. Drawings showing post-construction Site conditions
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TABLE 4.1
EXISTING MONITORING WELL DETAILS
REMEDIAL ACTION WORK PLAN
NASH ROAD LANDFILL
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK

Monitoring Well ID

OW-3
OW-11
OW-12
OW-22
OW-23
OW-24 (1)
OW-25

Location

Screened Interval
(ft bgs)

Status

Support Zone
Excavation Area
Excavation Area
Inside Sheet Piling
Inside Sheet Piling
Support Zone
Excavation Area

45 - 55
7-9
29.5 - 32.5
3-8
3-8
5 - 10
7 - 12

To be Protected
Remove during Excavation
Decommission per NYSDEC CP-43
Remove during Excavation
Remove during Excavation
Decommission per NYSDEC CP-43
Remove during Excavation

Notes:
(1)

OW-24 is not located in an excavation area; however, it is adjacent to the proposed location of the sheet piling
ft bgs
Feet below ground surface
NYSDEC CP-43 New York State Department of Environmental Conservation Groundwater Monitoring Well Decommissioning Policy
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Appendix A
Supplemental Site Characterization Report (GES, 2013)
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TABLES

Nash Road Landfill
Nash Road
Wheatfield, New York
Table 1
Sample Matrix

Sample Media

Surface Soil

-

Purpose

Evaluate for potential exposure of contaminants to pedestrian traffic
through site via surface soil within interior of the site, biased towards
walking and ATV paths where there is obvious evidence of exposed waste
from the former dumping activities.
Evaluate sediment where waters can leave site toward direction of pond on
adjacent property.
Evaluate for potential exposure of contaminants to pedestrian traffic
through site via surface soil along the power line corridor.

Quantity

10

1
2

Evaluate for potential exposure of contaminants in the pond water to the
public, primarily at the former dumping site in the northeast area of the site.

6

Evaluate water leaving the site the site toward direction of pond on adjacent
property.

1

Re-characterization/delineation of any sut:isurface impacts from the
formmer dumping site in the northeast corner of the site.

15

Collect groundwater samples from the existing shallow monitoring wells to
evaluate current potential impact of the dumping activities to groundwater
on-site.

6

Collect groundwater samples from newley installed shallow monitoring wells
to evaluate current potential impact of the dumping activities to
groundwater on-site.

5

Surface Water

Subsurface Soil

Groundwater
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NIAGARA COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
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Fl N D L AY, H ACKETT ,

R E ID A ND WATTE NG E L

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW
UNITED OF"F"ICE SUILO I NG

P. 0. BOX 726, F"AL LS STATION
JACK W . HACKETT

NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK 14303

PAUL H. REIO, JR.
JERALO A.WATTENGEL

ARE A COOE 716

GLENNS. HACKETT
OAVIO M. CHRISTY
T I MOTHY ..J . TOOMEY

September 11, 1978

Niagara County Health. Department
10th and East Falls Street
Niagara Falls, New York
RE:

Town of Wheatfield, New York

Gentlemen:
The Town Board of the Town of Wheatfield has requested that I advise
the County Agencies involved that there was in th~ past a dumping of
chemical material at the Town of Wheatfield Nash R~ad dump.
The Town Board , in light of recent developments concerning chemical
leachage, hereby requests that the Niagara County Health Department
take the necessary steps to conduct an analysis of the aforestated
area so that the residents of that area can be rest assured there
doesn't exist any dangerous situation .
If you have any questions , please contact me .
Yours very truly ,

GSH/fmc
cc :

Economic Development and Planning Department
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Name of refuse disposal
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Does open burning occur routinely or periodically?

y

Yes_ _ No_"_

If yes, has a written exemption for the burning been granted?

Yes _ _ N_o_ _

contraventi~n

2.

Does deposited refuse, or leachings from it, result in apparent
quality standards?
Yes__
No_
X_

3.

Is deposi ted refuse usually confined to an effectively controlJ.ed area?
If no, has a written exemption been granted to the operator?

4.

of water

Yes_x__ No _ _

Yes

No_ _

Is deposited refuse normally compacted and covered with suitable material wit hin
24 hours?
Yes_ X_ No _ _
If not covered wi thin 24 hours , has a written exemption been granted?
If not covered within 24 hours, describe how frequently refuse is

Yes__

Yes _ _

No_ _

covered~-------------

No__:_

5.

Are effective means taken to control insects and rodents?

6.

Describe what is being done _to bring the operation of this refuse disposal area into compliance with Part 19 (Attach Abatement Schedule) This . area will be a.bandonad soon and all
mLlterial will be brought to t he Ningara County Solid !·Ta::ita Agency disposal site.

Name and title of person
completing this form~~c;J:::
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,t--------~-----
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Since the Nlflga ra Co!.m ty Solid

is now iu l i mited operat ion on

~'iaste

Agerwy

a i tA in the

t hei~

'l'ownshit:1 of Wheatf ield"·- Ci ty of Mox t h Toua-..t7nada ,
it ~.s re:Si)ectlhIIy requested th~)t your ooa:r.<l

c on tact their Assiste nt Di r ecto:r , Mr . Wsbater ,
s o that arTa.ragement s 1asy be
Co ml t y ' ~ f~ciU.t ies ,

t hereby

mad~

t o u s e t he

en~blin«

you to

d isc.unt inue th(: use of you !" a::r·s sent <Uspos:al

si t e.
We would then hope and ·t:n1et ·(:hat immedi~te
t.t cti.o l1 would i)e t~~ten to :~Ghabil ita t e ymn~ pre eeut
d isposal s ite by c o1l'\ plet ing the necesaary cnver
anu f i nal gr&d i ng .

l n view of ou:;:e mutnai. interest in tills problem ,
,,m would a pprec1t'l.te be ing k.ept

a(~v:'. secl

on t h e

circums tances of this s i tua tion .
Youro ve ry

w.

truly~

M. Frieclmu ri

Comruissiouer
for Environmental Health

Ae ~ istant

W.MF:ma
cc ;

.Mr. Bert J. Murphy, Supervisor

?.rvrth To nawn n'a a

r-: II[

N'";·QJ'~ ;.:,~ -1V., :.i1.1
r

l'1t.t< / ....

~!I:•.

Ir·

B:.'?.t:.7-1.ns?.1 , ~'Upa'''\ri cor'

fJtanley Z,

Whoo.tficld
208C :P.iv~r Pead

'lbWfl

Of'

N1.?i~,rn ~11~ ~ '!few Yc~l-n~:

\Jrl Septenbe!"

26 1 1968, the

at1?V':'~' f.~S.gpo~!ll stte nt ~ti ich
~-~-.

7ir:o . Hhile we

Pf.'•St yem:r thel'1c riO',"

~-~

·writ~r

Whe~~ti4:1~1<1 'ro>t.Tl Di::iposal S1.tf!

,,.,c:n-- 0f

W!~~-ttfic10

rrede an 1nspootion

or tr.e

t1!l'!e he t:~~ accompn~ied by ere ~nterviewil?<l your oper-n.tor .•
pl~B-sed w:1.th t he :lr~~r~·lvc•l'~J't~ ~f'r~cted at th.ls s:tte over the

should r.e call to your·

ttX 1.~t~~ unant,_~f'i:icto1"'...r ''~".l\11iH·<: 0~" t~~t

att-t~'.'1ticri.

r'irst, the d1:srosr~f!.. of 1.11'l:-·'.!?~· : "•:: "·v~t! , ~-· ·:!~ he1n~ acc~liehoo in
c1~-sr:· pror...rrd.ty to t hr? ~hen1cmJ. wr.wh' :..-'t!'t.!"e'fltl-.r l~.··ri!~1 ri~~-e. Thh1 not only i1iakes
possible the e-xporure of• these wn~tN', t,!.., t:-:ft ~tl10.sp~,£'r( 1 but 18 al so resultln~ in
e1Jr.sidemb1,.l" diN'icuJ.t:v tn th~ •:.n\-.•G'' i;-v:r:1n:! ,·;r· U-1~ >(.'fur;e . 'n:~~ e-rea whm:i?. tb~
1

chen11ca.1 waste M S
f~

t<e~n hu.r-h:r1 ~h')t1J~ h=1 r--~". .;r:f.

to keep

h~av.v equi)'';ir~r.t. &\·,l'.y

thiG location .
f'-Orl!li de.ral;lc 1rrlut.tria:i.

at"r:l urb~n

J"enewa.1 ":::astes

ar~ be~ d13poned

of on this property w.1th nc a::tt:.r::r:it at 'btt"f"ia.l . Since tht:~s~ cont ain A. coriaide?""able
~1mount o f domest1e pxi.rt;a.~ e.rl~ ccnr:'.:1c1er?.ble f'.l.y~-b1--eed ing has been t aking pl.ace t
we rur;t l"e(Juest your actet~ation 1.r: l1av1.r:rr the!§e .,,,-a.rites b1Jried lr. accc:rdance
;.,.ifth tht: state San1tary Ci"ile.
··

Wt\) wculd call

~mm·

ettention to our

le:tt~r

or Ser't~he-r ll,

19f<'>

reouest1.m~ that you rr..~ke> ~r.r.arif,em:tnb'; "dth the County Solid W~mte Afl.erY~Y t o <~:!z.pose
or al l refu~e at t he Ccnmty Site,. so that tha to-r:n d:l ffl')OE::ll site rmy Le .~:J ~cc-rt1 nued
ar.-d thf.! necessary M.riRl ~0" 1r·~' ~·rr". P.--.!"<t•:l i. ~1;;: ·~.d'fec tro.

Vf'!!"j tru1 y

V.

r-1•

VCU!'3 _,

'~iedron ,

Assistent

Frwiror:~nta1

cc~

B.

l'fiurphy

P ~'F:.

COl?~issione~ fo~

H<!:al th

NEW

Y'-'~K STATE DEPARTMENT OF

HE1 ,.M TH

INSPECTION REPORT FOR REFUSE DISPOSAL AREAS

ILO~ATION

NAME OF SITE

(T ,V ,C)
•.

;.

I-

OWNER

AOORESS

PHONE

OPERATOR

AOORESS

PHONE

.'
·"'•

CAYS ANO HOURS SITE IS OPEN
MUN IC I PALI TIES SERVED

if'' ' ·'-'. •

-·

·,. i ; ,.

'

TOTAL POPULATION

.
>

PERCENT SERVED

COLLECT IONS PER WEEK:

SUMMER

WINTER
TYPES OF REFUSE:

..

BUS I NESS

TOTAL USABLE
AREA(ACRES)

M I XED

I

'.

DUMPING CONTROi.LEO BY SIGNS

Q

FENCING CkJ-

GARBAGE

GATE AND 1..0CK PROVIDED AT ENTRANCE

.

Q ·

OTHER

D ,,,J '°. J f.>

,_

....,._
L--

YES .:•
YES

PAPERS CONFINED TO SITE

YES

DO SWINE FEEO ON DUMP

YES

COMPLAINTS FROM PEOPLE IN T HE AREA

N 1;,, ..

,__
,__

1~'. · c d

NO

NO
NO
NO

YES ,__ NO

7>--

YES

IS REFUSE AOEOUATELY COVERED

YES

NO

L--

NO
NO

r!S NO

COVER MAINTAINED TO PREVENT EXCESSIVE POOLING OF WATER. CRACKING,ETC. YES

I.'

"

YES

LEACHING TO A WATERCOURSE

DUMPING CONF INED TO A STR I P
SCAVENGER WASTE PERMITTED
SALVAGING PERMITTED

ly:H Fl
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

'

......
....._
'--

NO .__
'-YES
NO
L--

YES

....._
YES ....._

NO

WIDTH
.. NU ISANCE CREATEC YES

NO

,__
YES .__

NO
NO

YES

NO

30

,__
....._
....._

NO

NUISANCECREATED YES

BURNING PRACTICED

j

...

....._

.,

'

..

~ \..

r ' (

\
FREQUENCY ANO TIME OF BURN I NG:

.
'

.~

"

.

/
YES ~

NO

.>

,'

r

//

D

FIRE PROTECTION AVAILABLE

YES~

NOLJ

__ .,. _

OESCRI BE:

DESCRIBE TYPE ANO NUMBERS:

...., '-

I .,

./

ADEQUATE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE TO MAINTAIN D ISPOSAi.. AREA

..

NO

HAZARD CREATED BY INDUSTR IAi.. WASTE DI SPOSAL

....._
....._

TYPE OF MATERIAi.. BURNED:

FREQUENCY OF COVER:

.I.:
'(

I

.,

NO

YES

METHODS OF CONTROi..:

'·

'I

YES / ,

>-BURNED IN SPECI AL /\REA AWAY FROM OUMP
>--

TYPE OF COVER:

!,,.;

APPROACH ROAD PASSABl..E TO TRAFFIC ALL YEAR

.,

I

I DEPTH TO
GROUNO WATER

CONTROL MEASURES FOR RODEN TS AND INSECTS

>-Fl.OAT I NG SOU OS IN A WATERCOURSE
>--

L--

SU I TABLE COVER MATERIAL AVA ll..ABl..E

DEPTH OF COVER;

-

>--

~ NO

-,

-

TONS PER WEE K

;

i;a- ·

DRAINAGE INTERFERES WITH OPERATION

ATTENDANT ON DUTY WHEN SITE IS OPENED

f'',

REFUSE

IDEPTH
ROCK TO.~

!YES
YES

SITE 1..0CKED WHEN CLOSED

. .. .

Q.

..·.
SUPERVISION

.'·

. : I·

TYPE OF SOIL AND TOPOGRAPHY
I

i

D

'

~

TOTAL AMOUNT OF REFUS E :

RESIDENTIAL

I

..

.

~

.

i

/'

REFUSE COLLECTORS (NAMES)

PRECAUTIONS TAKEN TO PREVENT FIRE:

.\ i (}

;-! i"

METHODS OF DISPOSAL OF LARGE ITEMS(FURNITURE,TANKS ,APPl.. IANCES,STUMPS ,ETC.l

.

,h• '· l '.,

1 ...

"\·

,,

l

..

'

EXEMPTIONS GRANTED BY F ULL-TI ME HEAL TH OFFICER:

INSPECTED BY (S IGNATURE)

PERSON INTERVIEWED

.

DATE

)

)

'
{."
TI TLE

i
'STATE DETAILS UNDER REMARKS
. •• 242 (REV. 916$)

/

; I .'
I

.; .

11- \. ... :

I .

-.. .
-~

..·

,: l

Address Heply to :
Field Office
355 77tJJ Str eet
Niagara Falls , New Yor k

,,
,

14304

May 20 , 1968

Mro \~o Mo Friedman, P. E.
Assto Commissioner for Enviromenta l Hea lth
Niagara County Health Department
525 Bewley Building
Lockport , I'Tew York 14090
Dear l''ir . 'vi . Mo Friedrnan , P . E.

Subject :

Chemical Waste Di spona l
Township of Whea tfield

In reference to your let ter of May 6, 1968, where you requested assurance t hat there was no garbage or refuse in our
proposed dump site this office has the following comments :
A. ) On May 16, 1968, our District Soils En~ineer sent you
copies of the four (4) explorations in the To~m of Wheatfield
dump a r ea , these borings show no gci.rbage or refuse in our proPosed dump area .
B.) Finished gr~des will be in accordance with the plans
submitted by Krehbiel , Guay , Rugg & Hall and under the supervision
of the State of New Yorko

Very truly yours ,

~~t/-· ~~
/Jos~h Po Cain

E:ngineer - in- Char ge
N.Y.S. Depto of Trans .

JPC/jmw
cco

Mr . Norman w. Krapf
Mr . Herhert Goodkind
Mr . Vincent S o Bogren
File

COUNT I ES IN DISTRICT 5

CATTARAUGUS .

CHAUTAUQUA,

ERIE.

NIAGARA

J. BURCH M c MORRAN
COMMISSIONER

NORMAN W . KRAPF

City of Niagara Falls
LaSalle Expressway, Sect. I
Niagara County

OlaTlltlCT 1.HGI MEElll

May 16, J. 968

Mr. William Friedman
Ni agara County Health Department
Lockport, New York
Dear Sir:
At the request of Mr. Joseph Cain, Engineer-In-Charge of
the above project, state drilling forces have progressed four (4)
explorations in the Town of Wheatfield dump area at the site of
the proposed chemical waste disposal l ocation.
The soils material at the disposal elevations appears to
be a highly plastic glacial till, highly impervious. Atterberg
Limit tests run on representative samples place the Liquid limit
at approx. 43~ with a Plastic Index of about 23.
The Silt-Clay is highly impervious to the flow of water
and should be an acceptable dump area.
The boring logs of our drill holes as well as a location
plan of sa100 is attached.
Very truly yours,

~7d:_'.. ~-y/

By .

d/

--~ 00-"TLBY:

Peter Nowadly
t(
District Soils Engineer

PN:rd
CC:

Mr. K. L. Reitmeier
Mr. J. P. Cain
District Office File
Soils Lab File

.

-

·Town of

Wheatf ic~d
STATE

5
DISTRICT NO.
COUNTY
Ni agar a
B.S.M. PROJ. NO. 5-591

Chemi~~l Wa ~ -e
OF NEW YORK

z

UJ 0 <:>

z-

:C31: U

.UJUJa:
li:9~

C al::>
Cl)

I=

0

I/)

31: ~

9m 0

d

0..

12. %
18 %
24
! 1%1%1

1

-

<l) z
<I)~

iit>
o W
(/)

OFFSET

A11<

.....

a:

::>

a:

t;

9

0

0

(ALSO DESCRIBE UNDER "REMARKS")

2

8

REMARKS

~

M Br

rPr

5

:: 7,0 Br

4

3

578 . 5
SURF. ELEV.
DEPTH TO WATER see note

DESC.RI PTION
OF SOIL AND ROCK

0

c:;

•l"'

atta ched

.._

s;ol trml ed
fr h m

2

s e~

(STATE FORCES)

jUU~F
HAMMER FALL
l.D. - - WEIGHT OF HAMMER
2" 1.D.1-3/8 'NSIDE LENGTH OF SAMPLER 20" CASING_ SAMPLER~

BLOWS ON
SAMPLER

z
.....
_.

Area

HOLE NO. DH # I
LINE 8 STA.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
BUREAU OF SOIL MECHANICS
SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION LOG

La Salle Arterial HEi:! Section 1
PROJECT
QUAD. LOCATION
DATE, START 5-10 - 68
SOIL SERIES
DATE, FINlSH 5-10 - 68
CASING
OD.
SAMPLER 0.0.

Durn

Pro osed

8

J

h

~, I::,

Br

( FI RM)

Sil t , some cl ay , tr .
of organ ic matter ,
fine sand & sanitary
fi l l material
Silt, some clay , tr .
to some sanitary fi ll
material

573 . 5
(FIRM & PLASTIC)

4

-

1

.; ~ . 8 Br

1
1

co
~

568 . 5
(STI FF & PLASTIC)

Silt, some clay, tr.
of sanitary fill
materia l
Silt , some clay , tr •
of f ine sand

(VERY SOFT
& PLASTI C)

.

~

....

-

558 . 5
-C)

]

1

-

V6.ll Br

1

-

Silt , some clay , tr .
of fi ne sand &
sanitary f ill materia

(VERY SOFT
& PLASTI C)

5

f..

wt: wt

~~,9

lwt

Br

(VERY SOFT
& PLASTI C)

Silt, some cl ay

-

7

wt 1

i~d:

1

.._

8

21 1 o~

I

M Br

+.;

.,...., ...,,:i
rr nf- fr;<"'~ _ ~ronP

av

Bottom of

Hi Ple

~ .;

1+

c:.~~~

----

(VERY SOFT
& PLASTIC)

Same

3r

Q
::J
~

.._
,_
.._
.._

'--

~

.....
3:

..__

.._
,_

'--

L

t--1

'--

.......
.......

::r:
- 3~

,_

,_
.._

553 . 5

~
<I<

.._
,_

......

rv

2=

.._
.._

I-

563 . 5

l:;

i-2"'

,_

T"\O

&' <'.

~ HAf{lJ )

-

543 . 5
r:;4z _5

.._
.._

I-

,___

NOTE :

.,_4(\

I-

Gnd. to' Water:
3 ' at 3 '
Non -evident at 36 '

_,__
~

-'--

,_

,_

45

'-L~

.._

- sri
THE s ,1e s!Jl'IFACE INFORMATI ON 5HOW~ HEREON WAS CETAINEO
FOR STPTE DESIGN ANO ES TIMATE PVR PCSES ,
IT IS MADE
AVAILA9LE TO ~IOOE~S OHLY THAT THEY MAY HAV~ A~CESS
TO IJENTICAL INFCRMATION AVAI LABLE TO THE S TATE.
IT
IS PRESENTED IN GOOD FAI Tri ,
auT IS NOT INTENDED AS
A SU~STITUTE FOR
INVEST I GATIOl\iS ,
INTERPRETATION OR
-JUDGMENT OF TH E 9IOOER .

DRILL RIG OPERATOR
SOIL DESCRIPTIONS
ROCK DESCRIPTIONS
DISTRICT SOILS ENGR.

SHEET 1
FORM SM 2 82b

( 6 / 6 6)

OF 1

.

s.

Bauer
J. R. Zieziula
P. Nowadly
DH #1
HOLE NO.

Tnwn nf

WhoJ:it-fiPld

5
DISTRICT NO.
Niagara
COUNTY
B.S.M. PROJ. NO. 5-591

O.D.
CASING
SAMPLER 0.0.

""
~~~
II..

LL

WILia:
cm~
fl)

t:

0

o~

z

en
~ (/)

9~
m

d

z

""
..J
II..

BLOWS ON
SAMPLER

12.
18
24
~ 1~1%~1%

n1

I

frt rn

5

?

4

HOLE NO. DH
LINE 8 STA.

SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION LOG

4fr2

s~e

(STATE FORCES)

OFFSET

l

attached

577.6
SURF. ELEV.
DEPTH TO WATER s~~ note
(ALSO DESCRIBE UNDER "RE MAR Ks•)

l.D.
WEIGHT OF HAMMER
300#
HAMMER FALL
l.D. 1-3/ f ''NSlDE LENGTH OF SAMPLER~ CASING_ SAMPLEffi8''

2''

, S;:ir

ChPmical Waste Dt1mo AroJ:i

LaSalle Arterial Hwy. Section
5-10-68
DATE, START
DATE, FlNISH
5-10-68

PROJECT
QUAD. LOCATION
SOIL SERIES

z

ProoosPn

STATE OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
BUREAU OF SOIL MECHANICS

cnz
cn2

~~

i-n

li zhts

""a:

~
5

0
..J
0
<.>

DESCRIPTION
OF SOIL AND ROCK

REMARKS

~

w Bll Organic Matter with

~

(VERY LOOSE)

Brr fine sand, tr. of
silt & clay

M

I)

a:

9

Br Silt, some cJ ay, tr.
Bll of fine sand· &
organic matter

,_
I-

572.6

I-

(FIRM)

~

I-

'-

567. 6

f-i.O

~

~

w Br

?

1

-.

Fine sand, some silt

& clav

(LOOSE)

I-

......

565. 6

I-

15

-

...........

4 lwt wt
Wt

I

'

.

•' 11D I

Br

J

x

---

~

-

I-

;,..,

5

, ,

-~

Silt, some clay, tr. (VERY SOFT
of fine sand & fract. & PLASTIC)
stone

IIII-

,

•"3-i Br

Sarne

.....

(VERY SOFT
& PLASTIC)

I-

-

~

I"'-!

c..'J

25

g

w Br

6 .wt wtE-i
~

-so

T.Tt--

Fine sand, some silt (VERY LOOSE)
& clay, tr. of fract.
stone

1-:t
f;::
~

-

-

--

547.6
7 22 26

27

M Br

w

::J
~

35, :I:

-

552.6

8 11

L'.3

41
~o

.3J, I .or

-

Coarse sand, some sil lt, t r. of
clay, fine sand & rou tid stone
(VERY COMPACT)

'-

..._
..._

542.6
~i1t:, ~o~e ~Eay oc rin~
rr
_ o1
·rac . stone ~ & SEMI-PLASTIC)
541.l
Bottom of Hol ~
0

NOTE:

~

..._
..._

-

---

Gnd. to Water:
4' at 4'
Non-evident at 36.5 1

II-

I-

~

III-

THE s u esUR FAC E INFORMATION 5HOW\! HEP. EON VIAS CETAINED
FOP STATE DESIGN AND EST IM ATE PUR POS ES .
IT IS MAD E
AVAILABLE TO B I DD ERS ONLY THAT TH EY MAY HAV E ACC ESS
TC l~ E ~TICA L I NF ORMAT IO N AVAI LABL E TO TH E. STAT E,
IT
SUT I S NOT INTEND ED AS
IS PRES E NTE~ IN GOOD FAI Trl 1
INT ERP RETATION OR
I NVE5 T IGATIOlliS 1
A 5UE £T ITU TE FOR
J UDGM ENT OF THE 5 IO DER.

DRILL RIG OPERATOR
SOIL DESCRIPTIONS
ROCK DESCRIPTIONS
DISTRICT SOILS ENGR.
SHEET 1 OF

FORM SM 282 b l 6 /ef$l

1

.

s.

Bauer
J. R. Zieziula
P1 Nowadly
DH #2
HOLE NO.

Town of Wheatfie·J.d

Proposed

Chemicai. Wastt Dump Area

STATE OF NEW YORK

DISTRICT NO.
5
COUNTY
Njaga~a
B.S.M. PROJ. NO. 5:- 591

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
BUREAU OF SOIL MECHANICS

SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION LOG
(STATE FORCES)

OFFSET

PROJECT
LaSa l le A:t::t~rial H~~ Section I
QUAD. LOCATION
DATE, START
5-J0-68
SOIL SERIES
5-10
- 68
DATE, FINISH
CASING
QD.
SAMPLER 0.0.
z

Oo
z
~~(J .,, in
·~ l:lj~~ 3t 4(
-g 0
"1

en

~o

Ill

0

!

1

Sa mo ed fr ,~m
F1 Ii o-1

-

note

(ALSO DESCRIBE UNDER "REM'ARKS•)

~

0

9
0

u

DESC.RI PTION
OF SOIL AND ROCK

REMARKS

;I

w Br

1t- c:

......

(LOOSE)

Fine sand, tr. of
silt & clay

,_

572.4

5

2

2

3

M

w

5
~o

attached

577 . 4
SURF. ELEV.
DEPTH TO WATER see

l&l

cnz a:
cn2

~~
,%1%1%%
12. 18 24

.J

atta~b'id

see

l.D. _ _ WEIGHT OF HAMMER
300tt
HAMMER FALL
l.D.1-3/8 'INSIDE LENGTH OF SAMPLER ~ CASING_ SAMPLER8''

2"

BLOWS ON
SAMPLER

z

"1

DH #3
HOLE NO.
LINE 8 STA. see

D3r

Silt, some clay, tr .
to some fine sand

......

(SOFT)

-co
('f)

......I

567 . 4
3

2

2

3

~ ~ .o

Br
Rec

(SOFT & PLASTIC)

Silt, some clay,
tr • of fine sand

-:....

4

1

1
1

::::;

""

'8 , 0

Br

tVERY SOFT

Silt, some clay, tr .
to some fine sand

562.4

L-

......

-

......

<X!

5 wt

1

t-!

~

l

(VERY SOFT

Same

9.3 Br

L-

& PLASTIC)

0

._

~

._

i:x..c

~

6 wt IWt

wt

.;.3, 'f Br

......

& PLASTIC)

0

35

.....

(VERY SOFT

Same

t-:1
30

......
L-

& PLASTIC)

S:2

25

I-

~

(/)

~o

-L-

....
15

......
......

,__
._

547.4

;..L.<

7 lvt wt

wt

• 'J .)._ Br

Silt, some clay

(VERY SOFT

,__

& PLASTIC)

-

542 . 4
8

8

9
21

.:. ;J.,'J

tBr

;:,i.1: c,
c:t-ono

~ome

......

ci.ay, Lr . or ( rract:. &
PLASTIC)
STIFF
540.9
Bottom of Ht>le

f ; no c:.::1nrl

--

......

._

......

-

......

-

,__

NOTE:

Gnd. to Water:
2. 5' at 2. 5'
Non-evident at 36. 5 '

L-

,__
L-

.....
,__

.....
._
._
._
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May 6 1 1968

Mr . Jose ph P . Cain
Engineer- In-Charge
New Yol''k State

Department o f Tr ansporta t ion
Field Off ice
355 - 11th Street
Ni9.gara Fa l l.s, New York 14304

Dear Mr. . Cain:
Subject:

Chemica l Wasto Disposa l
•.rownship of Wheatfield

This will confirm 111y p.hone conversation of May 3 , 1968 ,
relative to the aoove subject. Before this office conld consider epproval of the disposal of this chemical solid waste
into the Town of Wheatfield disposal area, we would have to
be assured that:
a.

No ga rbsge or refuse has been dlsposed of :in the
:lmmediate area proposed fox t h i s chemical waste.

b.

Finished grndes would be in a ccordan ce with the
plnns submitted by the office of Krehbiel, Gue.y

Rugg, and Hall, and under their supervision.
Very truly

you r ~,

W.M. FriedmRn, P .E.
Assi stant Commissioner
for Environmentt'.l.l
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FhC 67-15, FALSE 67-1
LaSa.lle Ar terial Hi ghwa.y
Section I Niagar a County
r~r .

Erne.st :R. Gedoon , Chief - Bureau o f Air Pollution Control
Niagara County Hea lth Department
City Hall of Niaga r a Falls
Niaga.ra Fal l s , New York
May 1,

1968

Dear Si r :
Referenc e is made to a cheruical \.Jctste mate1·i .:i.l loca t e d at
Frontier Avenue near 99!1l Street on the cibove caJ>tioned project .
On 1~pril ~~3 , 1968 , Fi.r . Fred Lemke , Peace ,Justice Town of
\'iheatfield , Mr . Stanley Br,7 e2,inski , supervi sor 'l'own of Wheatfield,
Mro F. o. Ga.rt hoff , project manager for .Stimm Associa tes and myself visi ted the Town o f Wheatfield dump located Bast of Nash Road
in the Towno 'l'he two ( 2) Board members were receptive of disposing
t his chemical waste in the Northeast corner of the dumpo
We propose to e xcavat e a hole some 25 1 to 27 1 in depth and
dispose of this chemical wa s te . ·rhe to}; of this waste wil l be
some 3 ' to 5' (feet) below any and all sanitary sewer , water line,
sept ic tanks e t co The size of the hole may vary in lengt h and
width dependi ng upon the amount of chemical we.ste we must di spose
ofo The amount of chemical waste is approximately 1,000 + coy.
from our test holes but may va ry when a c tual excavation commences.
After the chemical waste is plac ed it will be backfilled with the
excava ted materia l t o fin i sh grade . The excess material will be
spread in the immediate surrounding area to coDrect a low spot in
t he dump .
Enclosed are the fol lowine; drawings for you information :
1. )

Drawing fi~67- K-03D - Titled Refuse Disposal Area - •rown of Wheatf ield prepared by Krehbiel , Huffcut , '; Jal ters & Guay dated
J une 19670 In the upper right hand corner I have plotted in
green our proposed dump area with a section s howing eleva.tions.

2. )

Boring l oca. t i ons in this area with copie3 of the soil boring
results .

3. ) One (1) drawing each of nearby residence and water l i ne in the
gener·al

are~i. .

Continued - Disposal of Chemical
Project :

4.)

~aste

Sheet
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Fa.c 67-15 , Ff..LSE 67- 1
La.Sal le i\.:r·te:ci al Hi gh;,my
.Section I !hC:Jgr>.ra Count y

One (1) copy of d re.wing £.io . 5641 G prepareO. by Krehbiel
and Krehbiel of t lie Bell Air Subdivisi on just south of the
'l'own of ~'iheatfield dui:-;p . '.i'his dra 11ing shows elevati on of
the first floor anc. su·rrounding area .
1

Kindl y advise this office of your decision i n the matter so
tha.t this c her.1ic a l waste c an be disposed of as quickly as possible .
Very truly yours ,

·/::!1~~
~ngineer-in- Charge

N. Y.S. Dept . of Trans .
JPC/jmw
Enc ls.
c c.

Mr . Norman 'd . Krapf
Mr . F. o. Garthoff
Mr . Vincent Bogren
File

Aj dress reply to :
Mr . Joseph p . Cain
Field Office
355 - ?7~tJ Street
Niagara Falls, New York

14304
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'lrA'J' take ;appropriate stepa to aolve any drainag• probleau ld.tb t.h•
Cit.y o

~~ .

f·t .

llri~,

P.:a.

i~ Go1$t·~'lt C~U,56:1.0ll~:i'

lnviro.~ntal

t:.oolosure
CC :

}Ir • Bert .J • i:lurphy
i·ir. P.araleoon

HMlth

!ot.•

KREHB I EL
HUFFCUT
WALTERS
GUAY
eng
neers
survey o
s

1868 NIAGARA FALL5

BLVD .

TONAWANDA,N.Y.

1 4 1.52

n6 - 693 · 9300

THEOOOllE A . KllEH81H
JAMES A . HUFFCUT
WILLIAM N . WAlTf RS
JAMES E. GUAY
WILLI AM J. llUGG
CHARLES M . HALL
WILLIAM R. PI CTOll

October 30, 1967
Niagara County Health Department
525 Bewley Bui lding
Lockport, ~ York
Attention: Mr . W. M. Friedman, P. E.
Re : Town of Wheatfield
Disposal Area Grading
Dear Mr. Friedman:
Enclosed,for your approval, are three (3) prints of the proposed grading
for the Town of Wheatfield Disposal Site adjacent to the City of North
Tonawanda.

Very truly yours
KREHBIE L -GUAY-RUGG-HALL

R~-c~~h
R. Kent English

RKE/mz
Enclosures
cc: Mr . Winston Moeller
Mr . Stanley Brzezinski

Oc t o ber 3 , 1 96 7

Krehbiel-Guay-Rugg-Hall
Engineers, Surveyors
1868 Niagara Falls Boulevard

Tonawanda, New York
Attention:

14152

Mr. Gua y

Dear Jim:

W.M. Friedman, P.E.
Assistant Commissioner
for Environmental Health

WMF/cs
Enclosure

KREH BJ EL
HUFFCUT
WALTERS

GUAY
e

n

g

s

IJ

r

v

n

e

e

e

y

0

$

s

r

1868 NIAGARA FALLS

BLVD.

TONAWANDA,N.Y.

141.52

716·693·9300

THEODORE A. ICREHBIEl
JAMES A . HUffCUT
WILLIAM N . WAITERS
JAMES E. GUAY
WILllAM J. RUGG
CHARLES M . HALL
WILLIAM R. PICTOR

September 25, 1967

Niagara County Department of Health
Bewley Building
Lockport, New York
Attention:

Mr. William Friedman

Dear Mr. Friedman:
Enclosed are three (3) prints of the grading proposed for the Town
of Wheatfield Disposal Area adjacent to the City of North Tonawanda.
We would like your approval of this before proceeding with the work.
Listed below are the industrial establishments which we have contacted with respect to the comprehensive sewerage study for Wheatfield, Pendleton, Cambria and Lewiston.
New York State Power Authority
Greif Brothers Cooperage
Bell Aerosystems
Carborundum Company - Coated abrasives
Carborundum Company - Graphite Products
Continental Can Company
Frontier Chemical Process Inc.
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We have received replies from all of these except for Frontier
Chemical. For each we have annual water consumptions, estimated
polluted discharges, and general information as to type of pollutants .
In addition we have contacted the military installations in the area, - Niagara Falls Air Force Base
Lockport Air Force Base (Shawnee Road)
U. S . Army Nike Site (Upper Mountain Road)
and have reviewed the operating r ecords of each of these installations .
Do you have any further information regarding these industries and
the military which might be helpful to us?
Very truly yours
KREHBIEL-GUAY -RUGG- HALL

Richard K . English

RKE/mew

67 K 03

p-.

Jyl.y

26, 1967

Mr. Paul .Ru:nbold~ Mayor
<;ity Hall

North Tonawanda, New !ark
Dear

Hon~

Rumbold:

Reference is made to the attached letter to the Township oi Wheatfield
relative to improvements in their retuae disp<>eal site. Since the City
of North Tonawanda is apparently not interested in jointly solving the
drain&ge problems on the City-Town Line at the rear of the Farbea Circle
properties, it is asswaed that the 'I'ownahip ot Wheatfield will proceed

independently on thia problem and that the City ot' North Tonawanda will
do likewiee.
Very trul,y y-oo.r e,

~.

n.

friedm&n, P.E.

Assistant C<laldelioner
tor F.n'Yironmental Heal.th

WMP •••• cg

Enclosure
CC:
CC:

James Guay
Town of Wheatfield

,July Z5 t 1967

~tt' .

John Br zczinmd.;, Supervioo:'

2000 Riv~ Road
Ni agara Fills, NttW York
REt

~'hoa.tf ield

Town Diapoau Sit.e

'rlde ldll. oonfirtrt th~ re~t.e of a conferem.e and a.n inspection ot
the Wheatfield t own DispQW. Site an July 21, 1967. PreHJlt were Supervisor Brzezineki, Justice ~.ke, Town Engineer J&lllee Uua7, and the lfriter.
The purpose ot thie inspacrt.ion and eon!eren4• wa.a to ?"eview the topographic
map o! the i!ite ri!centl:r ocapleted, clot.ermine zwceesar;r t .:D Hng and grading,
and att~ to devise a suit.ab.le plan ot drainin& the bou.ndar7 line between the Townahip at Wheatfield and tbe Hcrt.h Tonawanda City Litle. For
t.bi• latte- pu"pOM, tbe otticiale ot the North 1onawanda City Engineer
De~ had heon invited. t,Q a~tend b\it they wc-e apparentl.7 not. intore.attd in participating. It is theref'ore aallUMd that the Cit;y ot llort.h
'fonaw.nda will iroceed i.Mependentq to Jrovido adequate drainage tor th•

rear lot 1.1.nea ot t he residenta.1 properties Abuting thia diepoaal. site.

It vaa qreed at thie cont~• that eutficient additional .t'ill
would be prcv.ided over tlds general area o.t t he disposal site to ineure a
tot.al ot at least tvo teet ot CQ&lP&Cted till being plac«l over th• ari81nal.
retueo. The propat7 vill be graded to the north &nd northeaat and IJMd.ld
to vegetation. 'l'hia ahould ndn111d.se &ny odors er drainage p.roblesu m
thie aite.

May we once a.gain ~e ee our appreci.aticin !ar the cooperation you
have «Xtend4d t o\\• 1n these Mtt ers.,

W. M. Jt'r iedman, P.E.

Aadetant Ca.mdaaionor

tor i:nrironment.al Health
Wi'U!' ••• .cg
CC:

James Guay

CC: City of North Tonawanda.

CITY OF NORTH TONAWANDA
NORTI{ TONAWANDA. NEW YORK, 141!?0

CHARLES W. HOBBS SR.
CITY CLERK

TELEPHONE

June 2h, 196'(

693-0451
093-7253

Dr. Dudley A. Hill , Commissioner
Niagara County Health Department
711 Windermere Road
Lockport , New York
Dear Dr. Hill :
We enclose herewith a copy of a communication sent to the North Tonawanda
Conunon Council and read before the same on June 19, 1967. In addition ,
we enclose a copy of the resolution which the Common Council took following presentation of the aforementioned letter .
"MOVED by Alderman Hogan
SECONDED by Alderman Butcheri
That the Common Council herewith authorizes and direct s t he
Office of the City Clerk to send copies of the aforementioned
letter to the following: Dr. Dudley Hill, Commissioner of
t he Niagara County Health Department, the Niagara County
Board of Supervisors, the Town Board of the Town of Wheatfield, and North Tonawanda Supervisor Bert Murphy. Furthermore, Dr. Hill is requested to reply and indicate what steps
are being undertaken to alleviate this pot entially danserous
condition.
CJ\RHI.ED."
Very truly yours,

~~~1
CITY CLERK

CWH/sg
Encl.

N
. f-1 \~FP. .

.JUN 1 9 1967

June 11, 1967

~.\TY: ~~~R~"~, O ~·FJq;_

\%7 JUN ! ~ ~~IQ: q!~

Gentlemen:
May I bring

toN98~ TJJ\tt~~~~A· tl V.pressing problem concern-

ing the residents of Forbes Street and Terrace.
Wheatfield Dump bordering this

·.~rea

The Town of

is a hazard to the lives

of the children living here •.
This dump contains among other things, large unprotected
water hole s.

There are copies of letters to Messrs. Brzinski

and Rumbold enclosed that pertain to an experience in this dump
with my own son.
The Build i ng Inspector of Wheatfield has explained to me that
b elow ground swinnning pools in that town must be enclosed by a
proper fence with a lockable gate.

It seems to me that large

water holes represent as much a hazard to children as do swinnning
pools.

If the Wheatfield Dump cannot be filled and closed, it

should be surrounded by a proper fence.
fence as is used in Bui'falo dumps.

(i.e. A high chain link

Not a snow fence that can fall

over or blow over, and is not intended to be used for a protective
fence.)
The ideal solution to this problem is to close t h is dump, after
the water holes have been filled and the land graded properly.

. ·.

'·

... .

Besides the afore metioned hazard this dump breeds vermin, gives
an offensive odor and is eraded in such a way that it drains from
winter snow and spring rain ont9 my land leaving a 20 to JO ft.
diameter pond that becomes stagnant and stays until June.
Please aot on this problem before a child is killed.

Sincerely

yo~s,

g!7ffK~~
Geoi4{e Gaesser
22 Forbes Terrace
N. Tonawanda, New York
Encl.

. j· . •..

NIAGARA

COUNTY

HEALTH

·. . .

DEPARTMENT

525 BEWl...EY BUll...OINC3

LOCKPORT, NEW YORK 14094
DIVISION OF
EVIRONMENTAI... HEAL.TH SERVICES

DUDl...EY A. Hll...l..., M. D .
COMMIBSIONER

W. M. FRIEDMAN . P . E.
NEil. S. C30ROON, M. O.

ASS ISTANT COMMISSIONER

DEPUTY COMM I SSIONER

April 18, 1967

Mr. Stanley A.

Brzezlm~ki

Supervisor 3 Town of ''Jheatf1eld
2080 River Hoad
N1af¢!-a Fa11B, New York

Re:

Town Refuse Disposal
Wheatfield Town

Dear Mr. Brzezinski:

On April 7, 1967, and again on April 13th, inspections
were made of' the Town of Wheatfield Dispoaa.1 Site.

We were extremely gratified to note the tremerooua
1mprovement in this operation during the past few 100nths. Garbage
and refuse is presently being confined to a limited working area
arx:l is being properly covered after each days operation. We sh<xlld
like to take this opportunity to both thank and congratu.U.te your
operator Mr. Z1no for his cooperation.

We are, however, still coocemed over the results of past
operational defects, especially in the area to the rear or the
Forbes Circle residences. As a 11esult or inadequate cover, more and
more refuse is being exposed on the groum surface. AlBo, because of
inadequate grading, an aggravating surface drainage problem has
resulted. Both of these conditions were pointed out in our letter
or October 3, 1966.
When grourxi corxlitions are such as to permit working in this
problem area, it ie respectt\llly requested that the required two reet
or cover material be provided over this re.ruse. Proper grading with
a m1mun slope of 0 . 5% sOOUld be provided to el1m1nate the maey puddles
of stan:ling water. With respect to the property line between the diaposal
site and the residences, the solution might be either a drainage ditch
or a atom drain . In any event, 1t ie suggested that perhaps your

Apr il 18 :i 1967
Superint endent of' Highways shc...uld confer 1.dth the City of North
Tc11ar.;andn ~eer so t hat a mutually satisfactory system could
be develaped .
trua~;

We app:r>ec1ate ytittr cooperation 1n these matters am
that we will bs kept advised of all actio.n teJ<l:n or contemplated,,

Very tru.ly yours>

W~ ~!.

Mrs. D'Marco

32 Forbes Terrace
N.Tonawanda

Burt Murphy

Mr. Hardleben-City Engineer

Mr. Cvetan

Friedman, P.E.

October

J, 1966

Mr9 Stanley A. Bnezinald
Supervi·a or, Town ot Whe&tfield
2080 River rtoad
Ni.ap.ara. Fall.$, Ngw York

.Re :

t.rown Refu~e DiGpoeal
Township of Wheatfield

Dear Mr~ Bneainskit

On September 12, 1966 our Mr .. Friedman met with 7cu., Judg(l Ismke ,
and Mr. Angelo Zino o! the Niagara s.nitat.ion Ccritpan7, relative to your
refuse dieposal aito &nd to diacues the problems being encountered in
Mr. Zino. 9 s disposal operatien. It waa pointed out b7 Mr. Friedman that
Part 19 of the· New York State Sanitary Code has for the operation of a
sanitary land fil1, three basic requiromente or objectives.

l.

2.

That garbage and Nfuee ehall ~ caapaoted
and covered dai~ with a compact.d lqer
of at least six inchee ot suitable conr
Dl&terial.
A final coaipaeted c:over ot at least 2 teet
of a suitable cover niaterial ehall be placed.
within one week at'ter· the. final depoeit of

refuse at &n1 portion ot such refuse disposal
area.

J.

The final cover material eh&ll be properJ.7
graded with a minimUJn elope ot o.s% (preferably
l .C%) eo ae to provide accur.ate eurtace drainage.

During the S.ptember 12 con!'erence, Mr. Z.ino agreed to c=ply
w1 th all applicable rules and regulations, and eumarise hie proposed

actions, including the e.!'tective covering and grading of the completed
portions ot the retuee area.

Mr. Stanley A. Brzezinski

October

J, 1966

We are gratified to note that Mr. Zina has in fact greatly
i mp.roved operations since thie September 12th meeting. Since then all
~efuse has been effectively covered with a minimum of 6 inches .of
compacted earth , except for one minor mechanical breakdown during
the past week whieh w&6 i.mnlediate'.cy corrected. We a.&euwe that when
Mr. Zino relocates to a new area the area now being worksd will be
covered with the two feet of compacted fill as required . It was
also noted that since September 12th an extra. bulldozer and an extra
man have been made available :to the site aupplementing the original
bulldozer and operator. We are, however, experiencing a little
anxiety over the fact ·t hat no actual corrective action has been
taken upon t~ completed areas; to provide cover and proper grading
tor surface drainage. While we do not doubt Mr. Zino's intentions
i11 this matter we would greatl:,y appreciate receiving sane written
confirmation of hie plane so tOOt we may more de.firJ.tely satisfy
the carplainanta that are occasionally contacting us requesting
future action in thie matter v
Since the winter weather will soon be upon ue, making the
grading probleme more ditticult we would appreciate hearing !ran
Mr. Zino within the next 10 dq3 so that we may be reassured
remedial work will be well underway by the lat of November.

A.gain,. let me express my sincere appreciation for your splendid
cooperation in this matter.
Veey

truly yours,
\...!_. . ~

· '-"· ..

~~'7 '

Dudley A. Hill, M. D.

Camniesioner

CC:

Kr. Angelo Zino

NIAGARA

COUNTY

HEALTH

OUOLEY A. HILL, M.D .
CCMMISS l ONCA

,_ ,EA*"' 0

'

e'

t1P•Eliil51 F1 . e,

c1:r1.rTv Cfiiltut1e111er>feP1

August 29, 1966

DEPARTMENT
Bo t\ 110

o~

H1tA~TH

RAYMONO A. BEITER , PAClllOCNT
JOHM H . !iTUNZ, M . O., V1CE · Pll1tlllDICNT
RICHARD WENDl..ANDT
WILLIAM R. CORCORAN, M.D.
STANLEY T . SKOMSKI
DAN I EL J. WHITE
EDWARD H . MORtJAT, M . O .
RAYMOND M. DEGAN
R. W. LEWIS, D . V . M .
ELLIOTT J . LYNCH

Report on Wheatfield Dump:
At 9:15 a.m. I made a routine inspection of the Wheatfield dump in accordance with
instructions to keep a daily vigil. The operator of the bulldozer was spreading some
dirt cover over an area that had already been covered and graded. This particular
section looked very good. ' - - 1 ~
Directly to the rear of the present work site and adjacent to the swamp area was a
sizabl e amount of brush and debris; paper, magazines, chairs, bottles, jars, etc.
dumped right on the ground in an area that was already covered. I asked him where it
had come from and why it had been dumped there. He told me that he had purposely left
it here for me to see end that it had been dumped there on Saturday. He said that on
Saturday just as he was closing the dump a large man driving a brown buick and hauling
a trailer filled with brush had approched the gate and said he was going to dump. The
operator told him where he must dump and instead of dumping where he should have he
dumped right in the center of the cleared area. He was then refused permission to
enter the second time with another load. When Joe (operator) refused to open the gate
this person, according to Joe, said something not too pleasant and told him he was a
taxpayer and he was going to dump and if Joe would not open the gate that he would
get a key from Hank Krueger. When Joe returned to the dump on Monday a second load
of garbage and junk had been deposited on the exact same spot. There were papers,
junk, magazines and assorted pieces of junk littered all over an area approx. 10 x 20
yards.
I left the dump and returned to the office where I discussed the condition with Mr .
Popovici. We both returned to the dump after first summoning Mr. Al Zina, owner and
operator of the dump, to meet us there. He was instructed to clean the area where the
violation took place and also clean up all the junk that had accumulated in several
areas.
I later tried to contact Mr. Krueger to inform
that more stringent controls over the issuance
contacted Mr. Stan Brzezinski and informed him
find out all he could about the events leading
out who the violator was.

him of what had happened and to suggest
of the keys should be exercised. I also
of the violation. He told me he would
up to this violation and try to find

Ju ly 12 .

M.:r. Popov .kl

Ni .aga r;;. Sanitati<'ln Refuse Dhi;<.1 sal Ares

P1ea.!3e be advised that attached memorandum was rec~ived
by Dr . Htll on Tuesday, July 12 from Mr. Seebald, Bu.ffal("J Regional Engln~.er .
You are hereby requested to comply with items 1-7 .
'P<tr.ti~ularly~

Item 1 , we feal a t: tM a time n snow fence

should be ar~ct ed nt both ends of the lateral cut to pr~vent children
from fall ing into the ditch . Item 2, oil residual placed on the swamp
two wieeks a~o appears to have disappeared.
S inceJ'ely yours.
Michael Popovic!

Sanitarian
MP •• 18111

l ~H

STATE OF NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

MEMORANDUM
July 11, 1966

To:

Dr. Hill - Niagara County Department of Health

From:

Mr. Seebald - Buffalo Regional Office

Subject:

Town of Wheatfield Refuse Area

I had occasion on· July 8 , 1966 to view progress at the site
of the ~fueatfield refuse area. The following is offered for your
information:
1. The large excavation at the eastern end of the area is not
being used fo r any purpose. It is much too large for practical cut
and fill refuse disposal. At present this excavation presents a
proximate hazard to children.
2. There appeared to be little oil residual left on the large
garbage-littered swamp to offset mosquito breeding.

3. Recently deposited garbage had not been covered effectively,
to obviate burrowing rodents, or to eliminate blowing papers.
4. The bulldozer operator was awaiting a fresh load of refuse
and/or garbage, and to accomodate same, had excavated a shallow depression in previously deposited refuse, and accordingly stated that the
excavated material would be used to cover the fresh refuse.

5. Attempts at regrading and covering of the easterly end
haven't produced an effective final cover.
' 6. The garbage-littered swamp gave rise to noxious odor
conditions.

?. The trenching operation is encroaching on previously
buried refuse.
The foregoing prompts the following conclusions and

recom.~enda-

tions:
1. The dump operator has not developed a rational plan for
dump operation .
2. The equipment operator does not appreciate the philosophies
attendant upon proper landfill operation.

2.

3. Steps to minimize nuisance conditions have not been as
effective as hoped .
4. An engineering survey by the Town Engineer, a plan for
compensating for present deficiencies and for future progressive planned
operation, supervised by competent individuals acquainted with sanitary
landfill methods is urgently recommended.
It would be most desirable if the County modified its or der
to the Town, in view of the ·fo r egoing, to incorporate the recommendations
in the previous paragr aph.

REPORT 'fOWN OF WfIEA'fFI£LD DU:NP

,June

1, 1966 to August Jl, 1966

r'ror{, the onset o.f ruy e:nvol voment :.regard:Lng t he Tov,n of Whea.tfield Dump ,

the following things have been eliminated.
l .

'l'he

g1'0US

miause of :rubbish and t r ash

hapha:M~rdl:Y

dwnped iri all sect i.ons

of the dlJll'lp •

2.

The ditch running the entire lengt.h North East. of the dump was excavated

of old garbage which had probl}.bly been lay:ing stagnate for two years
and compact ed up t.o the swamp a:rea.

'!'hie 1s t.he extreme North East.

corner directl y behind the Pa.llotine Fathers.

3. The Pallotine Fathers were .;;ixtre:mely happy the.t this condition was
rt.'lnOVed

from their rear yard area.

wa.f.t'ed by odors from this ditch .

Tt,::)y hD.ve been continuousl y
The area directly behind the homes

on Forbes Terrace was filled and graded once, this area still must
be filled and graded.
4.

The old dump area located between F'orbee Terrace and the equipment

garage has been rough graded.

This fill and grade has not stopped,

the odors which persist to omit on wet or damp <Ucys.

This area was

limed on August .31 and must also be covered and fir1ished grade.

Our

odor problem is coming from this old garbage dump area.

5. The swamp has been oiled several times for the control of mosquitoes.
6. <Ale of our orig1.nal plans of creating a sanitary strip land fill program
ln which the ditch had been dug JO feet t.1.de, 10 feet

long has been filled.

de~p

and JOO feet

A residue of approximately l/J o! excess dirt is

still piled in this area to be used in the final grading of the North
East section of the dumps.
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7. The operator ia

_pr~ s ent1y

bu..t•ying garbage :l.n a

10~1

awa.le area; this

ope?ation i s insufficient in. as much a s the ground e.xcnve.t:lon has not.

been deep enough and compaction has not been carried out, al so lack o.f
sufficient coyerage of dirt on the nightly coverings.

It is noted that this operation haa sufficient equipment to institute a
proper sanitary landfill program, but does not have r eliable help.

In many instances

on our inspectione, we havo noted times when the dozer operator cou.ld. be workillg
in other parts of the dump, he goes to 8leep in his vehicle while waiting for

other loads of garbage to be brought to the dlllnp.

H:te time could be used in

pua.hing old trash into the swamp area and general clean up of the growid area.
It is also noted that salvaging is being permitted.

scavengers have allowed accumulation of emall piles
points throughout the dump area.

That is, in the past few weeks,

or

metal junk at several

'l'hie condition existed without pickup for three

woel<'..a, then on :Honda.y, August. 29, we requested Mr. Zeno's presence at the dump
and directed him to have his operator pUBh all these scrap heape into the swamp.
I do reel that it has been a wast of the taxpayere 1 money to have the utilization

of a man at the dump site every day and incapacitate five to twelve hours of the
Health Department's time to insure proper operation of the sanitary landfill
program in this clump.
that the

In as much as this is a money-making operation, I.feel

i~aponsitility

Jioe with Hr. Zeno to i:;ee that his bu.sines$ is functioning

proper within the requirements of the law.
I reel that great progress has been made in overall dUtnping program, that
we revert bnck to the u5e of the excavated sanitary landfill program for it appears

that this area seem.'3 to have the most coverage and compaction.

.f. (,

,,.•
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6-22-66

10;10

.At

inc;pe~tion ti.l'll~

:rear of

6-B-66

b

l1:45

h<>•!se~

SwAn~ ~t"f'9.

'-'Pt>rator was leve.lt-ng & grading
pr.ogt'es~ing

lot. seP.ms to he g

(r.e.sr. of

hou~~~ p~Sl~ti.(:2:.1\y

a~ea

being filled.

n

n-24-66

1:30

0r~r~.tor. ~re.di.ng .are~

6-?.7-66

1 ~00

Several ln3ds of

di~t ~~ srattPr~d

Sl)rt!'!.at.:t1.n~ ~

;ilt'e~dy

6-28-66

2:30

~uTfa~eo watP~

void of

~pplierl

si~f' i~ ~ont::i.:nually

over.

& fiJ H .n p,

At time of insper.tion
50 g<'-1

~'-''"' nf

daily-Swamp

low spots Rt timP of

throughout

ar~a

lnc;~«·r.t.ion

for

('OverP.d at"ea - Several small bags

~e operRt~r

W3S in process of rlumping

i oil oTl '~rge Swa!'llry N.E . c.r,rnP.r of ~t.rmri*!11nu~x

(mos(1_1.dtoe <-ont:rol)
11

(Swamp

I'i("ely-

E:P.veral lo.ads of di.""t r.over heinz

on r.VlTth

~TP.A

Contino{ng to fill in on eM1t sirle

with p,arbage.-East. leg of swamp aprox 40% Hlled.

NIAGARA COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
MEMORANDUM
DA TE:
TO:

Dr. Hill

FROM:

Michael Popovici, Sanitarian

SUBJECT:

Town of Wheatfield Dump

June 10, 1966

As per request of the Niagara County Board of Health a reinspection
and survey was conducted of the Town of Wheatfield Dump l ocated off Nash Road
on the morning of June 3, 1966.
Present during this initial survey; Environmental Health Trainee
Arthur Perez; a l so, Mr. Skomski member of the Board of Health whom we met by
accident at this site.
General survey showed the greatest problem to be the location
of pile of deb res and rubbl.e at the extreme end of the dump. This pile
of debre consists entirely of broken ·tree stumps, limbs, trash wood, etc.
We next went over to talk to the housewives on Forbes Terrace
who we.re in their backyards. We stated to them that the Health Department
was presently conducting a survey to determine the best and most . feasible
method of disposing of the hard trash located at the east end of the dump,
and which we stated is not creating a health menace, but rather a visual nuisance.
Furthermore, the inspection conducted of this area, again did not produce any
rodent or rat colonies although they may be present; but as stated at the
hearing conducted Thursday .evening June 2, 1966, no rats have been seen by
residents in this area for the past year. With a good and proper sanitary
landfill operation none of these things should be present.
for
and
the
not

We stated to Mrs. DeMarco, that the program to be outlined
the proper disposal and elimination ·of the swamp would take several months,
that for their benefit we would not desire to hear any complaints regarding
moving of equipment or the creation of dust . This she agreed. they would
complain about.
Mr. Skomski was present during this entire conversation.

On Saturday June 4, 1966 a meeting was arranged by Health Commissioner
Dr. Dudley Hill, with Mr. Stanley Brzezinski, Supervisor of Wheatfield; and
Mr. Anthony Zino operator and owner of Niagara Sanitation; and Mr. Kruger,
Department of Public Works, Wheatfield at 10:00 P.M. on the dump site. I had
requested that Mr. Robert Cvetan, Senior Sanitarian. Niagara County Health
Department be present, primarily to familiarize him with the condition and lay
of action to be instituted in the program.

2

It was ~g~eed b? ~r . RTz~~iqR~i that P ~it~h at th~ ePst end
the d!im.p approx:fmatlv 500-600 feet from the homes on For.bes Ten:a~e be
~o~structed.
This ditch is to be <lu~ nt ~~v <l~rth de~ired or feaRibJP for
tPe prop.er openlt:f.011 of th~ sanit<'lt'Y s tri)" h .nrlfiJ l prop,ra:m. Earth is to bE:!
l)iled tn the sol1.r.h · sic~e of the ditC'.h 6 to 12 fP.P.t high . this would continue
wei:;t 300-500 feet thus bJ ocldng an<l eJ :i.minatinr. t he creation of :my visiable
nuisance to the home owners on Forhes 1.'err.ace.
nF

The sanitary Jan<l.fi1.l pro~ram will then continue to the north
along this entire stri.p of land with d:trt being com:oact"!d rl~Hy unti.1
t.he entire marsh a:o.rl swamp has been el:t.mintlted. It is desired. that th ls
program begin i.~mediately so as to <l:f spe.l the fears of the famU.:ies on
'f'or.hes Terrar.e, that the! r r,ompJai_nti:: h..:1ve not fa l le>n. on deaf ears.
It is also noted that prevailing winds ar.e from the southwest.
Any complaints rendered should have come from Pallotine Fathers, or the
new owners of Freck's Motel .located on Niagar a. Falls Blvd . Town of Wheatfield
for they are cont:f.nionsly waiffed by orlo:rs from the mArsh and septic lagoons.
I would also ~rlvtse th~t a burning permit be i.ssued t.o burn up
the residue of wood etc. located ~t the east end of the dump. Mr. Anthony
Zino requested j f it would be posi:;ible to allow him to btArn waste papers fr.om
Bell Air Craft, thi.s would help el:'.'llin::ite. the scattered-looking condition of
the dump.

I stated to Mr. Zino tha t I would r.eq~est Mr. Ernest ne.<lPon ,
Superintende'lt of Air Po ll•.1t~. on Control. Niaga r a County to conduct.: a
survey to see :f.f i t wouJ d be pennissable to grant a burning permit.

~~
~~

~l". s~~

i;rudnlOld
nQ:ld
taapra fall~, N. r.
~ Jti~·•r

At tho heuiltg ~ h;y t.b~ ~A'Nl o! Hetal'bb of Niagan. t..'<>W\tY on J\Ul• 2~
1966, in Jlc>rt.h ~'Oa&'t$ndil,, 1il i-.pl"El to the t~l ~f ~'Ma\!ield Clap. l~at.ed.
oft il'lti N•eb l<oad, tn. tiqar& C.mt7 i~th De~ 'WU iutneted t.of~te 1-d.iat,el.1 e plan 'WbereO, 't he ntd~• pl'ffeDt.l.7 Ot.U-4 b)' \he
dap would be U.\.t tMt q,vj.Qkl)-~ u Jle•.u>l• ~ al.ao w out.:U...• the procodur-os
w he !ollfl.,.,i ~ t.ho ~~ 1n o!'\iU' to avoid t.he oru.\ion or 6D7 hrth•r

A\daana. . '.fhe. Health tlo~lt. ns fvtber 1U\.ruct.ed to wpeni.. closely
th• \lJ)el"&ti.OD aad mainMltMff ot' tbe dump to 1.nhN tJ&at. the plaa wu ~
followed Md \G report to ~ ,Board ot Hal.th 1! anJ devtat1on• or infracUo:na
OCCW!red.
'fiMi .r o·J .lovine plaft ie hv~ su~tted ;
l~ A dikb i• to ~ t!Wg at. tho eaat en4 ~f the 4v.p al>Ht 500 to ~
behi1'fJ the hotuee on foi'bet 'i'er:rac• &Del u tG MUnd. to tb9 wet. &bou.t.
JOO ~ ~ 1..t.. Tbe u•vo.t.-d uJ'th i• to \le piled on the .-'>\4\h aid• or th•
d1t.ch to a ~ipt of 6 to 12 t•t. 'fhi• will e!tec~ivelJ block th• 'rl.ew ot
·IDI uneiahtl.J condition• \lbicb r».7 uiat.., ~ i• , w be don• ~at417 ..

t•ot

'flli• Utoh 11 to be the begimdng ot ~"' •PP"•H ••nttar.r landfill
Add.1t1onal ditou•

2.

~raUon wl\b pl'O~ tilling, ao.l)ae\ing Mtt oov•riq.
vU.l ~ $1& ao anc:l-4 to~ north •tll tho vbcl• ~a

tncbldlq t.he nap

back

7&i'dB.

.na. The

on Forbee rerrae•-

tia-.l

ha• t . . tUled;
and• 1.• to be not higher thQ t.ae

Tb• r»••ibillt.,' ot Wm1na thG la• P1l• o! t.reu end l.nah wood
The ~i:r Pollution .ta.tr i• to Make &
u t.o ite
!~&Mll~7,, w 1nnn that. no md.Nnoe OJ' h.ah:rd 1• Cln&.'\ed.
,;.

io

kina

R1'Y•

~end.

Conai.4aat1on v.Ul &lao l>e give ~ tho poeaibWt.1 ot pendttin&
tla• w.ndll1 fJf vaat• paper, wbioh compFta.. a eigm.lioant, ~o'1 of t.~
.r•t\ln eol.J.Mtoed. 'lhi• 'WWld Jl\UOh 11\prove tU an-ranc:• ot the· d\np kt,
a¢n, avoid.allff o! e'q nus.imce or ~ 1• ••acntJ..i.
4.

5. Mo bum:lng of ~· kind 1• ~ndt.ted wi\hout ibe prior approval of
the .filQlt.h Thepartamt. timd th1m onl7 \llld4r tho eil"WIUtm=• ud condit.iona
outlltted in th• appN-val.
Cont. •4 .

to

~$

6. -:' l 08~ 8Up~.rv.i•ion {)f t.~~ O~l'&ti<>ll .fllld l?la.1JltenallCG' .f.tf the ciump iB
pt'Ovided by t.hG SWt.aticn p1$MJQMel. of t..he H.Uth O.partment.. No

de'Wiation• from thG plan b)' th1t i:>per&tora la to be permitted without -priO:\"
approval by thG .Oepa.rt.iunt. If, deepit~ compliuce, nuisance conditions
eccw-. the plan ma7 be ~ified but only a!te:r coneu.lt.ation between the
ai,1d th• opo.rator and vlt.h the approval o.f t..he .Board oi' Health .
Any accidental or inadve-1•tetJt. ex-cat.ion or a nuisance tnuat be reported by

D:epart.rnant

the oper•tor to the IJep.vt.caent.

Any delibe.rate deviat.1ori !rom the pl.an

or f'rotA. eub•equcmt reie~t-iono o! th• U•partment are to be reported
to tho Eoard of Health.

DA.ff ••• pa.\
CC:

J)> c.~. ¥---~--- ./ "
Dudl-r A. Hill, M.D.
ConmdMioner

Mr. Anthony Zino, Niagara Sanit.at.ion. Inc.

Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.

Samuel L. Tavano, County Attorney
John H. St.unz, President, Board of Heal.th
Eugene F. Seeba.ld, Regional Director of Public Health Engineering
Michael Popovici, Se11ior Sanitarian /

NEW 'YORK

STA~'.~

DEPAR'!'M.ENT Of>' HF....ALTH

INSPEC£ION REPORT FOR Rfi:FUSE DISPOSAL AREAS

r, v, c ·

,ounty_ ___.__.._
~
·;;1e:r--~--·----··---- l.i\
- ddress

l"hone

Wheatfield
...E.~~r~·-~----·. ..l.<?!.!E-~--·---~--- .l Town Hall
Type of refuse! mixed
perator
~dress
Phone
O{arbage
rubbish . -:.:..~1he~
1!~2:.a ~~:1}-~atic_!l
.
·--~-----'--------i
~lmicipalit.ies serited Wheatfield -·---~_..__-preruse . collectors fnamesJ __:_·---------~
Niatzara. Porter, Youngst.own ...Ylll..ru!.~---~-. ---·l--.-·.1!1~r.<J:...fum.J:::.;ty_,.•aa.:t!..:i;.:;o~n=-------------1

1

. ."':

~tal P_'.Pulation~•r cent _s·~~===~~t;;.- -~-o:S=;;<mnt of refuse
!Business (average collecticns per weak)

1

Tons per week

:-==:: ~pth
------------:~~---:-~~---;
to
to

~sidential (average collection~~~. :::_:~~ •
l'otal area Suitable cover J:ype of so:U and topography
(acres)
material avail.

Depth
r.ock
ground water
he:------..i....;;a;.;;b.;;le.;;._Y_e;,.;s~:f=-m:
:-:...S> ~I San~~il~i_2evel . and_~!:L-..10 f'""'e...;e...;t_ _...__2~t~o'"" .....1-.·..;;.f..e...
et""'.-1
Gate and lock pro.. Adequ::ci.tP- equipment ava1.llibl efi'Describe type and numbers
tvided at entrance
for maint .:1.inL'1~ r.c:efuse dis1 Dozer
YeslXlNorl
posal area Y~~TiJ.~oD .
1 Sho~-------Y""------~--i
IE'ire protection avail- Describe
Di..ainage interfere r,,
~ble Yes~ NoO
with Q:Q_eration.
Days and hours· refuse !lttendant on. ~hityf'Si,te locked when
~isposal site opena
when refuse site closed Ye~ No
8 hours
1~n Yes[] Nofi.i
[}Cj
Cl
lBurned in a special
'Ffow-often and what ·ow controll~"r
area aw~ from dump
time of day'?

tsurn:i.ng

practiced
YesO No[i!

Yeslx.r'NoO
Typo of material
rurned?

What precautions are taken to
prevent f1res7·
,:
None

. Yes@NoO
How ·often is refuse I C.over-ed""~e
of cover
--.........
1~...o-u.....
.r_c_e_o_f......;...c..;.o.;;.;;v~e-r-----__,...De_.p_t....,h-o....,f,,.-1
comn acted7
YesO NoO
cover?
Varies
Partiall~
Sandy .~l:t_ .
·-Site being Excavated lo 11 to 21....'J
vover graded and ma.inta:i.n.ed so no nuisance is caused as the
Dumping controlled by:Signsj&
result. of pooling of w·ater, erack:i.n~ settl~ ete. YeSCJNolKJ Fencing_na Supervision-in
'List any of the above that ha11e be'3n exempted by the full-time heal th officer_ _ _ _ _ _--1

I

I

Dumping confined

Width ::Signs of leachings
to a ~tercourse

~igns of floating

Mea sure s taken to control
sol ids in a w~ter- flies, rodents and ot~er
YeenNo~
Yes~* NoD
co1lrse Yes~"' NoO insects YesONoD ·
Papers confined to re-1~cavenger wast~s ! Nuisance cr~ated,Haz ard created by the disposal of
..use site YeJ:J. No®* per1nitted YeDN1II Yes~ NoO
hazardous industrial wastes Yesr1*1:
Methods of disposal of largei.tems lfu rnit-:ure. ta.."'lks, appli~.nces . stumps. etc.)
·
All dumped in marsh
·
balvaging per-fNuisance c:eated Do sWine feed o?'}I Is approach road passable to vehtcular trafmitted Yes@No] YesD ... No[!]
du!:!J> YesQ~llfic during all seasons of year Yes[K!NoLJ
Have there been f!:N complaints [smoke, odor, rodent, insects, yater pollution) from people

to a narrow strip

I

lin the area Yesl~l * No D
Remarks:

·-

..

.

1. Refuse area 1 is months .old, not C<2!,1'1Pacted =o~r.~co~v~e~r~e~d=-~~~----~~--~~-------------1
2. Refuse - deposited in marsh 1 decomposin_g_, gasify;i.ng area not oriented to program
disnosal - recent dUmointz in 1 l~o:~c~a~t~i~o~n~s~·--~~--·~~---------~---------------------1
3. Old swamo areas should be covered in a~_s.uickly as possible - this would eliminate a lut
of smell~ and convert op~~ion to strip d~um;;;;;.ip~in~ill~·'------·~~----------~-------------1

*State details under Remarks.

(Include l o , . r,~L<m f:ro<11 ~~ knc·'l~n !:'lO:i..rr:::? ,q ;..:ct::ss t ,-:i,d, p·~"evc-1.i.:Lin;::; w3.nd. r':':! ft!.se site
d 11mpj_:n g f :ac8 l<;,i:;,::i t 1.o:i, w;:itr~r :::•.: 0::' ~>(:' ~~. a.:!·eas s11.b.)ect t •:i floodh:. g, na.t...:1y·~1
dra.inago c hannels or' gul1eys, ?i:.>n1::cal land slope -1ncl s Jore of f :Dl, dist;;inc(~ tc
,
m.)<~re. t:t pub1:'i.c w2.ter suppl:y ~m tl!' Cfl & i'eO'-'"-~<> ard. .£:~:ces , and hJ.b:i t at ion "''1.thin 1500 ft. J
bm.'.nd.~.ri..e~.

0

.,

'·

L.1

\

\

'. .

..,

.·

' ..
/

,'

\

I

.

·I;

i

I

.'

i
j

'

-----------.commendations:

----·------·---·..

o~ recent~y deposited putressible mater_!~~-sh9uld be main~ainY,~-·
be tak~:i to Erovide ade~t~adi!!JL!'.O ;erevent leadi;:l,&_Q..{____ ·~-

·- !. Proper landfill
_ _ _t~!.3...~Iu

EU~ress~~-e dra!ll3'~e.

3:· 24
4. -

incfies of soi! ahoUid be deposited on all previouSJi d_e_p_9sited . E.Ut~·s2i'b:le-ms~ ·
and shoUJ:Oa be compacted and graded'so as not to C<?!ltribu_~~ to -~__E.ublic health _!LuiS.il:lli
r~!I__§__!l8-rsnesas soon 'as pos_sibl:e.
- ·- ·-----·----~-

er son nter•ri.ewed

j/20/66

TO :

DB. . HILL

Dea.r Dr . Hill:
Hi chA. r.:~ 1 Popovici showed 1ne som12 s lide .s of this
dump. I would not be surprtse d :i.f there was
J:t~rr.t l:1E:!r i_r1\re stigatj~on t l1c111 ap,pea:es f:J: on1 tt1e

documents in t his file .

MILES A . LANCE

Assistant County Attorney

nv' '\
f

I

t'

I

i

MAL :aar

\A, (ji\P
I
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NIAGARA COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
525 BEWLEY BUILDING

LOCKPORT, NEW YORK
TEL. 434·2B35

DIVISION OF
EMVIRONM"'NTAL HEALTH SERVICES

DUDLEY A. HILL, M.D.
COMMISSIONER

EUGENE F". 5EEBALO, P.E.

JERAULD A. CAMPBELL, M.D.
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER:

April I .. 1966

APR~

Wheatfield Town Bourd
Hr. Winston E. Moeller.
To~-n Clerk
6934 Naple Dri.ve
Ne>rth Tonuwanda , New York

Re :

Refuce Area
Nash Road

SitE:~

Gentlemen :

Your attention ls <l.trected to the iollowirw comments pertaining to
the operation of the refuse d isposal area East of Nash Road and North of the
City Limits of North Tonawanda.
l.

The

l ~nd fill ar~a

reasonably maintained during the
2.

operated at tiw weoterly extremity lu1s been

~inter

months.

An inspection by the undersigned on Harch 23, 1963 revealed a

lack of cover of earth over the prev:lously tleposlted putresciblc material
on the easterly area of. t he site sufficient to prevent public health nuis~:nce

cor:df.tions.
3.
has not be(.m
c;u1·face .

The area where pr~viously deposited putrescible material exists
t o prevent leaching of nuiaauce producing drainage to the

g r~ a<ll!d

l1.

where putrescible lTlaterial ·nas previouily been deposited in

existing open water areas , sufficient non putrescible fill has not

b~en

used

to cover so as to prevent the existence of a public healti1 nuisance.

ln view of t h e foregoing conunents the following advisements a:ra
tendered :

1.
b~

The proper landfill of recently deposited putrcacible materiil

maintained in all respects according to existing statutes of the
Niagara County Heal th Department & the New York State Department of Health.

is to

~.

le>' ~ t

Sreps rir c to h

lcad1h1P :?f .,utr... -:c:ibli:!
publ 1.e hct1l ...l m.ds;mce .
ti-~ ;;:-

·l.rat:1~~ :>

to

i;c µrr~ \· 1.clr.. .::c!e<H.m tr •!'{"adin;., tc ;;!"c"tYer!::.
i-· ... ;Wl" t.:i~c· ·whict> ccu l c: cr~att> r.

3
1\mnt.y -.t:o w; J.uc11.c.:. of ...-oJ. l ls to l°'e •iep~<!> ited r.;n 1.11 1 prevlously
putt!l.':ti{·ih J.c: tr nt<!r.:i.'ll th{,:; t o be compacted a nd ~ra~ ed s o as no t
to !!ontribute to a pub] i c he~lt '• n11t t1 ~ncc.

d.c;i po s i t•~d

minimiZI.!

fot' the

th~

4 , Non putresd.b 1.e hu:·c.l f i H is to be d r awn to t he 19Jte t o
nu:l •.1,:mc~ prod uc ing a::il'octs of t'h<' '' l'-'m WP.ter areas prev:S.ousl·r oaed

d~po\l it

of pu.ttcsci ble tefuse.

5. By 11 cop)' of.
Attorney of. N:i.agar.-a County cf

t h i~
tli ~

·that he dit:Gct: lils attention. r.o
with the f 01:e~oing z-ecp1ests .

<.:o r.rcspomfot·t·<• vn aY~ d.dv:i sin.g tli~ Coun ty
d .rcumfltancN'l 1tt1d .a:r~ r e quest:f.n s{

a~cu1·ing

l~v

t'e!ief nt

Very truly

Yt'JUl"S •

J -"1

/

t "~ .~I i: ~,·
Eugene F ,

for pr-ompt: co:npl iau.cc

-/

.
I

~J.:. . (:v-lt (_

S~eb~ ld , ~ -~ 

Ar.sistant Com.missioner for
F..:n'!i r0V1me?l tal Heal th
EF~L ,

. lam

County #;to·rn~y/
Buffe lo R-egiona1
Alhany
Supvrv!r~c)r

Mu'r.pi1y

Aldorwan R.umhold
Mr. Ptte t' OeHarco. For.bes Terrace . No-i:th Tonawanda

File

Henry Sdu~::i.cl. t, i-;;s a.• 9
Atto:riney a-t. L<:n'1
l ~i l.Jebstc2 st~:reet
North T onawand a , i~ .. Y.
1

Dear• Hank:
Tl) :i.~ is to 1 er11i ·:16 yt•1..1 t ht:.t t you we re
to si;~nd m~, c opie s oi' the f,gr·e~me r: ts betw;;e:1 Nla.gara Sani tation and 1I' owi1 t)f \..li1eatfielo abou i; t wo weeks ago . I wish
1

t o c ooperate with you and the Town .
Ho ~e ver ,

l am going to be forcad to

proceed w:i t h out much more cl i scuss:ton unl e ss I have a re ason able basin to help ~; ou r•eso1 ve the p 1~ob lem with the Hea lth

Department .

Ver;J t ·t''.llY'

~~RIS
RCS: yj

yo i,~!'' S,

a.,-,a SOU'rHJ\R,

NEW YORK s·u:1.TE DEPAR'~ENT CW HEALTH
REFOR'C FOR RF.FUSE DISPOSAL AREAS

INSPECTIO~:

~

µ~~::-·--_
Jl.£-r e yt,t

_

,Adclm£ ,
1,:--~ 'Address

ro~~f:: -~--=-~~§;·;--·····-,

.f::.!..:... - -k-~-.LL.lf/lci.,.a '.f-;

~-·-

I t"', '

:L.£. :_.~'Q·i.t!.!2.,.:. f . - /

·~· · /T d ._ .. :____

., r
pe:t'ator
i-ubbis~~:s.._,....._: (..!_t d!;tl .1 ;:1J~/}__5/ }l#l_......:.}.;i'1j(..~--

rpa of refuse:

~rbage_

mixed.

nicipal i ties served

Eo;;~- ~1

-~--~--~··--·i

hone

1·

- - -·---- - --·

· ,; ,t.!f;.81E/!2eut_:_____ 1'R"efuse . collectors \names> ________....:.,____ ______-!

~~d 'a <~..£ &- P,.rM." 7P,£. ::..~..Lf_,;f~t:.:.:-..:...~--1--·J!.:t&d.ti.!:l.~~.U"'l 11e ~---··------·-{
t.'fotal-pooulation·--·----:· er(;;.nt S·e rve.d
~·----~--.---~·-·-···-----· ---·----··-1

--·-·----J;;=

=-=·-P -

e-;-----.!..

-· . -· urr.fincr
--------==~-·~..::. ·- ·---'==-=-=--==--·-='""'""'==i
vl:i.l1t.er I ·rotal amount of refuse
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In the Matter of t he Operation :
of the Refuse Disposal Area Situated :
in the Town of Wheatfield adjacent
to the Nash Road .
TO:

ANC';ELO L o ZINC

236 63rd Street
Niagnra Falls, New York

NIAGARA SANITATION
236 63rd Street
Niagara Falls, New ·v orlt
PLEASE TAKE

NOT~!<~ :

Repeated inspections of .this site have revealed that dumping
of refuse has not been con!ined to an area which can be
effectively maintained and operated in accordance with Part 19
of the New York State Sa nit ~ ry Code . Control by supervision,
fencing, signs, or equ~lly effective means bas been lacking.

Refuse has not been compacted and covered daily with a
compacted layer ot at least 6 inches of suitable material
and a final compacted cover of at least 2 !eet o! a suitable
cover material has not been placed within one week after the
final deposit of refuse on the refuse disposal area.
Et'tectivtl!J means ha.ve not been tR k en to control flies, rodents,

and other insects and vermin in the refuse disposal area.

Fencing or other suitRble means hns not been established to
confine papers and other refuse to the refuse disposal area
proper.
All of the foregoing constitute contraventions of Section 19.2
of Part 19 of the New York State Sanitnry Code~
.

.

You are hereby ordered to take notice of the foregoing and
bring the operation into full conformity with the provisd.ons
ol Part 19 of the New York State Sanitary Code.

Angelo

A

~.

Zino ancl

r~inspe ction

Niacar~

S~nitation

wi ll be ;.rm de on

S~ p t e1~'oe:i::'

:~4,

1965, to

ascertain the status of the operatimi o! the refuse disposal
aren .
lf at that time, it is found that the refuse aren is being
-0perated contrary to the provisions of Part 19 of the New
York Statr& Sanitary Gode, legal proceedings will be initiated
under Section 1.21 of Pnrt I of the New York State Sanitary
Code.
You are hereby not1f ied that the said section declares all
violations ot the code to be a misdemeanor crime punishable
by 2 fine o! no't more thAn $50.00 or by imprisonment of not
aore than six months or by both.

Lockport, New York
September 14, 1965

_.)!) v..~·~·

Dudley A. Hill, M.D.
Commissioner ot Health

NEW YORK S.,1ATE DEPAR'J.MENT OF HEALTH
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16 Forbes Terrace
North Tonawanda, New York
June 10, 1965
Mr. Eugene Seebald
Niagara County Health Department
Bewley Building
Lockport, New York
Dear Mr. Seebald:
The time is long overdue for adding my formal complaint to
those of my neighbors regarding the Town of Wheatfield dump located off
Nash Road, which borders my property. It would seem to me that the
people who operate the dump have already been given plenty of time to
clean up the unsanitary and unsightly conditions.
On April 28, 1965, you attended a meeting where several of my
neighbors expressed their desire to have this dump closed down. Th,ese
same neighbors had ·previously made the Niagara County Board of Health
aware of the situation. After you visited tb.e dump on May 21, 1965 , less
dumping bas been done in the area directly adjacent to numbers 18 , 20, 26,
32, and 38 Forbes Terrace. However , the area bas not been cleaned up,
there is often a very unpleasant odor, and dumping is still being done
with.in less than 500 feet of my property.
Tb.is dump is a heal th hazard to all who live near the area.
Open garbage i s allowed to stand for hours and days at a time. Rats have
been seen in the area. No deodorant is used and no rat control program
is in effect. It is my understanding that in a dump of this type, the
garbage is supposed to be put in eight foot deep b.oles and covered with
at least 20 inches of dirt. To my knowledge this is not being done.
Most of the dumping area is constantly littered with debris and garbage .
Several important considerations are:
1) Youngsters daily go into the dumping area.
2) Often we have seen young boys and men with rifles shooting
in the dump. My neighbors and I b.ave contacted th.e Sheriff's Department
several times regarding the shoot in g .
.)

3) Scavengers are often seen rummaging through the garbage.
4) An area of this type is bound to draw rats, skunks and rabbits
who could be rabbid and dangerous.
I t is my husband 1 s and my feeling that this dump sb.ould be com-

pletely closed down and cleaned up. A residential area should not have to
be near such a serious health and safety hazard. I urge you to demand that
this Town of Wheatfield dump be closed down immediately.
Sincerely yours,

:J1..'·~ it.,• I t_ c'l .. <?. •>.-.ft~>t.C. dXG l~x. \. }

(Mrs . James S. Stonebraker)

STATE OF NEW YORK : COUNTY OF NIAGARA.
NIAGARA
COUNTY
OF-HEALTH .........--···-·- -----·----...-·--··-·--·-............
...·
- --·-·- .. BOARD ..-

-·---

- ·--- · -~---·

· ~--·- -·-·

---

In th•= Hatte r o.f the Comp la int

ORDER
to

- against.-

SHOW CAUSE

STANLEY A . BUZEZIN"SKI , Supervisor, Tm·m 0£

Wheat fi eld, New York, WINSTON E . MOELLER,
Clerk of the Town of Wheatfield, N"e\..r York,

and ANGELO L. ZINO , d/b/a NIAGARA. SANITATION,
236 - 63rd Street, Niagara Fall s, New York ,
Respondents .

TO:

STANLEY A. BRZEZINSKI
2080 River Road
Niagara Falls, New York

WI NSTON E. MOELLER
6934 t1Iaple D;:ive

North Tonawanda, New York
ANGELO L. ZINO, d/b/a
NIAGAt{A SANITATION

:L36 - 63rd Street
Niagara Falls, New York
Charge s havi ng been pr<?.ferred against you under the pY.ovis i ons o f the New York State

f'ub J. ~_c

Health 1...a·w, SP.cl.ion

the New York State San:Ltary Gode) Part

,.....

,... ..

L.L),

.

an d

19.2~

YOU ARE HEREBY ORDERED TO SHCX'J GAU SE at the Cit y Ha.11 o f

t he City o f North Tona-wanda, Payn e Ave·nue, North Ton awanCla: New
York~

on the 2nd. day of June~ 1966,

ci.t:

I

eight o i clock i n t he .qfter- 1

noon of that d ay) ~-J!.1y a n order should no t: be m:-ldf' 2ga.inst ; 7 ou to
e njoin you from couducti.n g or mo..int:a:Lr!.ing a nuisance in r egar.d t o
the maintenanc e of" a re:tuse d.:LsposaJ. a1:-ea 1.oc B.teci :_n thP T o·w n of
Wh ea.i:field , h<:lv:\.ng an e n trance on Nash Road in
fj_~ J_ d

th~

'.~' ,J;.-m

of ',ihe::-,:: -

and abu t: t:Lng and a d j o i n:Lng t he City of Nort h Ton awa.n de , New

I

I
I
I

-York, said nuisance consisting of
p ut rescibl~

3

lack of cover of earth over

material, otherwise improper coverage of materiel pre -

I viously

imnrope-r. rna j_n-

tenance of the r E: fuse disposal a:cea. all
applJ.cable

sect~_ ons

~-n

accordanct?. wi ti.1 the

of the New York State San :L tary Code and thE>

a.nnexed letter marked EXHIBIT ' 1A11 and made a part hereof .

Dated :

May 27, 1966

THE NIAGARA COUNTY BOARD OF
HEAJ.:rH

I

I
1·

I
I

June 4, 1965

Mr . Stanley Brzezinski,
Town of Wheatfitld
2080 River ltoad
Niagara Falls , New York

Supervi~or

Re: Refuse disposal area
Town of Whe.otfield

Dear Sir !

Thia will serve to confim information reeultiug from our field
conference on June 3rd. Present at the conference beside youraelf were,
Mr. Demler, Water Superintendent, Mr. Krueger and Mr. Zino of Niagara
Sanitation.

In respone.e to inquirie·s a~ to your intenti<>n toward propar
operation of your refua• diepoaal area off Naab Road. you agreed to direct
the Highway and Water Departments to uae their equipment to traneport fill
and cover objectiona.ble areas in the eastern portion of the refuee area,
this ie to be accomplished within the next few weeke. Mr. Zino, who operates
the refuse area in respect to garbage disposal., egreed to excavate hole• for
the disposal of garbage, uaing the spoil material from the excavation after
covering the compacted refuee to cover the area• most objectionable beyond
the site. It was agreed that it would lie moat deaira&le to fill in the septic
•vamp areae with building rubble or non burnable refuae.

You indicated that within aeYeral month• a n.ev disposal site could
be obtained and that the garbage operation would be removed to thia •ite.
It ia espected that a prior review of the site by tbia clepartlnent would be
requeated to ucartain ite auitabUity for landfill dispoaal. Mr. Zino was
advieed that in the event of any interruptions in operation., such aa equipment
breakdown., he ahould take immediate steps to obtain •uitable aubatitute arrangements, which will remove any nuisance resulting frOBl hia operation. In the
event that Mr. Zino or Niagara Sanitation fail to conduct a proper landfill
operation in the future. neceseary regulatory atepa will be inetituted for the
control of the operation of the facility of Niagara Sanitation organi~ation .
r~preaant

Pleaae ad~i•• if there ia anything contained herein which does not
accurately the discussion on June 3rd previously referred to.

;

!

Very truly yours.
CC: Town Board - Tn. Wheatfield
Mr. Demler - Supt Water
Mr. Krueger - Highway Supt .
Mr . Zino - Niagara Sanitation
US¥r.pMlrphy - Supervisor , N.T.

S ·t
. . ,/

~

Eugene
bald, P.E .
Aaaiata
Ollllliaaioner for
Environmental Health

:

~

\.
I

\,.,

/'

...,,./
?

{

~fay

Supervioor aud Towu Board
Towu Ball

·

,;1.11'
./ .-

24 , 1965

' " (,1 j '

1- J/~
.
~l

i.' l-·

Niagara Falla Boulevard
Nort.h Tonawamlas New York

Subject: Retuee Dispo&al Area

Centlemen l
Some

t~

laat year the Departwa1lt of lta.olth having jurisdicUon

permitted the developraant of a trial land fill on the •it• of the Wh•«tf ield
Tovn refuse area off Naah Road, djacent to the City of North Tonawanda.
Sub•equent iMpectiona have revealed tut in apit• of the ef foru
of the town aud the Niagara Sanitation Service, the ait• eaanot be regarded
•• a praetical, efficient land fill dnelopMnt, For a aumber of reuou
to continue on this eite 11 llO•t undeeirahl• ~ •t an •~ly date the Tovu
and or the Niagara Sanitation Service should develop a land fill •ite couidering all of tbe de•ir4ble factor• such a aite requires.
Until auch time as • per.anent •ite can be developed or obtained,
it v.111 be P4na1asabl• to· diapo•e of refase and garbage on the Nash

Ro~

aita with due care b•ill8 taken to excavate garbaae d.iapos•l pita, cove~in&
each night with auff1c1ent earth cover to keep oat rocleiate and to keep other
vermin fr• being attracted. The ucavated aaterial from th••• pita ahould
be u•ed to cover previoualy depoaited refuae and 1arba9a.
During the paat month a nev threat, tbat of rabiee baa been
detected in the Town of Wh84tfield. In one inatane• rabie• wae found in a
wild akUAk. As you no doubt realise. skmaka are aeaveilger• and are in the
ref u•• diapoeal area previously dt.eusaed and thareia find harboraa• and
food aupply readily evailable. The fact that thi• aru 1a frequented by
•corea of childrea. aak.. tbia very unduil'able for dispo•al of 1arbage
at thi• aite.
I aball M pluaed to diacuH thia Nttor with you if you should
ao d..11'• and would be glad to paaa upon any proapective land f 111 site
you should p~opo••·

Very truly your•,

EFS ••• pal

Eugene r. s..bald, P.E.
Aaaiatant Commiaaioner fol'
Environaen~al H. .lth

CC: Mr. Bert J. Murphy, Superviaor 1 N. Tonawanda
Mr. Dealer, Supt . of Water, Town of Wheatfield
Mr. Bernhardt - BRO

--

26 Forbes Terrace,
N. 'I'onawa.nda, N. 'l.
A~r11 23rd, 1965.

Mr. Pau.1. .Rumbo lt• Aldor-r.:ian,
.Citf! of North 'l'oiuiw.nnda .
Ho1·th Ton:i·aar\.-1.;, , r-r. Y.

Mr.

~art

Murphy, Su-o.

e/o nonr•\ of S\l'!)ern.~or·i,
Lcokoort, -;-.:· . Y.

H&rch ?~th. 196~) ! ~ote to ~ou ~11th retcsrenoa to
dtu;.itloa ·~t the HAr 01. ~ pl'O:p$l"ty but to d~te
ev•n had th& C10U.?"t•tY ot a Nply fl-Oil :1(JQ.
Uniler dnte

(If

~- V&T1 de:olorable d ~f.nGs

haV6

!I.Qt

U' thia ta th& maJlilor tb3't you a1'8 puraueina in the dteoMr,ge o..f
your dutiee n.a •l•oted. re-p"sent ~.uns <f the people -or your district t can
o,astire you. th.ot wh-. the ne.'ltt E'9l0otfon i a
rro~ the bUlota ot ~ -vote:irs.

If' i1i

(!t

ts not too wf;\11 trou.blo wil.1

hro!Wi you.r

lVJme

wl11 bs Btr1c:ken

rou p;l.ta•• ad"t:t.ao v.:'le.thsr or

not 8lff ttna aoUon. \11ll be tit~ ~ l'WDOVO thl11 l>l idlt from OUl' al"fJ& a.a lf
J'OU a.re not ;~'ble to aooompl1eh th.is at 1eas.t we will know whore wa atand MC\
will th• .at t ~ thl a probl em throud,l nomru. legal ohannel a.

Cea-

:nr.

~111,

Bevley

c/o

i3Jd ~.

Ni~a r~ _County R~alth

Dttrit.,

•

Lockoort, N.Y.

DA.TE RECEIVED
APR Z 6 1965

NlAGARA COUN1Y HE~UH DEPT.
LOCKPORT, N. Y.
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26 ?orbes Te 1ce,
N. 'l'onaw~ #..~ Y.
'March 20, 1965 .. ·
lr. Paul flumbolt, Al derman,
of N. 'I'ona;.;2,nd &
No i~v. Tona.wand.:.! ,
, . Y.
.~i ty

:..r. Bert Murphy, ;;,,'.tp.

c/o Bo.:, , n:i c i' Sµperviso:n; ~

Lockport, N. Y.
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u

~ unclerskned. 1-esi<A i ng a~. above ;:, duress t..-:-.ic:: w2 u::d e i·s t.s.;:d places us in your
resp'i!cti v~ ~}ron~i>fa.nd.~)m:i Niagara· County Districts, . : hereby deslro t ..:. regi ster formal
protest a~~t non-~ection of taxpayers with respect t o a very disagreeable and bot h
unhealthy:~'. un~ni~_r., condition e:detiD6 i n ou:r residential area.
~

'rr.lltr:("

£ ~e

1 .•LJ

' ·'7'

rtaar di'"tour property •1s well az otbe:c~ nei ghbor' s property border on larlcl
O'>med. an~aentj.y operated as a garbage and trash dump of City of Wheatfield. This dum.p

should b~rma:'!Cltluemoved from our highly
unhealthj-~ unsafe--~ i s being operated in

taxeo area ae it is not onl:l ~i&htly but also
direct viol<:tion of the New York State Sanitar,y
Code . It ~,r ides ~~Oli~' health hae.a:rds auch ae rat. •s, verminJ insects, etc. and t.he stenoh,
is not onl@nbearab-~ but na\lseating, thereby preventing residents from taking .a dvantages ot
their eunun.s~outdoo~~•cree.tional f acilities. In addition it ie a conata.nt fire 11az€-.l r ci ,
particuia rly due to i:;pontanta.neous co:nbustion as a recent fire there ooiold"~~ed for selLt:il'a1
days the?"al>y contaruin~ting t he area inclucd.i1g nearby homes b;ith smoke odore ·and particularly
during high winds is a constant fire threat to our hunes and t helives of our children.
I'

'fha e:xietance of this dump has greatly decreased _ pro?'rlY valuee (but not taxes)
and i n event of neceesary resale dueto company transfer or other reasons gre ;~t loss would ~
suffered. due to t !1 is deplorable ard unwarranted situation •
•
~le are sure you will t)gree that as payers of high truce s i n a fine reside ntial
area 'ie shoul d not be n1ad.e to sul' (er t he }1azarde of this blight.
··
Althoug~: tt.e undersigried a.re not prese:;tly rogist.erec voters due t o insufficl~mt
residency, a~ soon as ;-,e have propsirly ntet the eligioilit.r requ,irement of one years re8ide:-,ce
in n.Y. Stl\te ( April 1 1 1965) wa will exorcise our registration and voter privilege.

Many or our good neighbors have previously complained about t his nar.t.y situation
but no firm action ha~ evsr been ~a.ken and in fact at one time they were told that thiD dump
was onlytemporal'f :,and would be closed i n June of 1964 :>ut instead of closing it down the
hazarde have multiplied. considerably over the past year.
We therefore sincerly hope tha.t in the interest of good i;overnment you GC..Tltlemsn
who have been duly el4cted as trustwrthy representc.itives of al l the petple in your district:;;
will use the full authority of your elected off ice t o bring about a complete satisfactory
solution to a very deplorable eitue.tion.
Thanking you f<?_r your kil'ld S.(·d prompt action in t his matter Md looking for•,1.g,rd
to hearina; fr0>..n yQu regatdir:g same, we remain ,
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,
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.

Dr. Hill, l / . .

c/o Hiagara County Health Dept.,
Bewley Bldg. 1

: ockport, N.Y.

·\ . ..

Regina

o.

Ramspacher

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
INSPEC'rION REFOR'f' FOR REFUSE DISPOSAL AREAS
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. /0 •
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No
osal area Yes
No
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hours refuse
ttendant on dutyl Site locked when
- rni.ng -- ype of material
site open.
when refus.e sit;.e clos(~d Yes
No
practiced
burned7
/
~,>'"· - 5-,,f-, 1 OJ2e.n Ye@NoO
0 ~ · Yesl-::J.~:....1-..----~~.....,
¥row o.t"ten and what ow controlledf
hat precautions a.re taken to
time of day1
prevent fires7
~-------

s refuse

overed

ype of cover.

Yjt"NoO />~i.-/:1/

ource of cover

.

Jv~ch~~

nth o'"f""'

c~~,

over g aded and maintain
so no nuisance is caused as the
umpYrig controlled by: ignsresult'. of pooling of ·water, crackin~ settlin~ etc. YeSCJNolX:l Fencing
Supervision
st a~y of the above that have been exempted ~ the full-time health officer~~~~--~--1
· igns of floati·ng

of
insects,

*State details under Remarks.

to veM.cular traf•
NoLJ
from people

--

Sketch: (Include ~L ;ation from a knownpoint, access road, prevailing wind, refuse site
boundaries~ dumpj_ng face locat ion, water courses, areas subject to flooding, natural
drainage channels or gulleys, general land slope and slope of fill, distance to
nearest public ~ter supply source, fences and gates, and habitation within 1500 ft.)
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•• THE TOWN BOARD OF THE TOWN OF WHEATFIELD NIAGARA .COUNTY,
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TO:

THE 'I'OWN BOARD OF l'HE TOWN OF · WHEA'l'FIELD, NIAGARA COUNTY,

NEW YORK and 'mE STATE DEPAR'lMENT OF HEALTH and THEIR
REPRESENT>.TIVES

The undersigned

b~ing

residents of the County of Niagara

and State of New York, and members of the St. Peter's Evangelical
Lutheran Church, hereby register their opposition to the use of
the 96 acre Frank Piroski farm on the north aide of the Lockport
: Road as a site for sanitary land fill operations and refuse dis,
j

posal.

I

Among the grounds for this opposition is the fact that the
j

site in question is situate within a predominantly farming area

l

!; where

t he intended use would create a menace to health, a devalu-

I

! ation of lands in the vicinity, and be too close to a religious
: organization.

.

Other areas more suitably situate undoubtedly are

;

I

.

II
;

rI

I

i
I

!,;

1. 4:30 PM , 1 June, 1966

I

Wood Pile - Concret Blocks -Card Board - Planking - Crates
This Pile has not been touched
for over two months

2. 4:40 PM, 1 June, 1966
Swamp - Tires, paper, wood,
stench
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t r.e wr:i..t0r und.ertook ::i. lX' rt:i.al mn'vey of r efuse d~~s9o sa.J. s·i t. 0s :Ln Niagara
Count.y. Thi s waf; a fol J.ow up s t,u6.y ini.(.;-nd r-v-:l t o 11IJd.::i.tc i·,(H~ s t:;i. t.11!; of those
0.tunps report.f:d in a cnm.~Yr eh(·! n :::iv-e ~•u.rvey des (~ ri-ood e:'lJ'.") j.r~Y· . l'i'lt.:i fol l owir1_:
n;u>r>a·1Jiv1'! b ri e.f.J.~1 d <rncribc~s ob 0r->rvati0ns r•13de dn.r :i .,.,f..: ·(.h~Ls suJ~~'e;~" ·
'i'U:·!I; OF

s:x.;?;r.1s~:r

-

'I'l~:i. B t o\'lr.

\1<:.i» n o

Y'~f Ps0

di

:-m0;;~1-1.

si !·. os rh tc

to '!.'mm.

Or·cl:i. l"ance ae;a:i..nst. samP. .,

'.l'O,iH OF tff, -:;:'J'L MHJ - Th:;. s d.ur.ip :i. s o:'.''.'· ~·ai;cd b,y- t.h8 'i' mm !:'.:1 .f,hwa~' Depa!'t11:E-m.t .

1\.n at.i,mr:pt if> r;a:ie at san:i.t a.ry land fill . P. 0".-1~ver : the :,'e cloes n•:-t ap_o e;;r
t.o be too rrtt'.ch or r>:nr.5.c..at~. 0n 1..n r.· c t'<~ rd l;c lay mr L ::i.nr.l useri. f.B. .U ~·mvJ.d
ap9eG.r 'that supe:rv:Lsion of tl1e si.t.e du.rin:; rrpen honrs wou ld eljrn:i.nci,t. 8
0cc<>.si.onaJ. ha.pha?.2.rd dtirn::i:i':'lf. :\.n 11nd.esig:11r.1.t:-3:-3 !:1.:-·cas. Thc->r" :1-s sr,r;ie m:i nor
evidence oi' bu~<:>n:i. ng but; :i.t j s not. a con~d.ntcr:t Drac:tice .
;Tr'
L'> j '1V
(o,,,
· .:..v e ..;c S ·710 th"
,.
'
"'
....
'.l. r·.\ Tr['(li'·i
~-. . .. . , .,.·o.nc,,.r'O ft (~;>,. 'S 01"'! S ) - 'F
.. J·U""
.o::> ..,
,,:J_
.. .J. vd~~·
J:'rOY' .,,
,;. '·vD3.
n ;:i.n
open d1.rrr:.p . Ju:rn:inc is not :-racticod. Bo~-1evc-~ r , i:.he:-ce are hug8 accumulatior;s
of ur:coverP.d garba ge . i\'.o r.tppar,; r.t; attP-mpt. h,;_r:; OP.~n .: nade t.o conp1,r 'rJit.h

'L'1·'1,rr
. ~ .i '. '

c~:i.rl:Lr~r Slli~ E.~ostioP.s

'.i.'0.:!M

~;F

a.r:d recmr,r -erirl.at.i.cm..s.

HOY:1.I/I'GN - 'l'hj s sj_te h;.1.S 1mdou.btedl y made t.hP. mm;t pro3re.ss of
i.11 ·the .Prc1;ic.us ~.oport. . 'ChE· o.ppc:rr.n.Dce j_s r.Jt1ch :l_m~~coi.red o

t ~1os e d<:::sc:i:-ii bt~d

F'endng· a nd e:.i-cth herms shj eld th0 site frorr. ol~sRrv"l.i:ion . ·.rhc.re :i.s a
locked. gate and ci:\:.tenrJ:rnt dur:i.ng op ~·m hOLLY'S • ThP. site~ ut'.i .li.zes ar: oJ.d
stonr3 quarry ar•d fill .'.r.a t<;rial is ;:it. a prP.mj.urn . T.hr::~ or-er. face of the
dump is jueeed t.oo lone in t.i.12.t. it ._;_s in t r1 e sh~pe of a large sem~ . - c:\ :r·cJ. P. .
;;u~ni~1g is don0 :l n ."\ rl-!copt.:1<'1.e w!·: :i.ci1 n~semb Jos an old cor.verterl. oil dr1w1.
'l'hm·e is some 1;i..i xer~ rBfuse d~~~mos8d of' at. thj.s .:.:i.te.
'l':i;,;~-..J
tirrf-~

O.?' 1'H:~i,·JF.'.F 8 - 'i:' h~~ !'l s~. t.e ! 'Y'::J.ct:i.ces bcn·n:'..:r.g of:' c or!l1111st:i 'l1les :-ln::l. at t.lw
of i.ns.".'lect.ion tbe :,~n ~-r•~X'P. lar ~~ e n.ccunu;J.at.i ons of burnt <if>by-j_s ~ihic:'1 had
not. bee.n covered. Hr . Bre.cke!'., i,·::io owns and O!~P ra.t.es t:ic s:i.t0 for ~:. u~ town,
F1.:ijnt,sh1s a sexJ:ra t.~ J.ocA.b.r:m f'or trhat he terms [::::i.roa.ge whic'1 :i.n reality is
mixed. refuse . The second s:L t,P. whic;-, j [; loca.tr.d s or:1(:) 500 yar.ds ~>Jt=?st eonsj_sts
of a t 1"e ne; ii into ,,hie}\ iJ1e r~:f\uw :i. s ·9 l~. c01~ , burne~ a nd M)r:i.odj.ca1Jy covA:rfK1.
't'n '~ c;-m81'.'

ins

ten Gracie

-:_s

rP.pori~P.c.i.

:~as

harl trcnb1P. ,.;:i.t.h 1x ·ivate c.oll_ectors usi:.-1g
t.'·!:i.s si t.e 1-::i.l~hout 2.ut;1or:!.?.a·L:i.on . C\~)f!ra.tion IJ()~'n:ally consists of l>L"Tning
and ~n s:· ii ;:ig bac k o:f .i:·: ::fuse aloni~ a ~.;:;_r._c: :'.:'n.cc ~-~rso a.n ~xc ,:wa t ed 2.rea . 'Phe
1~ >.An

tl!3.t ·ne

coir 0rP.d.

ThP si tP. :i.s

e?..~>i l~r obs E~rv~;d

fr.om Cl·!e st,r:ut Hoiid.

-?-

··,\ r·C·I :. 1r.· L.. :C.:(r: ~;,~ri" -

'1'!1 ~

l"'·i i-.

~;rt~v~.~;.J.~:)l::· ~;';~;( 1 · ,:.~s ,):~er~

f'j 1 ~L :ii

{·l~rJ r~.t

pr0 sarrt

t:hE·:re :1s 2 ~-<"-r;;e ace i.rnlll ·1:.t ~-j on of nn~ OYC :-0,-: ; ~1 r :·,ur-ri;.,,-5
pa~JF:.J"S nti 11 ;-,_. ··r 1· ';2 1."~~d ~Jo ~.! ...; ::i(':11nl;"t.? t. of a. r ·"·ob lc:n~ e
·i: c r. :~·:

._;;"· · .. f.fr~ r~·~-··1 1 \) ~ - :;'l:1i s 'to'f·1n d.e:f; s net, :·!:YV') <l
pro.hi bj.ti:ig tc,~-J! ~ ordj. n<:>.nc:P- .
:rC·~·.;H ~'P

r:.~ f:J.:::.:'~ c.t·.i.

:.>p oc-;f1l

,c;~i t0

du8 t,c

:\JTl".>:c:? - 7'ne T'o1-Jn of ':'ilsc n 8til.l. op~t'atr:Jf1 a r{..;fuse (lj ~;.9osal :)j.te
with i)\G 'l'oim of C:.:;c~JJr~.a :.>.t. a ~:;its Joc;:i ·t,erl i11 V1r' '/CJivn of ·ii j J son , off
Chf'-)Skn:.t Hce.d about <: half a m:i.lr.i . 1';\e i:,i.t.0 :i.s re1notely r>ituat.ed -:tnd :~.n
1

1

G.f·.t-err.p t i!'1 n1a.c!e a.t a 03.n:~t:--.ry lar;rl:f'iJ..1 orj~:·r1 Htion.

is a rroblm>J cf drainace , s:i..nc~~
Ctw0ri ng o.f l.il.8 rofu::->E' C! 'inld ~)e
to be a cox1:>istent 9racti ce.

wat.(~r
ll!(}''C!

Has nuticct:l
f·,.·eo.n:mt..

It
j .ri

A{ipr~;).rS th.~t. ·~·, t!tt~ J 'e

sov0ral

exc:ave,t:i..ons ~

T-itu:'n:i.ng W·\S npt,

n0U.C:t7:c~.

·1.· ·:.r:

!)J:<' f' (U·.l':!. (l - The :~·(:!:'.::; n0 kn.c··:·m .rnfu:=;o rh0p orrn.J. s.'.t.c :ln t ·ic·) '.('or-m n:f
Port<:'l:' cl.u0 to p rob.ibi t int; tc1,,ro or .3:~ n.<1.i:~c.s .

TO\·JN CF :;:,;:·JIS1'0H - 'l'he refuse it~ spo~>a l s~1. te op0r.g. t.ed by t i1A f·fi.gh1.1ay
Department fo:r t.he Tm·m of I..e1·1iston j.s essent.:i.::in y a s~mita:ry la.nd.fj.J.J ,
howevsr , hurnj_nr of th r:: r<~fusr~ :i.s p:r.':J.r:t.j..r:'3cl; c omt'a cti.on i.s done a;:d. .fin'1. Uy
a covGrine; :!_::; ;).r ovi ded for it . Howevnr c.s was notei.l in tr.e eP-.rl:i.8r. repo~~t ,
t:le co·1rerj.n0 ¥;>.."tt8r2.2.. l :Ls 0J.1w r.lay H!;:1.ch do!":~:; ·'.1.ct. l~nd its?-J f r.ead:i..ly to
compaction. .At t ~1e t:i.1n0 of inspectj.on t,he sH.e had a J.ar.r;e accutrml.?.t.:i. ~m

o:f' refusP- a!'.d no nv::i.denc8 of

recr~nt

cove::>"ing was observed.•

TQ°!J'f 0':~ HD.GA!.{:\ - ThE· 'l'c.'t,:n of r'.::i.af :.~:r·v. n~ ,(~ rB.t0s o r efuse ciispc.)saJ. site 0;1
L0ckr er·:: R.oa1... A.li :.!·~e ;i5 ;·;..:~ 0f ·:.11 .:-:p ,~· c·t,:i.. or: G1;~ c'! ...;_i~·:' .:.n.:.: r:':i...rr::s 1·:'.~r·a oli~H": ~·,·~rec~
and !~:'.1.re ])('i:::,·1 commc~; 5.n t.h, ·::-33t... The ": ~ T;;as rn1 eouj_pr:i·:mt. a.t. i:.110 s:i.t.e nor
wD.f:i :::tn 2.tl:.end.ant. o".1 d.ut.~'·
TD,.' l'•:;! ~r.".!.s ;1 18.:r'f;P. <:t.-:cur;;.1.lni;'i.an of unc·.)ve:r.ed
bu~:-nt. ~ir:d O!ET1iPE ~(:~.fusH a:-:(~ d.ebr:i.s .
Peoplr:1 !·:m~e observed cl.u:1lr·:i.nf'.; 111.i.xed
ref1 .?.sr.~ on ·th 0 g:r,)1md :i.1-:d i£:n:i t.:Lnr; i t .
F:i.~~e s .fmm th:i.s ~~H,0 in the or.i.st
!·1:.i"r~ lYt'00.Uf;ed i~h~,cl\ ~naloder (\n s sn~o~<~ 0\re:"." t.he. 1~,r e 0~.>~·.:a~r ~·Tl::; ~:'I ~-s <lrl2ri..G~ni~
to t~1e ;:>i:'.:a .
This cont"i _·_ t10t~ could b~-~ ciescribe<i as h:?..'."...S.J'.'d.01.i s o
'l'J'.·!~"

Jt•' '.·JH.EA.'l'Fr~;r,o - 'i'h:i.f.> s:l te n.npe<.'U'.'S to hive been O!)'.'!:::'~i:.ecl satisfact.or.j.lyi .n ti.1e past . .Howeve:i:·, t.i-ie cu:~renJ. :Lnspect.:i. on ri::~·ireal8d J.ar~~e :i1•1n 1 m-:-.~ of
unco,ter:_.O. ::~efus(~ on t h·e G.r.orJJ"\1~.. ·r~<:? re fus<:? h<J.d hec~n ~prea=:l , b1.1t harl. nnl:,
~'ct h:12n ccv0r-ed.•
It ;i:p~)e.:1.•-::d t.h:?..t :i.t !'1;·1.~" hav~ l)con corn!)ac'~·8d . 'The

con;J:;_t.i.ons noted conld be~ t..01.' •1•.ed a nilis.:mce s:i.!lco ths cu!'rcnt !>Or ti o1~
of tl:.e ::;ite :1tj.l ~..?.ed .i.~ :i:··r ,8rFatr~J.y ~.ir.~,:iac -:ml; ti~ lmcky2.r:-:l.s of t"~sidence:~
on 4'orbes 'i'elT<'J.Cf! . '.:.;u.r ,d.N' :.s no;:, o-r·.ac·~·.icnd..
~

~ . c.

rJ.r~

.

...

s

,_......---....

5:10 PM' 1 June, 1966

Overlookin d
.
~ . ebrie to be
covered
swamp. .
emg dozed into
Spongy ground.

-- -

--- - --·

3.

4:50 PM' 1 June, 1966

~rea

being filled with
umped
garbage - was told
it would b
evening
e covered before

6.

5:15 PM, 1 June, 1966

New load of garbage Operator said it would be
dozed and covered before going
home.

5.

June 1, 1966

Trench approximately 4 to
6 inches deep--filled with
seepage water 4 to 6 inches-debris, tires, etc.

7.

10:15 AM, June 2, 1966

View of load of garbage at
10:15 AM. Some o.f debris
recognized as having been
dumped the previous night.

8.

10:20 AM, June 2, 1966

View of same pile of
garbage (no.?)
South View

---10.

10: 50 AM, June 2, 1966

Ditch - Lengthwise to dwnp
lumber, Planks, Boxes,
Cardboard, Swamp, Stagnant
water.

9. 10:40 AM, June 2, 1966
View of general area - section

9 on sketch-this has been
untouched for 2 or 3 weeks.

12.

11:10 AM, June 2, 1966

General View of North West
corner - Untouched for
several weeks.

11.

11:05 AM, June 2, 1966

General View of north west
corner - This area has been
tmtouched for 2 or 3 weeks.

APPENDIXB
SAMPLE COORDINATES

Nash Road Landfill
Nash Road
Wheatfield, New York
Appendix B
Sample Coordinates

Location
SED-1
SOIL-1
SOIL-2
SOIL-3
SOIL-4
SOIL-5
SOIL-6
SOIL-7
SOIL-8
SOIL-9
SOIL-10
SOIL-11
SW-1
SW-2
SW-3
SW-4
SW-5
SW-6
SW-7
SB-A
SB-B
SB-C
SB-D
SB-E
SB-F
SB-G
SB-H
SB-I
SB-J
SB-K
SB-L
SB-M
OW-1
OW-1B
OW-2
OW-3
OW-4
OW-5
OW-6
OW-11
OW-12
OW-13
OW-14A
OW-14B
OW-15
OW-16
OW-21
OW-22
OW-23
OW-24
OW-25

TyQe

Surface Soil/Sediment
Surface Soil
Surface Soil
Surface Soil
Surface Soil
Surface Soil
Surface Soil
Surface Soil
Surface Soil
Surface Soil
Surface Soil
Surface Soil
Surface Water
Surface Water
Surface Water
Surface Water
Surface Water
Surface Water
Surface Water
Soil Boring
Soil Boring
Soil Boring
Soil Borinq
Soil Boring
Soil Borinq
Soil Boring
Soil Borinq
Soil Boring
Soil Borinq
Soil Boring
Soil Borinq
Soil Boring
Monitorinq Well
Monitoring Well
Monitoring Well
Monitoring Well
Monitorinq Well
Monitoring Well
Monitorinq Well
Monitoring Well
Monitorinq Well
Monitoring Well
Monitorinq Well
Monitoring Well
Monitoring Well
Monitoring Well
Monitoring Well
Monitoring Well
Monitoring Well
Monitorinq Well
Monitoring Well

Page 1 of 1

Latitude
43.06961088
43.06868558
43.06808524
43.06809858
43.06831417
43.06890421
43.0689467
43.06897436
43.06877695
43 .06907716
43.06943267
43.06895287
43 .06961779
43.0694895
43.0691745
43.06943267
43.06948348
43.06966894
43.06903826
43.06868977
43.06899465
43.06888536
43.06909911
43.0693564
43.06879329
43.06894666
43.06904923
43.06891663
43.06904399
43.06876811
43.06884645
43.0690453
43.06948401
43.06946838
43.06950187
43.06852938
43.06949306
43.0686478
43.06883476
43.06908927
43.06892364
43.06897301
43.0694299
43.06933398
43.06948301
43.06881319
43.06909911
43.06888536
43.06879329
43.06868977
43 .06899465

Longjtude
-78.85557454
-78.85520519
-78.85695782
-78.85882402
-78.86113033
-78.85987903
-78.85547862
-78.85527726
-78.85572179
-78.85685905
-78.85709885
-78.85506635
-78.85558089
-78.85589276
-78 .85505667
-78.85709885
-78.85746371
-78.85451219
-78.85483419
-78.85524029
-78.85519704
-78.85498069
-78.85478345
-78.8549032
-78.85556466
-78.85652716
-78.85522189
-78.85510548
-78.85531241
-78.85523351
-78.85522672
-78.85514939
-78.85488963
-78.85489955
-78.85553953
-78.85480636
-78.85816187
-78.85900857
-78.86054689
-78.8552697
-78.85524397
-78.85580011
-78.85574277
-78.85570412
-78 .85816652
-78.86047806
-78.85478345
-78 .85498069
-78 .85556466
-78.85524029
-78 .85519704

APPENDJXC

LABORATORYANALYTICALREPORTS
(SEE ATTACHED CD)

APPENDIXD
SOIL BORING LOGS/MONITORING WELL CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION

ID NO. SB-A/OW-24

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

SURFACE ELEV.:

TOTAL DEPTH: 20 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 8 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push / 4.25 in. Hollow Stem Auger

Dates Drilled:

6/3/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

Rec.

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

2 in.

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

4" Steel protective
standpipe set in
concrete

0

S#1, 04'

8.1

NA

4.0/4.0'

Fill - Brown & Gray Clayey Silt,
some f-m Sand, trace organics,
trace debris (plastic, glass).
Moist to wet.
Lab sample collected 04'

5

S#2, 48'

NC

0/4.0'

4.8

0.1/4.0'

10

S#4,
12-16'

1.2

0.2/4.0'

S#5,
16-20'

NC

0/4.0'

Hydrated bentonite
chips

No recovery 4-8'. Macro-core
liner is wet.
Composite lab sample
collected from 4-8' and
8-12' due to poor
recovery.

S#3, 812'

2" PVC riser to
approx 2 ft above
surface

2" PVC, 10 slot
screen 5-10'

Very Poor Recovery.
Fill - Debris, Metal, Wood, f-c,
Sand, Black, saturated, slight
petroleum odor.

Very Poor Recovery.
Dark Gray f-m Sand, Saturated.
Brown-Gray Clay at 16' (in
sample tip).

#00N Silica Sand
Filter Sand

While augering, clay
cuttings brought to
surface when augers
were at 8-10 ftbg. Likely
that Clay begins in this
interval. Material in S#3
was slough from
shallower depth.

15
No Recovery, only water in
Macro-core sleeve, brown Clay
smeared on outside of Macrocore casing. Assume sample
slipped out due to saturated
conditions.

20

Boring Terminated at
20'

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-A/OW-24
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ID NO. SB-B/OW-25

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

SURFACE ELEV.:

TOTAL DEPTH: 20 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 8 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push / 4.25 in. Hollow Stem Auger

Dates Drilled:

6/3/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

Rec.

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

2 in.

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

4" Steel protective
standpipe set in
concrete

0

S#1, 04'

656

NA

3.0/4.0'

Brown, Hard, Silty Clay, trace
organics. Strong solvent odor.
Dry. Large Gravel at surface.
Lab sample collected 04'

5

S#2, 48'

145

4.0/4.0'

S#3, 812'

35.7

4.0/4.0'

10

170
103

Hydrated bentonite
chips

Gray, soft, Silty Clay, trace fine
sand, trace organics, trace
gravel. Strong solvent odor.
Moist.

Gray, soft, Silty Clay, trace fine
sand, trace organics, trace
gravel. Strong solvent odor.
Moist to wet.
Black-gray, fine to coarse Sand,
and silty Clay. Moist to wet.

#00N Silica Sand
Filter Sand

Lab sample collected
10-11'
2" PVC, 10 slot
screen 7-12'

Brown, CLAY, wet.
S#4,
12-16'

124

4.0'/4.0'
Gray, CLAY, slight solvent odor.
Moist to wet.

103

Brown, CLAY, hard, trace
organics. Dry to moist.

15
S#5,
16-20'

2" PVC riser to
approx 2 ft above
surface

22.6

4.0'/4.0'

Brown, CLAY, hard, trace
organics, trace fine gravel, trace
f-c sand. Wet

20

Boring Terminated at
20'

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-B/OW-25
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ID NO. SB-C/OW-22

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

SURFACE ELEV.:

TOTAL DEPTH: 12 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 8 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push / 4.25 in. Hollow Stem Auger

Dates Drilled:

6/3/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

Rec.

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

2 in.

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

4" Steel protective
standpipe set in
concrete

0

S#1, 04'

4.1

NA

2.0/4.0'

Fill - Brown, Silty Clay, trace to
little f-c Sand & f-c Gravel, trace
debris, trace organics. Moist
2" PVC riser to
approx 2 ft above
surface
Hydrated bentonite
chips

S#2, 48'

4.7

0/4.0'

5

S#3, 812'

0.4

4.0'/4.0'

No Recovery 4-8'. Collected
slough from S#3 for field
screening, presumed from 4-8
interval. Slough consisted of a
mixture of Fill and sand.

#00N Silica Sand
Filter Sand

2" PVC, 10 slot
screen 3-8'
Brown, Clay, trace Silt. Faint
solvent odor. Moist.

10

Boring Terminated at
12'

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-C/OW-22

p. 1 of 1

ID NO. SB-D/OW-21

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

SURFACE ELEV.:

TOTAL DEPTH: 12 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 8 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push / 4.25 in. Hollow Stem Auger

Dates Drilled:

6/3/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

Rec.

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

2 in.

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

4" Steel protective
standpipe set in
concrete

0

S#1, 04'

2.7

NA

3.5/4.0'

Gray, Silty Clay. Moist
2" PVC riser to
approx 2 ft above
surface

Tan-Brown, fine to medium
Sand, little to some Silt, trace
organics. Moist

Hydrated bentonite
chips

S#2, 48'

0.5

4.0/4.0'

Tan-Brown, fine to medium
Sand. Saturated.

5

#00N Silica Sand
Filter Sand
Lab sample collected 48'.
0.1

S#3, 812'

0.0

Brown Clay. Hard.
2" PVC, 10 slot
screen 3-8'

3.0/4.0'

10

Boring Terminated at
12'

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-D/OW-21

p. 1 of 1

ID NO. SB-E

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

TOTAL DEPTH: 12 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 3 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push

Dates Drilled:

6/3/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

0

SURFACE ELEV.:

S#1, 04'

0.2

S#2, 48'

1.4

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

NA

Rec.

3.0/4.0'

0.8/4.0'

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

FILL - Brown, Clayey Silt, littlesome debris (plastic, glass,
metal), little f-c sand & gravel.
Moist.

Tan, f-m Sand, trace debris
(possible slough). Wet-saturated.

5

Lab sample collected 48'.

S#3, 812'

0.0

4.0/4.0'

Brown, Clay. Hard. Moist.

10

Boring Terminated at
12'

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-E

p. 1 of 1

ID NO. SB-F/MW-23

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

SURFACE ELEV.:

TOTAL DEPTH: 8 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 8 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push / 4.25 in. Hollow Stem Auger

Dates Drilled:

6/3/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

Rec.

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

2 in.

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

4" Steel protective
standpipe set in
concrete

0

S#1, 04'

0.1

NA

4.0/4.0'

0.5

Brown-gray, Silty Clay, trace
organics. Moist.

2" PVC riser to
approx 2 ft above
surface

Black, fine to medium Sand,
trace Silt. Moist to wet. Grades to
tan from 3-4'.

Hydrated bentonite
chips

S#2, 48'

0.6

3.0/4.0'

Tan, fine to medium Sand. Wet.

5

Lab sample collected 46'.

0.0

#00N Silica Sand
Filter Sand

Brown, CLAY. Hard.

2" PVC, 10 slot
screen 3-8'
Boring Terminated at 8'

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-F/MW-23

p. 1 of 1

ID NO. SB-G

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

TOTAL DEPTH: 8 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 3 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push

Dates Drilled:

6/4/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

0

SURFACE ELEV.:

S#1, 04'

0.6

S#2, 48'

1.5

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

NA

Rec.

1.0/4.0'

4.0/4.0'

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

Fill - Brown-Gray, Clayey Silt,
little fine to coarse Sand, trace to
little debris (plastic, wood). Dry
to moist.

Brown, fine to medium Sand,
trace Silt. Wet.

5

Lab sample collected 47'.

Brown, CLAY. Hard. Moist.

Boring Terminated at 8'

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-G

p. 1 of 1

ID NO. SB-H

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

TOTAL DEPTH: 12 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 3 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push

Dates Drilled:

6/5/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

0

SURFACE ELEV.:

S#1, 04'

940

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

NA

Rec.

2.0/4.0'

S#2, 4- 1,214
8'

2.0/4.0'

S#3, 8- 1,035
12'

1.0/4.0'

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

Fill - Brown Silty Clay, and
debris, trace organics, little fine
to coarse gravel, little fine to
coarse Sand. Slight solvent odor.
Moist.

Fill - Same as above. Dark NAPL
observed.

Lab sample collected 48'.

5

Fill - Same as above. Dark NAPL
observed. Dark, viscous NAPL
also observed. Refusal at 10
ftbg.

10

Lab sample collected 810'.

Refusal at 10'. Reason
unknown.

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-H

p. 1 of 1

ID NO. SB-I

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

TOTAL DEPTH: 8 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 3 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push

Dates Drilled:

6/6/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

0

SURFACE ELEV.:

S#1, 04'

5.3

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

NA

Rec.

4.0/4.0'

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

Brown, Clayey Silt, trace to little
fine Sand. Moist.

Fill - Debris (plastic, glass, f-c
Sand & Gravel).

6.2

Tan-brown, fine to medium Sand,
little-some Silt. Moist to wet.

S#2, 48'

10.8

Lab sample collected 47'.

4.0/4.0'

5

1.3

Gray, CLAY. Moist.

Boring Terminated at 8
ftbg.

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-I

p. 1 of 1

ID NO. SB-J

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

TOTAL DEPTH: 16 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 3 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push

Dates Drilled:

6/6/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

0

SURFACE ELEV.:

S#1, 04'

439

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

NA

Rec.

4.0/4.0'

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

Fill - Brown, Silty Clay, trace
organics, occasional layers of
clayey silt, trace debris (glass,
metal, plastic). Slight solvent
odor. Moist.
Lab sample collected 04'.

139

Gray, f-m Sand, little-some Silt.
Slight solvent odor. Moist to wet.

S#2, 48'

NC

0/4.0'

S#3, 812'

249

4.0/4.0'

No Recovery 4-8'. Slight solvent
odor on Macro-core sleeve.

5

10

181

S#4,
12-16'

1.9

Gray, fine to medium Sand,
some silt, trace clay. Solvent
odor. Wet.

Lab sample collected 810'

Brown, Clay. Medium stiffness.
Slight solvent odor. Moist.

4.0/4.0'

Reddish-brown, CLAY. Softmedium hardness, plastic. Moist.

15
Boring Terminated at 16
ftbg.

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-J

p. 1 of 1

ID NO. SB-K

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

TOTAL DEPTH: 8 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 3 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push

Dates Drilled:

6/6/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

0

SURFACE ELEV.:

S#1, 04'

0.4

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

NA

Rec.

4.0/4.0'

9.5

S#2, 48'

5.4

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

Fill, brown silty clay, trace
organics, trace debris, no odor,
moist

Tan-brown, fine to medium sand,
little silt, moist

4.0/4.0'

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

Lab sample collected 24'.

Tan-brown, fine to medium sand,
little silt, moist, from 5-6 begins
to grade to sandy silt

5

0.0

Brown clay, hard, no odor

Boring Terminated at 8
ftbg.

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-K

p. 1 of 1

ID NO. SB-L

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

TOTAL DEPTH: 8 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 3 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push

Dates Drilled:

6/6/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

0

SURFACE ELEV.:

S#1, 04'

40.1

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

NA

Rec.

0.5/4.0'

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

Brown-gray, CLAY, trace Silt.
Hard. Moist.

Lab sample collected 04'.

S#2, 48'

8.2

4.0/4.0'

Gray, fine Sand, little-some Silt.
Moist to Wet.

5

0.4

Gray, CLAY. Hard. Moist.

Boring Terminated at 8
ftbg.

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-L

p. 1 of 1

ID NO. SB-M

SOIL BORING LOG

Page 1 of 1

Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc.
PROJECT: Nash Rd Landfill, Site #932054
ADDRESS: Wheatfield, New York
JOB NO.
0901536

TOTAL DEPTH: 12 ftbg

WATER DEPTH:

CASING EL.:

BOREHOLE DIA.: 3 in.

WELL DIA.:

Logged By:

E. Popken

Drilling Method:

Direct Push

Dates Drilled:

6/6/13

Sampling Method:

Macro Core

Drilling Company: Quality Inspection Services

Soil Class. System: Burmister

Drill Rig Type:

Field Screening:

Depth Sample Field
(feet) Interval Screen

0

SURFACE ELEV.:

S#1, 04'

0.6

S#2, 48'

100

Acker Soil Scout
Blow
Counts

NA

Rec.

0.1/4.0'

2.0'/4.0'

5

SAMPLE LITHOLOGY

MiniRae 2000 PID w/10.6 eV lamp (PPM)

COMMENTS

COMPLETION DETAILS

Fill - Tan/brown, fine to coarse
Sand, and fine to coarse Gravel,
trace debris (glass), trace clay.
Moist.

Fill - Grey Clay and Silt, some
fine to coarse Sand, trace
organics, soil exhibits pattern of
re-worked soil fill. Slight solvent
odor. Wet.

Lab sample collected 48'.

S#3, 812'

4.2

3.0'/4.0'

Red-brown, Clay. Medium
Hardness.

10

Boring Terminated at 12
ftbg.

Location:
Northing/Latitude:

General Comments:
ftbg = Feet Below Grade

Symbol Key:
Apparent Water Level

Easting/Longitude:

NC = Not Collected

Lab Sample Location

Horizontal Datum: Lat/Long
Vertical Datum:
Assumed 100 ft. elev. benchmark

SB-M

p. 1 of 1

APPEND/XE
MUNITORING WELL DEVELOPMENT DATA

Nash Road Landfill
Nash Road
Wheatfield, New York
Appendi x E
Monitoring Well Development Data

Chemi stry
Readings
Depth to Total Depth (ft Total Depth (ft Collec:ted (pre or
Water (ft btoc before
Conductivity Temperatur
Turbidity
Purge Volume
btoc after
post
ORP
(mS/cm)
btoc)
(NTU)
development)
Well
Date
devel opment) development)
e(°C)
pH
(Gallons)
(mV)
2.53
10.52
10.54
6.85
79.2
3.0
Pre-<levelopment
1.64
17.90
OW-1 7/26/2013
39
6.94
274
28
well puroed drv
1.84
16.34
Post-development
7.56
10.55
Pre-<levelopment
10.7
10.52
1.29
20.99
-67
2.0
OW-2 7/26/2013
2.05
Post-<levelopment
3.83
7.77
>1000
-57
well purged dry
16.72
NIA
8.00
122.0
-39
NIA
OW-11 7/26/2013
3.49
12.30
NIA
0.853
18.34
Well bent or broken at 4.9 feet from TOC. did not curoe. as toolino did not fit past bend/break
3.53
7.74
8.01
Pre-<levelopment
2.79
18.22
7.27
62.5
1.25
OW-13 7126/2013
67
Post-<levelopment
2.90
17.59
7.14
607
64
well purged dry
4.70
9.02
Pre-development
1.92
7.40
OW-14B 7/26/2013
7.21
20.35
18.0
-20
8.0
Post-development
1.53
20.52
7.54
243
29
well ouroed drv
Well mav have been broken durin!l surgln> . during well develooment. Filter sand in well.
17.15
5.63
12.87
12.89
Pre-<levelopment
6.92
94.0
OW-16 7126/2013
NR
2.16
-9
Post-<levelooment
2.18
14.11
6.94
NR
-15
Pre-development
1.08
18.10
6.84
112
OW-21 7/26/2013
3.97
10.19
37
2.75
10.25
Post-development
1.80
17.45
6.92
>1000
51
well purged drv
3.20
10.25
10.26
Pre-<levelopment
1.15
17.58
7.12
943
-36
20.00
OW-22 7/26/2013
Post-development
1.15
17.06
6.92
903
-18
4.48
10.10
6.50
10.10
Pre-development
2.50
17.45
>499
30
1.75
OW-23 7126/2013
11
well purged dry
Post-development
2.32
16.30
6.65
1,000
102
Pre-development
7.28
13.07
-32
2.00
1.31
15.89
OW-24 7/26/2013
4.60
13.08
Post-development
1.30
well puroed drv
14.53
7.02
>499
-29
14.52
Pre-<levelopment
10.5
18.72
6.73
44.5
-30
2.50
OW-25 7/26/2013
4.38
14.55
11 .5
14.81
6.95
>499
Post-development
well purged dry
-26
N otes: mS/cm = m111is1emens1cent1meter
•c = degrees celsius
NTU = Nephelometric Turbidity Units
NC = Parameter could not be collected
mV = milliVolts
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Glenn Springs Holdings, Inc.

Section 1.0

Citizen Participation Plan

What Is New York's State Superfund Program?

The New York State's State Superfund Program or Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Site (IHWDS)
Program is the State's program for identifying, investigating, and cleaning up sites where consequential
amounts of hazardous waste may exist. These sites go through a process of investigation, evaluation,
cleanup, and monitoring that has several distinct stages. For an explanation of the different stages of
the investigation and cleanup process, please refer to the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC) Division of Environmental Remediation's (DER's) fact sheets on stages of the
investigation and cleanup process at: http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/8661.html.
DER is made aware of potential hazardous waste sites in a variety of ways, including notification by the
responsible party and citizen complaints.
An environmental investigation called a Site Characterization (SC) is performed when DER is made aware
that hazardous waste has or may have been disposed of at a site. The goal of the SC is to determine
whether a site meets the state's definition of an inactive hazardous waste disposal site by confirming the
presence of hazardous waste and determining the threat posed by the site to public health or the
environment. DER or the potentially responsible party performs the SC. For more information, you can
read DER's fact sheet on SCs at: http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/8660.html.
Once the presence of a consequential amount of hazardous waste is confirmed at a site, the site is
added to the State's official list of sites and is given a classification code. Sites that receive a
classification of three do not present a significant threat to the environment or public health, and
remedial action at Class 3 sites is often deferred. Responsible parties (entities that own the waste at a
site) can elect to remove their waste as an interim remedial measure (IRM).
Each site is assigned a NYSDEC project manager. Regional IHWDS Program staff serves as project
managers for many inactive hazardous waste disposal sites in their respective regions. Staff in NYSDEC's
Albany office serves as project managers for the remaining sites. For sites where state money pays for
an investigation, the project manager oversees the investigation and evaluation of cleanup options
directly, or he/she may supervise a consultant hired to do the work. When a responsible party performs
an investigation, the project manager reviews, approves investigation work plans, reports, and ensures
the responsible party performs the work properly. The project manager also works closely with
New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) staff that ensures that public health concerns are
addressed.
For more information about the State Superfund, go online at:
http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/8439.html.
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Citizen Participation Plan

Citizen Participation Plan Overview

A CP Plan provides members of the affected and interested public with information about how NYSDEC
will inform and involve them during the remediation (cleanup) of a site under the Superfund Program.
This CP Plan has been developed for the Niagara Sanitation Company Site also known as the Nash Road
Landfill Site (hereafter referred to as "the Site") under the State Superfund Program. A Site location
map is provided as Appendix A of this CP Plan. NYSDEC is committed to informing and involving the
public concerning the remediation (cleanup) of the Site. This CP Plan describes the public information
and involvement program that will be carried out with assistance from Glenn Springs Holdings, Inc.
(hereafter referred to as "GSH").
Appendix B of this CP Plan identifies NYSDEC project contacts to whom the public may address questions
or request information about the Site's remedial program. The locations of the Site's document
repositories also are identified in Appendix B. The document repositories provide convenient access to
important project documents for public review and comment.
A Site contact list has been developed for this Site to keep the community informed about, and involved
in, the Site's investigation and remediation process. The Site contact list is provided as Appendix C of
this CP Plan. A Site contact list typically includes, at a minimum:
•

Chief executive officer and zoning board of each county, city, town, and village in which the Site is
located

•

Residents on and/or adjacent to the Site

•

The public water supplier which services the area in which the Site is located

•

Any person who has requested to be placed on the Site contact list

•

The administrator of any school or day care facility located on and/or adjacent to the Site for
purposes of posting and/or dissemination at the facility

•

Document repositories and their contacts

In 2011, the NYSDEC instituted a paperless initiative for CP activities in an ongoing effort to incorporate
sustainability into its daily operations. The NYSDEC began using email county listservs to distribute
pertinent information to the public about remedial activities being performed in the State's remedial
programs. Postcards will be mailed to the contact list directing interested parties on how to sign up to
continue to receive information about the Site.
To receive information about this Site and CP activities for the Site, you must sign up at the appropriate
DER county (Niagara County) email listserv at: www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/61092.html.
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If "paperless" is not an option for you, or if you have questions, write to DER at the following address:
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Division of Environmental Remediation
625 Broadway
Albany, New York 12233-7012
Or email: derweb@dec.ny.gov. Please include in your correspondence the Site name:
Niagara Sanitation Company Site – Nash Road Landfill (Site No. 932054).
A list of anticipated Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) has been developed for this Site. The list of
FAQs is provided as Appendix D.
The CP activities are designed to achieve the following objectives:
•

Help the interested and affected public to understand contamination issues related to a superfund
site, and the nature and progress of a Potentially Responsible Party's (PRP's) efforts, under State
oversight, to investigate and, if appropriate, remediate (cleanup) a superfund site

•

Ensure open communication between the public and project staff throughout the site's remedial
process

•

Create opportunities for the public to contribute information, opinions, and perspectives that have
potential to influence decisions about a site's investigation and remediation (cleanup)

This CP Plan may be revised due to changes in major issues of public concern or in the nature and scope
of remedial activities. Modifications may include updates to major issues of concern to the public and
changes in planned CP activities. The public is encouraged to discuss its ideas and suggestions about the
CP program with the project contact(s) listed in Appendix B.

Section 3.0

Site Description and History

The Site is located in the Town of Wheatfield in Niagara County, New York. It is situated immediately
north of the City of North Tonawanda City limits and east of Nash Road. The Site is shown on the figure
in Appendix A.
The Site is a rectangular-shaped property encompassing approximately 20 acres. The Site is wooded
with mature trees and heavy brush and contains areas of seasonally-influenced ponded water. Current
access to the Site is limited to foot trails with no formal access road provided; however, historic access
to the Site for disposal activities occurred along a haul road that was constructed from Nash Road
located west of the Site. The Site is bordered to the north by the Holy Infant Shrine, to the east by a
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cemetery and a property that contains a motel and livery service, to the south by utility right-of-ways
(overhead electric and underground natural gas and brine pipelines) and residences, and to the west by
undeveloped land and Nash Road.
The Site was operated by the Niagara Sanitation Company between 1964 and 1968 for disposal of
municipal and industrial wastes. NYSDEC records show that the Site was used for the disposal of
industrial and municipal wastes by the Niagara Falls Air Force Base, Bell Aerospace, Carborundum,
Frontier Chemical, Graphite Specialties, Continental Can, and Grief Brothers. Waste disposal activities at
the Site ended in 1968.
During its operation between 1964 and 1968, historical records indicate that the New York State
Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) utilized the Site for the disposal of approximately 1,600 cubic
yards of material excavated during a sewer relocation project along Frontier Avenue in Niagara Falls,
New York as part of the LaSalle Expressway construction in 1968. The historical records indicate that the
excavated materials disposed at the Site may have contained as much as 1,000 cubic yards of wastes
associated with the Love Canal landfill. According to the available documents, the excavated materials
were placed into a trench at the northeast end of the Site that was excavated into the underlying clay
and then covered with soil as well as other municipal and industrial wastes.
As a result of the past disposal activities at the Site, the NYSDEC has conducted several subsurface
investigations to evaluate the environmental, ecological, and human health impacts, if any. The
following Site investigations were conducted:
•

A Phase II Investigation conducted by Engineering-Science (ES) and reported on July 1, 1985
(ES, 1985)

•

A Supplemental Phase II Investigation conducted by Engineering-Science and reported in
September 1989 (ES, 1989)

•

A Supplemental Site Characterization conducted by Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc. and
reported on November 12, 2013 (GES, 2013)

The investigations involved a series of data collection events that were conducted to characterize surface
water, groundwater, surface soils, sediments, and subsurface soils at the Site. While the 1985 Phase II
Investigation was conducted across the Site, the investigations performed in 1989 and 2013 focused on
the area on the northeast end of the site where the NYSDOT wastes were placed (i.e., "the area of
interest").
The Site investigations indicated the potential presence of a dark non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) as
well as contaminated soil and groundwater in the area where the NYSDOT wastes were placed. Several
of the chemicals identified in the area in which the NYSDOT waste is suspected to have been buried
appear to be consistent with chemicals that are present in the Love Canal chemical waste such as
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volatile organic compounds (VOCs), semi volatile organic compounds (SVOCs), pesticides, and metals.
The concentrations of these chemicals are greatly reduced or not detected at the perimeter of area in
which the NYSDOT waste is suspected to have been buried, indicating that the impacts to the Site are
limited to the general area where the subject wastes were placed.

Section 4.0

Remedial Process

Although no remedial actions are currently required at this Class 3 Site and there are currently no other
responsible parties conducting work at the Site, GSH has elected to remove the waste that was placed at
the northeast end of the Site by the NYSDOT as an IRM.
GSH prepared an IRM Plan for the removal of the subject waste. The IRM Work Plan was reviewed and
approved by the NYSDEC and NYSDOH.
The work to be conducted at the Site includes Site preparation, excavation and loading of wastes for
transport, off-Site disposal, backfilling, and Site restoration. A Site-Specific Health and Safety Plan
(HASP) has been prepared for the Site that includes a Community Air Monitoring Plan (CAMP).
Together, the Work Plan, HASP, and CAMP provide information and procedures to ensure the work is
performed safely.
Site management will be conducted by GSH as required with appropriate NYSDEC oversight.

Section 5.0

Citizen Participation Activities

Although CP activities are not required for IRMs, the NYSDEC will issue a Fact Sheet to the interested
public regarding the work at the Site. CP activities that are planned during the remediation of the Site
include:
•

An availability session will be conducted in order to communicate with residents, and address
concerns and questions. The availability session will include representatives from the NYSDEC, GSH,
and/or GSH’s consultant, and will be conducted once the Work Plan is approved by NYSDEC

•

Distribution of a Project Fact Sheet prior to the start of the work

•

A public meeting if necessitated by the level of public interest

•

Weekly updates to City and Town officials during the field activities

•

Distribution of a Project Fact Sheet following completion of the work activities

NYSDEC will ensure that these CP activities are conducted with appropriate assistance from GSH.
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All CP activities seek to provide the public with significant information about Site findings and planned
remedial activities, and some activities announce comment periods and request public input about
important draft documents.
The CP Plan for the Site may be revised based on changes in the Site's remedial program or major issues
of public concern.
All written materials developed for the public will be reviewed and approved by NYSDEC for clarity and
accuracy before they are distributed.
A list of FAQ is included as Appendix D to this CP Plan.

Section 6.0

Major Issues of Public Concern

This section of the CP Plan identifies major issues of public concern as they relate to the Site. Additional
major issues of public concern may be identified during the Site's remedial process.
No major issues of public concern have been presented to the NYSDEC or GSH to date.
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Appendix A
Aerial Photograph of Site
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Project Contacts and Document Repositories
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Project Contacts and Document Repositories
Project Contacts
For information about the Site's remedial program, the public may contact the following project
contacts:
Gregory Sutton, P.E.
Regional Remediation Manager
NYSDEC Region 9
Division of Environmental Remediation
270 Michigan Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14203-2999
(716) 851-7220
Email: region9@dec.ny.gov

Matt Forcucci
NYSDOH
584 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14202
Phone: (716) 847-4501
Email: BEEI@health.state.ny.us

Document Repositories
The document repositories identified below have been established to provide the public with
convenient access to important project documents:
North Tonawanda Public Library
505 Meadow Drive
North Tonawanda, New York 14120
(716) 693-4132
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Site Contact List
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SITE CONTACT LIST

TO BE DEVELOPED WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE NYSDEC AND NYSDOH
Will include
•

Chief executive officer and zoning board of each county, city, town, and village in which the Site is
located

•

Residents on and/or adjacent to the Site

•

The public water supplier which services the area in which the Site is located

•

Any person who has requested to be placed on the Site contact list

•

The administrator of any school or day care facility located on and/or adjacent to the Site for
purposes of posting and/or dissemination at the facility

•

Document repositories and their contacts

Note: Contact information for adjacent property owners and residents is confidential and is maintained
by the NYSDEC Project Manager.
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Frequently Asked Questions
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1.

How long has this Site been a landfill?

The Niagara Sanitation Company Landfill operated and accepted municipal and industrial waste from
local business and municipalities such as the Niagara Falls Air Force Base, Bell Aerospace, Carborundum,
Frontier Chemical, Graphite Specialties, Continental Can, and Greif Brothers from 1964 to 1968.
2.

Why was waste moved from Love Canal put here?

Historical records indicate that the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) utilized an
undisturbed area in the eastern end of the site to dispose of approximately 1,600 cubic yards of material
excavated from the south end of Love Canal during relocation the Frontier Avenue sewer as part of the
LaSalle Expressway construction in 1968.
3.

Why weren't we told about this before now?

Information regarding this site and the materials disposed of there has been provide on the "NYS
Registry of Inactive Waste Sites" since the mid-1980s. This information is also readily available on the
DEC's website and databases. Studies on the site have been recently completed which require this
information to be disseminated to the public and adjacent property owners for their information. These
recent investigations have accurately delineated the waste disposal area to allow for removal of the
former Love Canal waste.
4.

Why aren't all the industrial wastes being removed?

Glenn Springs Holdings is only responsible for the Love Canal waste. Other parties are responsible for
wastes elsewhere on the site, and those wastes will be addressed through a separate program unrelated
to this activity.
5.

What will happen to the rest of the industrial waste that belongs to the other parties?

As required by State and Federal regulations, the parties that generated the waste that was disposed of
in this landfill, as well as the disposal company (who contracted to dispose of the waste) and the Town
of Wheatfield (as the land owner) are responsible for its cleanup. They will be asked to further
investigate the site and determine a cleanup plan for the property. If they refuse or are otherwise
unable to complete this requirement, DEC will use State funding to perform this work and clean up the
site.
6.

Why wasn't the Site fenced and signs posted to warn of the dangers?

Recent studies confirmed the results of previous investigations that there was no indication of an
immediate threat to public health and the environment from this site.
7.

Will the Site be fenced and signs posted once the work is done?

The work will remove all Love Canal related material. However, since other wastes remain throughout
the site, the site owner has agreed to post the site. Local residents are urged to avoid use of the site for
any purpose, as it is private property and certain uses could erode the clean soil cover on the site and
expose waste materials.
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8.

What dangerous chemicals are being cleaned up?

Chemicals of various concentrations typical of Love Canal are being cleaned up. Stringent site security,
and health and safety procedures will be in place during work. Department of Health approved air
monitoring will be conducted during all removal activities to protect both workers and the nearby
community.
At this time, the NYSDEC has requested that the waste soils associated with the NYSDOT's
Frontier Avenue construction project be removed due to elevated concentrations of volatile organics
and pesticides.
9.

Have I been exposed to hazardous chemicals?

There is no indication of off-site migration of contaminants through soil, sediment, surface water, or
groundwater. The most likely potential routes of exposure are from direct contact with surface soils and
standing water throughout the site, and inhalation of dust. The only exposure route is through
trespassing on the site.
10.

What health risks have we been exposed to by walking or biking through the site?

Current studies indicate surface contamination is typical of urban areas and would not present an
immediate health threat. However, there is a concern that continued trespassing on the site will erode
the clean soil cover on the site and expose waste materials buried at depth, increasing the potential for
exposures to chemical waste.
11.

How do you know the chemicals are not going to show up in my yard or basement like at
Love Canal?

Past disposal practices and local soil conditions are conducive to keeping contaminants in place. In
addition, site testing has shown that no contamination has been found outside the site boundaries.
12.

Who owns the Site?

The Town of Wheatfield.
13.

Who guarantees the Site will be safe after the work is done?

Glenn Springs Holdings will submit a final report documenting the removal activities and whether the
cleanup goals have been achieved. NYSDEC and NYSDOH will provide final approval of the report. The
remainder of the landfill will be addressed separately during additional investigations and remedial
activities.
14.

Will we be safe while the waste is being dug up?

The NYSDEC and NYSDOH will be observing the work activities daily to ensure that the work is
conducted in accordance with the approved Work Plan and the environmental regulations and laws of
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the State of New York. The remedial contractor will be implementing a community Air Monitoring Plan
(CAMP) to ensure that the work activities are conducted in a safe and responsible manner.
15.

Where is the waste going to be taken?

The waste material being removed will be transported to an approved and permitted waste disposal
facility out of State. The material will be either landfilled or destroyed via incineration.
16.

Will you buy my house so I can move somewhere safe?

Contamination is limited to the defined disposal area on the site, with no impacts to nearby homes.
Therefore, buyouts are not necessary.
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1.0

Introduction
This Health and Safety Plan (HASP) describes the health and safety procedures that will be
implemented and adhered to during the Remedial Action (RA) activities at the Nash Road
Sanitary Landfill Site (Site) in Wheatfield, New York. Figures 1.1 and 4.2 respectively in the RA
Work Plan present the Site Location Plan and the General Work Area Layout. An Emergency
Response and Contingency Plan is presented in Section 11.0 of this HASP and will be in place
during project activities. A Community Air Monitoring Plan, presented in Attachment C of this
HASP, has also been developed and will be implemented during project activities.
The scope of work to be completed by the selected RA contractor during the project activities
includes the following:
i)

mobilization and demobilization of labor, materials, and equipment to and from the
Site, which include Site preparation/setup and Site restoration activities;

ii)

surveying activities;

iii)

installation of a secure fence around the site;

iv)

installation and eventual removal of erosion control measures (e.g., silt fencing) around
excavation areas;

v)

pre- and post-assessment of potential impacts of the project activities on the wetlands;

vi)

clearing and grubbing activities;

vii)

groundwater monitoring well decommissioning activities;

viii)

installation of access roads, a decontamination facility and temporary electrical service;

ix)

installation of a sheet pile cutoff wall around the area of soils that will be excavated;

x)

dewatering of the excavation area;

xi)

excavation, stockpiling and loading of impacted soils;

xii)

collection, storage and disposal of accumulated water from excavations and the
decontamination activities;

xiii)

backfilling the excavation areas with clean imported soils and reestablishment of
vegetation;

xiv)

soil and wastewater sampling activities; and

xv)

equipment and personnel decontamination activities.

During a portion of these activities, personnel may come in contact with waste materials, debris,
soils, groundwater, surface water, sediment, and wash waters, which may contain hazardous
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substances. This HASP has been developed to minimize direct contact by project personnel with
materials potentially having chemical presence by ensuring:
i)

that project personnel are not adversely exposed to the compounds of concern;

ii)

that public health and the environment are not adversely impacted by materials with
elevated chemical presence that may potentially migrate outside of the work zone
during project activities at the Site;

iii)

compliance with applicable governmental and non-governmental (American Conference
of Governmental Industrial Hygienists [ACGIH]) regulations and guidelines. In particular,
the amended rules of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) for
Part 1926, of Title 29 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Part 1926.65 will be
implemented for all Site work where project personnel may come into contact with the
health and safety hazards that are present at the Site; and

iv)

initiation of proper emergency response procedures to minimize the potential for any
adverse impact to project personnel, the general public, or the environment.

A vital element of the selected RA contractor’s Health and Safety Program will be the
implementation of a site-specific HASP for all field activities.
This project HASP requires the following measures:
i)

communication of the contents of this HASP to project personnel;

ii)

elimination of unsafe conditions. Efforts shall be initiated to identify conditions that can
contribute to an accident and to remove exposure to these conditions;

iii)

utilization of the STAR (Stop, Think, Act, and Review) process before beginning any
activity/task/job, after an incident, and/or during any unusual circumstances. Stop the
activities to think about the task, analyze the task hazards and determine methods to
reduce risk, and review the results with affected personnel.

iv)

Completion of behavioral based safety (BBS) observations via the use of the Safe Task
Evaluation Process (STEP).

v)

review of existing or the development of new Job Safety Analysis (JSA) forms for each
project activity.
Supervisors and affected personnel are responsible for the
development and on-going revisions of JSA’s. The JSA’s for all known work activities are
presented Attachment A;

vi)

reduction of unsafe acts. Project personnel shall make a conscious effort to work safely.
A high degree of safety awareness must be maintained so those safety factors involved
in a task become an integral part of the task. Supervisory personnel shall ensure that
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project personnel committing unsafe acts are held accountable via counseling,
mentoring, and, if necessary, reprimand; and
vii)

frequent inspection of project activities. Regular safety inspections of the work site,
materials, and equipment by qualified persons ensure early detection of unsafe
conditions. Safety and health deficiencies shall be corrected as soon as possible, and
project activities shall be temporarily suspended until the appropriate corrective actions
are taken. Documentation of the daily inspections and corrective actions taken should
be kept with the project files.

For the purpose of this HASP, activities performed at the Site involving contact with materials,
which potentially have an elevated chemical presence will be considered contaminated
operations requiring the use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). A detailed description of
the required PPE is presented in Section 5.1 and is also identified on each JSA form.
The applicability of this HASP extends to all project personnel who will be on site, including State
Agency personnel, contractor personnel, subcontractor personnel, and visitors to the Site.
All project activities at the Site will be conducted in accordance with the provisions of selected
RA contractor’s approved site-specific HASP. A copy of the selected contractor’s site-specific
HASP and their employer-specific Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) will be maintained on
site whenever project activities are in progress. This HASP shall be used in conjunction with the
selected contractor’s Safety and Health Program.
1.1

Project organization
All personnel conducting activities on the Site must conduct their activities in compliance with
all applicable Safety and Health standards as specified by OSHA including, but not limited to, the
OSHA 29 Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) 1910, 29 CFR 1926. Project personnel must also be
familiar with the procedures and requirements in their approved site-specific HASP and the
applicable procedures found within their company’s SOP’s and Safety and Health Policy Manual.
In the event of any conflicting safety procedures/requirements, personnel shall implement
those safety practices, which afford the highest level of safety and protection.
Project Management and Safety Organization
RA Contractor’s Project Manager – (to be determined)
The RA Contractor’s Project Manager (CPM) shall be responsible for the overall implementation
of the HASP, and for ensuring that all health and safety responsibilities are carried out in
conjunction with this project. This shall include, but is not limited to, review and approval of the
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HASP; qualifying/directing subcontractors relative to safety and health performance;
coordinating all safety and health submittals; providing the appropriate technical information to
write submittals; and consultation with representatives of the Performing Parties (PPs)
regarding appropriate changes to the HASP.
Contractor’s Safety & Health Officer – (to be determined)
The RA Contractor’s Safety and Health Officer (CSHO) is the person who, under the supervision
of the CPM and the RA contractor’s Corporate Safety and Health Manager (CSHM), shall be
responsible for the communication of the Site requirements to project personnel and any
subcontractor personnel. The CSHO will have prior experience in working at hazardous waste
sites and is responsible for carrying out the health and safety responsibilities by making sure
that:
i)

he/she is onsite at all times during the project work activities;

ii)

all necessary clean-up and maintenance of safety equipment is conducted by project
personnel;

iii)

emergency services are contacted when necessary;

iv)

a Site-specific Hazard Communication (HAZCOM) Program is maintained on site;

v)

project safety forms attached to the HASP are correctly completed, submitted and filed;

vi)

a pre-entry briefing is conducted, which will serve to familiarize project personnel with
the procedures, requirements, and provisions of this HASP;

vii)

all necessary records are maintained in the project files (e.g., air monitoring results,
calibration records for air monitoring equipment, incident reports, daily toolbox
meeting record sheets, daily safety logbook entries, training, medical and respiratory fit
testing records and certificates etc.). The selected RA contractor may use either their
approved employer-specific safety forms or the forms that are provided in Attachment B
of this HASP;

viii)

daily safety meetings are held and documented;

ix)

safe work practices for project personnel are enforced;

x)

safety of any visitors who enter the Site is ensured;

xi)

communication is maintained with the CPM and the Representative of the Consulting
Engineering Firm;

xii)

orders the immediate shutdown of project activities in the case of a medical
emergencies, unsafe conditions, or unsafe practices;

xiii)

designates work areas and defines minimum PPE requirements;

xiv)

provides the safety equipment, PPE, and other items necessary for project personnel;
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xv)

conducts the required air monitoring program for project personnel (note - a
Representative of the Consulting Engineering Firm will conduct the required Community
Air Monitoring Program (CAMP);

xvi)

enforces the use of required safety equipment, PPE, and other items necessary for
project personnel safety;

xvii)

ensures that there is a competent person in place who will supervise excavation work.
Although not anticipated, the CSHO will oversee any potential confined space entry
work (entry into any wastewater storage tank(s) for cleaning purposes);

xviii)

conducts job site inspections with the Construction Superintendent (CS) or Site
Supervisor (SS) as a part of quality assurance for safety and health; and

xix)

reports safety and health concerns immediately to the CPM, CSHM and the Consulting
Engineering Firm’s onsite Representative.

Emergency Coordinator (EC)
The CSHO or his/her designate will act as the EC. The EC shall be able to implement the
emergency procedures and is responsible for implementing the following activities in the event
of an emergency:
i)

the EC shall immediately respond to all imminent or actual emergency situations. The
EC shall notify all project personnel and emergency response agencies, identify the
problem, assess the health or environmental hazards, and take all reasonable measures
to stabilize the situation;

ii)

the EC shall take all reasonable measures necessary to ensure that fire, explosion,
emission or discharge does not occur, re-occur, or spread. These measures may include
stopping operations, collecting and containing released materials, and/or removing or
isolating containers;

iii)

the EC shall develop Emergency Evacuation Routes on a daily bases and communicate
them to all project personnel; and

iv)

the EC shall also be responsible for follow-up activities after any incident such as the
cleanup of the affected area, maintenance and decontamination of emergency
equipment, and completion and submission of an incident report.

Construction Superintendent (CS) /Site Supervisor (SS) - Contractor (to be determined)
Health and safety is a line management responsibility, and as such, the CS and/or SS will work
with the CSHO to implement the overall onsite direction and enforcement of the health and
safety policies and procedures for this project. The CS and/or SS must meet the requirements of
the "competent person" as per the OSHA regulations. The CS and/or SS will report to the CPM
on this project.
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The CS and/or SS is the person who, under the supervision of the CPM, shall be responsible for
the communication of the site requirements to project personnel and subcontractors, and is
responsible for carrying out the health and safety responsibilities by making sure that:
i)

all underground utilities have been properly located prior to initiating work activities;

ii)

each work area is secured with fencing at the end of each day and that the perimeter
fence including all gates are secured at the end of the work day;

iii)

all necessary cleanup and maintenance of safety equipment is conducted by project
personnel;

iv)

JSA forms are developed, reviewed, and revised accordingly;

v)

project personnel stop, think about, act accordingly and review the work activities that
they are about to start before initiating activities;

vi)

project safety forms attached to the HASP are completed properly, submitted as may be
required and then filed;

vii)

a pre-entry briefing is conducted for all project personnel, which will serve to familiarize
everyone with the procedures, requirements, and provisions of this HASP;

viii)

orders the immediate shutdown of project activities in the case of a medical emergency,
unsafe condition, or unsafe practice;

ix)

provides the safety equipment, PPE, and other items necessary for project personnel;

x)

enforces the use of required safety equipment, PPE, and other items necessary for
personnel or community safety;

xi)

conducts job site inspections as a part of quality assurance for safety and health;

xii)

reports safety and health concerns immediately to the CPM, CSHM and the Consulting
Engineering Firm’s onsite Representative;

xiii)

is responsible for the overall implementation of the HASP, and ensuring that all health
and safety responsibilities are carried out during the project work activities. This shall
include, but is not limited to, review and approval of any subcontractor HASPs,
communication of project requirements to Subcontractor personnel, and consultation
with the CPM, CSHO and the Consulting Firm’s Representative regarding appropriate
changes to the HASP;

xiv)

the CS and/or SS also have the responsibility for enforcing safe work practices for all
project personnel;

xv)

the CS and/or SS watch all personnel for any ill effects, especially those symptoms
caused by heat stress and/or chemical exposure; and

xvi)

the CS and/or SS oversee the safety of any visitors who enter the Site.
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Corporate Safety & Health Manager (CSHM) Contractor – (to be determined)
The CSHM is an individual who is trained as a health and safety professional, works full-time for
the selected contractor in a health and safety role, and who serves in a consulting role to the
CPM, CSHO, and CS and/or SS regarding potential health and safety issues.
Equipment Operators
All equipment operators are responsible for the safe operation of heavy equipment. Operators
are responsible for inspecting their equipment on a daily basis to ensure safe performance.
Brakes, hydraulic lines, backup alarms, and fire extinguishers must be inspected routinely
throughout the project. Documentation of daily inspections will be required via an equipment
inspection checklist. Heavy equipment inspections will be submitted to the CS for review and
subsequently placed in the project files. Unsafe conditions/acts are to be immediately reported
to the CS and/or CSHO. Equipment will be taken out of service if an unsafe condition occurs.
Project Personnel Safety Responsibilities
Project personnel are responsible for their own safety as well as the safety of those around
them and shall use any equipment provided in a safe and responsible manner, as directed by
their supervisor. Project personnel will follow the policies set forth in this HASP and those in
their employer-specific SOPs and Safety and Health Program.
Project personnel are directed to take the following actions when appropriate:
i)

review all activity hazards and preventative measures on each JSA form before initiating
that specific task;

ii)

assist in the development/revision of JSA forms that are appropriate to current work
activities;

iii)

suspend any operations that may cause an imminent health hazard to project
personnel;

iv)

inspect tools and other equipment before each use or as the manufacturer and/or OSHA
mandates;

v)

correct job site hazards when possible without endangering life or health; and

vi)

reports safety and health concerns immediately to the CS, SS, or CSHO.

Subcontractors
Selected subcontractor(s) will be responsible for providing a CS and/or SS ("competent person")
and a Safety and Health Officer to direct their activities and to meet all applicable OSHA
Regulations. This may be the same individual if so qualified. These individuals will be
responsible for ensuring that all contract specifications are met, including those related to
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project health and safety. The names of these individuals will be presented in the subcontractor
Site-specific HASP.
The selected contractor and the Consulting Firm’s Representative will review and approve any
subcontractor HASP prior to the subcontractor’s mobilization to the Site. Subcontractors will be
responsible for the health and safety of their personnel, which includes following all applicable
OSHA Regulations and the subcontractors' Site-specific HASP. Subcontractors will be required to
attend an initial Site briefing put on by the selected contractor’s CPM or CSHO and subsequent
daily safety meetings.
Authorized Visitors
Authorized Visitors shall be provided with all known information with respect to the project
operations and hazards, as applicable to the purpose of their visit.

2.0

Site Characterization and Potentially Hazardous Compounds
See Section 1.0 of the RA Work Plan for a detailed description of the Site along with information
on historical investigations and a characterization of the Site.
Table C2.1 presents a listing of the Chemical Compounds of Concern (COCs) and their detected
range of concentrations that have been identified in the surface water, groundwater, surface
and subsurface soils at the Site. Table C2.2 presents the exposure routes and regulatory Time
Weighted Average (TWA) exposure levels for the COCs. These levels are set to protect the
health of workers and indicate the level of airborne concentration where respiratory protection
will be required.

3.0

Basis for Design
Regulations set forth by OSHA in Title 29, CFR, Parts 1910 and 1926 (29 CFR 1910 and 1926)
form the basis of this HASP. Emphasis is placed on Section 1926.65 (Hazardous Waste
Operations and Emergency Response), 1910 Subpart I (Personal Protective Equipment),
1910 Subpart Z (Toxic and Hazardous Substances), 1926 Subpart O (Motor Vehicles, Mechanized
Equipment, and Marine Operations), and 1926 Subpart F (Excavations). Some of the
specifications within this section are in addition to the OSHA regulations, and reflect the
positions of U.S. EPA, and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH),
regarding safe operating procedures at hazardous waste sites.
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The health and safety of the public and site personnel and the protection of the environment
will take precedence over cost and scheduling considerations for all project work.

4.0

Personnel Training

4.1

General
Required project personnel as discussed in Section 1.1 shall complete hazardous waste
operations and emergency response related training, as required by the OSHA Standard 29 CFR
1926.65. Project personnel shall also initially receive a minimum of three days of actual field
experience under the direct supervision of a trained, experienced supervisor. Personnel who
completed their training more than 12 months prior to the start of this project shall have also
completed an 8-hour refresher course within the past 12 months. The CS and or SS shall
complete the additional 8 hours of training that is required for supervisors along with any
"competent persons" training that may be needed for required work.
Additional safety training for specific tasks/activities may include safety training for fall
protection, ladder safety, confined space entry work and excavation safety etc. Further safety
training may also be required based on the scheduled scope of work. This safety training is to
be conducted and documented before any tasks that require additional training are initiated. It
is the responsibility of the CSHO and CS and/or SS to ensure that personnel have the necessary
training and skills prior to activity assignment. Task safety training requirements are included on
each JSA form.

4.2

Basic 40-Hour Course
The following is a list of the topics typically covered in a 40-hour training course:
i)

general safety procedures;

ii)

physical hazards (fall protection, noise, heat stress, cold stress);

iii)

names and job descriptions of key personnel responsible for site health and safety;

iv)

safety, health, and other hazards typically present at hazardous waste sites;

v)

use, application, and limitations of PPE;

vi)

work practices by which employees can minimize risks from hazards;

vii)

safe use of engineering controls and equipment on site;

viii)

medical surveillance requirements;

ix)

recognition of symptoms and signs, which might indicate overexposure to hazards;
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4.3

x)

worker right-to-know (Hazard Communication OSHA 1926.59/1910.1200);

xi)

routes of exposure to contaminants;

xii)

engineering controls and safe work practices that may be implemented;

xiii)

components of a project HASP;

xiv)

decontamination practices for personnel and equipment;

xv)

confined space entry procedures; and

xvi)

general emergency response procedures.

Supervisor Course
Management and supervisors (i.e., the CS and SS) are required to receive an additional 8 hours
of training in topics that are pertinent to the management of hazardous waste operations,
which typically includes:

4.4

i)

instruction in detailed project safety and health procedures dealing with emergencies;

ii)

PPE programs;

iii)

implementation of specialized emergency response procedures; and

iv)

air monitoring techniques.

Site-Specific Training
All project personnel attending the initial safety meeting will accomplish the project-specific
training on the contents of this HASP before work begins. The review will include a discussion of
the chemical, physical, and biological hazards that may be present at the Site, the protective
equipment and safety procedures to be used and followed, and emergency procedures that will
be implemented at the Site. The Training Acknowledgment Form that project personnel will
sign off on is provided in Attachment B (Project Safety Forms).

4.5

Daily Safety Meetings
Daily safety meetings (tailgate safety talks) will be held to cover the work that is anticipated to
be accomplished each day, the associated hazards, the PPE and procedures required to
minimize exposure to these hazards, and the required emergency response procedures. The CS,
SS and/or CSHO will present these meetings prior to beginning the day's fieldwork. No work will
be performed in an Exclusion Zone (EZ) before the daily safety meeting has been held.
Additional safety meetings shall also be held prior to initiating new tasks, and repeated if new
hazards are encountered. The form for documenting the daily safety meetings is also found in
Attachment B.
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4.6

First Aid and CPR
At least one individual current in First Aid/CPR will be assigned to the work crew and will be on
the Site during all project activities. Refresher training in First Aid and CPR is required to keep
the certificates current. These individuals must also receive training regarding the precautions
and protective equipment necessary to protect against exposure to blood-borne pathogens.
Blood-borne pathogen training should be included as part of the First Aid/CPR training course
delivered by the training provider.

5.0

Personal Protective Equipment
PPE will be required to safeguard project personnel from various hazards. Varying levels of
protection may be used depending on the level of contaminants and the degree of any physical
hazard. This section presents the various levels of personal protection and defines the
conditions of use for each level. Subcontractor Site-specific HASPs, if required, will adequately
address PPE concerns for each specific task activity based on their proposed scope of work.

5.1

Levels of Protection
Protection levels are determined based upon chemicals and physical hazards present in the
work area. The specific protection levels to be employed at the Site for each work task are
presented on each JSA form, which are presented in Attachment A.

5.1.1

Level D Protection

The minimum level of protection that will be required for all project personnel will be Level D.
Level D will only be used in clean areas where there is no potential for exposure to the COCs.
The following equipment is to be worn as Level D PPE:
i)

work clothing as prescribed by the weather including full-length pants;

ii)

steel toed work boots meeting American National Standard Institute (ANSI) Z41;

iii)

safety glasses or goggles, meeting ANSI Z87;

iv)

leather work gloves when handling or moving supplies and or clean equipment;

v)

high visibility safety vest (Class II) whenever walking around the Site;

vi)

hard hat, meeting ANSI Z89; and

vii)

hearing protection (if noise levels exceed 85 dBA, then hearing protection with a Noise
Reduction Rating (NRR) of at least 20 dBA must be used).
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5.1.2

Modified Level D Protection

Modified Level D will be worn when airborne contaminants are not present at levels where
respiratory protection is required, but where project activities present an increased potential for
skin contact with hazardous substances. The following equipment is to be worn as Modified
Level D:
i)

Tyvek coveralls or polyethylene coated Tyvek coveralls (if liquids/splash hazards are
present);

ii)

steel toed work boots meeting ANSI Z41;

iii)

neoprene, or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) over-boots;

iv)

safety glasses or goggle meeting ANSI Z87s;

v)

hard hat meeting ANSI Z89;

vi)

face shield in addition to safety glasses or goggles when projectiles and/or splashing
liquids pose a hazard;

vii)

disposable nitrile inner gloves (NDEX® 8005, as manufactured by Best, or equivalent);

viii)

nitrile outer gloves (Sol-Vex® nitrile as manufactured by Ansell, or equivalent);

ix)

hearing protection (if necessary); and

x)

high visibility safety vest (Class II) whenever walking around the Site.

5.1.3

Level C Protection

Level C protection will be required when the airborne concentration of chemical contaminants is
present in worker breathing zones at sustained levels (15 minutes) greater than 1 part per
million (ppm) as measured with a photoionization detector (PID) equipped with an 10.6 electron
volt (eV) lamp or 5 mg/m3 (respirable fraction) measured with a particulate monitor (MIE®
personal Data Ram or equivalent). The respiratory action level of 1 ppm is driven by the
presence of benzene, a volatile organic compound (VOC) in soils at the Site. If PID readings
subside, workers can downgrade respiratory protection as necessary.
The following equipment will be used for Level C protection:
i)

full-face air purifying respirator (APR) with organic vapor/acid gas cartridges in
combination with particulate filters (P-100) which are NIOSH approved (MSA GME P100
cartridges or equivalent);

ii)

polyethylene coated Tyvek or Saranex hooded suit (if liquids/splash hazards are
present) or Tyvek coveralls, ankles, and cuffs taped to boots and gloves;
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iii)

nitrile outer gloves (Sol-Vex® unlined as manufactured by Ansell, or equivalent);

iv)

inner nitrile disposable gloves (NDEX® 8005, as manufactured by Best, or equivalent);

v)

steel toed work boots meeting ANSI Z41;

vii)

neoprene, or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) over-boots;

viii)

hard hat meeting ANSI Z89;

ix)

hearing protection (if necessary); and

x)

high visibility safety vest (Class II) whenever walking around the Site.

5.1.4

Level B Protection (Not Expected to be Worn)

Level B protection will be worn when VOCs have been detected at sustained levels greater than
50 ppm. It is not expected that this condition will present itself during project activities.
The following equipment will be used for Level B protection:
i)

supplied air respirator (NIOSH approved). Respirators may be positive pressure-demand
self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA), or positive pressure-demand airline
respirator (with 5-minute escape bottle for immediately dangerous to life and health
(IDLH) situations);

ii)

polyethylene coated Tyvek(equipment operators) or Saranex hooded coverall
(directly exposed personnel or personnel working with DNAPL) with ankles and cuffs
taped to boots and gloves (NOTE: Kimberly Clark Kleenguard A80 Hazard-Gard II
Saranex coveralls or equivalent);

iii)

nitrile outer gloves (Sol-Vex® unlined as manufactured by Ansell, or equivalent);

iv)

inner nitrile disposable gloves (NDEX® 8005, as manufactured by Best, or equivalent);

v)

steel toed work boots meeting ANSI Z41;

vi)

neoprene, or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) over-boots;

vii)

hard hat meeting ANSI Z89; and

viii)

hearing protection (if necessary).

5.1.5

Selection of PPE

Equipment for personal protection will be selected based on the potential for contact, site
conditions, ambient air quality, and the judgment of the CPM, CS, SS, CSHO and the CSHM. The
PPE used will be chosen to be effective against the compound(s) present on the Site.
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5.2

Respiratory Protection
Respiratory protection is an integral part of personnel health and safety at project sites with
potential airborne contamination.

5.2.1

Site Respiratory Protection Program

The Site respiratory protection program will consist of the following:
i)

all project personnel who may use respiratory protection will have an assigned
respirator;

ii)

all project personnel who may use respiratory protection will have been fit tested and
trained in the use of a full-face piece APR within the past 12 months;

iii)

all project personnel who may use respiratory protection must, within the past year,
have been medically certified as being capable of wearing a respirator. Documentation
of the medical certification must be provided to the CSHO prior to commencement of
project work;

iv)

only cleaned, maintained, NIOSH approved respirators are to be used on this project;

v)

if respirators are used, the respirator cartridge is to be properly disposed of at the end
of each work shift, prior to expected breakthrough or when breathing becomes labored
(filter load-up occurs);

vi)

contact lenses may be worn with a full-face respirator;

vii)

all project personnel who may use respiratory protection must be clean-shaven.
Mustaches and sideburns are permitted, but they must not interfere with the sealing
surface of the respirator;

viii)

respirators will be inspected and a negative pressure test performed prior to each use;
and

ix)

after each use, the respirator will be washed during a formal respirator cleaning
procedure. When used, the respirator will be thoroughly cleaned at the end of the work
shift. The respirator will be stored in a clean plastic bag, away from direct sunlight in a
clean, dry location, in a manner that will not distort the face piece.

Respiratory protection may be required during some of the project activities. This is to ensure
worker protection from potentially contaminated particulates and VOCs. It is expected that
Modified Level D personal protection will be worn during the majority of the project activities
involving the handling of impacted materials. However, the CSHO will make the determination
of the acceptable level of protection based upon the results of the air-monitoring program.
Also, if during these field activities the real-time air monitoring program indicates the need for
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an upgrade in protection to Level C or Level B, then these activities will be continued with the
increased level of personal protection and additional source controls (e.g., forced ventilation,
foam, plastic sheeting, modified production rate, water spray, etc.) will be implemented to
control vapors and/or particulates.
A PID with a 10.6 or greater eV lamp will be used to determine if organic vapors are present
while a particulate monitor (MIE® personal Data Ram or equivalent will be used to measure
particulate levels. Background readings will be established prior to commencing work activities
at each active work area.
Action levels to determine the level of respiratory protection necessary for organic vapors and
particulates are based on the sustained (15-minute) concentration of COCs measured within the
breathing zone. The action levels and appropriate respiratory protection are referenced in
Table C8.1 of this document. The PID action levels have been set based on the presence of the
known VOCs, which have been identified at the Site. However, if the ambient concentrations of
organic vapors are due to identifiable substances, the level of respiratory protection may be
altered by the CSHO.
The appropriate air purifying respirator cartridges to be used at the Site are a combination
organic vapor/acid gas and P-100 cartridge. The cartridge must be of the same manufacturer as
the respirator face piece.
5.3

Using PPE
Depending upon the level of protection selected for this project, specific donning and doffing
procedures may be required. The procedures presented in this section are mandatory if Level B
or Level C PPE is used.
All personnel entering the EZ must put on the required PPE in accordance with the requirements
of this plan. When leaving the EZ, PPE will be removed in accordance with the procedures
listed, to minimize the spread of contamination.

5.3.1

Donning Procedures

These procedures are mandatory only if Level B or Level C PPE is used on the project:
i)

remove bulky outerwear. Remove street clothes and store in clean location;

ii)

put on work clothes or coveralls;

iii)

put on the required chemical protective coveralls or rain gear;

iv)

put on the required chemical protective boots or boot covers;
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v)

tape the legs of the coveralls to the boots with duct tape;

vi)

put on the required chemical protective gloves;

vii)

tape the wrists of the protective coveralls to the gloves;

viii)

don the required respirator and perform appropriate fit check;

ix)

put hood or head covering overhead and respirator straps and tape hood to face piece;

x)

check and secure all seams; and

xi)

don remaining PPE, such as hard hat.

When these procedures are instituted, one person (bottle watch/decontamination attendant)
must remain outside the work area to ensure that each person entering has the proper
protective equipment.
5.3.2

Doffing Procedures

The following procedures are only mandatory if Level B or C PPE is required for this project.
Whenever a person leaves a Level B or C work site, the following decontamination sequence will
be followed:
i)

upon entering the Contamination Reduction Zone (CRZ) rinse contaminated materials
from the boots or remove contaminated boot covers;

ii)

clean reusable protective equipment;

iii)

remove protective garments, equipment, and respirator. All disposable clothing should
be placed in a covered container, which is labeled;

iv)

clean the respirator using the appropriate method as determined by the CSHO;

v)

wash hands, face, and neck and shower as soon as possible at the end of the day;

vi)

proceed to clean area and dress in clean clothing; and

vii)

clean and disinfect respirator for next use.

All disposable equipment, garments, and PPE must be placed in covered containers and labeled
for disposal. See Section 9.0 for detailed information on decontamination procedures.
5.4

Selection Matrix
The level of personal protection selected will be based upon real-time air monitoring of the
work environment and an assessment by the CSHO and CS and/or SS of the potential for skin
contact with contaminated materials. The PPE selection matrix is given in each JSA form that is
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provided in Attachment A. This matrix is based upon information available at the time this HASP
was written.
5.5

Duration of Work Tasks
The duration of activities involving the usage of PPE will be established by the CSHO based upon
ambient temperature and weather conditions, the capacity of personnel to work in the
designated level of PPE (heat stress, see Section 7.3) and the limitations of the protective
equipment (i.e., ensemble permeation rates, life expectancy of air purifying respirator (APR)
cartridges, etc.).
All rest breaks will be taken in the Support Zone (SZ) (area where personnel will not come into
contact with the COCs or hazardous materials) after full decontamination and PPE removal.
Rest breaks will be observed based upon the heat stress monitoring guidelines presented in
Section 7.3.

5.6

Limitations of Protective Clothing
PPE ensembles have been selected to provide protection against contaminants at anticipated
concentrations. However, no protective garment, glove, or boot is chemical-proof, nor will it
afford protection against all chemical types. Permeation of a given chemical through PPE is a
complex process governed by contaminant concentrations, environmental conditions, physical
condition of the protection garment, and the resistance of a garment to a specific contaminant.
Chemical permeation may continue even after the source of contamination has been removed
from the garment.
In order to obtain optimum usage from PPE, the following procedures are to be followed by all
site personnel using PPE:
i)

when using disposable coveralls, don a clean, new garment after each rest break or at
the beginning of each shift;

ii)

inspect all clothing, gloves, and boots both prior to and during use for:

iii)

a)

imperfect seams;

b)

non-uniform coatings;

c)

tears; and

d)

poorly functioning closures;

inspect reusable garments, boots, and gloves both prior to and during use for:
a)
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b)

swelling;

c)

discoloration;

d)

stiffness;

e)

brittleness;

f)

cracks;

g)

any sign of puncture; and

h)

any sign of abrasion.

Reusable gloves, boots, or coveralls exhibiting any of the characteristics listed above will be
discarded. PPE used in areas known or suspected to exhibit elevated concentrations of
contaminants will not be reused.
Project personnel also carry certain responsibilities for their own health and safety, and are
required to observe the following safe work practices:

6.0

i)

familiarize themselves with this HASP;

ii)

use the "buddy system" (system where personnel continually check and watch out for
one another) when working in a contaminated operation;

iii)

use the safety equipment in accordance with training received, labeling instructions,
and common sense;

iv)

maintain safety equipment in good condition and proper working order;

v)

refrain from activities that would create additional hazards (e.g., eating, etc., in
restricted areas, leaning against dirty, contaminated surfaces);

vi)

smoking will not be allowed on Site. Eating, and drinking will be prohibited except in
designated areas. These designated areas may change during the duration of the
project to maintain adequate separation from the active work area(s). Designation of
these areas will be the responsibility of the CSHO; and

vii)

soiled disposable outerwear shall be removed and placed into a covered container prior
to washing hands and face, eating, using lavatory facilities, or leaving the Site.

Site Control
Site control is provided by the implementation of the following measures:
i)
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6.1

ii)

all visitors must sign in and sign out each time they pass the site access gate; and

iii)

the selected contractor will ensure that a secure fence is in place around the Site or
each active work area during the project activities.

Authorization to Enter
All personnel working in EZs must have completed hazardous waste operations initial training as
defined under OSHA Regulation 29 CFR 1926.65. They shall also have completed their training
or refresher training within the past 12 months, and have been certified by a physician as fit for
hazardous waste operations in order to enter a site area designated as an EZ or CRZ. Personnel
without such training or medical certification may enter the designated SZ only. The CSHO will
maintain a list of authorized persons; only personnel on the authorized list will be allowed
within the EZ or CRZ.

6.2

Site Orientation and Hazard Briefing
No person will be allowed in the general work area during project activities without first being
given a site orientation and hazard briefing. This orientation will be presented by the CSHO, and
will consist of attending an initial safety meeting. This training will cover the chemical, physical,
and biological hazards, protective equipment, safe work procedures, and emergency procedures
for the project. A Training Acknowledgment Form for documentation purposes is provided in
Attachment B. In addition to this meeting, daily safety meetings will be held each day before
work begins. All individuals on site, including visitors, must document their attendance to this
briefing as well as to each daily safety meeting on the form that is also provided in
Attachment B.

6.3

Certification Documents
A training and medical file will be established for the project and kept on site during all project
activities. The 40-hour training, update, and respirator fit test certificates, as well as current
medical clearance for all project field personnel will be maintained within that file.
Subcontractor personnel, if needed, will provide a copy of their training, respirator fit test, and
medical documentation to the CSHO prior to the start of fieldwork. Additional safety training
certification documents (e.g., confined space entry) may be necessary based on the scheduled
task activity.

6.4

Entry Requirements
In addition to the authorization, hazard briefing and certification requirements listed above, no
person will be allowed to enter the Site unless he/she is wearing the minimum SZ PPE as
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described in Section 5.0. Personnel entering the EZ or CRZ must wear the required PPE for those
locations as identified on each JSA form.
6.5

Emergency Entry and Exit
Individuals who must enter the Site on an emergency basis will be briefed of the hazards by the
CSHO. All hazardous activities will cease in the event of an emergency and any sources of
emissions will be controlled, if possible.
Individuals exiting the Site because of an emergency will gather in a safe area, as identified in
the Emergency Response and Contingency Plan (Appendix D). The CSHO is responsible for
ensuring that all individuals who entered the work area have exited in the event of an
emergency. See Section 11.0 of this HASP for additional information.

6.6

Contamination Control Zones
Contamination control zones are maintained to prevent the spread of contamination and to
prevent unauthorized people from entering hazardous areas.

6.6.1

Exclusion Zone (EZ)

The EZ consists of the specific work area, or may be the entire area of suspected contamination.
All employees entering the EZ must use the required PPE, and must have the appropriate
training and medical clearance for hazardous waste work. The EZ is the defined area where
there is a possible respiratory and/or contact health hazard. Barrier tape, fencing, or other
appropriate means will identify the location of each EZ.
6.6.2

Contamination Reduction Zone

(CRZ)

The CRZ or transition area will be established to perform decontamination of personnel and
equipment and to provide a buffer zone around the EZ. All personnel entering or leaving the EZ
will pass through this area to prevent any cross-contamination. Tools, equipment, and
machinery will be decontaminated in the CRZ (or a separate CRZ decontamination area) that
may be set up to better address equipment decontamination. The decontamination of all
personnel will be performed on site in the CRZ that is adjacent to each EZ. Personal protective
outer garments and respiratory protection will be removed in the CRZ and prepared for cleaning
or disposal. This zone is the only appropriate corridor between the EZ and the SZ.
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6.6.3

Support Zone (SZ)

The SZ is a clean area outside of the CRZ located to prevent project personnel from exposure to
hazardous substances. Eating and drinking will be permitted in the SZ only after proper
decontamination. Smoking will not be allowed anywhere on Site.

7.0

Activity Hazard/Risk Analysis and General Safety Practices
This section identifies and evaluates the potential chemical, physical, and biological hazards,
which may be encountered while conducting project activities. Specific JSA forms (see
Attachment A) have been developed to address the hazards associated with scheduled/known
project activities, which are outlined in Section 1.0 of this HASP.
NOTE: If a non-routine task or previously unidentified task becomes necessary then a JSA that
addresses the new task shall be developed and implemented before initiating the new activity.
In addition to the chemical hazards identified in Table C2.1 of this HASP, physical and biological
hazards may exist at the Site including: potential heat/cold stress; hazards presented by the use
of heavy equipment; underground/overhead utility hazards; hazards presented by
excavations/trenches; biological hazards including, poison ivy, mosquitoes, bees, wasps, snakes;
uneven terrain and slippery surfaces; electrical and other hazardous energy sources, hazards
presented by undertaking hot work and the use of decontamination equipment. It will be the
responsibility of the CSHO and all project personnel to identify the physical and/or biological
hazards posed by the various project activities that they are partaking in and implement all
necessary preventative measures.

7.1

General Practices
Additional general safety practices to be implemented are as follows:
i)

at least one copy of this HASP must be at the Site, in a location readily available to all
personnel;

ii)

all project personnel must use the “buddy system;”

iii)

food and beverages shall not be present or consumed in the EZ and CRZ. Cosmetics
must not be applied within these zones;

iv)

emergency equipment such as eyewash, fire extinguishers, etc., must be removed from
storage areas and staged in readily accessible locations;
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v)

contaminated waste, debris, and clothing must be properly contained and legible and
understandable precautionary labels must be affixed to the containers;

vi)

removing contaminated soil or waste debris from protective clothing and/or equipment
using compressed air, shaking, or any other means that disperses contaminants into the
air is prohibited;

vii)

containers must be moved only with the proper equipment, and must be secured to
prevent dropping or loss of control during transport; and

viii)

visitors to the Site must be instructed to stay outside of the EZ and CRZ and remain
within the SZ during the extent of their stay. Visitors must be cautioned to avoid skin
contact with surfaces, which are contaminated or suspected to be contaminated.

7.1.1

Buddy System

All project personnel shall use the buddy system. Visual contact must be maintained between
project team members at all times, and personnel must observe each other for signs of chemical
exposure and heat stress. Indications of adverse effects include, but are not limited to:
i)

changes in complexion and skin coloration;

ii)

changes in coordination;

iii)

excessive salivation and papillary response; and

iv)

changes in speech pattern.

Team members must also be aware of potential exposure to possible safety hazards, unsafe
acts, or noncompliance with safety procedures. Personnel shall inform their partners, fellow
team members, CSHO, CS and/or the SS of non-visible effects of exposure to toxic materials.
The symptoms of such exposure may include:
i)

headaches;

ii)

dizziness;

iii)

nausea;

iv)

blurred vision;

v)

cramps; and

vi)

irritation of eyes, skin, or respiratory tract.

If protective equipment or noise levels impair communications, pre-arranged hand signals must
be used for communication. Personnel must stay within line of sight of another team member.
Downrange field teams in conjunction with the "buddy system” will use the following hand
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signals. These signals are very important when working with heavy equipment. The entire field
team shall know them before operations commence.

Signal

Meaning

Hand Gripping Throat

Out of Air; Can't Breathe

Grip Partner's Wrist

Leave Area Immediately

Hands on Top of Head

Need Assistance

Thumbs Up

Ok, I'm All Right, I Understand

Thumbs Down

No, Negative

7.1.2

Sanitation

Sanitation at the Site will be maintained according to OSHA and the Department of Health
requirements.
7.1.3

Break Area

Breaks must be taken in the SZ, away from the active work area after project personnel go
through decontamination procedures. There will be no eating, drinking, or chewing gum in any
area other than the SZ.
7.1.4

Potable Water

The following rules apply for all project field operations:
i)

an adequate supply of potable water will be provided in each CRZ. Potable water must
be kept away from hazardous materials, contaminated clothing, and contaminated
equipment;

ii)

portable containers used to dispense drinking water must be capable of being tightly
closed, and must be equipped with a tap dispenser. Water must not be drunk directly
from the container, nor dipped from the container;

iii)

containers used for drinking water must be clearly marked and not used for any other
purpose;

iv)

disposable cups must be supplied, and both a sanitary container for unused cups and a
receptacle for disposing of used cups must be provided; and
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v)

7.1.5

should the selected contractor use individual servings of bottled water then a recycling
program will be implemented to ensure that all empty bottles are collected for recycling
purposes.
Washing Facilities

Access to facilities for washing ones hands, face and neck before eating, drinking, or smoking
will be provided.
7.1.6

Lavatory

An adequate number of portable chemical toilets will be provided for use. Separate facilities for
males and females will be maintained at all times during the project.
7.1.7

Trash Collection

Trash collected from the CRZ will be separated as potentially contaminated waste. Trash
collected in the support and break areas will be disposed of as non-hazardous waste. Trash
receptacles will be set up in the CRZ and in the SZ.
7.2

Chemical Exposure
Preventing exposure to toxic chemicals is a primary concern. Chemical substances can enter the
unprotected body by inhalation, skin absorption, ingestion, or through a puncture wound
(injection). A contaminant can cause damage at the point of contact or can act systematically,
causing a toxic effect at a part of the body distant from the point of initial contact. The COCs
and their properties are identified in Table C2.1
Chemical exposures are generally divided into two categories: acute and chronic. Symptoms
resulting from acute exposures usually occur during or shortly after exposure to a sufficiently
high concentration of a contaminant. The concentration required to produce such effects varies
widely from chemical to chemical. The term "chronic exposure" generally refers to exposures to
"low" concentrations of a contaminant over a long period of time. The "low" concentrations
required to produce symptoms of chronic exposure depend upon the chemical, the duration of
each exposure, and the number of exposures. For a given contaminant, the symptoms of an
acute exposure may be completely different from those resulting from chronic exposure.
For either chronic or acute exposure, the toxic effect may be temporary and reversible, or may
be permanent (disability or death). Some chemicals may cause obvious symptoms such as
burning, coughing, nausea, tearing eyes, or rashes. Other chemicals may cause health damage
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without any such warning signs (this is a particular concern for chronic exposures to low
concentrations). Health effects such as cancer or respiratory disease may not become evident
for several years or decades after exposure. In addition, some toxic chemicals may be colorless
and/or odorless, may dull the sense of smell, or may not produce any immediate or obvious
physiological sensations. Thus, a worker's senses or feelings cannot be relied upon in all cases
to warn of potential toxic exposure.
The effects of exposure not only depend on the chemical, its concentration, route of entry, and
duration of exposure, but may also be influenced by personal factors such as the individual's
smoking habits, alcohol consumption, medication use, nutrition, age, and sex.
An important exposure route of concern at the Site is inhalation. The lungs are extremely
vulnerable to chemical agents. Even substances that do not directly affect the lungs may pass
through lung tissue into the bloodstream, where they are transported to other vulnerable areas
of the body. Some toxic chemicals present in the atmosphere may not be detected by human
senses (e.g., they may be colorless, odorless, and their toxic effects may not produce any
immediate symptoms). Respiratory protection is therefore extremely important if there is a
possibility that the work site atmosphere may contain such hazardous substances. Chemicals
can also enter the respiratory tract through punctured eardrums. Where this is a hazard,
individuals with punctured eardrums should be medically evaluated specifically to determine if
such a condition would place them at an unacceptable risk and preclude their working at the
task in question.
Direct contact of the skin and eyes by hazardous substances is another important route of
exposure. Some chemicals directly injure the skin. Some pass through the skin into the
bloodstream where they are transported to vulnerable organs. Abrasions, cuts, heat, and
moisture enhance skin absorption. The eye is particularly vulnerable because airborne
chemicals can dissolve in its moist surface and be carried to the rest of the body through the
bloodstream (capillaries are very close to the surface of the eye). Wearing protective
equipment, not using contact lenses in contaminated atmospheres (since they may trap
chemicals against the eye surface), keeping hands away from the face, and minimizing contact
with liquid and solid chemicals can help protect against skin and eye contact.
Although ingestion should be the least significant route of exposure at the Site, it is important to
be aware of how this type of exposure can occur. Deliberate ingestion of chemicals is unlikely;
however, personal habits such as chewing gum or tobacco, drinking, eating, smoking cigarettes,
and applying cosmetics at the Site may provide a route of entry for chemicals.
The last primary route of chemical exposure is injection, whereby chemicals are introduced into
the body through puncture wounds (e.g., by stepping or tripping and falling onto contaminated
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sharp objects). Wearing safety shoes, avoiding physical hazards, and taking common sense
precautions are important protective measures against injection.
Chemical Hazard Controls
Airborne exposure or contact with the contaminants of concern at the Site shall be controlled
by:
i)

skin contact with chemicals may be controlled by use of the proper PPE and good
housekeeping procedures. The proper PPE (e.g., polycoated Tyvek®, gloves) as described
in Section 5.0 of this HASP shall be worn for all activities where contact with potentially
harmful media or materials is anticipated;

ii)

monitoring air concentrations for VOCs and particulates shall be conducted in the
breathing zone with a PID with an 10.6 eV lamp or greater and a particulate monitor, as
described in Section 8.0;

iii)

dust control measures, such as wetting the immediate area, shall be employed when
visible dust is generated in active work areas;

iv)

contact the CSHM for additional information regarding a particular product's or
activity's exposure hazards; and

v)

using respiratory protection as appropriate, in areas known to have concentrations
above the specified action level.

Hazard Communication
Personnel required to handle or to use hazardous materials as part of their job duties will be
trained and educated in accordance with the Hazard Communication Standard. The training
shall include instruction on the safe usage, and handling procedures of hazardous materials,
how to read and access Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs), and the proper labeling
requirements.
The MSDSs for those chemicals in use at the Site will be available to project personnel. The
CSHO will be responsible for organizing the onsite Hazard Communication Program and for
maintaining copies of all MSDSs on site.
7.3

Heat Stress
Heat stress is caused by a number of interacting factors including environmental conditions,
clothing, workload, etc., as well as the physical and conditioning characteristics of the individual.
Since heat stress is one of the most common illnesses associated with heavy outdoor work
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conducted with direct solar load, and in particular, because wearing PPE can increase the risk of
developing heat stress, workers must be capable of recognizing the signs and symptoms of
heat-related illnesses. Personnel must be aware of the types and causes of heat-related
illnesses and be able to recognize the signs and symptoms of these illnesses in both themselves
and their co-workers.
Heat Rashes: Are one of the most common problems in hot work environments. Commonly
known as prickly heat, a heat rash is manifested as red papules and usually appears in areas
where the clothing is restrictive. As sweating increases, these papules give rise to a prickling
sensation. Prickly heat occurs in skin that is persistently wetted by unevaporated sweat, and
heat rash papules may become infected if they are not treated. In most cases, heat rashes will
disappear when the affected individual returns to a cool environment.
Heat Cramps: Are usually caused by performing hard physical labor in a hot environment.
These cramps have been attributed to an electrolyte imbalance caused by sweating. It is
important to understand that cramps can be caused both by too much and too little salt.
Cramps appear to be caused by the lack of water replenishment. Because sweat is a hypotonic
solution (plus or minus 0.3 percent NaCl), excess salt can build up in the body if the water lost
through sweating is not replaced. Thirst cannot be relied on as a guide to the need for water;
instead, water must be taken every 15 to 20 minutes in hot environments.
Under extreme conditions, such as working for six to eight hours in heavy protective gear, a loss
of sodium may occur. Drinking commercially available carbohydrate-electrolyte replacement
liquids is effective in minimizing physiological disturbances during recovery.
Heat Exhaustion: Occurs from increased stress on various body organs due to inadequate blood
circulation, cardiovascular insufficiency, or dehydration. Signs and symptoms include pale, cool,
moist skin, heavy sweating, dizziness, nausea, headache, vertigo, weakness, thirst, and
giddiness. Fortunately, this condition responds readily to prompt treatment.
Heat exhaustion should not be dismissed lightly, however, for several reasons. One is that the
fainting associated with heat exhaustion can be dangerous because the victim may be operating
machinery or controlling an operation that should not be left unattended; moreover, the victim
may be injured when he or she faints. Also, the signs and symptoms seen in heat exhaustion are
similar to those of heat stroke, which is a medical emergency.
Workers suffering from heat exhaustion should be removed from the hot environment, be given
fluid replacement, and be encouraged to get adequate rest.
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Heat Stroke: Is the most serious form of heat stress. Heat stroke occurs when the body's
system of temperature regulation fails and the body's temperature rises to critical levels. This
condition is caused by a combination of highly variable factors, and its occurrence is difficult to
predict.
Heat stroke is a medical emergency. The primary signs and symptoms of heat stroke are
confusion, irrational behavior, loss of consciousness, convulsions, a lack of sweating (usually),
hot, dry skin, and an abnormally high body temperature, e.g., a rectal temperature of 41°C
(105.8°F). If body temperature is too high, it causes death. The elevated metabolic
temperatures caused by a combination of workload and environmental heat load, both of which
contribute to heat stroke, are also highly variable and difficult to predict.
If a worker shows signs of possible heat stroke, professional medical treatment should be
obtained immediately. The worker should be placed in a shady area and the outer clothing
should be removed. The worker's skin should be wetted and air movement around the worker
should be increased to improve evaporative cooling until professional methods of cooling are
initiated and the seriousness of the condition can be assessed. Fluids should be replaced as
soon as possible. The medical outcome of an episode of heat stroke depends on the victim's
physical fitness and the timing and effectiveness of first aid treatment.
Regardless of the worker's protestations, no employee suspected of being ill from heat stroke
should be sent home or left unattended unless a physician has specifically approved such an
order.
Proper training and preventive measures will help avert serious illness and loss of work
productivity. Preventing heat stress is particularly important because once someone suffers
from heat stroke or exhaustion, that person may be predisposed to additional heat injuries.
Heat Stress Safety Precautions: Heat stress monitoring and work rest cycle implementation
should commence when the ambient adjusted temperature exceeds 72°F. A minimum work
rest regimen and procedures for calculating ambient adjusted temperature are described below.
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Adjusted
Temperature(1)

Work-Rest Regimen Normal Work
Ensemble(2)

Work-Rest Regimen Impermeable
Ensemble

90°C (32.°C)
or above

After each 45 minutes of work

After each 15 minutes of work

87.5° to 90°F
(30.8°C to 32.2°C)

After each 60 minutes of work

After each 30 minutes of work

82.5° to 87.5°F
(28.1° to 30.8°C)

After each 90 minutes of work

After each 60 minutes of work

77.5° to 82.5°F
(25.3° to 28.1°C)

After each 120 minutes of work

After each 90 minutes of work

72.5° to 77.5°F
(30.8° to 32.2°C)

After each 150 minutes of work

After each 120 minutes of work

Notes:
(1)

Calculate the adjusted air temperature (ta adj) by using this equation:
ta adj °F=ta °F + (13 x percent sunshine). Measure air temperature (ta) with a standard
thermometer, with the bulk shielded from radiant heat. Estimate percent sunshine by
judging what percent time the sun is not covered by clouds that are thick enough to
produce a shadow (100 percent sunshine = no cloud cover and a sharp, distinct shadow;
0 percent sunshine = no shadows).

(2)

A normal work ensemble consists of cotton coveralls or other cotton clothing with long
sleeves and pants.

In order to determine if the work rest cycles are adequate for the personnel and specific site
conditions, additional monitoring of individual heart rates will be conducted during the rest
cycle. To check the heart rate, count the radial pulse for 30 seconds at the beginning of the rest
period. If the heart rate exceeds 110 beats per minute, shorten the next work period by
one-third and maintain the same rest period.
Additionally, one or more of the following control measures can be used to help control heat
stress and are mandatory if any site worker has a heart rate (measure immediately prior to rest
period) exceeding 115 beats per minute:
i)

project personnel will be encouraged to drink plenty of water and electrolyte
replacement fluids throughout the day;

ii)

on-site drinking water will be kept cool (50 to 60°F);

iii)

a work regimen that will provide adequate rest periods for cooling down will be
established, as required;
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7.4

iv)

all personnel will be advised of the dangers and symptoms of heat stroke, heat
exhaustion, and heat cramps;

v)

cooling devices such as vortex tubes or cooling vests should be used when personnel
must wear impermeable clothing in conditions of extreme heat;

vi)

project personnel shall be instructed to monitor themselves and co-workers for signs of
heat stress and to take additional breaks as necessary;

vii)

a shaded rest area must be provided. All breaks should take place in the shaded rest
area;

viii)

project personnel must not be assigned to other tasks during breaks;

ix)

project personnel must remove impermeable garments during rest periods.
includes Tyvek garments; and

x)

all project personnel must be informed of the importance of adequate rest, acclimation
(usually takes about 2 hours/day for 1-2 weeks to become acclimated), and proper diet
in the prevention of heat stress disorders.

This

Sun Exposure
Overexposure to sunlight is a common concern when field activities occur during warm weather
conditions. Overexposure can occur on clear, sunny days as well as on overcast and cloudy days.
Ultraviolet (UV) rays from the sun can cause skin damage or sunburn, but can also result in
vision problems, allergic reactions, and other skin concerns. Two types of UV rays are emitted
from the sun: UVA and UVB rays.
UVB rays cause sunburn, skin cancer, and premature aging of the skin. UVB rays stimulate
tanning but are also linked to other problems such as impaired vision, skin rashes, and some
allergic and other reactions to certain drugs. Extra care should be taken if activities are to be
conducted on or near water. Sunlight reflected off the surface of the water is intensified
resulting in accelerated effects. The following steps should be taken to protect against
overexposure to sunlight:
i)

always use sunscreen: Apply a broad-spectrum sunscreen with Sun Protection Factor
(SPF) of at least 15 or higher liberally on exposed skin. Reapply every 2 hours or more.
Even waterproof sunscreen can come off when you towel off or sweat;

ii)

cover up: Wearing tightly woven, loose-fitting, and full-length clothing is a good way to
protect your skin from UV rays;

iii)

wear a hat: A hat with a wide brim offers good sun protection to your eyes, ears, face,
and the back of your neck – areas particularly prone to overexposure to the sun;
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7.5

iv)

wear sunglasses that block 99 to 100 percent of UV radiation: Sunglasses that provide
99 to 100 percent UVA and UVB protection will greatly reduce sun exposure that can
lead to cataracts and other eye damage. Check the label when buying sunglasses;

v)

seek shade: Shade is a good source of protection, but keep in mind that shade
structures (e.g., trees, umbrellas, canopies) do not offer complete sun protection; and

vi)

limit time in the midday sun: The sun's rays are strongest between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Whenever possible, limit exposure to the sun during these hours.

Cold Stress
Cold stress is similar to heat stress in that it is caused by a number of interacting factors
including environmental conditions, clothing, workload, etc., as well as the physical and
conditioning characteristics of the individual. Fatal exposures to cold have been reported in
individuals failing to escape from low environmental air temperatures or from immersion in low
temperature water. Hypothermia, a condition in which the body's deep core temperature falls
significantly below 98.6°F (37°C), can be life threatening. A drop in core temperature to 95°F
(35°C) or lower must be prevented.
Air temperature is not sufficient to determine the cold hazard of the work environment. The
wind chill must be considered as it contributes to the effective temperature and insulating
capabilities of clothing. The equivalent chill temperature should be used when estimating the
combined cooling effect of wind and low air temperatures on exposed skin or when determining
clothing insulation requirements to maintain the body's core temperature.
The body's physiologic defense against cold includes constriction of the blood vessels, inhibition
of the sweat glands to prevent loss of heat via evaporation, glucose production, and involuntary
shivering to produce heat by rapid muscle contraction.
The frequency of accidents increases with cold temperature exposures as the body's nerve
impulses slow down, individuals react sluggishly, and numb extremities make for increased
clumsiness. Additional safety hazards include ice, snow blindness, reflections from snow, and
possible skin burns from contact with cold metal.
Pain in the extremities may be the first early warning of danger to cold stress. During exposure
to cold, maximum severe shivering develops when the body temperature has fallen to 95°F
(35°C). This must be taken as a sign of danger to the individuals on site, and cold exposures
should be immediately terminated for any individual when severe shivering becomes evident.
Useful physical or mental work is limited when severe shivering occurs.
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Predisposing Factors for Cold Stress
There are certain predisposing factors that make an individual more susceptible to cold stress. It
is the responsibility of the project team members to inform the CSHO/SS to monitor an
individual, if necessary, or use other means of preventing/reducing the individual's likelihood of
experiencing a cold related illness or disorder.
Predisposing factors that will increase an individual's susceptibility to cold stress are listed
below:
•

Dehydration: The use of diuretics and/or alcohol, or diarrhea can cause dehydration.
Dehydration reduces blood circulation to the extremities;

•

Fatigue during Physical Activity: Exhaustion reduces the body's ability to constrict
blood vessels. This results in the blood circulation occurring closer to the surface of the
skin and the rapid loss of body heat;

•

Age: Some older and very young individuals may have an impaired ability to sense cold;

•

Poor Circulation: Vasoconstriction of peripheral vessels reduces blood flow to the skin
surface;

•

Heavy Work Load: Heavy workloads generate metabolic heat and make an individual
perspire even in extremely cold environments. If perspiration is absorbed by the
individual's clothing and is in contact with the skin, cooling of the body will occur;

•

The Use of PPE: PPE usage that traps sweat inside the PPE may increase an individual's
susceptibility to cold stress;

•

Lack of Acclimatization: Acclimatization, the gradual introduction of workers into a cold
environment, allows the body to physiologically adjust to cold working conditions; and

•

History of Cold Injury: Previous injury from cold exposures may result in increased cold
sensitivity.

Prevention of Cold Stress
There are a variety of measures that can be implemented to prevent or reduce the likelihood of
individuals developing cold related ailments and disorders. These include acclimatization, fluid
and electrolyte replenishment, eating a well-balanced diet, wearing warm clothing, the
provision of shelter from the cold, thermal insulation of metal surfaces, adjusting work
schedules, and personnel education.
•
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However, the physiological changes are usually minor and require repeated
uncomfortably cold exposures to induce them;
•

Fluid and Electrolyte Replenishment: Cold, dry air can cause individuals to lose
significant amounts of water through the skin and lungs. Dehydration affects the flow
of blood to the extremities and increases the risk of cold injury. Warm, sweet,
caffeine-free, non-alcoholic drinks and soup are good sources to replenish body fluids;

•

Eating a Well Balanced Diet: Restricted diets including low salt diets can deprive the
body of elements needed to withstand cold stress. Eat high-energy foods throughout
the day;

•

Warm Clothing: It is beneficial to maintain air space between the body and outer layers
of clothing in order to retain body heat. However, the insulating effect provided by such
air spaces is lost when the skin or clothing is wet; and

•

Work/Rest Regimes: Schedule work during the warmest part of the day, if possible.
Rotate personnel and adjust the work/rest schedule to enable individuals to recover
from the effects of cold stress.

The parts of the body most important to keep warm are the feet, hands, head, and face. As
much as 40 percent of body heat can be lost when the head is exposed.
7.6

Earthwork – Excavation and Soil Handling Activities
Project activities will involve excavation, stockpiling of contaminated soil and loading of soils for
off Site disposal. Prior to initiating excavation activities, the CS is responsible for making sure
that the following conditions are in place:
i)

ensure that all above and underground utilities have been properly located prior to
initiating work activities;

ii)

ensure that approved protective shoring devices are available for use at the Site if this
means of protection is going to be used;

iii)

ensure that the excavation safety checklist has been completed and put in place, should
it become necessary, prior to allowing project personnel to enter any excavation. It is
not expected that project personnel will need to enter any excavation but this section
does include required procedures for project personnel to follow should it become
necessary to enter any excavation; and

iv)

ensure that the proper fencing materials are available to secure each active work area.

The selected contractor's competent person shall observe all excavation operations. The
competent person shall be responsible for evaluating, classifying and inspecting excavation
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operations to prevent possible cave-in and entrapment, and to avoid other hazards presented
by excavation activities.
It is the responsibility of the CS and CSHO to implement the following components of the
selected contractor’s Excavation Safety Program as they relate to project activities:
i)

ensure that all excavations are completed in accordance with the approved Excavation
Safety Program;

ii)

ensure that the proper protective materials and equipment are available and being used
to complete the excavation and/or trenching procedures; and

iii)

ensure that the necessary inspections of the excavation are completed as required prior
to allowing any worker to enter excavations.

Personnel required to enter or to work in excavations at any time must be protected from the
hazards of cave-ins. This requires the use of sloping and/or shoring systems that comply with
State and Federal OSHA standards. Excavation operations require pre-planning to develop
appropriate designs for such systems. The selected RA contractor shall make the appropriate
plans.
The estimated location of all underground installations shall be determined before excavation
begins. If there are any nearby buildings, walls, sidewalks, trees, or roads that may be
threatened or undermined by the excavation, where the stability of any of these items may be
endangered by the excavation, they must be removed or supported by adequate shoring,
bracing, or underpinning.
Excavations may not go below the base of footings, foundations, or retaining walls, unless they
are adequately supported or a person who is registered as a PE has determined that they will
not be affected by the soil removal. OSHA recommends using civil engineers or those with
licenses in a related discipline and experience in the design and use of sloping and shoring
systems. PE qualifications shall be documented in writing and available at the Site.
The selected contractor's Excavation Safety Program and the OSHA Excavation Standard (29 CFR 1926
Subpart P) will be followed during all excavation activities and provide detailed information regarding
such activities.
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Access and Egress
Personnel access and egress from excavations are as follows:
i)

a stairway, ladder, ramp, or other means of egress must be provided in excavations
greater than four feet deep and for every 25 feet of lateral travel; and

ii)

all ladders shall extend three feet above the top of the excavation.

Atmosphere Monitoring and Testing
Air quality is measured by the following three parameters:
i)

oxygen concentration;

ii)

flammability; and

iii)

presence of toxic substances.

There is a potential for hazardous atmospheres to exist in each proposed excavation. As such,
project personnel will not be allowed to be exposed to any hazardous atmosphere. Whenever
potentially hazardous atmospheres are suspected in excavations, the competent person shall
test the atmosphere. A gas monitor capable of measuring the oxygen level, lower explosive
limit (LEL) and toxicity will be used to take readings prior to and while workers are in any
excavation. A hazardous atmosphere is defined as one that could contain less than 19.5 percent
of oxygen, concentrations of hazardous substances greater than their permissible exposure level
(PEL) including carbon monoxide and a LEL reading greater than ten percent. A forced air
ventilator will first be used to pump fresh air into the excavation and to push out (purge) any
potentially contaminated air.
In the event that an unusual odor or liquid is suspected in excavations, the competent person
shall stop work and arrange for air quality assessment and mitigation, if necessary.
Daily Inspections
The competent person shall perform daily inspections of excavations, the adjacent areas, and all
protective systems for situations that could potentially result in slope failure.
The competent person shall inspect, evaluate, and document the inspection of the excavation
on an Excavation Inspection Checklist at the following intervals:
i)
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ii)

after every rainstorm and other natural or man-made event that may increase the load
on the walls of the excavation, or otherwise affect their stability.

The competent person shall stop the work and instruct all project personnel to leave the
excavation when any potential hazards are detected. The competent person has the authority
to immediately suspend work if any unsafe condition is detected.
7.7

Heavy Equipment Safety
Personnel operating heavy equipment (such as backhoes) and personnel working in the vicinity
of heavy equipment shall adhere to the following practices:
i)

heavy equipment is to be inspected when equipment is initially mobilized/delivered to a
job site or after it is repaired and returned to service to ensure that it meets all
manufacturer and OSHA specifications;

ii)

heavy equipment is to be inspected on a daily basis. Documentation of this daily
pre-operational inspection is to be filed with the project files;

iii)

heavy equipment is only to be operated by authorized, competent operators;

iv)

seat belts are to be provided on heavy equipment that is not designed for stand up
operation;

v)

equipment/vehicles whose payload is loaded by a crane, excavator, loader, etc. will
have a cab shield and/or canopy to protect the operator;

vi)

personnel will not be raised/lowered in buckets;

vii)

personnel will not ride on fender steps or any place outside the cab;

viii)

before leaving the equipment controls, ensure that the equipment is in its safe resting
position. For a backhoe, apply the parking brake, put the front loader bucket down on
ground level, and ensure that the rear excavator bucket is locked in the travel position.
Bulldozers and scraper blades, loader buckets, dump bodies, and similar equipment will
be fully lowered or blocked when not in use;

ix)

before raising any booms, buckets, etc., check for overhead obstructions;

x)

project personnel involved in the operation shall not wear any loose-fitting clothing,
which has the potential to be caught in moving machinery;

xi)

personnel shall wear high visibility safety vests, steel-toed shoes, safety glasses, hearing
protection, and hard hats during heavy equipment operations; and

xii)

when moving heavy equipment or when working in tight quarters, a spotter will be
used.
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Overhead Electrical Clearances: If drilling is conducted in the vicinity of overhead power lines,
the power to the lines must be shut off or the equipment must be positioned and blocked such
that no part, including cables, can come within the minimum clearances as follows:
Nominal System Voltage

Minimum Required Clearance

0 to 50 kV
51 to 100 kV
101 to 200 kV
201 to 300 kV
301 to 500 kV
501 to 750 kV
751 to 1,000 kV

10 Feet
12 Feet
15 Feet
20 Feet
25 Feet
35 Feet
45 Feet

When heavy equipment is in transit with the boom lowered and no load, the equipment
clearance must be at least 4 feet for voltages less than 50 kV, 10 feet for voltages of 50 kV to
345 kV, and 16 feet for voltages above 345 kV.
7.8

Crane Safety
The use of cranes by the selected RA contractor may take place during project activities. The
selected contractor will address crane safety plan procedures within their Site-specific HASP.
The procedures will be compliant with the OSHA Standard for Cranes and Derricks in
Construction (1926 .1400 - .1442).
There are many hazards associated with using cranes. Potential contact with overhead electrical
lines and potential crushing of workers who may wander into the swing path radius of the crane
are just two. OSHA has specific standards that deal with these issues. At a minimum, when
cranes are brought on site for use, the selected contractor will ensure that adequate barriers are
installed around the crane to ensure workers will not be able to accidentally wander into the
swing radius. Additionally, the contractor will provide the CSHO with a copy of the cranes
annual inspection report, a copy of the crane operator’s certification and proof that the
individual(s) performing the daily crane inspection and hand signaling activities are qualified.
Rigging personnel and crane operators shall adhere to the following minimum practices:
i)

equipment shall be inspected daily by the operator in accordance with the OSHA
Standard to ensure that there are no operational problems;

ii)

before leaving the controls, ensure that the crane is in a safe position. Before leaving
the vicinity of the crane, shut down the crane engine;
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7.9

iii)

before raising the mast and/or load, check for overhead obstructions;

iv)

before the mast of a crane is raised, the crane must first be leveled and stabilized with
leveling jacks and cribbing. Re-level the crane if it settles after initial setup. Lower the
mast only when the leveling jacks are down and do not raise the leveling jack pads until
the mast is lowered completely;

v)

during freezing weather, do not touch any metal parts of the crane with exposed flesh.
Freezing of moist skin to metal can occur almost instantaneously; (does this not apply to
all heavy equipment/drill rigs?)

vi)

personnel shall wear steel toed shoes, safety glasses, work gloves, hearing protection,
and hard hats during crane operations;

vii)

the swing radius and lifting area shall be roped off, marked or posted, to keep the area
clear of pedestrian traffic or spectators; and

viii)

personnel should be instructed in the location and safe work practices associated with
the swing radius of the crane.

Confined Space Entry Work
A confined space provides the potential for unusually high concentrations of contaminants,
explosive atmospheres, oxygen deficient atmospheres, potential cave-ins, limited visibility, and
restricted movement.
This section establishes requirements for safe entry into, continued
work in, and safe exit from confined spaces. Additional information regarding confined space
entry can be found in 29 CFR 1926.21, 29 CFR 1910.146, and NIOSH-106.
It is not expected that project personnel will have to enter confined spaces during project
activities however, the following procedures are being included in the HASP should it become
necessary to enter any confined spaces. Prior to initiating these activities the CSHO will pre-plan
for potential emergency rescue for any permit-required confined space entry. This may involve
meeting with the local emergency responders to pre-plan emergency rescue activities per
OSHA's standard for permit-required confined spaces. All confined space entry work will follow
the guidelines presented in the selected contractor’s approved Confined Space Entry Program.
Site-Specific Confined Space Entry Procedures
All confined space entries shall be evaluated to determine the entry status as a permit or
non-permit confined space. Prior to entry the following shall be conducted:
i)
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ii)

the appropriate level of protection shall be determined by conducting a task hazard
analysis;

iii)

a forced air ventilator will be used to vent hazardous atmospheres and to introduce
fresh air into any storage tank (e.g., Baker tank) that may need to be entered;

iv)

at a minimum, two persons trained in confined space entry shall be available for the
entry, which includes an entrant, and an attendant/supervisor;

v)

the confined space entry permit shall be filled out, signed by the entry supervisor, and
posted at the confined space; and

vi)

rescue services as identified on the confined space permit shall be available, verified and
notified of the entry for any permit-required confined space.

During entry operations, air monitoring shall be conducted continuously and communication
between the attendant and the entrant shall be maintained. The confined space entry permit(s)
shall be maintained in a file located at the Site.
7.10

Fall Hazards
Site personnel may be exposed to fall hazards greater than six feet above another surface and
where there are no barriers in place to protect them. These hazards may be found next to each
excavation and on top of any of the structures (e.g., storage tanks) that are on site. Project
personnel exposed to fall hazards greater than six feet will follow the selected RA contractor’s
Fall Protection Program.
The CSHO, CS and/or SS will control all fall hazards as they relate to project activities. It is their
responsibility to implement the following components of the project’s fall protection
requirements as they relate to project activities:
i)

ensure appropriate fall protection systems are utilized for project activities;

ii)

verify that all project personnel are fully protected from fall hazards;

iii)

ensure that necessary materials for proper fall protection (PPE including a harness and
lanyard etc.) are available for project activities;

iv)

provide for proper inspection and replacement of fall protection devices;

v)

provide and ensure that all personnel have received the required training in the use,
inspection and the need for fall protection devices (proper fit, proper use, and proper
inspection procedures). NOTE: This includes additional training required for the usage
of ladders, scaffolds, and manlifts/aerial lifts; and
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vi)

develop a written emergency rescue plan prior to allowing personnel to wear personal
fall arrest equipment for retrieval of any worker who falls and is suspended in air.

Slip/Trip/Hit/Fall Injuries
Slip/trip/hit/fall injuries are the most frequent of all injuries to workers. They occur for a wide
variety of reasons, but can be minimized by the following prudent practices:

7.11

i)

spot check the work area to identify hazards;

ii)

establish and utilize a pathway which is free of slip and trip hazards;

iii)

beware of trip hazards such as slippery and uneven surfaces or terrain;

iv)

carry only loads which you can see over;

v)

keep work areas clean and free of clutter, especially walkways; and

vi)

communicate hazards to project personnel.

Noise
Exposure to noise over the OSHA action level can cause temporary impairment of hearing;
prolonged and repeated exposure can cause permanent damage to hearing. The risk and
severity of hearing loss increases with the intensity and duration of exposure to noise. In
addition to damaging hearing, noise can impair voice communication, thereby increasing the
risk of accidents on Site. Heavy equipment and power tools are primary sources of noise that
will be present at the Site. The selected contractor’s Hearing Conservation Program will be
implemented for affected project personnel.
Control: All personnel must wear hearing protection with a Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) of at
least 20 when noise levels exceed 85 dBA. When it is difficult to hear a co-worker at normal
conversation distance, the noise level is approaching or exceeding 85 dBA, and hearing
protection is necessary. All site personnel who may be exposed to noise must also receive
baseline and annual audiograms and training as to the causes and prevention of hearing loss.
Whenever possible, equipment that does not generate excessive noise levels will be selected for
this project. If the use of noisy equipment is unavoidable, barriers or increased distance will be
used to minimize worker exposure to noise, if feasible.

7.12

Electrical Hazards
Electricity may pose a particular hazard to project personnel due to the use of portable electrical
equipment. When electrical work is needed, a qualified electrician must perform it.
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General electrical safety requirements include:
i)

all electrical wiring and equipment must be a type listed by Underwriters Laboratory
(UL), Factory Mutual Engineering Corporation (FM), or other recognized testing or listing
agency;

ii)

all installations must comply with the National Electrical Safety Code (NESC), the
National Electrical Code (NEC), or United States Coast Guard regulations;

iii)

a multi-conductor cord having an identified grounding conductor and a multi-contact
polarized plug-in receptacle must ground portable and semi-portable tools and
equipment;

iv)

tools protected by an approved system of double insulation, or its equivalent, need not
be grounded. Double insulated tools must be distinctly marked and listed by UL or FM;

v)

live parts of wiring or equipment must be guarded to prevent persons or objects from
touching them;

vi)

electric wire or flexible cord passing through work areas must be covered or elevated to
protect it from damage by foot traffic, vehicles, sharp corners, projections, or pinching;

vii)

all circuits must be protected from overload;

viii)

temporary power lines, switch boxes, receptacle boxes, metal cabinets, and enclosures
around equipment must be marked to indicate the maximum operating voltage;

ix)

plugs and receptacles must be kept out of water unless of an approved submersible
construction;

x)

all extension outlets must be equipped with ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs);

xi)

attachment plugs or other connectors must be equipped with a cord grip and be
constructed to endure rough treatment;

xii)

extension cords or cables must be inspected prior to each use, and replaced if worn or
damaged. Cords and cables must not be fastened with staples, hung from nails, or
suspended by bare wire;

xiii)

flexible cords must be used only in continuous lengths without splice, with the exception of molded or vulcanized splices made by a qualified electrician; and

xiv)

the OSHA requirements for electrical safety will be adhered to as minimum
requirements to be followed by all site personnel, including subcontractors. Electrical
inspections are to occur during initial site setup and monthly thereafter. These
inspections are to be documented via either the CS’s and/or the SS’s logbook, the
CSHO's logbook, or on specific forms that the selected contractor may have as part of
their Electrical Safety Program.
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7.13

Control of Hazardous Energy
Various maintenance and equipment repair activities may take place at the Site during project
activities. The procedures set forth in this section for the control of hazardous energy shall be
followed to prevent accidental energization of equipment and injury to project personnel who
are performing maintenance activities. In addition to the guidelines set forth in this section,
project personnel will also need to follow the selected RA Contractor’s SOP on lockout/tagout
and the equipment specific energy control procedures.
OSHA’s "The Control of Hazardous Energy Sources" standard, 29 CFR 1910.147, outlines
lockout/tagout requirements for:
i)

identification of hazardous energy sources;

ii)

safe shutdown and start-up;

iii)

isolation; and

iv)

dissipation of hazardous energy.

Lockout/tagout covers the servicing and maintenance of all machines and equipment in which
the unexpected start-up or the release of stored energy could cause possible injury to project
personnel.
It is mandatory to develop, document, and use procedures to control potentially hazardous
energy sources. Because the project work varies by nature, specific procedures must be
developed to complete each project when a hazardous energy source is a concern.
Personnel Classifications
The standard differentiates between individuals authorized to implement lockout/tagout and
those who are affected by it. As the definitions states:
i)

authorized individuals are those who physically lock or tag out a piece of equipment so
they can perform service or maintenance. In some cases, the affected and authorized
individual can be the same person; and

ii)

affected personnel are those who meet either of two criteria:
a) their job requires them to operate equipment that is subject to lockout/tagout; or
b) their job requires them to work in areas where lockout/tagout is used.
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Lockout/Tagout Procedures
Lockout
Lockout procedure consists of placing a lock on an energy-isolating device to ensure that the
device and the equipment it controls cannot be operated until the lock is removed. The locks
used at the Site will be of standard size, shape and color. The locks must only have one key.
Tagout
Tags are warnings affixed to energy isolating devices that do not provide the physical restraint of
a lock. Locks must always be used when possible. Project personnel must understand the
following:
i)

a tag should only be removed by or with the authorization of the person who attached
it. It must never be bypassed, ignored, or otherwise defeated;

ii)

tags must be legible and understandable by all authorized and affected personnel, and
by all other personnel whose work operations may be in the area;

iii)

tags and their methods of attachment must be able to withstand the environmental
conditions;

iv)

because tags may evoke a sense of false security, training on their limitations must be
given to all employees involved with the project; and

v)

a tag's means of attachment must not be easily defeated (e.g., using string, cord, or
adhesive is not permissible). All-environment-tolerant nylon cable ties capable of
resisting 50 pounds of force must be used.

Site-Specific Lockout/Tagout Procedures
Maintenance or repair activities where hazardous energy sources are present require the use of
energy control procedures. The selected contractor will provide or develop as necessary written
energy control procedures that are to be followed. A template for developing Energy Control
Procedures is presented in Attachment B. They will be developed for each piece of equipment
or process where known hazardous energy is present. Any new procedures written will follow
this basic process flow:
i)

prepare equipment for shutdown and notify affected personnel;

ii)

shutdown equipment or machines;

iii)

isolate the specific energy sources;
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iv)

place locks and tags on the specific isolation points;

v)

verify isolation of hazards by trying to start the specific machine or equipment; and

vi)

return controls to the neutral or off position and begin work.

These specific energy control procedures will ensure the proper shutdown of electrical
components, hydraulic systems and pneumatics prior to performing replacement, repair or
modification of machines or equipment.
In addition to the specific energy control procedures, project personnel must also adhere to the
following practices regarding lockout/tagout:
i)

lockout devices must always be affixed so that energy isolating devices are held in the
"off" or "safe" position;

ii)

lockout must only be implemented by project personnel authorized or designated by
the CPM, CS, SS or CSHO;

iii)

project personnel authorized to implement a lockout procedure must have had
adequate training in lockout/tagout procedures; and

iv)

project personnel must be retrained whenever a new energy control hazard is present
or energy control procedures are changed.

When any equipment is being serviced the lockout/tagout standard requires employers to:
i)

ensure that new equipment or overhauled equipment can accommodate locks;

ii)

employ additional means, such as a tagout program, to ensure safety when locks are
used;

iii)

establish procedures for releasing of the lockout/tagout that include machine
inspection, notification and safe positioning of workers, and removal of the
lockout/tagout device; and

iv)

obtain standardized locks and tags that indicate the identity of the worker using them,
making sure locks and tags are of sufficient quality and durability to ensure their
effectiveness.

As important as a lockout is, it can be effective only if project personnel are aware of the system
and use it properly; thus, training of all project personnel is a key requirement to a successful
lockout/tagout program.
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7.14

Material Handling
Material handling operations to be conducted at the Site will include manual lifting of materials
to and from trucks and the setup/maintenance of storage areas.
Hoisting and Rigging
Wire ropes, chains, ropes, and other rigging equipment will be inspected prior to each use and
as necessary during use to assure their safety. Defective rigging equipment will be immediately
removed from service.
Rigging will not be used unless the weight of the load falls within the rigging's safe work
operating range. The authorized rigger prior to any "pick" or lifting operation must verify this.
Only personnel trained in safe rigging procedures will be authorized to engage in rigging
procedures. Additionally, the rigger shall be qualified and must understand and use recognized
crane signals.
Job or shop hooks and links and other makeshift fasteners will not be used. When U-bolts are
used for eye splices, the U-bolt will be applied so the "U" section is in contact with the dead end
of the rope.
Wire ropes, chains, ropes, and other rigging equipment will be stored where they will remain
clean, dry, and protected from the weather and corrosive fumes.
The proper length of rope or chain slings will be used to avoid wide-angle lifts and dangerous
slack. Knotted ropes or lengths of ropes reduced by bolts, knots, or other keepers will not be
used.
General Storage Practices
The basic safety requirement for storage areas is that the storage of materials and supplies shall
not create a hazard. Additional general storage area practices include the following:
i)

bags, containers, bundles, etc. stored in tiers shall be stacked, blocked, interlocked, and
limited in height so that they are stable and secure against sliding or collapse;

ii)

all stacked materials, cargo, etc. shall be examined for sharp edges, protrusions, signs of
damage, or other factors likely to cause injury to persons handling these objects.
Defects should be corrected as they are detected;

iii)

storage areas shall be kept free from accumulation of materials that constitute hazards
from tripping, fire, explosion, or pest harborage;
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iv)

storage areas shall have provisions to minimize manual lifting and carrying. Aisles and
passageways shall provide for the movement of mechanical lifting and conveyance
devices;

v)

stored materials shall not block or obstruct access to emergency exits, fire extinguishers,
first aid equipment, lights, electrical control panels, or other control boxes;

vi)

"NO SMOKING" signs shall be conspicuously posted, as needed, in areas where
combustible or flammable materials are stored and handled; and,

vii)

cylindrical materials such as pipes and poles shall be stored in racks, or stacked on the
ground and blocked.

Special Precautions for Hazardous or Incompatible Materials Storage
Generally, materials are considered hazardous if they are ignitable, corrosive, reactive, or toxic.
Manufacturers and suppliers of these materials must provide the recipient with MSDSs, which
describe their hazardous characteristics, and give instructions for their safe handling and
storage.
Many hazardous materials are incompatible, which means they form mixtures that may have
hazardous characteristics not described on the individual MSDSs. The following special
precautions shall be followed regarding the storage of hazardous materials:
i)

based on the information available on the MSDSs, incompatible materials shall be kept
in separate storage areas; and

ii)

warning signs shall be conspicuously posted, as needed, in areas where hazardous
materials are stored.

Hand Protection
Hand protection is the most important form of PPE when handling materials manually. The
CSHO will select the appropriate hand protection for the task/activity. Gloves are often relied
upon to prevent against abrasions, cuts and burns during material handling activities and many
types of gloves actually improve your grip factor. Therefore, it is most important that the most
appropriate glove (leather, cotton, kevlar, metal mesh, nitrile, etc.) is selected for the given
situation. The following table presents protection factors for commonly used gloves.
Type of Glove
Rubber

Protection
Acids, bases, alcohol – moderate
resistance to cuts.
Dirt, wood slivers, sharp edges –
some resistance to cuts.

Canvas or cloth
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Metal mesh or kevlar

Highly resistant to cuts and
scratches and caught between
hazards (crushing, etc.)
Electrical charges
Protects against liquids trickling
into glove and protects the
wrist/forearm area from cuts and
abrasions.
Moderate resistance to cuts and
abrasions and caught between
hazards.

Insulated
Cuffed

Leather

It is important to wash hands frequently when wearing gloves to prevent the build-up of sweat
and dirt on the hands. Check gloves regularly for cracks, holes and rips/tears. Keep gloves clean
and dry as much as possible.

7.14.1

Manual Lifting

When lifting objects, use the following proper lifting techniques:
i)

feet must be parted, with one foot alongside the object being lifted and one foot
behind. When the feet are comfortably spread, a more stable lift can occur and the rear
foot is in a better position for the upward thrust of the lift;

ii)

do not lift more than 50 pounds without the assistance of another individual;

iii)

use the squat position and keep the back straight - but remember that straight does not
mean vertical. A straight back keeps the spine, back muscles, and organs of the body in
correct alignment. It minimizes the compression of the guts that can cause a hernia;

iv)

grip is one of the most important elements of correct lifting. The fingers and the hand
are extended around the object you're going to lift - using the full palm. Fingers have
very little power - use the strength of your entire hand;

v)

the load must be drawn close, and the arms and elbows must be tucked into the side of
the body. Holding the arms away from the body increases the strain on the arms and
elbows. Keeping the arms tucked in helps keep the body weight centered; and
the body must be positioned so that the weight of the body is centered over the feet.
This provides a more powerful line of thrust and also ensures better balance. Start the
lift with a thrust of the rear foot. Do not twist your back while lifting or moving heavy
objects.

vi)
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7.15

Hand and Power Tools
Hand Tools Requirements:
i)

hand tools must meet the manufacturer's safety standards;

ii)

hand tools must not be altered in any way;

iii)

at a minimum, eye protection must be used when working with hand tools;

iv)

wrenches (including adjustable, pipe, end, and socket wrenches) must not be used when
jaws are sprung to the point that slippage occurs;

v)

impact tools (such as drift pins, wedges, and chisels) must be kept free of mushroom
heads; and

vi)

wooden handles must be free of splinters or cracks and secured tightly to the tool.

Power Tools Requirements:

7.16

i)

all power tools must be inspected regularly and used in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions and the tool's capabilities;

ii)

electric tools must not be used in areas subject to fire or explosion hazards, unless they
are approved for that purpose;

iii)

portable electric tools must be connected to a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI)
when working in wet areas;

iv)

proper eye protection must be used when working with power tools;

v)

personnel must be trained in the proper use of each specific tool; and

vi)

any damaged or defective power tools must be immediately tagged and removed from
service.

Adverse Weather Conditions
The CSHO, CS and/or SS shall decide on the continuation or discontinuation of work based on
current and pending weather conditions. Electrical storms, tornado warnings, and strong winds
(approximately 40 mph) are examples of conditions that would call for the discontinuation of
work and evacuation of the Site. Strong winds can generate hazardous conditions during the
handling of materials.
In addition, no work with elevated super structures (e.g., excavators etc.) will be permitted
during any type of electrical storm or during wind events that have wind speeds exceeding 25
mph.
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7.17

Hot Work
Project activities may involve cutting with torches. Because of the serious potential for fire and
explosion, safe work practices and procedures must be employed. All Hot Work activities will
adhere to the selected contractor’s approved specific Hot Work procedures. The primary
objective is that hot work be done only in a safe designated area and with appropriate
precautions in place. Prior to any hot work being performed, the selected contractor will issue a
hot work permit. An example Hot Work Permit and Checklist is presented in Attachment B.

7.18

Biological Hazards

Biological hazards may include poison ivy, snakes, thorny bushes, ticks, mosquitoes and other
pests.
7.18.1

Vegetation Overgrowth

Overgrown weeds, bushes, trees, grass and other vegetation are fire and safety hazards. There
are a number of hidden hazards not immediately recognized due to the overgrowth of
vegetation in areas where field activities may occur, including discarded junk, litter, and debris.
Construction materials such as boards, nails, concrete, and other debris may be hidden beneath
blades of tall grass, weeds, and bushes. Other hazards may include steep slopes, potholes,
trenches, soft spots, dips, etc.; all dangerously concealed from the view of the individual walking
or operating motorized equipment in the area. Additionally, there are biological hazards such as
snakes, ticks, chiggers, and mosquitoes that breed in overgrowth conditions.
Actions to be taken are:
i)

assess the work area and determine if the area requires vegetation clearance. Consider
that overgrowth that extends above the lowest level of motorized equipment
(i.e., bumper or fender) or 6 inches above your ankle has hidden hazards that you will
not be able to readily identify;

ii)

determine if the area is safe to walk or whether you need motorized equipment.
Consider the limitations of the equipment;

iii)

identify slip, trip, and fall hazards and remove from the general work area. Remember
to give adequate clearance so that the items being removed do not pose future hazards;

iv)

adequately protect yourself against the hazards by wearing boots that protect the
ankles, long pants, and using insecticides; and
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v)

consider the limitations of manual or mechanical equipment for the clearance of
overgrowth, particularly the safety hazards when using sling blades, machetes, weed
eaters, bush hogs, or other brush removing equipment.

Before taking any action, determine whether there any ecological issues that would affect or
prevent the removal of overgrowth in protected areas such as wetlands, wildlife habitats, or
sanctuaries for endangered and/or protected species.
7.18.2

Tick-Borne Diseases

Lyme Disease, Erlichiosis, and Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever (RMSF) are diseases transmitted
by ticks and occur throughout the United States during spring, summer, and fall.
Lyme Disease: The disease commonly occurs in summer and is transmitted by the bite of
infected ticks. "Hot spots" in the United States include New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Few cases have been
identified in other states.
Erlichiosis: The disease also commonly occurs in summer and is transmitted by the bite of
infected ticks. "Hot spots" in the United States include New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode Island Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Few cases have been identified in other states.
Primarily the Deer Tick transmits these diseases, which is smaller and redder than the common
Wood Tick. The disease may be transmitted by immature ticks, which are small and hard to see.
The tick may be as small as a period on this page.
Symptoms of Lyme disease include a rash or a peculiar red spot, like a bull's eye, which expands
outward in a circular manner. The victim may have headache, weakness, fever, a stiff neck,
swelling and pain in the joints, and eventually, arthritis. Symptoms of Erlichiosis include muscle
and joint aches, flu-like symptoms, but there is typically no skin rash.
Control: Tick repellent containing diethyltoluamide (DEET) should be used in tick- infested
areas, and pants legs should be tucked into boots. In addition, workers should search the entire
body every three or four hours for attached ticks. Ticks should be removed promptly and
carefully without crushing, since crushing can squeeze the disease-causing organism into the
skin. A gentle and steady pulling action should be used to avoid leaving the head or mouth parts
in the skin. Hands should be protected with surgical gloves when removing ticks.
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7.18.3

Poisonous Plants

Common Poison Ivy (Rhus radicans) grows as a small plant, a vine, and a shrub. Poison Ivy
occurs in every state. The leaves always consist of three glossy leaflets. Poison Sumac (Rhus
vernix) grows as a woody shrub or small tree 5 to 25 feet tall. It usually contains nine leaves,
with eight paired leaves and one on top, and is common in swampy areas. The plants are potent
sensitizers and can cause a mild to severe allergic reaction. This reaction is called contact
dermatitis.
Dermatitis, in Rhus-sensitive persons, can result from contact with the milky sap found in the
roots, stems, leaves, and fruit. The sap may retain its potency for months or years in a dry
atmosphere, and can occur during any time of the year. The sap may also be carried by animals,
equipment or apparel.
The best form of prevention is to avoid contact. This can occur by wearing long sleeves and
gloves if necessary. Disposable clothing, such as Tyvek, is recommended in high-risk areas to
avoid exposure from contaminated apparel.
Barrier creams and cleaners are also
recommended.
7.18.4

Insects

Construction work presents many opportunities to be exposed to a variety of insects. Many
these insects may present health and safety hazards. Wasps, bees, spiders, and mosquitoes
present the bulk of these hazards.
Bees and wasps present problems to people working outdoors due to being stung and having
adverse reactions to the venom injected during the sting. Mosquitoes on the other hand cause
hazards by transmitting disease(s) from other infected animals and humans.
It is important to recognize the venomous spiders (spiders dangerous to humans) that are
present in your work environment. Inspect boots, clothing and other areas before
using/entering, as spiders tend to hide in dark places. Many spiders are nocturnal.
Preventing Exposure
Preventing exposure to insects can be accomplished by the following:
i)

wearing proper clothing and PPE;

ii)

inspecting work areas for wasp or bee nests prior to conducting work activities;
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iii)

awareness of regional insects and their behavioral habits;

iv)

shaking out clothing and shoes and inspecting areas for spiders; and

v)

using repellants.

Proper Clothing
While working outdoors it is important to wear proper clothing and PPE. Insects tend to be
attracted to bright colors, floral, prints, black, white, green, tan and khaki colors. Also it is
important to wear long pants and if possible a long-sleeved shirt. Personnel should tuck the
pant bottoms into the tops of boots and use insect proof work gloves (leather, thick cloth, etc).
Repellants
It is important to ensure that there is an adequate supply of insect repellent. Use insect
repellent, which contains DEET. Apply it as per the manufacturer's directions.
Reaction to insect bites can range from mild reactions to severe allergic reactions. In addition,
mosquitoes may carry life-threatening diseases such as West Nile virus.
Bee (and Wasp) Stings
Reaction to bee stings may range from painful swelling, redness, itching all the way to shock.
Swelling, redness, and itching should stop hurting within a day or two. Treatment for these
items can be done at home. The treatment will involve initially removing any stinger left in the
skin by scraping away from the skin and towards the venom sac (thus preventing one from
squeezing more venom into the wound). Afterwards apply ice and anti-histamine cream. If
irritation, swelling and/or pain persist seek medical attention.
If the victim of a bee sting is aware that they are allergic to bees, or if they begin to exhibit signs
such as difficulty swallowing, difficulty breathing, abdominal cramps, nausea then they may be
going into anaphylactic shock and will require medical treatment.
If personnel know that they are allergic to insects then they will be required to carry their own
insect sting kit as directed by their personal physician. The victim must be taken to the hospital
immediately.
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Mosquito Bites
Mosquito bites can range from mild skin irritation to severe viral infections. One of the most
common viruses that mosquitoes carry is the West Nile virus. West Nile virus can cause
encephalitis (swelling of the brain) and meningitis (swelling of the spinal cord).
First symptoms are as follows: rapid onset of headaches, dizziness, difficulty swallowing, deep
muscle aches, nausea, stiff neck, high-fever, high fever, confusion, muscle weakness. Once any
of these symptoms are exhibited seek medical attention.
7.18.4.1 Poisonous Spiders
Northern Black Widow
New York State has only one known species of poisonous spider and it is the northern black
widow. Northern black widow spiders are not usually deadly (especially to adults) and only the
female is venomous. The female spider is shiny jet-black, usually with a reddish hourglass shape
on the underside of her spherical abdomen. Her body is about .5 inches long while the adult
male's is approximately one third the size of the female. The hourglass of the Northern Black
Widow is typically incomplete, with the bottom half and top half separated. The bottom half
(farthest from the head) is typically more rounded, rather than triangular. The northern black
widow will typically have a row of red dots running down the top of its abdomen, with white
stripes running diagonally down the sides of the abdomen.
Northern black widow spiders are nocturnal and non-aggressive, which means they are active
during the nighttime. They spend most of their time hanging "upside down" in their web, which
often makes the hourglass marking immediately visible. Northern black widow spiders are
typically not aggressive, and bite as a defensive measure when they are attacked or feel
threatened. They will often retreat into hiding, but are more protective of their web when there
are egg sacs present.
Spider bites
Spider bites can range from mild skin irritation to severe infections and tissue damage
depending on the type of spider. Only about one percent of her bites are fatal. The bite is not
painful and may not be noticed until later when stomach, muscular or feet pains begin. Other
symptoms include heavy sweating, swollen eyelids, erratic saliva production, and difficulty
breathing. Clean the area of the bite with soap and water and seek medical attention. Apply a
cool compress to the bite location. Keep effected limb elevated to about heart level. Ask doctor
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if Tylenol or aspirin can be taken to relieve minor symptoms. Additional information can be
obtained from the Poison Center (1-800-222-1222).
7.18.5

Threatening Dogs

If you are approached by a frightened or menacing dog:
i)

do not attempt to run and don't turn your back;

ii)

stay quiet, and remember to breathe;

iii)

be still, with arms at sides or folded over chest with hands in fists;

iv)

slowly walk away sideways;

v)

don't stare a dog in the eyes, as this will be interpreted as a threat;

vi)

avoid eye contact;

vii)

if you have a jacket, you could wrap it around your arm and should he snap, take the
bite harmlessly; and

viii)

try calling its bluff. Yell, "sit!” "stay!" or "go home!” You might convince the dog that
you are the stronger in the situation.

7.18.6

Rodents

Rodentia: (rats, mice, beavers, squirrels, guinea pigs, capybaras, coypu)
Rodents, or Rodentia, are the most abundant order of mammals. There are hundreds of species
of rats; the most common being the black and brown rat.
The Brown Rat has small ears, blunt nose, and short hair. It is approximately 14 to 18 inches
long (with tail). They frequently infest garbage/rubbish, slaughterhouses, domestic dwellings,
warehouses, shops, super-markets, in fact, anywhere there is an easy meal and potential
nesting sites.
The Black Rat can be identified by its' tail, which is always longer than the combined length of
the head and body. It is also slimmer and more agile than the Norwegian or Brown rat. Its size
varies according to its environment and food supply.
The House Mouse has the amazing ability to adapt and it now occurs more or less in human
dwellings. In buildings, mice will live anywhere and they are very difficult to keep out. Mice are
also totally omnivorous; in other words, they will eat anything.
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Rats and mice often become a serious problem in cold winter months when they seek food and
warmth inside buildings. They may suddenly appear in large numbers when excavation work
disturbs their in-ground nesting locations or their food source is changed.
There are six major problems caused by rats and mice:

8.0

i)

they eat food and contaminate it with urine and excrement;

ii)

they gnaw into materials such as paper, books, wood, or upholstery, which they use as
nest material. They also gnaw plastic, cinder blocks, soft metals such as lead and
aluminum, and wiring, which may cause a fire hazard;

iii)

rats occasionally bite people and may kill small animals;

iv)

they, or the parasites they carry (such as fleas, mites, and worms), spread many diseases
such as salmonella, trichinosis, rat bite fever, Hantavirus, Weils disease, and the bubonic
plague;

v)

rats can damage ornamental plants by burrowing among the roots or feeding on new
growth or twigs. They also eat some garden vegetables, such as corn and squash;

vi)

rats and mice are socially unacceptable. These rodents have been a problem for
centuries, chiefly because they have an incredible ability to survive and are so difficult to
eliminate. In addition, they are extremely compatible with human behavior and needs.

Air Monitoring
This section of the HASP presents the requirements for conducting air monitoring at the Site.
The air monitoring program will consist of two separate components. The first is will be for
worker protection and will be conducted by the selected RA contractor. The second will be for
protection of the community and will be conducted by the Consulting Firm’s Representative.
The air monitoring program is designed to ensure protection for both personnel who are
working on Site as well as the surrounding community. The on Site monitoring program will be
conducted by the CSHO or designee (i.e., Environmental Monitoring Technician) and will consist
of monitoring project personnel exposures to VOCs, dust/particulate matter, oxygen and
combustible gas levels, and carbon monoxide. The Community Air Monitoring Plan (CAMP) is
presented in Attachment C of this document. The air monitoring program will be completed
with the use of real-time direct reading instruments and with sampling media that will be sent
to a laboratory for analysis.
Inhalation hazards are caused from the intake of vapors and contaminated dust. Air monitoring
shall be performed when potential exposure to onsite contaminants is anticipated and during
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any entry into open excavations. The purpose of air monitoring is to identify and quantify
airborne contaminants in order to determine the level of worker protection needed. Initial
screening for identification is often qualitative, but the determination of its concentration
(quantification) must wait subsequent testing. Two principle approaches are available for
identifying and/or quantifying airborne contaminants:
i)

The use of real-time (on-site) reading instruments (i.e., PIDs. Combustible Gas Meters,
etc.); and

ii)

Laboratory analysis of air samples obtained by the use of various sampling equipment
and methods.

Direct reading instruments are used to rapidly detect flammable or explosive atmospheres,
oxygen deficiency, certain gases and vapors, and dusts. They are the primary tools of initial site
characterization. The information provided by direct reading instruments will be used to
institute appropriate measures (i.e., PPE, evacuation), and determine the most appropriate
equipment for future monitoring. All direct reading instruments have inherent constraints in
their ability to detect hazards. It is imperative that direct reading instruments are operated, and
the data interpreted by qualified individuals who are thoroughly familiar with the particular
devices, operating principles and limitations. At hazardous waste sites, where unknown and
multiple contaminants are the rule rather than the exception, instrument readings should be
interpreted conservatively. The following guidelines may facilitate accurate recording and
interpretation:
i)

calibrate instruments according to the manufacturer's instruction before and after each
use;

ii)

develop chemical response curves if the instrument manufacturer does not provide
them. Response curves/response factors are necessary to adapt PID action levels to
actual PID readings when a specific contaminant of concern is detected via air sampling
and/or colorimetric evaluation;

iii)

remember that the instrument readings have limited value where contaminants are
unknown. When reading unknown contaminants, report them as "needle deflection",
or "positive instruments response", or "units", rather than a specific concentration (i.e.,
PPM). Conduct additional monitoring at any location where a positive response occurs;

iv)

a reading of zero should be reported as "no instrument response" rather than "clean"
because quantities of the chemicals may be present that are not detectable by the
instrument; and

v)

the survey should be repeated with several detection systems to maximize the number
of chemicals detected.
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The data collected throughout the monitoring effort shall be used to determine the appropriate
levels of protection.
8.1

Site Air Monitoring Program
The CSHO or designee (i.e., Environmental Monitoring Technician) will perform air monitoring to
evaluate the exposure of project personnel to chemical and physical hazards, verify the
effectiveness of engineering controls, evaluate the effectiveness of Site control measures, and
to determine the proper level of PPE. The CSHO will immediately notify the PPs on Site
representative should any air monitoring action level be exceeded. During the progress of
remedial activities, the CSHO will monitor the levels of VOCs, oxygen and combustible gases,
carbon monoxide, and particulate levels on an hourly basis or more frequently as necessary
based on site conditions. The following monitoring equipment will be used for this purpose:
i)

a PID equipped with an 10.6 or greater eV lamp;

ii)

a three-gas monitor capable of measuring oxygen, combustible gas and carbon
monoxide; and

iii)

a particulate monitor.

An EZ perimeter air monitoring program will be implemented. PID and particulate monitoring
will be conducted on an hourly basis or more frequently as necessary at the perimeter of the EZ
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of site control measures and verifies the integrity of the
Site's clean areas. If necessary, the CSHO in conjunction with the CS or SS will adjust the EZ and
CRZ boundaries.
All instruments will be calibrated on a daily basis in accordance with the manufacturer's
guidelines. Records of all calibrations and real-time measurements will be kept in a bound field
logbook or documented via air monitoring and calibration log sheets. All air monitoring data
collected by CSHO will be filed and made available upon request.
8.1.1

Real-Time VOC Monitoring

The CSHO or designee will continuously monitor for the presence of VOCs and particulates
during all excavation activities and soil handling activities, which include soil stabilization
activities. These readings will be taken in and around all EZs. Action levels for upgrading or
downgrading of PPE have been established and Table C8.1 presents the action levels for the
on-site Air Monitoring Program.
An action level is a point at which increased protection or cessation of activities is required due
to the concentration of contaminants in the work area. Most activities shall be initiated in
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Modified Level D. The appropriate actions will be taken at the designated action levels as
presented in Table C8.1.
In addition to the action levels, an upgrade to Level C, supplied air, or evacuation of the
immediate area is required if:
i)

any symptoms occur, as described in Section 7.1;

ii)

sustained readings (15 minutes or greater) occur in the worker's breathing zone that are
above the applicable action levels;

iii)

requested by an individual performing the task; and

iv)

any irritation to eye, nose, throat, or skin occurs.

8.1.2

Combustible Gas, Oxygen and Carbon Monoxide

Air monitoring for combustible gases, carbon monoxide, and oxygen will also be conducted
during excavation and soil handling activities and during other activities where oxygen deficient,
elevated carbon monoxide readings, and/or flammable atmospheres may be encountered (e.g.
entry into excavations etc.). The point of excavation and the immediate work area around these
activities must be monitored to ensure that an adequate level of oxygen is present, and to
determine if a flammable atmosphere exists. Air monitoring for these gases will be conducted
continuously while in any confined space. All work activity must stop where monitoring
indicates the flammable vapor concentration is 10 percent of the lower explosive limit (LEL) at a
location with a potential ignition source. Such an area must be ventilated to reduce the
concentration to an acceptable level.
Action levels for combustible gases, oxygen, and carbon monoxide are provided in Table C8.1.
8.1.3

Particulate Monitoring

A particulate monitor such as a DataRam, or equivalent, will be used to perform the particulate
monitoring. The particulate action level of 5 mg/m3 (respirable fraction) is presented in
Table C8.1. Dust control measures (water spray, etc.) should be implemented at the Site to
control visible dust emissions. All readings shall be taken in the worker's breathing zone.
8.1.4

Personal Air Sampling Program

The selected RA contractor shall also implement a personnel air sampling program for those
project personnel who have the highest risk of potential for exposure to chemicals present on
site. This monitoring will be done in compliance with 29 CFR 1926.65(h). Samples will be
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collected during startup of those project activities where personnel face potential exposure and
to comply with OSHA’s Standards for arsenic (1926.118), cadmium (1926.1127) and benzene
(1926.1028). Arsenic, cadmium and benzene are present in soils at the Site and will be
monitored for. The CSHO and CPM will determine what additional chemicals will be sampled,
the number of samples that will be collected and the frequency of the sampling events. At a
minimum samples will be collected on a weekly basis during excavation and soil handling
activities.
Samples will be collected on days when precipitation is not expected and during activities where
there is a potential for VOCs and particulates to become airborne. Appropriate NIOSH
methodology will be followed and all samples are to be sent to an American Industrial Hygiene
Association (AIHA) accredited laboratory. Results for all personnel air sampling events will be
shared with all project personnel.

9.0

Decontamination Procedures
In general, everything that enters the EZ at this Site must either be decontaminated or properly
discarded upon exit from the EZ. This will include the under carriage and tires of all trucks that
will be used for transporting soils off Site. All personnel, including any State and local officials
must enter and exit the EZ through the CRZ. Prior to demobilization, all transport trucks as well
as other potentially contaminated equipment will be decontaminated on a wash pad
(decontamination pad) which will have a built in sump and the equipment will be inspected by
the CSHO before it is moved into the clean zone. A decontamination facility complete with
water supply and sump for collection of wash water will be constructed at the Site. Any material
that is generated by decontamination procedures will be collected and stored in a designated
area in the EZ until disposal arrangements are made.
The type of decontamination solution to be used is dependent on the type of chemical hazards.
The decontamination solution for heavy equipment and for any reusable PPE is
Alconox/Liqui-nox soap. The MSDSs for Liqui-nox and any other chemical containing products
brought to the Site will be maintained on Site by the CSHO.

9.1

Transport Trucks and Equipment Decontamination Procedures
All equipment that comes in contact with waste material or potentially contaminated soils and
all transport trucks coming in contact with any soils (clean or potentially contaminated) must be
decontaminated within the CRZ by high-pressure water cleaner upon exit from the EZ.
Decontamination procedures will include knocking soil/mud from machines; water brush
scrubbing using a solution of water and Liqui-nox; and a final water rinse. Personnel shall wear
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Level C or Modified Level D protection, as determined by the CSHO, when decontaminating
equipment. All decontamination wash water and residues will be carefully collected and
disposed of in accordance with the appropriate environmental regulations. Following
decontamination and prior to exiting from the EZ, the CSHO shall be responsible for ensuring
that the item has been sufficiently decontaminated. This inspection shall be included in the site
log.
9.2

Personnel Decontamination Procedures
Procedures for decontamination must be followed to prevent the spread of contamination and
to eliminate the potential for chemical exposure. Personnel decontamination will be completed
in accordance with the procedures that are presented below. Potentially contaminated PPE and
trash will be stored in covered and labeled containers until disposal arrangements are made. It
will be kept separate from trash generated in clean areas of the Site.
All disposable equipment shall be doffed before meal breaks and at the conclusion of the
workday and replaced with new equipment prior to commencing work. Spent PPE will be kept
in covered containers.
Personnel - Decontamination will take place upon exiting the contaminated work area in the
CRZ.
Modified Level D decontamination procedures are as follows:
Step 1 - Remove all visible contamination and loose debris by washing with clean water.
Step 2 - Remove all outer clothing that came in contact with the contamination (i.e., boot covers
and outer gloves) and either dispose of in disposable container or wash in detergent
solution and rinse.
Step 3 - Remove protective clothing; dispose of in disposable container.
Step 4 - Remove inner gloves, dispose of in disposable container.
Step 5 - Wash and rinse hands.
Level C and Level B decontamination procedures to be utilized as follows:
Step 1 - Remove all visible contamination and loose debris by washing with clean water.
Step 2 - Remove all outer clothing that came in contact with the contamination (i.e., boot covers
and outer gloves) and either dispose of in disposable container or wash in detergent
solution and rinse.
Step 3 - Remove protective clothing; dispose of in disposable container.
Step 4 - Remove respirator, sanitize prior to reuse.
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Step 5 - Remove inner gloves; dispose of in disposable container.
Step 6 – Wash and rinse hands with soap and water.
10.0

Medical Surveillance
In accordance with the requirements detailed in 29 CFR 1926.65 and 29 CFR 1910.134, all
project personnel who will come in contact with potentially contaminated materials will have
received medical surveillance by a licensed physician or physician's group.
Medical records for all project personnel will be maintained by their respective employers and a
copy will be maintained by the CSHO at the Site. The medical records will detail the tests that
were taken and will include a copy of the consulting physician's statement regarding the tests
and the individual's suitability for work as per the employer's medical surveillance program
which is to be in accordance with 29 CFR 1926.65.
The medical records will be available to the employee or his designated representative upon
written request, as outlined in 29 CFR 1910.1020.
If it becomes necessary to use subcontractors, they will also provide certifications to the CSHO
showing that their personnel involved in site activities have all necessary medical examinations
prior to commencing work. The certifications will show proof of medical surveillance and
respiratory fit testing. Personnel not obtaining medical certification will not perform work
within contaminated areas.
Interim medical surveillance will be completed if an individual exhibits poor health or high stress
responses due to any project activity or when accidental exposure to elevated concentrations of
contaminants occur.

11.0

Emergency Response and Contingency Procedures
It is essential that project personnel be prepared in the event of an emergency. Emergencies
can take many forms; illnesses or injuries, chemical exposure, fires, explosions, spills, leaks,
releases of harmful contaminants, or sudden changes in the weather. Emergency situations
could occur both onsite and offsite (e.g., during the transportation of the waste materials to the
disposal facility). The following sections outline the general procedures for managing all
emergencies
Emergency information should be posted as appropriate. Radios will be provided for contact
purposes. All emergencies will be reported to the appropriate emergency responders. They may
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give the selected contractor further direction as to the responsibilities during any emergency
situation. In general, project personnel will shut down equipment and evacuate to a safe
pre-determined meeting area (rally point) during Site emergencies.
The CSHO will contact and meet on-Site with local emergency response agencies (e.g., fire
department, police department, etc.) prior to initiating construction activities. The purpose of
this meeting is to inform these local authorities of the nature of the work and potential risks, to
ensure that these responders are equipped to respond to a Site emergency, and to identify and
resolve any potential problems, concerns, or conflicts.
In case of an onsite emergency, an evacuation alarm would sound, which means that all the
personnel should evacuate the area and proceed to a rally point for further instruction.
The CSHO will notify all project personnel of the emergency through radio/cell phone
communications. Radios and cell phones will be taken to the rally point to enable further
receipt of instruction(s) from the CSHO.
11.1

Accident, Injury and Illness Reporting
Any work-related incident, accident, injury, illness, exposure, or property loss must be reported
to the CSHO, CS, SS, CPM and Consulting Engineering Firm’s Representative and within 1 hour
through the Conestoga-Rovers & Associates (CRA’s) Incident Reporting System. Motor vehicle
accidents must also be reported through this system. CRA's Incident Reporting Form, located in
Attachment B, must also be filled out and provided to the CSHO, CS, SS, CPM and CRA
Representative. The report must be filed for the following circumstances:
•
•
•
•

Accident, injury, illness, or exposure of project personnel
Injury of a subcontractor
Damage, loss, or theft of property
Any motor vehicle accident, regardless of fault, which involves a company vehicle, rental
vehicle, or personal vehicle while the individual is acting in the course of employment

In addition, specific procedures for notifying Glenn Springs Holdings (GSH) of the work-related
incident, accident, injury, illness, exposure, or property loss must be followed. These
procedures are presented in the GSH Communication and Action Plan, which is presented in
Attachment D.
Occupational accidents resulting in injury or illness to any project personnel will be investigated
by the CPM, CS, and the SS. This investigation will focus on determining the cause of the
accident and modifying future work activities to eliminate the hazard.
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11.2

All project personnel have the obligation and right to report unsafe work conditions, previously
unrecognized safety hazards, or safety violations of others. If you wish to make such a report, it
may be made orally to your supervisor or other member of management, or you may submit
your concern in writing, either signed or anonymously.
Emergency Contacts
Fire Department
911
Police Department
911
Ambulance
911
Hospital: DeGraff Memorial Hospital
716-694-4500
Tremont St. North Tonawanda, NY
(See Figure C11.1 – Hospital Route Map)
Communication between work areas and the command post, located within the CZ, will be via
verbal communication, auto horn, or two-way radio. The CSHO will use a mobile telephone to
communicate with outside emergency and medical facilities.
The following signals shall be established for use with auto or compressed air-type horns:

11.3

i)

3 Blasts: evacuate exclusion zones and meet at the designated evacuation area.

ii)

An "All Clear" will be conveyed by radio communication.

Additional Emergency Contacts and Phone Numbers
National Response Center (NRC)

800-424-8802

Poison Information

800-764-7661

Utility Locating Commission (One Call Nationwide)

811

Agency for Toxic Substances & Disease Registry (24 Hours)

404-488-4100

U.S. EPA Emergency Response

800-424-8802

State of New York Emergency Response Commission

513-457-9996

CRA Engineering Project Manager (Dennis Hoyt)

716-297-6150

Client Representative (Clint Babcock)

972-687-7606

Client Representative (Joe Branch)

231-894-4031

NYSDEC Representative

716-851-7201

CRA Engineering Safety and Health Manager (Craig Gebhardt) 716-297-6150
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Contractor Site Superintendent

To Be Determined

Contractor Safety and Health Officer

To Be Determined
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11.4

Emergency and First Aid Equipment
Emergency safety equipment will be available for use by project personnel and will be located
and maintained on Site. The safety equipment will include, but is not limited to, the following:

11.5

i)

portable emergency eye wash (15 –minute flushing capability);

ii)

two 20-pound ABC type dry chemical fire extinguishers;

iii)

approved first-aid kit for a minimum of twenty personnel;

iv)

fire blanket;

v)

spill response kit containing absorbent materials (booms/socks, pads, and earth/clay),
overpack drum, shop vacuum, and hand tools (shovel, rake/hoe, etc.);

vi)

two Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) units; and

vii)

portable air horn.

Project Personnel Responsibilities During Emergencies
Contractor’s Safety and Health Officer (CSHO)
The CSHO is responsible for implementing on-Site emergency response procedures and directing
the emergency personnel. All on-Site emergency personnel and their communications will be
coordinated through the CSHO. Specific emergency response duties of the CSHO related to
spills and/or releases are as follows:
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)
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initially identify the source and character of the incident and the type and quantity of
any release;
assess possible hazards to human health or the environment in consultation with the CS
and CRA Site Representative that may result directly from the problem or its control;
if the incident may threaten human health or safety of on-Site personnel or nearby
residents or the environment outside of the Site, immediately determine whether
evacuation of the Site and/or nearby residents is necessary in consultation with the
NYSDEC, and if so, notify the 911 dispatcher;
if the incident does not threaten human health or safety of on-Site personnel or nearby
residents or the environment, determine if the on-Site Emergency Team members can
contain or control the incident or release. If not, notify local emergency response
authorities identified above;
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v)

vi)

direct the on-Site Emergency Response Team members to control the incident or
release until, if necessary, outside emergency response help arrives. Specifically ensure
that the location where the incident/release occurred and the surrounding area are
evacuated and all operations in the vicinity of the incident are discontinued to ensure
that fire, explosions, or spills do not spread. Direct Site personnel not involved in
emergency response actions to avoid the area of the incident and leave emergency
control procedures unobstructed and ensure protected personnel are on standby for
emergency rescue, if necessary.
if hazardous materials have been released or produced through control of the incident,
ensure that containers of material are removed or isolated from the immediate location
of the emergency and, if necessary, material is excavated/collected and contained. Any
hazardous materials release at or above reportable quantities will require immediate
notification to the NYSDEC and the National Response Center.
The following information should be provided:
- Name and telephone number of the caller
- Name and address of the Site
- Time and type of incident
- Name and quantity of materials involved, if known
- Extent of injuries
- Possible hazards to human health or the environment outside of the Site.
As called for in regulations developed under the Comprehensive Environmental
Response Compensation Liability Act (CERCLA) of 1980 (Superfund), a spill/release of a
pound or more of any hazardous substance for which a reportable quantity has not
been established and which is listed under the Solid Waste Disposal Act, Clean Air Act or
Clean Water Act will be reported.

vii)
viii)
ix)

Determine when the emergency has passed and initiate an "all clear" signal to notify
Site personnel of such.
ensure that all emergency equipment used is decontaminated, recharged, and/or fit for
its intended use before Site operations are resumed.
record time, date, and details of the incident, and submit a written incident report to
the NYSDEC within 20 days of the release, if the release is at or above reportable
quantities.

11.5.1 On-Site Emergency Response Team
The CSHO will be responsible for directing the on-Site Emergency Response Team members in
emergency response operations.
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The on-Site Emergency Response Team members will respond initially to all emergency
incidents. Priorities of the Emergency Response Team members will be to protect human health
and safety of on-Site personnel and nearby residents, and then the environment. Concentration
will be placed on preventing the spill/release from spreading to nearby areas. The spill/release
response efforts will be carried out until, if necessary, arrival of the appropriate local emergency
response authorities. Specific duties of the On-Site Emergency Response Team members are as
follows:
i)

ii)
iii)

11.6

clear the area of all personnel not actually involved in responding to the spill/release,
and remove any injured persons from the area such that medical treatment can be
administered by qualified first-aid trained personnel. Prior to allowing treatment of
injured persons by first-aid trained personnel, decontamination of the injured persons
will be performed. The On-Site Emergency Response Team will be responsible for
ensuring that the level of decontamination reflects the extent of injury and level of
contamination;
establish appropriate work zones for emergency response as directed by the CSHO;
control the incident or release at the direction of the CSHO until, if necessary, outside
emergency response help arrives.

Medical Emergencies
Any person who becomes ill or injured in the EZ must be decontaminated to the maximum
extent possible. If the injury or illness is minor, full decontamination should be completed and
first aid administered prior to transport. If the patient's condition is serious, at least partial
decontamination should be completed as much as possible without causing further harm to the
patient. First aid should be administered while awaiting an ambulance or paramedics. All
injuries and illnesses must immediately be reported to the CSHO, CS, SS, CPM and the CRA
Representative.
Any person transporting an injured/exposed person to a clinic or hospital for treatment should
take with them directions to the hospital and a copy of the identified chemicals on Site to which
they may have been exposed.
Any vehicle used to transport contaminated personnel, will be cleaned or decontaminated as
necessary.
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11.7

Fire or Explosion
In the event of a fire or explosion, the local fire department should be summoned immediately.
Upon their arrival, the CSHO or designated alternate will advise the fire commander of the
location, nature, and identification of the hazardous materials on Site.
If it is safe to do so, Site personnel should:

11.8

i)

report to the CPM and CRA Representative;

ii)

use firefighting equipment available on Site; or

iii)

remove or isolate flammable or other hazardous materials, which may contribute to the
fire.

Spill Control and Counter Measures
If a spill or release has occurred, the first step is personal safety, then controlling the spread of
contamination if possible. Project personnel will immediately contact Site management to
inform them of the spill and activate emergency spill procedures.
General Spill Procedures
If a spill occurs, the following general procedures will be followed:
i)

notify the CSHO, CS, SS, CPM and the CRA Representative:

ii)

evacuate immediate area of spill;

iii)

determine the needed level of PPE;

iv)

don required levels of PPE and prepare to make entry to apply spill containment and
control procedures;

v)

after obtaining the proper spill response tools (shovels, booms and pads, heavy
equipment, if required, absorbent socks, etc.) and PPE, personnel will attempt to
contain the spill so that it does not enter any conveyance (sewer, drainage ditch, etc.)
that eventually discharges to surface water;

vi)

locate and abate source of spill;
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vii)
viii)
ix)

absorb or otherwise clean up the spill and containerize the material, sorbent, and
affected soils;
clean and decontaminate the affected area(s); and
replace used/spent spill kit contents.

All spill material and debris will be managed in a manner that complies with applicable federal,
state, and local environmental rules regarding recycling or disposal of wastes.
The CSHO and CS or SS have the authority to commit resources as needed to contain and control
released material and to prevent its spread to off-Site areas.
11.9

Off-Site Emergency Response Requirements
Prior to commencing work involving the off-Site transportation of soils and waste materials, the
waste transporter will develop a written emergency response plan that will identify the
emergency response actions that will be implemented involving a spill or release of waste
material (i.e., vehicle rollover, equipment failure or leakage) from a truck that is in transit to a
disposal facility. The emergency response plan will identify the designated truck routes that will
be used to get to the disposal facility, a requirement to communicate these designated truck
routes to all drivers and their need to stay on the designated truck routes and will also identify
the name of the firm(s) and their phone number(s) who have been contracted with to provide
emergency response services. The Emergency Response Plan shall also comply with 49 CFR 171
Subpart B and 49 CFR 172 Subpart G. The waste transporter shall have agreements in place with
these firms that will require them to respond to the scene of any emergency within a 4-hour
time frame.
Only licensed hazardous waste transporters shall be used for the transportation of hazardous
materials. If a release of material from a transport vehicle occurs while in transit, the following
actions will be taken to reduce potential migration of the waste material:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
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immediately notify the Emergency Response Service Provider;
take immediate measures within the capabilities of the transport driver to control the
release, if necessary;
contain and eliminate the release, if possible;
the driver must remain within a safe distance of the vehicle, and will keep unnecessary
people away, isolate the area of the release and deny entry to unauthorized personnel;
stay upwind, keeping out of low areas, and do not allow contact with the released
material;
contact the appropriate local authorities (police, fire department, traffic control, etc.)
and local hazardous materials response unit; and
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vii)

other actions, as advised by the spill response team.

11.10 Critique of Response and Follow Up
Following all emergency response actions and activation of this plan, the CSHO will conduct a
debriefing session for all key individuals involved. The response will be critiqued and response
plans revised if necessary. Corrective actions will be listed where procedures were inadequate
or need improvement. Responsible persons will be listed and held accountable for follow up.

12.0

Recordkeeping
The CSHO shall establish and maintain records of all necessary and prudent monitoring activities
as described below:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
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name and job classification of the employees involved on specific tasks;
records of fit testing and medical surveillance results for project personnel;
records of all OSHA and other applicable safety training certifications for project
personnel;
records of daily site safety inspections;
records of training acknowledgment forms and daily safety meetings;
emergency report sheets describing any incidents or accidents;
air monitoring equipment calibrations; and
air monitoring data.
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TABLE C2.1
MAXIMUM DETECTED CONCENTRATION
OF THE CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF CONCERN
IN SURFACE WATER, GROUNDWATER, SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE SOILS
THE NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK
Compounds

Maximum Detected Maximum Detected
Concentrations in
Concentrations in
Surface Water and
Surface Soils and
Groundwater
Subsurface Soils
(ug/L)
(mg/kg)

VOC's
1,2-Dichlorobenzene
1,3-Dichlorobenzene
1,4-Dichlorobenzene
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene
4-Methyl 2-Pentanol
2-Butanone
Acetone
Benzene
Chlorobenzene
Chloroform
Cyclohexane
Ethylbezene
Isopropylbenzene
Methylcyclohexane
Tetrachloroethene
Toluene
Trichloroethene
Xylenes (total)

77
190
860
54
ND
ND
6
4,600
45
ND
40
ND
ND
8.5
ND
1,100
ND
ND

15
5.3
32
32
0.0074
0
0.350
35
56
0.24
140
27
21
16
0.120
530
0.019
0.10

2-Chloronaphthelene
2-Chlorophenol
2-4 Dinitrotoluene
2-4 Dimethylphenol
2-Methylnaphthelene
2-Methylphenol
4-Methylphenol
Acenaphthene
Acenaphthylene
Anthracene
Benzaldehyde
Benzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Benzo(b) Fluoranthene
Benzo(k) Fluoranthene

ND
ND
ND
430
ND
61
520
ND
ND
0.97
12
ND
ND
ND
ND

7.2
0.23
9.7
2.9
1.1
2.7
7.4
1.1
0.38
3.1
0.17
5.7
6.9
9.7
3.9

Semi-Volatiles
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TABLE C2.1
MAXIMUM DETECTED CONCENTRATION
OF THE CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF CONCERN
IN SURFACE WATER, GROUNDWATER, SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE SOILS
THE NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK
Compounds

Maximum Detected Maximum Detected
Concentrations in
Concentrations in
Surface Water and
Surface Soils and
Groundwater
Subsurface Soils
(ug/L)
(mg/kg)

Benzyl Butyl Phthalate
Biphenyl
Bis (2-chloroisopropyl) Ether
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)Phthalate
Carbazol
Chrysene
Dibenzo(a, h)anthracene
Dibenzofuran
Diethylphthalate
Di-N-Butyl Phthalate
Di-N-Octyl Phthalate
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
Hexachlorobenzene
indeno (1,2,3 cd) Pyrene
Isophorone
Naphthelene
Nitrobenzene
Phenol
Phenanthrene
Pyrene

ND
ND
1
3.1
ND
ND
ND
ND
0.67
0.75
ND
0.51
0.41
ND
ND
0.43
27
0.89
43
1.0
0.36

1.3
1.5
ND
33
0.33
5.9
1.8
0.83
ND
ND
1.2
14
0.29
4.3
1.9
ND
17
ND
ND
12
8.4

Arsenic
Barium
Cadmium
Chromium
Lead
Mercury
Selenium
Silver

28
2,500
7
27
52
0.25
9.6
ND

27.7
149.0
7.1
61
273
1.7
2.4
4.02

4,4'DDD
4,4'DDE
4,4'DDT

0.067
0.078
0.22

5.70
2.20
4.50

Metals

Pesticides
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TABLE C2.1
MAXIMUM DETECTED CONCENTRATION
OF THE CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF CONCERN
IN SURFACE WATER, GROUNDWATER, SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE SOILS
THE NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK
Compounds

Aldrin
alpha-BHC
alpha Chlordane
beta-BHC
delta-BHC
Dieldrin
Endosulfan I
Endosulfan II
Endrine
Endrine Aldehyde
Endrine Ketone
gamma-BHC
gamma-Chlordane
Heptachlor
Heptachlor Epoxide
Methoxychlor
Key
ND - Non Detect

085121 (2)

Maximum Detected Maximum Detected
Concentrations in
Concentrations in
Surface Water and
Surface Soils and
Groundwater
Subsurface Soils
(ug/L)
(mg/kg)
0.085
100
0.1
110
3.1
0.089
0.18
0.05
ND
0.13
0.019
2
0.72
ND
0.024
0.08

36.0
240.0
3.9
64.0
5.2
0.0052
1.7
2.0
5.1
0.015
1.2
9.7
0.120
47.0
ND
3.5
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TABLE C2.2
EXPOSURE ROUTES AND EXPOSURE LEVELS FOR THE
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF CONCERN
The NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK

Chemical Compound

Ionization
Potential

Exposure
Routes

Acceptable
Exposure
Levels in Air

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion,

0.01 mg/m3 (1) (2)

Human Carcinogen

10 mg/m3 (3)

Inhalation, Ingestion

0.05 mg/m3 (1) (2)

Metals
Arsenic

Baruim

NA

50 mg/m3 (3)
Cadmium

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Suspected Human Carcinogen

0.01 mg/m3 (1)
0.005 mg/m3 (2)
9 mg/m3 (3)

Chromium

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

0.5 mg/m3 (1) (2)
25 mg/m3 (3)

Lead

Inhalation, Ingestion,

0.05 mg/m3 (1) (2)

Animal Carcinogen

100 mg/m3 (3)

Mercury

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Skin Absorption

0.025 mg/m3 (1)
10 mg/m3 (3)

Selenium

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

0.2 mg/m3 (1)
0.2 mg/m3 (2)
1 mg/m3 (3)

Silver

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

0.1 mg/m3 (1)
0.01 mg/m3 (2)
10 mg/m3 (3)

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

2-Chlorophenol

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

2,4-Dinitrotoluene

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

2,4-Dimethylphenol

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

2-Methylnaphthalene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Semi-Volatiles
2-Chloronaphthelene
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TABLE C2.2
EXPOSURE ROUTES AND EXPOSURE LEVELS FOR THE
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF CONCERN
The NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK

Exposure
Routes

2-Methylphenol

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion
Skin Absorption

22 mg/m3 (1) (2)

4-Methylphenol

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Acenaphthene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Acenaphthylene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Anthracene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Benzaldehyde

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Benzo(a)anthracene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Benzo(a)pyrene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Suspected Human Carcinogen

0.2 mg/m3 (2)

Benzo(b)fluoranthene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Suspected Human Carcinogen

0.2 mg/m3 (2)

Benzo(k)fluoranthene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Benzyl Butyl Phthalate

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Biphenyl

7.95

Inhalation, Ingestion

0.2 ppm (1)
0.2 ppm (2)
100 mg/m3 (3)

bis(2-Chloroisopropyl) ether

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Carbazole

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Suspected Human Carcinogen

0.2 mg/m3 (4)

Chrysene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Human Carcinogen

0.2 mg/m3 (1) (2)
80 mg/m3 (3)

Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Suspected Human Carcinogen

0.2 mg/m3 (2)

Chemical Compound

085121 (2)

Acceptable
Exposure
Levels in Air

Ionization
Potential
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TABLE C2.2
EXPOSURE ROUTES AND EXPOSURE LEVELS FOR THE
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF CONCERN
The NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK

Ionization
Potential

Exposure
Routes

Acceptable
Exposure
Levels in Air

Dibenzofuran

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Diethylphthalate

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Di-n-Butyl Phthalate

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

5 mg/m3 (1)
5 mg/m3 (2)
4000 mg/m3 (3)

Di-n-Octyl Phthalate

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Fluoranthene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Fluorene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Hexachlorobenzene

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption, Animal Carcinogen

0.002 mg/m3 (2)

Indeno(1,2,3cd)pyrene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Isophorone

9.07

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Animal Carcinogen

5 ppm (1)
25 ppm (2)
200 ppm (3)

Naphthalene

8.12

Inhalation, Ingestion

10 ppm (1) (2)
250 ppm (3)

Nitrobenzene

9.92

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption, Animal Carcinogen

1 ppm (1)(2)
200 ppm

Phenol

8.69

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption

1 mg/m3 (1)
11 mg/m3 (2)
500 mg/m3 (3)

Phenanthrene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Suspected Human Carcinogen

NE

Pyrene

NA

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

4,4'DDD

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

4,4'DDE

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

4,4'DDT

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin

1 mg/m3 (1)

Chemical Compound

Pesticides
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TABLE C2.2
EXPOSURE ROUTES AND EXPOSURE LEVELS FOR THE
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF CONCERN
The NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK

Chemical Compound

085121 (2)

Ionization
Potential

Exposure
Routes

Acceptable
Exposure
Levels in Air

Absorption

11 mg/m3 (2)
500 mg/m3 (3)

Aldrin

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption, Animal Carcinogen

.25 mg/m3 (1)
.25 mg/m3 (2)
25 mg/m3 (3)

Apha-BHC

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Alpha Chlordane

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Beta-BHC

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Delta-BHC

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Dieldrin

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption, Animal Carcinogen

.25 mg/m3 (1)
.25 mg/m3 (2)
50 mg/m3 (3)

Endosulfan I

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption

0.1 mg/m3 (1)

Endosulfan II

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Endrin

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption

.1 mg/m3 (1)
.1 mg/m3 (2)
2 mg/m3 (3)

Endrin Aldehyde

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Endrin Keytone

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Gamma-BHC

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption, Animal Carcinogen

0.5 mg/m3 (1)
0.5 mg/m3 (2)
50 mg/m3 (3)

Gamma Chlordane

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE

Heptachlor

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption, Animal Carcinogen

0.05 mg/m3 (1)
0.5 mg/m3 (2)
35 mg/m3 (3)

Heptachlor Epoxide

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

NE
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EXPOSURE ROUTES AND EXPOSURE LEVELS FOR THE
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF CONCERN
The NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK

Exposure
Routes

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion

10 mg/m3 (1)
15 mg/m3 (2)
5,000 mg/m3 (3)

1,2-Dichlorobenzene

9.06

Inhalation, Ingestion

25 ppm (1)
200 ppm (3)

1,3-Dichlorobenzene

8.98

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Animal Carcinogen

10 ppm (1)
75 ppm (2)
150 ppm (3)

1,4-Dichlorobenzene

8.98

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Animal Carcinogen

10 ppm (1)
150 ppm (3)

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption

1 mg/m3 (1)

4-Methyl 2-Pentanol

NI

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption

25 ppm (1)
25 ppm (2)
400 ppm (3)

2-Butanone
(Methyl Ethyl Ketone)

9.54

Inhalation, Ingestion

200 ppm (1) (2)
3000 ppm (3)

Acetone

9.69

Inhalation, Ingestion

500 ppm (1)
1000 ppm (2)
2500 ppm (3)

Benzene

9.2

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Skin Absorption, Human Carcinogen

0.5 ppm (1)
1 ppm (2)
500 ppm (3)

Chlorobenzene

9.07

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Animal Carcinogen

10 ppm (1)
1000 ppm (3)

Chloroform

11.37

Inhalation, Ingestion, Skin
Absorption, Animal Carcinogen

10 ppm (1)
50 ppm (ceiling)
500 ppm (3)

Chemical Compound
Methoxychlor

VOCs

085121 (2)

Acceptable
Exposure
Levels in Air

Ionization
Potential
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TABLE C2.2
EXPOSURE ROUTES AND EXPOSURE LEVELS FOR THE
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF CONCERN
The NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK

Exposure
Routes

Cyclohexane

9.88

Inhalation, Ingestion

300 ppm (1)
300 ppm (2)
1300 ppm (3)

Ethylbenzene

8.8

Inhalation, Ingestion

100 ppm (1) (2)
800 ppm (3)

Isopropylbenzene

8.75

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Skin Absorption

50 ppm (1) ( 2)
900 ppm (3)

Methylcyclohexane

9.85

Inhalation, Ingestion

400 ppm (1)
500 ppm (2)
1200 ppm (3)

Tetrachloroethene

9.32

Inhalation, Ingestion,

25 ppm (1)
50 ppm (2)
150 ppm (3)

Toluene

8.8

Inhalation, Ingestion,
Skin Absorption

50 ppm (1)
200 ppm (2)
500 ppm (3)

Trichloroethene

9.5

Inhalation, Ingestion

50 ppm (1)
100 ppm (2)
1000 ppm (3)

Xylenes

8.5

Inhalation, Ingestion

100 ppm (1) (2)
900 ppm (3)

Chemical Compound

Notes:
(1)
(2)
(3)
ppm
mg/m3
NA
NE
085121 (2)

Acceptable
Exposure
Levels in Air

Ionization
Potential

2013 Values, American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH)
Threshold Limit Values (TLVs).
Federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL).
Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH).
Parts Per Million.
Milligrams per Cubic Meter.
Not Applicable.
Not Established.

TABLE C8.1
ON-SITE AIR MONITORING PROGRAM ACTION LEVELS
THE NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE
WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK
Monitoring Device
Combustible Gas Indicator

Oxygen Meter

Action Level

Action

>10 Percent LEL

Cease operations and move to a safe place.
Notify CSHO. Do not continue working
until conditions are constantly below
10 percent LEL.

<19.5 Percent or >23.5 Percent

Cease operations and move to a safe place.
Notify CSHO. Do not continue working
until oxygen levels are between
19.5 and 23.5 percent.
Note: When oxygen levels are outside
this range, percent LEL readings
are not reliable.

Photoionization Detector (PID)
10.6 or greater eV lamp

Dust / Particulate - For Worker
Protection

Carbon Monoxide

Notes:
CSHO Contractor Safety and Health Officer
LEL
Lower Explosive Limit
PPE
Personal Protection Equipment
ppm Parts Per Million

085121 (2)

< 1.0 ppm or Background

Full-Face Respirator Available

> 1.0 ppm and < 50 ppm

Full-face air purifying respirator
Level C PPE

>50 ppm and < 500 ppm

Supplied air respirator Level B PPE.
Implement additional engineering controls

> 500 ppm

Shut down activities. Notify CSHO.
Implement additional engineering controls

< 5.0 mg/m³ (respirable fraction)
> 5.0 mg/m³

>35 ppm

Full-Face Respirator Available
Wear Full-Face Respirator - Level C PPE

Shut down activities. Notify CSHO.
Implement additional engineering
controls

ATTACHMENT A
JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA) FORMS

085121 (2) APPC

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
OVERSIGHT OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements, and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All project
personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority (SWA).
Date Issued/Revised

March 2014

JSA Type

Oversight of Construction Activities

Work Type

Construction

Client

GSH

Work Activity
Work Site
Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

Oversight of Construction Activities
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York
NA
Safety Introduction/Briefing, 40-HR (initial) and 8-HR Refresher HAZWOPER training, Hazard Communication Training, Personal Protective Equipment, Confined Space
Entry, Mobil Equipment Safety Awareness training and Fall Protection training

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
Supplied Air

APR

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

SCBA

Full Face APR

Particulate

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Airline Respirator (attach description)

Half Mask APR

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Other*

Personal Fall Arrest Equipment as may be required

Acid Gas
Other*

Air Monitoring Equipment (LEL/O2
and a PID)

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Reflective Vest -Class II

Air Monitoring Equipment to be provided by the contractor

Gloves – Leather

Lifeline/Harness (Personal Fall Arrest Equipment) – As required by OSHA’s Fall Protection Standard

Development Team

Position/Title

085121 (2) JSA Oversight of Construction Activities

Reviewed By

Position/Title

1 of 3

Date

Organic Vapor

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
OVERSIGHT OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
Job Steps(1)
1

2

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
•

•

Discuss STAR (Stop
•
Think Act & Review) and
Stop Work Authority
(SWA)
General inspection of
contractor’s work
activities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

(1)

Near Loss, Injury, and
even Death

Corrective Measure(s)(3)
•
•

Slip/Trip/Falls
Injury from Heat/Cold
Stress or Inclement
Weather
Working From Elevated
Heights Greater Than 6
Feet
Noise
Biological Hazards
Lifting Heavy Objects
Exposure to Vehicular
traffic and Heavy
Equipment
Potential Hazards in
Excavations including
potential falls, being
trapped, changing
conditions (i.e., water
accumulation, changing
atmospheric hazards,
communication issues
etc.)
Failure to identify and
remove all hazards
including atmospheric
hazards, water, electrical,
biological and items
falling into the confined
space from above
Electrical hazards and
potential physical injury
from exposure to
hazardous energy (i.e.,
hydraulic, pneumatic etc.)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify any hazards. Modify the JSA accordingly. Discuss the task and expectations of
the task to all personnel. Have all applicable personnel sign off on this JSA prior to
starting work.
Project team to discuss the importance of and documentation procedures for SWA during
pre-job safety meeting. Use SWA to stop any work that is unsafe.
Walk work area first, especially when view of ground surface is covered.
Keep area free of excess materials and debris.
Remove all travel path hazards by keeping materials/objects organized and out of
walkways.
Note and communicate areas of slick or uneven ground.
Take breaks as needed by monitoring the Daily Heat Index, as outlined in the HASP
Consume adequate food/beverages. Personnel should consume at least 8 ounces of cool
water or electrolyte replacement drinks every 20-30 minutes.
Observe work-rest schedule to manage heat/cold stresses
When warranted, stay alert for rain, lightning, and high wind hazards, perform work in such
weather as outlined in the HASP.
Fall protection is required when working adjacent to work areas are 6 ft. or greater
Do not stand directly next to open excavations > 6-ft. without fall protection
Access ladders must be available to enter into and out of any excavation
Perform pre-entry air monitoring to verify acceptable conditions
Complete and Sign off on the Confined Space Entry Permit when required
Perform continuous air monitoring while the inspector is in any confined space
Remain vigilant and maintain communications between the Attendant and the Entrant
Use a powerful flashlight to provide adequate light
Attendant is not to leave the opening at the Confined Space.
The Attendant will maintain a cell phone and keep it available during the inspection
activities.
Keep supplies away from the edge of the opening for any confined space.
Hearing protection required when working within 20’ of operating equipment or units, if
levels are suspected to be >85 dBA, or for personal comfort.
Determine that object is within weight limit.
Check for contact hazards such as other boxes/objects in the vicinity as well as other
people/equipment in the area. Check there is ample room to squat, lift, turn, or maneuver
without twisting the back or other muscles or joints.
Check travel path for, and remove, slip hazards such as tools puddles, and debris.
Wear Reflective Safety Vest in areas near moving traffic and operating equipment
Maintain eye contact with equipment operators and do not walk into their path unless the
operator motions for you to move.
Review any applicable energy control procedures as necessary.
Perform Lock Out/Tag Out (LOTO) as necessary.
Close/turn off appropriate valves and switches.

Person Responsible
Site Representative

Site Representative

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.
085121 (2) JSA Oversight of Construction Activities
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
OVERSIGHT OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught".

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate".

085121 (2) JSA Oversight of Construction Activities
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
CLEARING ACTIVITIES - BULLDOZER
Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements, and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All project
personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority (SWA).
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site
Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

March 2014

JSA Type

Clearing Activities – Bulldozer

Construction

Client

GSH

Clearing Activities – Bulldozer
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York
Bulldozer
40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, PPE and Mobile Equipment Operations

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
Supplied Air

APR

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

SCBA

Full Face APR

Particulate

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Airline Respirator (attach description)

Half Mask APR

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Acid Gas

Other*

Other*

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Gloves - Leather

Reviewed By

Position/Title

085121 (2) JSA Clearing Activities – Bulldozer

Date

Reviewed By

1 of 2

Position/Title

Date

Organic Vapor

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
CLEARING ACTIVITIES - BULLDOZER
Job Steps(1)

Task Activity

1

Perform the STAR Process (Stop Think •
Act Review) and discuss Stop Work
•
Authority (SWA) Inspect heavy equipment and PPE
•
•
•
•
•
•

2

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Corrective Measure(s)(3)

•

Equipment failure;
PPE failure;
Slip/trip/fall hazards;
Pinch points;
Hot surfaces;
Fuel (fire hazard)

•
•
•
•

3
4
5

6

Completion of daily inspection report
while inspecting machine
Transporting equipment to the work
area
Clearing Activities -Operating
equipment after making sure area is
cleared of all unnecessary personnel;
pulling out stuck equipment

Shutdown and exiting of equipment

•
•
•

Equipment problems
PPE failure
Backing into or running over objects

•
•
•

•

Cable or shackle breaks (becomes a flying
projectile)
Bulldozer becomes stuck
Cuts
Pinched fingers/limbs
Struck by flying objects or falling trees
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Situational risks

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Person Responsible

• Verify that personnel training is sufficient for scheduled task(s). All Project Personnel
Is Job Instruction (hands-on) Training necessary?

Slips, trips, falls;
Situational risks - use STAR;

•
•
•
•

Don all necessary PPE:
o
Hearing protection
o
Hard hat
o
Safety boots
Training on inspection procedures
Inspect travel path for weather related hazards (i.e., wet,
puddles, mud, obstacles);
Use three points of contact; do not jump off of equipment;
Equipment must pass inspection prior to operation. If not,
remove from service until repaired and report problem(s) to
supervisor;
Don all necessary PPE
Trained on inspection procedures
Walk around the equipment or use a spotter when necessary

Bulldozer Operator and
Laborer

Bulldozer Operator
Bulldozer Operator

Don all necessary PPE
After hooking up cables, let all personnel retreat to a safe
area
Inspect cables and shackles before hooking up each time
Use a qualified operator

Bulldozer Operator
and Laborer

Keep the blade on the ground when the machine is not
running
Maintain three points of contact when entering or exiting

Bulldozer Operator

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught".

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
EQUIPMENT FUELING ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All
project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site
Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

March 2014

JSA Type:

Equipment Fueling Activities

Construction

Client:

GSH

Pumping fuel into equipment
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York
Pickup Truck w/ Fuel Tank and Temporary fuel storage tank w/ secondary containment
HAZCOM, PPE, Mobile Equipment Operations

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (SEE JOB STEPS FOR TASK-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)
REFLECTIVE VEST*

GOGGLES

APR: ________________*

GLOVES*

HARD HAT

FACE SHIELD*

SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATOR*

COVERALLS*

LIFELINE / HARNESS*

HEARING PROTECTION*

PPE CLOTHING*

OTHER*

SAFETY GLASSES

STEEL TOED BOOTS

OTHER*
_____________________________

OTHER*

ADDITIONAL PPE: * Provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below
Reflective Vest - Class II

Reviewed By

Position/Title
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Date

Reviewed By

1 of 2

Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
EQUIPMENT FUELING ACTIVITIES

JOB
STEPS
(1)

1

2

3

TASK ACTIVITY
Perform the STAR Process (Stop Think
Act Review) and discuss Stop Work
Authority (SWA) Refer to the equipment manufacturer’s
operating manual before using any
machinery. Place Nozzle in tank
Turn on pump and dispense fuel into
equipment

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4

Turn off pump and return nozzle to the •
fuel tank
•
•

Slips, trips, falls;
Situational risks - use
STAR;
Property damage and
personal injury from fire;
Fire potential from static/
contact spark
Property damage and
personal injury from fire;
Fire potential from static/
contact spark;
Personal injury due to skin
/eye contact with fuel due
to splash/ spills of fuel
Property damage and
personal injury from fire;
Fire potential from static/
contact spark;
Slips/ trips/ falls; pinch
points

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
• Verify that personnel training is sufficient for scheduled task(s). Is Job Instruction (handson) Training necessary?

Person
Responsible
Fueling Technician

• No cell phones allowed on site. No cell phones in fueling areas. No smoking. No fueling Fueling Technician
during storm events. Determine appropriate area for fueling. Have two 20lb fire
extinguishers within 25 feet of the fueling area. Use a bonding wire to establish a
connection between the two tanks.
• No cell phones allowed on site. No cell phones in fueling areas. No smoking. No fueling Fueling Technician
during storm events. Determine appropriate area for fueling. Have two 20lb fire
extinguishers within 25 feet of the fueling area. Ensure the end of the nozzle is secured in
the tank before turning on the pump and dispensing fuel. Wear the proper PPE. Stay
upwind when fueling equipment. Remain in attendance of the nozzle at all times during
fueling. Avoid overfilling of the equipment. Use a bonding wire to establish a connection
between the two tanks.
• No cell phones allowed on site. No cell phones in fueling areas. No smoking. No fueling Fueling Technician
during storm events. Determine appropriate area for fueling. Have two 20lb fire
extinguishers within 25 feet of the fueling area. Ensure the end of the nozzle is secured in
the tank before turning on the pump and dispensing fuel. Wear the proper PPE. Stay
upwind when fueling equipment. Remain in attendance of the nozzle at all times during
fueling. Avoid overfilling of the equipment. Pay Attention to surroundings. Pick up tools,
equipment, and trash in the fueling area. Pay attention to the surroundings. Wear gloves.
Do not rush.

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress / ergonomics / lifting techniques;
Exposure - inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught"

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as, "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFET ANALYSIS (JSA)
EXCAVATION ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All
project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site
Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

March 2014

JSA Type:

Excavation Activities

Construction

Client:

GSH

Excavation Activities
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York
Excavator; air monitoring equipment (PID and 4-gas); Excavation Safety Checklist
40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, PPE, Mobile Equipment Operations, Excavation Safety Training; Excavation Competent Person (for supervisors); Heavy Equipment
Safety

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (SEE JOB STEPS FOR TASK-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)
REFLECTIVE VEST*

GOGGLES

APR: Full-Facepiece*

GLOVES*

HARD HAT

FACE SHIELD*

SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATOR*

COVERALLS*

LIFELINE / HARNESS*

HEARING PROTECTION*

PPE CLOTHING*

OTHER*

SAFETY GLASSES

STEEL TOED BOOTS

OTHER*
_____________________________

OTHER* ____________________________

ADDITIONAL PPE: * Provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below
Reflective Vest- Class II Gloves - Leather
APR –Full-Facepiece equipped with organic vapor and particulate cartridges

Reviewed By

Position/Title
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Date

Reviewed By

1 of 3

Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFET ANALYSIS (JSA)
EXCAVATION ACTIVITIES

JOB STEPS (1)
1

TASK ACTIVITY
Perform the STAR Process (Stop Think
Act Review) and discuss Stop Work
Authority (SWA) Verify Utility Clearance procedures
completed (overhead and underground);
verify excavation trench layout

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
•
Slips, trips, falls;
•
situational risks - use
STAR;
•
Underground utility strike
•
Overhead utilities

3

Setup necessary work area and traffic
controls

•
•

4

Hand digging and pot holing activities
•
conducted (where/if necessary based on
utility locates)
Heavy equipment operations to
•
excavate and handle soils and spoils
•

2

5

Fall-in
Caught-between and
struck-by hazards
Underground utility strike

Caught-between and
struck-by hazards
Underground/overhead
utilities

6

Excavation Activities

•
•
•

Soil cave-in; noise
Struck-by/against
Encountering impacted
soils

7

Entry into an Excavation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Soil cave-in
Struck-by/against
Encountering slag
Hazardous atmospheres
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Emergency egress

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
• Verify personnel training is sufficient for scheduled task(s). Is Job
Instruction (hands-on) Training necessary?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Clear all underground utilities
Utility Locate Ticket number on file within 10 days of excavation startup?
Mark work area and safe distances for overhead lines
use spotter as necessary
Demarcate site and work areas to ensure that personnel and
truck/equipment traffic is maintained safely and smoothly
Stockpile and laydown area are setup properly
Use preventive techniques
Maintain proper utility clearances with heavy equipment and use hand
digging/pot holing when necessary
Stay out of swing radius
Use spotters to verify clear route of travel and work area; maintain eye
contact with operator and/or signal operator; keep soil 2 feet from edges
Inspect heavy equipment – document inspection
Ensure above utility clearances and safe work protocols are followed
Keep proper distances from edge of excavation
Limit equipment operations in trench area
Keep work area free of trip hazards
Perform necessary soil classification
Use hearing protection as necessary
Follow air monitoring protocols
Contact site supervisor if odors and/or discolored soils are encountered
Keep proper distances from edge of excavation
Limit equipment operations in trench area
Keep work area free of trip hazards
Perform necessary soil classification
Use daily inspection form to document/meet competent person
inspection requirements
Inspect trench after any change in conditions (rain, equipment vibrations,
etc.)
Utilize trench box properly; ensure that tabulated data sheet is on site
(as required)
Use 4-gas monitor and PID to screen excavation air prior to and during
entry
Ladder safety and proper slope of ladder
If necessary based on air monitoring and/or other site conditions use
harness and lifeline when entering trenches over 5 feet deep

2 of 3

Person Responsible
All Affected Personnel

Site Supervisor
Project Manager

Site Supervisor
Laborers
Site Supervisor
Laborers
Operator
All Affected Personnel

Operator
Laborers
Site Supervisor

Site Supervisor
Operators
Laborers

JOB SAFET ANALYSIS (JSA)
EXCAVATION ACTIVITIES

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim
is caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress / ergonomics / lifting techniques;
Exposure - inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught"

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear,
concise and specific. Use objective, observable and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as, "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
EXCAVATOR OPERATION ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All
project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity

March 2014

JSA Type

Loading Soil and/or Waste Material

Construction

Client

GSH

Excavator Operation Activities

Work Site

The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Key Equipment

Excavator

Task-specific Training

40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, PPE, Mobile Equipment Operations, Excavation Safety Training; Heavy Equipment Safety

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (SEE JOB STEPS FOR TASK-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)
REFLECTIVE VEST*

GOGGLES

APR: Full Facepiece*

GLOVES*

HARD HAT

FACE SHIELD*

SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATOR*

COVERALLS*

LIFELINE / HARNESS*

HEARING PROTECTION*

PPE CLOTHING*

OTHER*

SAFETY GLASSES

STEEL TOED BOOTS

OTHER*
_____________________________

OTHER* ____________________________

ADDITIONAL PPE: * Provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below
Reflective Vest - Class II

Reviewed By

Gloves - Leather

Position/Title
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Date

Reviewed By

1 of 3

Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
EXCAVATOR OPERATION ACTIVITIES

JOB STEPS (1) TASK ACTIVITY
1
Perform the STAR Process (Stop Think
Act Review) and discuss Stop Work
Authority (SWA) 2
Inspect equipment

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
•
Slips, trips, falls;
•
Situational risks - use
STAR;
•
Equipment malfunction or
damage
•
Hydraulic fluid, fuel, oil
leaks/spills
•
Loss of steering, loss of
brakes, etc.; accidents,
decreased visibility
•
Fire
•
Slip/trip/fall hazards
•
Unexpected operation of
equipment
•
Swing radius signage
missing

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
• Verify personnel training is sufficient for scheduled task(s). Is Job
Instruction (hands-on) Training necessary?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced visibility
Uncomfortable seating back strain
Debris on floor getting
stuck under pedals
Unexpected movement of
excavator

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ergonomics/unnecessary
physical stress/ back injury
Incapable of reaching
controls
Visual blocks
Unanticipated rolling or
movement, engine fire, or
mechanical/electrical faults

•
•
•
•

Follow Equipment Inspection Form/Tag Out if malfunction found
Grease moving parts
Check all fluids
Ensure that fluids are not too low or too full
Walk around equipment and look for leaking fluids
Ensure that tracks are acceptable (no unacceptable wear and no objects
present)
Ensure that windows and mirrors are clean. Adjust mirrors!
Remove trash or other debris from cab
Ensure that back up alarm and horn are operational
Correct any problems immediately and inform supervisor
If equipment appears as though it has been tampered with or
vandalized, do not start it
Ensure that fire extinguisher is in place and functioning
Inspect the fire extinguisher monthly
Use three point mount/dismount at all times
Be cautious of where you step and be aware of your surroundings
Ensure that ignition key is in your pocket, equipment is in neutral and
parking brake is engaged
Use interlock safety mechanism any time equipment is not conducting a
productive and/or controlled activity
Adjust seat and mirrors so that you are able to see where traveling
Adjust controls and seat to your comfort and safety
Ensure that all materials inside cab are secured
Be cautious of where you step and be aware of your surroundings
Ensure steps are clear of water, mud, and other debris
Ensure parking brake is engaged and gear is in neutral
Use interlock safety mechanism any time equipment is not conducting a
productive and/or controlled activity
Upon sitting, adjust seat fully to accommodate reach and comfort zone
Fasten seat belt
Make certain all controls are set in neutral positions
Adjust mirrors

•
•
•

Review operator’s manual if new to this particular machine
Start engine and check controls to ensure all are in working conditions
Allow a minimum of 2 minutes to warm up

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Entering equipment

•
•
•
•

4

Configure controls and seating

•
•

5

Starting and warming up
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Person Responsible
Site Supervisor on all

Site Supervisor and
Operator

Site Supervisor and
Operator

Site Supervisor and
Operator

Site Supervisor and
Operator

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
EXCAVATOR OPERATION ACTIVITIES

JOB STEPS (1)
6

7

TASK ACTIVITY
Moving equipment work area

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
•
Other equipment,
personnel, or objects in
work area
•
Uneven terrain

Performing tasks

•
•

•

8

Stopping at end of day

•
•

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
•
Perform STAR – be aware of surroundings
•
Know the daily task and other people and equipment in the area
•
Make eye contact with other operators and site personnel in the
immediate vicinity
•
Inspect pathway prior to moving equipment to ensure clear pathway
Perform STAR
Other equipment (collision) •
Know where utilities are located – know where your bucket is in relation
Slopes, ground conditions •
to any underground utilities at all times
possible injuries to
personnel and equipment, •
Be aware of the scope of work to be performed
buried obstacles,
•
Use a spotter
underground and
•
Know the paths of other equipment or persons entering and leaving your
overhead utilities
work area
Dust
•
Communicate with supervisors and other operators throughout the day
with any questions
•
Stop work immediately and contact a supervisor if you are uncertain of
your task, experience equipment failure, or personal injury or near loss
•
Wear dust mask if conditions warrant
Slip/trip/fall hazards
•
Be cautious of where you step and be aware of your surroundings
Overnight parking of
•
Park in designated area
equipment
•
Set brake/control locks
•
Idle for 2 minutes if engine is hot
•
Lower bucket to ground – zero energy state
•
Turn equipment off; remove keys
•
Use three-point dismount
•
Secure inside equipment (i.e., fire extinguisher)

Person Responsible
Site Supervisor and
Operator

Site Supervisor and
Operator

Site Supervisor and
Operator

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress / ergonomics / lifting techniques;
Exposure - inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught"

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as, "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION – PRESSURE STEAM HEAT

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements, and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. Project
personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority (SWA).
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity

March 2014

JSA Type

Heavy Equipment Decontamination – Pressure Steam Heat

Construction

Client

GSH

Heavy Equipment Decontamination – Pressure Steam Heat

Work Site

The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Key Equipment

Steam Cleaner, brushes Liquinox

Task-specific Training

40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, PPE, Mobile Equipment Operations and Hazard Communication

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
Supplied Air

APR

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

SCBA

Full Face APR

Particulate

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Airline Respirator (attach description)

Half Mask APR

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Acid Gas

Other*

Other*

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Splash shield, poly coated Tyvek®, rubber neoprene gloves
Gloves – Outer Nitrile Gloves
Reviewed By

Position/Title

Date
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Reviewed By

1 of 4

Position/Title

Date

Organic Vapor

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION – PRESSURE STEAM HEAT
Job Steps(1)
1

2

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
Discuss STAR and SWA

Review manufacturer’s Operation and
Maintenance Manual (prior to initial
operations of pressure washer)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site personnel not aware of STAR
and SWA
Property damage
Personal injury
Cross contamination
Improper inspection procedures
Lack of recognition/ knowledge of
specific manufactured model
High pressure (>2,000 psi)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Inspect equipment

•
•
•
•
•
•

Equipment malfunction
Leaks
Missing/broken components
Personal injury
Property damage
Spills

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Person
Responsible
Project team to discusses importance of and documentation procedures for SWA Site Supervisor
All personnel
during pre-job safety meeting
involved with
Use SWA if unsafe conditions exist
the Task.
Discuss all potential hazards based on location, utilities, terrain, and waste water
disposal
Site Supervisor
Review manufacturer’s Operation and Maintenance Manual
Operator
Utilize the STAR process and discuss with site supervisor on the operations of
the equipment
Make sure rental company provides a copy of the manual or have them illustrate
proper operating procedures including daily checks
Important: Read manufacturer's warning labels on the pressure unit itself for
step by step operations (DOs and DON’Ts)
Corrective Measure(s)(3)

2 of 4

Complete a daily equipment checklist
− Report all NR (Needs Repair) or items in question to your site supervisor
− Do not use until repairs/parts have been completed
Thoroughly check hose, hose fitting, pressure wand, o-rings, leaks, pressure tips,
engine oil, fuel type, etc.
Reference Manufacturer’s Operation and Maintenance Manual for specific daily
checks
Wear hand protection
Review site JSA on Fueling Operations
Avoid overfilling and immediately clean up spills using absorbent pads, towels
and shovel or combination of all three and dispose of properly
Review Haz. Com. (MSDS) on type of fuel used in unit (i.e., Flammable,
Combustible and Health risks).
Use an approved OSHA safety can (red or yellow) for dispensing needs; remove
can from service if severely dented, missing, or broken components; tag out of
service immediately
Keep gasoline can away from any heat sources; place in OSHA- approved
storage cabinet or in a fenced-off secondary spill containment area with signage
and labeled

Operator

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION – PRESSURE STEAM HEAT
Job Steps(1)
4

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
Mobilize washer into position

•
•
•
•
•
•

Slip/trip/fall hazards
Back strain
Property damage
Unsecured
Uneven terrain
Heavy lifting

Corrective Measure(s)(3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4

5

Connect water source to pressure
washer

Operate pressure washer
In this Order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select proper wash tip
Start the washer unit
Move into position
Hold pressure wand and handle
firmly with both hands
Point wand in area to begin wash
Pull trigger and begin washing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Splashing
Slip hazard
Pinch points
Improper fittings
Water pressure
Property damage
Personal injury
Electrical - electrocution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High pressure (>2,000 psi)
Infections - bacteria
Eye, hand, foot Injury
Flying debris
Slip/trip hazards
Hose whipping
Kink in hose
Equipment malfunction
Property damage
Hand and wrist fatigue/numb
Noise
Poor visibility
Windy conditions
Clogged pressure tips
Poor communications
Steam burns

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Get assistance (buddy system) when moving washer either physically or means
of powered equipment
Use proper lifting techniques; keep back straight and knees slightly bent when
placing unit into the decon area
Keep hose(s) and wand securely on unit
Place washer on solid, level ground
Determine your route of travel to work area; avoid uneven ground, slopes, and
inclines
Secure washer if transporting by truck, trailer, or loader using nylon ratchet
straps; DO NOT use chains or bungee cords
Determine best place to position washer to account for length of hose to reach all
points of washing
Don appropriate PPE (polycoated Tyveks®, rubber gloves, rubber overboots,
splash shield, hard hat, hearing protection, etc.)
Check water hose condition and connections
Install one end of hose to unit first and then to water source
Slowly release water into pressure washer unit; avoid excessive splashing and
don’t leave unit unattended
Keep hands and fingers clear of pinch points
Minimize water pooling; tighten connections as necessary to avoid slip hazards
Keep water away from electrical panels, outlets, and power cords
Wear splash shield and hearing protection!
Determine wind direction and place back to the wind to avoid over spray of water
back into the operator’s face
Install proper washing tip on the end of wand; turn unit off, relieve pressure from
unit, and let it cool down before changing tips
Keep both hands on the wand at all times to avoid excessive fatigue and
numbness in hand and wrists
Keep hands off metal section of wand to avoid a burn to the hand
Do not point the spray towards others, ground, or hose
Position your body off to one side during washing to prevent deflection of
material debris back in your direction; keep a safe distance between surface to
be washed and the spray
Keep hoses free and clear to avoid trips; be aware of your surroundings
Keep face shield clear as best as you can; stop washing and wipe off as needed
Never unclog a tip while the unit is running; shut off unit, depressurize hose and
wand, then remove tip for cleaning
Keep hands, feet, and eyes out of the “line of fire” of the spray
− High pressure can cut through gloves, boots, and severely and cause bodily
injury; infections can occur if cut into the skin
DO NOT use steam washer to remove debris from clothing (PPE) or any parts of
the body!

Person
Responsible
Operator &
Spotter

Operator

Operator

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION – PRESSURE STEAM HEAT
Job Steps(1)
6

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
End of task
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Relieve pressure
Turn off water supply to unit and
disconnect
Shut off pressure washer
Allow to cool down
Storage

•
•
•
•
•
•

Burns (muffler)
Hose damage
Equipment damage
Theft
Slips
Back strain

Corrective Measure(s)(3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7

Collect a wipe sample (if necessary)

•
•

Cross contamination
Liability

•

Doff PPE and dispose of properly
Relieve pressure on hose and drain the water from hose and unit
Avoid placing hands on muffler section of washer unit; allow unit to cool down
before handling and or filling with gasoline
Drain hose and wrap up to unit; inspect hose for excessive wear or blistering
During cold temperatures, winterize unit using environmentally safe anti-freeze
Secure unit inside connex trailer or use chain and padlock to prevent theft
Check unit over and make sure all components (tips, wand, hose) are in good
condition
Turn gasoline valve to off/close when not in use or in storage
Use proper lifting techniques when moving unit and get assistance (buddy
system)
Confirm with site supervisor if a wipe sample is needed prior to demobilization of
equipment from the site

Person
Responsible
Operator and
Spotter

Project
Manager and
Site Supervisor

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught".

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION – CRANE

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements, and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All project
personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority (SWA).
Date Issued/Revised:

March 2014

JLA Type:

Heavy Equipment Operation - Crane

Work Type:

Maintenance

Client:

GSH

Work Activity:

Heavy Equipment Operation - Crane

Work Site:

The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Key Equipment:
Task-specific Training:

Tailgate safety meetings; 40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER; HAZCOM, PPE and Mobile Equipment Operations

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
Supplied Air

APR

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

SCBA

Full Face APR

Particulate

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Airline Respirator (attach description)

Half Mask APR

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Other*

Organic Vapor

Acid Gas
Other*

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Wear hard hat only if it doesn't interfere with crane operation. Gloves – Leather, Reflective Vest – Class II Hearing Protection – Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) 20.

Project Team
Name
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Signature

Position/Title

Modified By

1 of 3

Reviewed By

Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION – CRANE
Job Steps(1)
1

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
Discuss STAR (Stop Think Act
& Review) and Stop Work
Authority (SWA)

•

Near Loss, Injury, and even Death

Corrective Measure(s)(3)
•
•

2

Tailgate safety meeting,
perform STAR, pre-lift safety
review

•
•
•
•

3

4

Establish approved travel
route.

Pre-lift preparation; crane
readiness inspections

•

•

Miscommunication
Insufficient information for all personnel
to work safely
Unsafe lift with crane
Mal functioning truck/crane

Obstructions: Low clearance areas,
overhead utilities, turning radius

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

Pre-lift preparation; site
preparation

•
•

Improper inspections which don’t
thoroughly cover the entire list of possible
dangers and maintenance issues
•
Not enough safe area to perform lifting
operation in safe manner
•
•
Traffic hazards
•
Damage to on-site utilities
•

6

Setting up crane and load

•
•

Unstable crane
Improper lifting capacity

•
•
•

7

Traffic control

•
•

Traffic accidents
Unauthorized personnel in the work area

•
•
•
•

•

085121 (2) JSA Heavy Equipment Operation - Crane

Identify any hazards. Modify the JSA accordingly. Discuss the task and
expectations of the task to all personnel. Have all applicable personnel
sign off on this JSA prior to starting work.
Project team (CRA) discusses importance of and documentation
procedures for SWA during pre-job safety meeting. Use SWA to stop
any work that is unsafe.
Discuss work steps, SWA, and the proper course of action along with
evacuation routes
Discuss the lift before conducting it
Inspect all documentation (crane annual inspection and pre-lift
inspection)
Review and sign off on the previous day’s vehicle inspection form and
verify that the annual inspection report for the crane is available
Discuss during tailgate safety meeting (pre-lift meeting) and throughout
the day
Make sure everyone involved is well informed of the work process
Check the site to ensure no overhead hazards exist
Ensure pre-lift inspections for crane work are complete and that all
personnel agree with the inspections done on the crane and rigging,
and approve taking the necessary steps to move the job forward
Review site location with crane operator, overhead clearance: lights
electrical lines, swing radius, height, and distance
Make sure the safety zone is large enough
Check if the work will require temporary road closure
Plan vehicle movement/location
Mark off approximate area of unit location. Inspect area for potential
operation hazards (vent lines, overhead utilities, underground utilities,
etc.)
Place crane on a level surface
Make sure outriggers are fully extended and supported
Ensure the crane loading capacity corresponds to or is greater than the
load lifting requirements
Ensure required counterweights, if any, are properly set up
Make sure to check in with other contractors working on site
Close off site around lift area
Swing radius and path of lift must be sectioned off

2 of 3

Person Responsible
Field Leader/
Crane Operator

Field Leader/
Crane Operator

Field Leader/
Crane Operator

Crane Operator

Crane Operator/
Field Leader

Crane Operator

Field Leader

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION – CRANE
Job Steps(1)
8

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
Rigging the load

•
•
•
•
•

Improper lift pinch
Breaking a lifting lug or a chain
Damaging load
Pinch points
Slip, trip, and fall hazards

Corrective Measure(s)(3)
•
•
•
•
•
•

9

10

Loading and unloading

Cleanup/shutdown

•
•
•

Moving loads: hitting structures, collision
with workers
Slips, trips, and falls on uneven surfaces
Pinch points

•

Removing crane from site

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove equipment that could be damaged
Inspect integrity of lifting points
Size chains and slings properly
Inspect condition of rigging
Make sure that the load will not be damaged while rigging it up, or by
the way it is loaded and unloaded
Make sure to watch where you place your hands and fingers and were
appropriate work gloves
Watch where you step and look for wet or slippery areas
Use care while rigging the load so as you do not slip
Watch for personnel around load and potentially moving load
Establish exclusion zone for people and vehicles with cones and caution
tape
Establish swing radius clearance
Keep load secured when not lifting
Pay attention to footing and tripping hazards
Slowly release/un-strap bindings to prevent pinch points
Check with Field Leader/Crane Operator to make sure that equipment is
properly stowed
Make sure to sign out so that all site personnel are accounted for

Person Responsible
Crane Operator/
Field Leader

Crane Operator

Field Leader/
Crane Operator

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught."

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate."
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION DOZER/LOADER

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All
project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site
Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

March 2014

JSA Type

Construction

Construction

Client

GSH

Heavy Equipment Operation: Dozer / Loader
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York
Dozer and or Loader
40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, Heavy equipment operation; Mobile Equipment Operations, HAZCOM, PPE

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (SEE JOB STEPS FOR TASK-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)
REFLECTIVE VEST*

GOGGLES

APR: Full-Facepiece*

GLOVES*

HARD HAT

FACE SHIELD*

SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATOR*

COVERALLS*

LIFELINE / HARNESS*

HEARING PROTECTION*

PPE CLOTHING*

OTHER* Fire Extinguisher

SAFETY GLASSES

STEEL TOED BOOTS

OTHER*

OTHER* ____________________________

ADDITIONAL PPE: * Provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below
Gloves - Leather Hearing Protection - NNR 20 Reflective Vest - Class 2

Reviewed By

Position/Title

Date
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Reviewed By
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Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION DOZER/LOADER

JOB STEPS (1) TASK ACTIVITY
1
Perform the STAR Process and discuss
Stop Work Authority (SWA) Perform
Review “General Site Activities” JSA.

2

Inspect Equipment

3

Entering Equipment

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2) CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
• Perform the STAR Process STAR.
•
Failing to identify
hazardous conditions
• Assess the risks and verify that personnel training is sufficient for scheduled
resulting in losses or
task(s).
near losses.
• Determine the hazards of performing the task and survey the work area.
• Consider weather conditions such as fog that could reduce visibility.
• Always consider the worst case scenario.
• Analyze the hazards determined.
• Decide a plan of action to eliminate or reduce the hazards and act on it.
•
Follow equipment inspection form/tag out if malfunction found.
•
Equipment malfunction
or damage.
•
Grease moving parts.
•
Hydraulic fluid, fuel, oil
•
Check all fluids.
leaks/spills
•
Ensure that fluids are not too low or too full.
•
Loss of steering, loss of •
Walk around equipment and look for leaking fluids.
brakes, etc. – accidents
• Ensure that dozer tracks are acceptable (no unacceptable wear and no
decreased visibility.
objects present). Check loader tires
•
Fire.
• Ensure that windows and mirrors are clean.
•
Slips, trips, falls.
•
Remove trash or other debris from cab.
•
Unexpected operation
• Ensure that back up alarm and horn are operational.
of equipment.
•
Correct any problems immediately and inform supervisor.
• If equipment appears as though it has been tampered with or vandalized,
do not start it
• Ensure that fire extinguisher is in place and functioning.
• Inspect the fire extinguisher monthly.
•
Use three point mount/dismount at all times.
• Be cautious of where you step and be aware of your surroundings.
• Ensure that ignition key is in your pocket, equipment is in neutral and
parking brake is engaged.
•
Reduced visibility,
• Adjust seat and mirrors so that you are able to see where traveling.
uncomfortable seating• Adjust controls and seat to your comfort and safety.
back strain.
• Ensure that all materials inside cab are secured.
•
Debris on floor getting
• Be cautious of where you step and be aware of your surroundings.
stuck under pedals.
• Ensure steps are clear of water, mud and other debris
•
Unexpected movement
• Ensure parking brake is engaged and gear is in neutral.
of truck.
•
Unexpected movement
of truck.
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Person Responsible
Construction
Superintendent and
Operator

Construction
Superintendent and
Operator

Construction
Superintendent and
Operator

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION DOZER/LOADER

JOB STEPS (1) TASK ACTIVITY
4
Configure controls and seating.

5

Starting and warming up.

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2) CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
• Upon sitting, adjust seat fully to accommodate reach and comfort zone.
•
Ergonomics /
unnecessary physical
• Fasten seat belt
stress.
• Make certain all controls are set in neutral positions.
•
Incapable of reaching
• Adjust mirrors.
controls.
•
Visual blocks.
•
•

6

Moving equipment work area.

•
•

Unanticipated rolling or
movement,
engine fire, or
mechanical/electrical
faults

•
•
•

Review operator’s manual if new to this particular machine.
Start engine and check controls to ensure all are in working conditions.
Allow a minimum of two minutes to warm up.

Construction
Superintendent and
Operator

Other equipment,
personnel, or objects in
work area.
Uneven terrain.

•
•
•

Perform the STAR Process.
Know the daily task and other people and equipment in the area.
Make eye contact with other operators and site personnel in the immediate
vicinity.
Inspect pathway prior to moving equipment to ensure clear pathway.

Construction
Superintendent and
Operator

Construction
Superintendent and
Operator

•

Perform the STAR Process
Know where utilities are located. Be aware of the scope of work to be
performed.
Know the paths of other equipment or persons entering and leaving your
work area.
Communicate with supervisors and other operators throughout the day with
any questions.
Stop work immediately and contact a supervisor if you are uncertain of your
task, experience equipment failure, or personal injury or near loss.
Wear respirator if conditions warrant.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be cautious of where you step and be aware of your surroundings.
Park in designated area.
Set brake/control locks.
Idle for two minutes if engine is hot.
Lower blade or bucket to ground.
Turn equipment off.
Use 3-point dismount.
Secure inside instruments (i.e., fire extinguisher).

Construction
Superintendent and
Operator

•

7

Performing tasks.

•
•
•
•

8

(1)

Stopping at end of day.

•
•
•

Person Responsible
Construction
Superintendent and
Operator

Other equipment
(collision),
slopes, ground
conditions
possible injuries to
personnel and
equipment,
buried obstacles,
underground and
overhead utilities.
Organic Vapors/Dust.
Slips, trips and falls.
Overnight parking of
equipment.

•
•
•
•
•

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION DOZER/LOADER

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress / ergonomics / lifting techniques;
Exposure - inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught"

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as, "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
MATERIAL HANDLING ACTIVITIES – RIGGING AND PLACEMENT OF MATERIALS
Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All
project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised

March 2014

JSA Type

Material Handling Activities

Work Type

Construction

Client

GSH

Work Activity
Work Site
Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

Rigging and Placement of Materials
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York
Excavator, Backhoe, or Crane
Rigging; lifting signals; heavy equipment safety; use of taglines; proper use of load charts; 40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, HAZCOM, PPE, Mobile Equipment Operations

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (SEE JOB STEPS FOR TASK-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)
REFLECTIVE VEST*

GOGGLES

APR: ________________*

GLOVES*

HARD HAT

FACE SHIELD*

SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATOR*

COVERALLS*

LIFELINE / HARNESS*

HEARING PROTECTION*

PPE CLOTHING*

OTHER* ____________________________

SAFETY GLASSES

STEEL TOED BOOTS

OTHER*
_____________________________

OTHER* ____________________________

ADDITIONAL PPE: * Provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below
Reflective Vest - Class II
Gloves - Leather

Reviewed By

Position/Title
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Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
MATERIAL HANDLING ACTIVITIES – RIGGING AND PLACEMENT OF MATERIALS
JOB STEPS (1) TASK ACTIVITY
1
Perform the STAR Process and discuss
Stop Work Authority (SWA) Equipment
Inspection
2
Rigging components – Inspection of load
and rigging
3

Rigging components – Continue
inspection of load, rigging, and material
to be lifted

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
•
Hydraulic failure

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
• Inspect equipment lines and fluid reservoirs

•

Attachment point failure

• Inspect attachment hook/ring for fractures, dents or abuse.
• Certify load capability of attachment point.

•

Rigging assembly failure

•
•

4

5

6

Rigging components

•

Tag lines – Proper placement of taglines
to ensure control of load. No one is to
work under a suspended load

•

Pre-plan the lift and prepare the landing
zone

•

•

Lift control failure

•
•

•

Objects/personnel in swing
radius path;
Lifting outside of
equipment’s load safe load
radius
Improper preparation of
location receiving rigged or
lifted component resulting
in need for multiple lifts.
Unauthorized personnel or
equipment in rigging or
lifting exclusion zone

7

Component placement – Pick the load
•
and place the item in the correct position.

8

Maintain Control of Area

•

9

Control of communication between task
personnel

•

Multiple signals interfering
with operator

10

Trench entry in order to place materials
and piping – see JSA for Excavation
Activities

•

Excavation Hazards
(review of that JSA)
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•

Improper component
attachment, lifting point
usage, incorrect balance
or component orientation

•
•

Person Responsible
Operator

Operator, Qualified Rigger
and all field personnel
involved in the operation
Inspect rigging chains, wire rope, cables, hooks, slings, d-rings, splitters, Operator, Labor and all
field personnel involved in
spreaders and all other components for unusual shape, fractures,
operation.
fraying, dents, abuse or abnormalities.
Insure components used have annual certification, proper load rating and
are implemented as recommended by training and the manufacturer.
Use the manufacturer’s recommended lifting attachment points, slots or Operator, Labor and all
field personnel involved in
cable points to secure load to be rigged.
operation.
Use proper rigging components to assure load is evenly distributed,
proper balance is achieved and place hoisting equipment and rigged
components in proper orientation to assure placement logistics are
correct.
Use of tag lines, as a lifting control measure is mandatory as appropriate Operator, Labor and all
field personnel involved in
for correct placement of rigged component.
operation.
Personnel assisting rigging or lift should never physically be in contact
with rigged or lifted components as a measure of component control.
Pre-plan the lift to ensure swing radius does not impact other operations. Rigger, And Operator
Ensure that load and load path stays within load radius of lifting
equipment.

• Preparation of the area receiving the rigged or lifted component to avoid
and necessary re-lift or multiple lifts.

Operator, Labor and all
field personnel involved in
operation.

• Area marking and clearance of all personnel and equipment to prevent
interference during rigging or lifting activities.
• Spotter action to terminate rigging or lifting if situational changes occur
putting personnel or equipment at risk.
• During lifting or rigging activities, a communication order must be
established previous to any attempt to hoist load.
• Spotters communicate to one load controller; load controller
communicates to operator.
• Operator must maintain visual contact with load controller at all times.
• All operations are controlled by ground controller.
• Follow JSA for Excavation.

Operator, Labor and all
field personnel involved in
operation.

2 of 3

Operator, Labor and all
field personnel involved in
operation.

All Affected Personnel

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
MATERIAL HANDLING ACTIVITIES – RIGGING AND PLACEMENT OF MATERIALS
(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress / ergonomics / lifting techniques;
Exposure - inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught"

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as, "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
MOBILE EQUIPMENT OPERATION ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All
project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site
Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

March 2014

JSA Type:

Construction

Client:

Mobile Equipment Operation Activities
GSH

Mobile Equipment Operation Activities
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York
Excavator; Dozer, Loader, Skidsteer, Compactor, Grader, Off-road Dump Truck, Pickup Trucks
40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, PPE and Mobile Equipment Operations

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (SEE JOB STEPS FOR TASK-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)
APR: _with organic vapor and P-100
REFLECTIVE VEST*
GOGGLES
cartridges for stabilization activities_*

GLOVES*

HARD HAT

FACE SHIELD*

SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATOR*

COVERALLS*

LIFELINE / HARNESS*

HEARING PROTECTION*

PPE CLOTHING*

OTHER*

SAFETY GLASSES

STEEL TOED BOOTS

OTHER*
_____________________________

OTHER* ____________________________

ADDITIONAL PPE: * Provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below
Reflective Vest- Class II Gloves – Outer Leather

Reviewed By

Position/Title
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Date

Reviewed By
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Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
MOBILE EQUIPMENT OPERATION ACTIVITIES
JOB STEPS
(1)

1

2

3

4

TASK ACTIVITY
Perform the STAR Process (Stop
Think Act Review) and discuss
Stop Work Authority (SWA) Perform daily (pre-shift)
equipment inspection include
area around the equipment and
PPE and perform a complete
walk around inspection
Mount/dismount the equipment

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)

Person
Responsible
Operator
• Verify that personnel training is sufficient for scheduled task(s). Is Job Instruction (handson) Training necessary?

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)

•
•

Slips, trips, falls;
Situational risks

•
•

Equipment failure
PPE failure

•
•
•
•

Don all necessary PPE
Provide training to personnel on inspection procedures
Document daily inspection
Defects must be corrected before operating unit

Operator

•
•
•

Slip/trip/fall hazards
Sprains/Strains
Potential injury

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use three points of contact
Never jump from the machine
Clear tracks and personnel access points of debris and mud as necessary
Only a trained operator will be allowed on equipment
Never carry riders unless unit is so designed
Perform inspection (see Task 2)
Check to be certain all workers and equipment are a safe distance from unit
All operators manuals should be available for each piece of equipment and used in
employee training
Allow proper warm-up and wait for gauges to register properly
Raise the blade, cable and chokers, boom, grapple, or other attachments before moving
the unit
Appropriate guarding (according to machine type and use) shall be in place at all times
unit is in operation
Backup alarms shall be functional
Seat belts shall be provided and their use enforced
Fire extinguishers and first aid kits shall be provided on each unit
Fire extinguishers shall be inspected for functionality on a daily basis
Do not operate equipment unless you have been trained to safely operate the equipment
Use STAR process
Follow equipment manufacturer's preventive maintenance procedures and instructions
Only qualified individuals should perform maintenance activities on equipment
Remove loose items and all trash from the operator's compartment
Clean equipment as necessary to prevent buildup of debris that may cause fire

Operator

Starting heavy/mobile equipment •
•
•

Struck-by
Caught between
Equipment failure

•
•
5

6

7

Operation of heavy/mobile
equipment

•
•
•
•
•
•

Perform equipment maintenance •
•
•
Cleaning and housekeeping of
•
equipment
•
•

Struck-by/Caught In
Overhead/underground utilities
Flying debris
Rollover
Fire
Broken and/or frayed cables
Equipment failure/loss
Sharp objects
Pinch points
Fire
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Equipment failure

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress / ergonomics / lifting techniques;
Exposure - inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught"

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as, "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
MOBILIZATION AND DEMOBILIZATION ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All project
personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site
Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

March 2014

JSA Type

Mobilization and Demobilization Activities

Construction

Client

GSH

Mobilization of Equipment and Supplies to and from the job site
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York
Pickup trucks and trailers
PPE, HAZCOM, Motor Vehicle Safety, Mobile Equipment Operations

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (SEE JOB STEPS FOR TASK-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)
REFLECTIVE VEST*

GOGGLES

APR: ________________*

GLOVES*

HARD HAT

FACE SHIELD*

SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATOR*

COVERALLS*

LIFELINE / HARNESS*

HEARING PROTECTION*

PPE CLOTHING*

OTHER* ____________________________

SAFETY GLASSES

STEEL TOED BOOTS

OTHER*
_____________________________

OTHER* ____________________________

ADDITIONAL PPE: * Provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below
Reflective Vest - Class II
Gloves - Leather

Reviewed By

Position/Title
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Date

Reviewed By
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Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
MOBILIZATION AND DEMOBILIZATION ACTIVITIES

JOB STEPS (1) TASK ACTIVITY
1
Discuss STAR (Stop Think Assess &
Review) and Stop Work Authority (SWA)
2

Check weather

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
•
Site personnel not aware
of STAR & SWA
•
•

Unexpected storm; Fog;
Rain; Snow;
Lightening/Thunder;
Heat/Cold stress

3

Load equipment into vehicle

•
•
•
•
•
•

Back strain;
Cuts;
Pinch points;
Hand/Foot injury;
Forgotten equipment;
Damaged equipment

4

Complete Daily Operator Vehicle
Checklist

•

Damaged vehicle lights,
tires, windows, mirrors,
horn; Inadequate vehicle
documents and/or safety
items

5

Check and adjust seat, steering wheel,
headrest, and mirrors

•
•

Back/body strain;
Blind spots; impaired
vision.

6

Fasten seat belt(s) and ensure
passenger(s) seat belts are fastened

•

7

Ensure vehicle doors are locked

•

Serious injury, ejection, or
death from collision and/or
traffic citation
Serious injury, ejection, or
death from collision;
Unwanted intrusion; Lost
equipment

•

085121 (2) JSA Mobilization and Demobilization Activities

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
• Project team to discuss the importance of and documentation procedures
for SWA during pre-job safety meeting. Use SWA to stop any work that
is unsafe.
• Check local weather forecast.
• Discuss weather issues and precautions to take while driving and on-site
during the pre-job safety meeting. If weather conditions (e.g., fog, rain,
snow, etc.) impair the ability/vision of the driver, exit at nearest safe
location and assess the situation.
• While on-site, at first sign of lightening/thunder utilize SWA and assess
weather conditions. In extreme temperatures, ensure all personnel have
proper clothing, hydration, and heat/cold protection (e.g., canopy, fan,
and glove warmers).
• Use proper lifting techniques and buddy system if needed.
• Wear leather/cotton gloves and avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch
point locations. Wear steel toe boots.
• Verify requested equipment against warehouse form.
• Load equipment in an organized manner to prevent shifting during
transport or use cargo netting.

Person Responsible
Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity

• Check for fluid leaks under vehicle.
• Test operation of headlights, front/rear turn signals, backup lights, brake
lights, and emergency flashers. Visually check the pressure/wear of
tires. Ensure the vehicle has a spare tire. Assure windshield and window
glass is clean and free from obstructions. Test the windshield wipers and
horn. Verify vehicle registration, insurance card, and inspection sticker is
present and valid.
• Ensure the vehicle contains a first aid kit, fire extinguisher, and road
hazard kit.
• Adjust seat, headrest, and steering wheel height so body is fully
supported/comfortable and pedals are within easy reach. Ensure mirrors
are properly adjusted.

Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity

• Verify driver and passenger(s) seat belts are in good condition and
properly latched.

Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity

• Manually lock all doors to vehicle.

Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity

2 of 3

Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity

Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity

Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
MOBILIZATION AND DEMOBILIZATION ACTIVITIES

JOB STEPS (1) TASK ACTIVITY
8
Start engine and check gauges and
warning lights

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
•
Vehicle breakdown

9

Mobilize to site

•
•
•

Arriving late;
Collision;
Injury or Death to
occupants or other parties

10

Arrive at site

11

Park vehicle

12

Demobilization

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedestrian injury;
Collision
Pedestrian injury;
Collision;
Property damage
Collision;
Injury or Death to
occupants or other parties

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
• Verify sufficient fuel and other hazard lamps (e.g., battery, oil, and
temperature) are not lit.
• Do not use cell phones or perform other distracting activities while
vehicle is in motion.
• Constantly scan intersections, move eyes, check mirrors, and assess
traffic lights (fresh vs. stale).
• Maintain safety cushion around vehicle (front, sides, and rear) and 4
second following distance.
• Utilize all driving defensive techniques.
• Maintain awareness of pedestrian/vehicular traffic when entering site and
traveling to work zone.
• Maintain awareness of pedestrian/vehicular traffic.
• Park vehicle in pull-through parking space or facing the exit.
• Use caution and mirrors/spotter when backing vehicle.
• Perform perimeter vehicle check.
• Maintain awareness of pedestrian/vehicular traffic when exiting site.
• Utilize defensive driving techniques.
• Complete post-departure checklist and report vehicle problems to
company vehicle maintenance manager or rental car agency.

Person Responsible
Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity
Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity

Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity
Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity
Personnel Taking Part in
this Activity

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the
potential (associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object;
Caught - victim is caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress /
ergonomics / lifting techniques; Exposure - inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught"

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be
clear, concise and specific. Use objective, observable and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as, "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
OVERSIGHT OF SOIL BORINGS AND WELL INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements, and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All project
personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority (SWA).
Date Issued/Revised:

March 2104

JSA Type:

Drilling – Oversight of Soil Borings and Well Installations

Work Type:

Environmental

Client:

GSH

Work Activity:

Drilling – Oversight of Soil Borings and Well Installations

Work Site:

The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Key Equipment:

Air monitoring equipment; safety cones/fencing/barricades

Task-specific Training:

40-hr HAZWOPER and 8-hr refresher, HAZCOM, PPE, Mobile Equipment Operations and CRA Field Method Training

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
Supplied Air

APR

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

SCBA

Full Face APR

Particulate

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Airline Respirator (attach description)

Half Mask APR

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Other*

Organic Vapor

Acid Gas
Other*

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Gloves – Leather for moving equipment and inner nitrile gloves if sampling soils, Reflective Vest – Class II, Hearing Protection – Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) 20, APR – wear cartridges for
organic vapors when organic vapors are present
Project Team
Name

Signature
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Modified By
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Reviewed By

Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
OVERSIGHT OF SOIL BORINGS AND WELL INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES
Job Steps(1)
1

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
Tailgate safety meeting

•
•
•

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

Perform the STAR Process
•
and discuss Stop Work
•
Authority (SWA). Refer to the
specific snow thrower’s
equipment manufacturer’s
operating manual before
using the equipment.
Markout underground utilities •
•
•
•
•
Project Coordination
•
•
Conduct site walk, identify
•
unsafe conditions, and
•
determine sample point
•
locations
•
Equipment inspection
•
•
•

Set up work zone for drilling
activities

Set up staging area

085121 (2) JSA Oversight of Soil Borings and Well Installations

Not identifying all hazards while
performing tasks
Injury
Property damage

Corrective Measure(s)(3)
•
•
•

• Verify personnel’s training is sufficient for the scheduled task(s).
• Is job instruction training (hands-on) training necessary?
• Employees should remove finger rings, necklaces, or jewelry, which may
be hazardous in equipment operation.

Slips, Trips, Falls
Situational risks

Property damage
Explosion
Electrocution
Injury
Death
Miscommunication
Possible Injury
Traffic
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Biological hazard
Overhead/underground hazards
Pinch points
Property damage
Lost time due to damaged
equipment/parts

•
•
•
•
•

Traffic
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Property damage
Overhead hazards
Environmental impact

•
•
•
•
•

Traffic
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Back strain
Pinch points
Heat/cold stress

Discuss work to be performed and associated hazards with CRA
personnel and subcontractors
Include discussion on hospital route, evacuation procedures, and
emergency contacts; complete daily tailgate forms
Discuss site-specific requirements for working onsite

•

•

Call public underground utility agency (One-Call) at least 5 or more days
prior to work activities
Review state law pertaining to underground pipe line safety and have
private utility mark-out performed
Expose lines if warranted (i.e., hand dig, test pit, or daylight)

•

Inform Site Operator of activities to be performed at Site

•
•

Maintain awareness of on-site traffic and walking surfaces
When selecting soil boring locations, be aware of biological hazards
(e.g., ants, poison ivy, wasps) and overhead/underground hazards
(e.g., overhead utilities, concrete scarring, station canopy)
Discuss pinch points on equipment (e.g., drill rig, air knife, pressure washer,
etc.)
Familiarize all personnel with location/operation of fire extinguisher(s) and
kill switch on drill rig
Visually inspect equipment/parts for damage and document inspections
Maintain awareness of on-site traffic, work zones, walking surfaces,
overhead hazards (e.g., canopy and low hanging overhead lines)
Utilize barricades/cones/caution tape to define work zone and direct traffic
Wear leather/cotton when setting up barricades
Be aware of any potential sensitive receptors and verify all personnel are
aware of the location of spill kit.
Maintain awareness of on-site traffic and walking surfaces
Utilize barricades/cones/caution tape to define work zone and direct traffic
Wear leather/cotton gloves when setting up barricades
Utilize proper lifting techniques and use buddy system if needed
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations
In extreme temperatures, ensure all personnel have proper clothing,
hydration, and heat/cold protection (e.g., canopy, fan, glove warmers)

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Person Responsible
All Project Personnel

All Project Personnel

Project Manager and Site
Supervisor

Technician
Technician

Technician

Technician

Technician

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
OVERSIGHT OF SOIL BORINGS AND WELL INSTALLATION ACTIVITIES
Job Steps(1)
9

10

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
Contractor oversight/
management of hole
clearance/drilling activities

Site/boring security

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Traffic
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Back strain
Underground utilities
Contaminant exposure
Heat/cold stress

Traffic
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Back strain

Corrective Measure(s)(3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain awareness of on-site traffic and practice good house keeping
Ensure subcontractors don proper PPE (e.g., face shield, leather/cotton
gloves, hearing protection) and utilize proper lifting techniques
If non-native material (e.g., pea gravel, sand, fill material) or underground
utilities are observed, utilize SWA and assess situation
Monitor safe drill movement/positional setup
Monitor breathing zone and refer to HASP for action levels
Monitor all personnel for signs and symptoms of heat/cold stress and refer
to HASP for recommendations
Be aware of unsafe hoisting and material handling practices
Be aware of proper augering and auger handling techniques
Wear leather/cotton gloves when moving barricades
Maintain awareness of on-site traffic and walking surfaces
Use proper lifting techniques and buddy system if needed. Ensure area is
clean of debris
Secure boring location if open overnight

Person Responsible
Technician

Technician

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught."

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate."
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
PLUGGING AND ABANDONING WELLS

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements, and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All project
personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority (SWA).
Date Issued/Revised:

March 2014

JSA Type:

Well Abandonment

Work Type:

Construction

Client:

GSH

Work Activity:

Oversight of Plugging and Abandoning Wells

Work Site:

The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Key Equipment:

Safety cones/barricades; Geoprobe

Task-specific Training:

40-hour HAZWOPER or 8-hour Refresher, HAZCOM, PPE, Hot Work Procedures, and Heavy/Mobile Equipment Safety

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
Supplied Air

APR

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

SCBA

Full Face APR

Particulate

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Airline Respirator (attach description)

Half Mask APR

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Other*

Organic Vapor

Acid Gas
Other*

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Gloves – Leather, Reflective Vest – Class II Hearing Protection – Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) 20.

Project Team
Name

085121 (2) JSA Plugging and Abandoning Wells

Signature

Position/Title

Modified By

1 of 3

Reviewed By

Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
PLUGGING AND ABANDONING WELLS
Job Steps(1)

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
•

1

Project Coordination

2

Discuss STAR (Stop Think Act & •
Review) and Stop Work Authority
(SWA)

Miscommunication and possible
injury
Near Loss, Injury, and even Death

Corrective Measure(s)(3)
•
•
•

3

Tailgate safety meeting

•

Not identifying all hazards

•
•
•
•
•

4

Conduct site walk, identify unsafe
conditions, and inspect well
locations

•
•
•

Traffic
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Biological and overhead hazards

•
•

•

Pinch points
Injury; property damage
Lost time due to damaged
equipment/parts
Traffic
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Pinch points
Back strain due to heavy lifting/
carrying
Heat stress

•
•
•
•

Equipment failure
Hand injury
Back strain
Slip/trip/fall hazards

•
•

5

Inspection of equipment

•
•
•

6

Setup of staging area and work
zone

•
•
•
•

7

Subcontractor oversight of
removing well casing from ground
surface

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

085121 (2) JSA Plugging and Abandoning Wells

Person Responsible

Inform Site Operate of activities at Site.

Site Representative

Identify any hazards. Modify the JSA accordingly. Discuss the task and
expectations of the task to all personnel. Have all applicable personnel
sign off on this JSA prior to starting work.
Project team (CRA) discusses importance of and documentation
procedures for SWA during pre-job safety meeting. Use SWA to stop any
work that is unsafe.
Discuss work to be performed and associated hazards
Open communication among team members
Have all team members sign safety meeting form
Include discussion on SWA, hospital route, evacuation procedures,
emergency contact(s), etc.
Identify personnel responsible for respective JSA critical actions for job
steps
Maintain awareness of on-site traffic and walking surfaces
When inspecting well locations, be aware of biological hazards (e.g., ants,
poison ivy, wasps) and overhead hazards (e.g., overhead utilities)
SEE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOLLOWING THIS CHART
REGARDING SPECIFIC WELL NUMBERS AND THE HEIGHT OF
POWER LINES ABOVE THEM
Discuss pinch points on equipment (e.g., Geoprobe, etc.)
Familiarize all personnel with location/operation of fire extinguisher(s) and
kill switch on Geoprobe
Visually inspect equipment/parts for damage
Maintain awareness of on-site traffic and walking surfaces
Utilize barricades/cones/caution tape to define staging area and to direct
traffic
Wear leather/cotton gloves when setting up barricades
Identify heavy loads (>50 lbs) or loads with shapes or weight distribution
that makes them unwieldy
Use at least two people to lift and carry loads greater than 50 lbs
Bend and lift with legs and arms not back
Determine path of travel prior to lifting any object
Ensure all personnel have proper clothing, hydration, and heat/cold
protection (e.g., canopy)
Perform periodic inspections of Geoprobe
Ensure operators are wearing leather gloves and using proper body
positioning
Practice good housekeeping techniques by keeping work zone free of
tripping hazards
Maintain awareness of open borehole

Site Representative
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Site Representative

Site Representative

Site Representative

Site Representative

Site Representative

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
PLUGGING AND ABANDONING WELLS
Job Steps(1)
8

9

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
Subcontractor oversight of
breaking and removing of
concrete from monitor well pad

Subcontractor oversight of
surface completion

Corrective Measure(s)(3)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Flying debris, property damage
Hearing loss
Cuts/scrapes
Back injury

•

•
•
•
•
•

Back strain
Eye injury
Skin exposure to concrete
Particulate inhalation
Slip/trip/fall hazards

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

10

Site cleanup and demobilization
(see also job step #2)

•
•
•

Slip/trip/fall hazards
Vapors and airborne particulates
Lowering mast

•
•
•
•
•

Stay within designated work zones and maintain awareness of on-site
traffic and walking surfaces, use rig as shield
Keep workers/vehicles out of line of fire
Ensure all on-site personnel are wearing hearing protection (ear plugs)
when in the vicinity of the drill rig
Ensure subcontractors wear leather gloves while handling concrete and
watch for rebar and sharp corners of concrete
Ensure subcontractors are using proper lifting techniques and equipment
to mix concrete
Do not allow individual subcontractors to lift greater than 50 lbs
Subcontractors must wear nitrile gloves, dust mask, and safety glasses
with side shields
Practice good housekeeping techniques by keeping work zone free of
tripping hazards
Verify surface completions with concrete at grade to prevent a future
tripping hazard
Leave barricades over former well locations until concrete is safe to drive
on
Pick up tools, materials, equipment, and debris to prevent tripping hazards
Wear appropriate PPE including safety glasses, face shield (splash
hazard), dust masks (if necessary), and pants
Stay upwind of vapors.
Keep hands and other body parts clear of mast while lowering to avoid
pinch points
Wear leather work gloves

Person Responsible
Site Representative

Site Representative

Site Representative

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught."

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate."
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
SILT FENCE INSTALLATION

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All
project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity

March 2014

JSA Type

Construction

Construction

Client

GSH

Silt Fence Installation Activities

Work Site

The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Key Equipment

Skidsteer, Sledge Hammer, Shovel

Task-specific Training

Mobile Equipment Operations, PPE, Hand and Power Tool Safety

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (SEE JOB STEPS FOR TASK-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)
REFLECTIVE VEST*

GOGGLES

APR*

GLOVES*

HARD HAT

FACE SHIELD*

SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATOR*

COVERALLS*

LIFELINE / HARNESS*

HEARING PROTECTION*

PPE CLOTHING*

OTHER* ____________________________

SAFETY GLASSES

STEEL TOED BOOTS

OTHER*
_____________________________

OTHER* ____________________________

ADDITIONAL PPE: * Provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below
Reflective Vest - Class II

Reviewed By

Gloves - Leather

Position/Title

Date
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Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
SILT FENCE INSTALLATION
JOB STEPS (1) TASK ACTIVITY
1
Perform the STAR Process and discuss
Stop Work Authority (SWA) Equipment
Inspection
2
Underground Utilities

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
•
Hydraulic failure
•
Instrument/monitor failure
•

Impact, breach or rupture
of underground utilities

Installation zone inspection

•

4

Silt fence trough (pathway) excavation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Underground Insects,
nests and hives;
Poisonous plants;
Stinging/biting insects
Chemical hazards
Struck-by/against;
Utilities;
Chemical hazards;
Cross-contamination

5

Hand tool use

•

3

6

Fence layout activities

•
•
•

Improper hammer/tool
selection;
Improper stapler use
Potential cuts/abrasions
Chemical hazards

•

Back or muscle strain

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
• Inspect equipment lines and fluid reservoirs – document inspection.
• Calibrate instrument prior to use – document calibration.

Person Responsible
Personnel involved in this
activity

• Inspect area.
• Call underground utility locator and monitor locator during locating
activities.
• Verify all markings, locations and procedures prior to installation work.
• Visually inspect area of fence installation for any activity regarding
hornets, yellow jackets, bees, fire ants or termites. A slow walk or drive
along the fence path prior to excavation to inspect for insects flying in
and out or ground, ant humps or mounds and trails.

Personnel involved in this
activity

• Setup safe work area. Use a spotter when moving equipment.
• Use a spotter when digging to assist with observing for underground
installations. Spotter will be used when working near overhead lines to
assist equipment operator and keep machine away/out of lines.
• Control areas where excavator will travel. Attempt to keep excavator
tires out of impacted spoils and areas. Employees are to setup work
area access to minimize spread of contamination.
• Use only a hammer of a weight and handle length appropriate to
individual laborers’ capability. Inspect every post and hammer for signs
of metal fatigue/fractures. Inspect stapler for correct staple installation.
Inspect stapler and test operation for gauging correct drive pressure. Use
staples of a length needed for the job. Safety glasses and awareness of
installer hand location during use of a hammer or staple gun.
• Ensure that all hand tools (fence post driver, shovel, etc.) are in good
working condition.
• Wear proper PPE such as stout leather gloves to prevent trauma to
hands.
• Use work practices that do not generate visible dust levels.
• Use the ‘buddy system’ during fence installation. 100’ fence rolls require
a coordinated two-man effort to place fence correctly and according to
Mfg. requirements.

Personnel involved in this
activity

Personnel involved in this
activity

Personnel involved in this
activity

Personnel involved in this
activity

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim
is caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress / ergonomics / lifting techniques;
Exposure - inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught"

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear,
concise and specific. Use objective, observable and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as, "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
SOIL AND GROUNDWATER SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to
starting work including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors,
clients, subcontractors, etc.). Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday.
Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating
scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site

March 2014

JSA Type:

Soil and Groundwater Sampling Activities

Construction

Client:

GSH

Soil and Groundwater Sampling Activities
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, PPE, Hand and Power tool Safety and Hazard Communication

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
Supplied Air

APR

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

SCBA

Full Face APR

Particulate

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Airline Respirator (attach description)

Half Mask APR

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Acid Gas

Other*

Other*

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Gloves – nitrile for sampling. Light duty mechanic style gloves for moving equipment and supplies around the site

Reviewed By

Position/Title
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Date

Reviewed By
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Position/Title

Date

Organic Vapor

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
SOIL AND GROUNDWATER SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

Job Steps(1)

Task Activity

1

Perform the STAR Process
(Stop Think Act Review)
and discuss Stop Work
Authority (SWA) Inspect and calibrate
sampling and monitoring
equipment

•

Site personnel not aware of STAR and •
SWA
•

•

•
•

Ensure all equipment is functioning properly
Wear light duty mechanic style gloves

Sampling Technician

•

Lost time from improperly functioning
equipment
Incorrect sampling procedures/
collection due to malfunctioning
equipment

Prepare to collect soil
and/or groundwater
samples

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lifting hazards
Back injury
Manual material handling
Pinch points
Cuts
Punctures
Sample misidentification
Electrical Shock Hazards

•
•

Sampling Technician

•
•
•

Contaminant exposure
Cuts from container breakage
Sample misidentification

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style gloves
Size up the load; if the object is too large or odd shaped OR is in excess of
50 pounds then assistance (mechanical or a buddy lift) will be required
Lift with the legs (bend at the knees and use the leg muscles) to protect the
lower back and keep lower back in a neutral position
Avoid one-handed carrying if possible; maintain awareness of footing
No bending or twisting while under load
Refer to the HASP for additional lifting information
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations
Use proper tools when opening container packaging
Do not use fixed open blade knives when opening boxes or containers
Ensure the sample id label matches sample location with site plan site
supervisor/subcontractor
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Inspect glass bottles for breaks/cracks
Do not attempt to use any suspect containers
Close glass sample containers carefully to avoid breakage
Check sample labels for accuracy prior to placing in cooler
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Ensure proper calibration of equipment
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Confirm selected samples are correct based on work plan selection criteria,
PID readings, and soil boring logs
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations (e.g., between cooler
and lid)

2

3

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

4

Sample collection

5

Headspace screening of soil •
samples
•
Sample selection
•
•
•
•

6

085121 (2) JSA Soil and Groundwater Sampling Activities

Contaminant exposure
Incorrect headspace readings
Bottle breakage
Contaminant exposure
Pinch points
Lost time due to incorrect sample
selection

Mitigating Measure(s)(3)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Project team to discusses importance of and documentation procedures for
SWA during pre-job safety meeting
Use SWA to stop any work that is unsafe

2 of 3

Person Responsible
Site Personnel

Sampling Technician

Sampling Technician
Sampling Technician

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
SOIL AND GROUNDWATER SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

Job Steps(1)
7

8

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
Packing samples in
cooler(s)

Investigation derived waste
(IDW) management

Mitigating Measure(s)(3)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bottle breakage
Contaminant exposure
Cuts
Pinch points
Lifting hazards
Back injury
Manual material handling
Lost time due to incorrect sample
packaging or hold time exceedances

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contaminant exposure
Lifting hazards
Back injury
Manual material handling
Pinch points
Slips/trips/fall hazards
Mislabeled waste

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Pack glass containers in bubble wrap
Check COC against sample labels for accuracy before shipping
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations (e.g., between cooler
and lid)
Use proper lifting techniques as discussed in step 3
If possible use a dolly or cart if cooler is heavy or has to be moved over a
long distance
Ensure equipment and supplies are loaded correctly and do not shift during
transport
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Use proper lifting techniques as discussed in step 3
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations
Maintain awareness of walking surfaces
Label IDW with generator, a contact number, identification of contents, and
site location
Specify IDW as either hazardous or non-hazardous material

Person Responsible
Sampling Technician

Sampling Technician

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught".

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
SOIL SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All
project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site

March 2014

JSA Type:

Soil Sampling Activities

Construction

Client:

GSH

Soil Sampling Activities
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, PPE and Hazard Communication

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
Supplied Air

APR

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

SCBA

Full Face APR

Particulate

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Airline Respirator (attach description)

Half Mask APR

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Acid Gas

Other*

Other*

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Gloves – nitrile for sampling. Light duty mechanic style gloves for moving equipment and supplies around the site

Reviewed By

Position/Title
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Date

Reviewed By

1 of 3

Position/Title

Date

Organic Vapor

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
SOIL SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

Job Steps(1)

Task Activity

1

Perform the STAR Process
(Stop Think Act Review)
and discuss Stop Work
Authority (SWA) Inspect and calibrate
sampling and monitoring
equipment

•

Site personnel not aware of STAR and •
SWA
•

•

•
•
•

Ensure all equipment is functioning properly
Wear light duty mechanic style gloves
Complete Quality Control documents

Sampling Technician

•

Lost time from improperly functioning
equipment
Incorrect sampling procedures/
collection due to malfunctioning
equipment

Prepare to collect soil
samples

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lifting hazards
Back injury
Manual material handling
Pinch points
Cuts
Punctures
Sample misidentification

•
•

Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style gloves
Size up the load; if the object is too large or odd shaped OR is in excess of
50 pounds (23 kg) then assistance (mechanical or a buddy lift) will be
required
Lift with the legs (bend at the knees and use the leg muscles) to protect the
lower back and keep lower back in a neutral position
Avoid one-handed carrying if possible; maintain awareness of footing
No bending or twisting while under load
Refer to the HASP for additional lifting information
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations
Use proper tools when opening container packaging
Do not use fixed open blade knives when opening boxes or containers
Ensure the sample id label matches sample location with site plan site
supervisor/subcontractor
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Inspect glass bottles for breaks/cracks
Do not attempt to use any suspect containers
Close glass sample containers carefully to avoid breakage
Check sample labels for accuracy prior to placing in cooler
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Ensure proper calibration of equipment
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Confirm selected samples are correct based on work plan selection criteria,
PID readings, and soil boring logs
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations (e.g., between cooler
and lid)

Sampling Technician

2

3

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

4

Sample collection

•
•
•

Contaminant exposure
Cuts from container breakage
Sample misidentification

5

Headspace screening of
samples
Sample selection

•
•
•
•
•
•

Contaminant exposure
Incorrect headspace readings
Bottle breakage
Contaminant exposure
Pinch points
Lost time due to incorrect sample
selection

6
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Mitigating Measure(s)(3)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project team to discusses importance of and documentation procedures for
SWA during pre-job safety meeting
Use SWA to stop any work that is unsafe

2 of 3

Person Responsible
Site Personnel

Sampling Technician

Sampling Technician
Sampling Technician

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
SOIL SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

Job Steps(1)
7

8

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
Packing samples in
cooler(s)

Investigation derived waste
(IDW) management

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bottle breakage
Contaminant exposure
Cuts
Pinch points
Lifting hazards
Back injury
Manual material handling
Lost time due to incorrect sample
packaging or hold time exceedances

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contaminant exposure
Lifting hazards
Back injury
Manual material handling
Pinch points
Slips/trips/fall hazards
Mislabeled waste

Mitigating Measure(s)(3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Pack glass containers in bubble wrap
Check COC against sample labels and SSOW for accuracy before shipping
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations (e.g., between cooler
and lid)
Use proper lifting techniques as discussed in step 3
If possible use a dolly or cart if cooler is heavy or has to be moved over a
long distance
Ensure equipment and supplies are loaded correctly and do not shift during
transport
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Use proper lifting techniques as discussed in step 3
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations
Maintain awareness of walking surfaces
Label IDW with generator, a contact number, identification of contents, and
site location
Specify IDW as either hazardous or non-hazardous material

Person Responsible
Sampling Technician

Sampling Technician

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught".

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
STOCKPILE SOIL SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to
starting work including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors,
clients, subcontractors, etc.). Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday.
Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating
scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site

March 2014

JSA Type:

Stockpile Soil Sampling Activities

Construction

Client:

GSH

Stockpile Soil Sampling Activities
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, PPE and Hazard Communication

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
Supplied Air

APR

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

SCBA

Full Face APR

Particulate

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Airline Respirator (attach description)

Half Mask APR

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Acid Gas

Other*

Other*

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Gloves – nitrile for sampling. Light duty mechanic style gloves for moving equipment and supplies around the site

Reviewed By

Position/Title
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Date

Reviewed By

1 of 3

Position/Title

Date

Organic Vapor

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
STOCKPILE SOIL SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

Job Steps(1)

Task Activity

1

Perform the STAR Process
(Stop Think Act Review)
and discuss Stop Work
Authority (SWA) Inspect and calibrate
sampling and monitoring
equipment

•

Site personnel not aware of STAR and •
SWA
•

•

•
•
•

Ensure all equipment is functioning properly
Wear light duty mechanic style gloves
Complete Quality Control documents

Sampling Technician

•

Lost time from improperly functioning
equipment
Incorrect sampling procedures/
collection due to malfunctioning
equipment

Prepare to collect soil
samples

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lifting hazards
Back injury
Manual material handling
Pinch points
Cuts
Punctures
Sample misidentification

•
•

Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style gloves
Size up the load; if the object is too large or odd shaped OR is in excess of
50 pounds (23 kg) then assistance (mechanical or a buddy lift) will be
required
Lift with the legs (bend at the knees and use the leg muscles) to protect the
lower back and keep lower back in a neutral position
Avoid one-handed carrying if possible; maintain awareness of footing
No bending or twisting while under load
Refer to the HASP for additional lifting information
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations
Use proper tools when opening container packaging
Do not use fixed open blade knives when opening boxes or containers
Ensure the sample id label matches sample location with site plan site
supervisor/subcontractor
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Inspect glass bottles for breaks/cracks
Do not attempt to use any suspect containers
Close glass sample containers carefully to avoid breakage
Check sample labels for accuracy prior to placing in cooler
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Ensure proper calibration of equipment
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Confirm selected samples are correct based on work plan selection criteria,
PID readings, and soil boring logs
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations (e.g., between cooler
and lid)

Sampling Technician

2

3

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

4

Sample collection

•
•
•

Contaminant exposure
Cuts from container breakage
Sample misidentification

5

Headspace screening of
samples
Sample selection

•
•
•
•
•
•

Contaminant exposure
Incorrect headspace readings
Bottle breakage
Contaminant exposure
Pinch points
Lost time due to incorrect sample
selection

6
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Mitigating Measure(s)(3)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project team to discusses importance of and documentation procedures for
SWA during pre-job safety meeting
Use SWA to stop any work that is unsafe
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Person Responsible
Site Personnel

Sampling Technician

Sampling Technician
Sampling Technician

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
STOCKPILE SOIL SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

Job Steps(1)
7

8

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
Packing samples in
cooler(s)

Investigation derived waste
(IDW) management

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bottle breakage
Contaminant exposure
Cuts
Pinch points
Lifting hazards
Back injury
Manual material handling
Lost time due to incorrect sample
packaging or hold time exceedances

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contaminant exposure
Lifting hazards
Back injury
Manual material handling
Pinch points
Slips/trips/fall hazards
Mislabeled waste

Mitigating Measure(s)(3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Pack glass containers in bubble wrap
Check COC against sample labels and SSOW for accuracy before shipping
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations (e.g., between cooler
and lid)
Use proper lifting techniques as discussed in step 3
If possible use a dolly or cart if cooler is heavy or has to be moved over a
long distance
Ensure equipment and supplies are loaded correctly and do not shift during
transport
Wear Ndex nitrile gloves over light duty mechanic style
Use proper lifting techniques as discussed in step 3
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations
Maintain awareness of walking surfaces
Label IDW with generator, a contact number, identification of contents, and
site location
Specify IDW as either hazardous or non-hazardous material

Person Responsible
Sampling Technician

Sampling Technician

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught".

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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Job Safety Analysis (JSA)
SURVEYING AND COMMUNITY AIR MONITORING ACTIVITIES
Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All
project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site
Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

March 2014

JSA Type

Surveying and Community Air Monitoring Activities

Construction

Client

GSH

Surveying and Community Air Monitoring Activities
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York
GPS Unit, Grade Rod, Stakes, Hammer, Wood Lathe, Ribbon, Tripods, Air Monitoring Equipment
Flagger safety; Traffic control devices; PPE, Mobile Equipment Operations

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (SEE JOB STEPS FOR TASK-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)
REFLECTIVE VEST*

GOGGLES

APR: ________________*

GLOVES* Leather

HARD HAT

FACE SHIELD*

SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATOR*

COVERALLS*

LIFELINE / HARNESS*

HEARING PROTECTION*

PPE CLOTHING*

OTHER*

SAFETY GLASSES

STEEL TOED BOOTS

OTHER*
_____________________________

OTHER* ____________________________

ADDITIONAL PPE: * Provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below
Reflective Vest – Class II
Gloves - Leather gloves for mobilization and demobilization equipment

Reviewed By

Position/Title

Date
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Reviewed By

1 of 3

Position/Title

Date

Job Safety Analysis (JSA)
SURVEYING AND COMMUNITY AIR MONITORING ACTIVITIES
JOB STEPS (1)
1

2

TASK
ACTIVITY
Perform the
STAR Process
and discuss
Stop Work
Authority (SWA)
Perform Review
“General Site
Activities” JSA.
Mob equipment
to surveying
area

POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
•

Failing to identify hazardous conditions
resulting in losses or near losses.

•
•
•

Potential back Injuries loading equipment;
Pinch points;
Moving or flying projectiles inside vehicle
while transporting equipment;
Slip/trip/fall;
Biological hazards.
Struck by moving vehicles

•
•
•

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Setup in work
zone

•
•
•
•
•
•

Struck by oncoming traffic/heavy
equipment;
Slip/trip/fall;
Biological hazards;
Potential back injuries from moving
equipment;
Heat/Cold Stress;
Struck by moving vehicles
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•
•
•

Perform the STAR Process STAR.
Assess the risks.
Determine the hazards of performing the task and survey the work area.
Consider weather conditions such as fog that could reduce visibility.
Always consider the worst case scenario.
Analyze the hazards determined.
Decide a plan of action to eliminate or reduce the hazards and act on it.

Person Responsible
Survey or Air Monitoring
Technician

Survey or Air Monitoring
Follow proper lifting procedure identified in the HASP;
Technician
Wear leather gloves when moving equipment around;
Review JSA and HASP;
Practice STAR;
Properly secure all equipment inside the vehicle.
Contact the owner of any public roadway (State or City) to determine requirements
for surveying on or along their roadway.
Develop a Temporary Traffic Control Plan (TTCP) if surveying activities will be taking
place on or along the shoulder of a public highway.
Set up a Temporary Traffic Control Zone (TTCZ) if surveying activities will be taking
place on or along the shoulder of a public highway. The TTCP will describe the set
up of the TTCZ.
Survey or Air Monitoring
Communication with other personnel/heavy equipment operators to notify them of
Technician
survey team presence;
Position a company truck with flashers on for added protection and to aid in the
protection of the survey crew as they set up the TTCZ;
Follow hot/cold stress procedures presented in the HASP. Ensure fluid intake and
clothing/PPE is appropriate for conditions.

2 of 3

Job Safety Analysis (JSA)
SURVEYING AND COMMUNITY AIR MONITORING ACTIVITIES
JOB STEPS (1)
4

TASK
POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
ACTIVITY
Conduct survey •
Struck by oncoming traffic;
activities
•
Slip/trip/fall;
•
Potential injuries from misuse of tools or
use of tools in disrepair;
•
Splinters, eye injuries from broken stakes;
•
Utility strikes;
•
Biological hazards;
•
Weather
•
Struck by moving vehicles

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

Exit work zone

•
•
•
•
•

Struck by oncoming traffic;
Slip/trip/fall;
Biological hazards;
Weather
Struck by moving vehicles

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Person Responsible

Survey or Air Monitoring
Wear hi-visibility safety vest, steel-toed boots, safety glasses, and hard hat;
Technician
Do not use old or faded PPE;
Make sure that proper PPE is being worn;
Notify nearby equipment of changes in you activities/movement through work area;
Inspect tools;
Repair/replace tools as necessary;
Visually inspect stakes prior to driving into ground. Do not use stakes that are
cracked, split, have large knots, etc;
Perform utility clearance to with clients representative to verify presence of
underground utilities to avoid driving grade stakes through any underground
obstructions;
Watch for snakes, insects, animals, etc; avoid walking though tall grass and shrubs
as much as possible;
Check weather prior to entering work area;
Should conditions be windy, wear spoggles (safety glass goggles) to prevent dirt and
debris from getting into the eyes;
Wear sunscreen, as required;
If thunder is heard o lightning seen, leave work area immediately and take shelter; do
not re-enter work area until 30 minutes after last lightning strike is seen
Survey or Air Monitoring
Walk through clear paths, especially when carrying equipment; watch for and avoid
Technician
rough terrain as much as possible;
Note traffic patterns, make sure path to vehicle is clear and notify nearby equipment
you are moving through their path;
Watch for snakes, insects, animals, etc; avoid walking though tall grass and shrubs
as much as possible;
Check weather prior to entering work area;
Should conditions be windy, wear spoggles (safety glass goggles) to prevent dirt and
debris from getting into the eyes;
Wear sunscreen, as required;
If thunder is heard o lightning seen, leave work area immediately and take shelter; do
not re-enter work area until 30 minutes after last lightning strike is seen.

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim
is caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress / ergonomics / lifting techniques;
Exposure - inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught"

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear,
concise and specific. Use objective, observable and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as, "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
TRASH PUMP SETUP AND OPERATION

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All
project personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority.
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site
Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

March 2014

JSA Type

Construction

Construction

Client

GSH

Setup and operation of 2” and 3” trash pumps
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York
Trash pump; fittings; hose sections; safety fuel can;
40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, HAZCOM, PPE Hand and Power Tool Safety

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (SEE JOB STEPS FOR TASK-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS)
REFLECTIVE VEST*

GOGGLES – as necessary

APR: ________________*

GLOVES* see below

HARD HAT

FACE SHIELD*

SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATOR*

COVERALLS*

LIFELINE / HARNESS*

HEARING PROTECTION*

PPE CLOTHING*

OTHER* ____________________________

SAFETY GLASSES

STEEL TOED BOOTS

OTHER*
_____________________________

OTHER* ____________________________

ADDITIONAL PPE: * Provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below
Reflective Vest - Class II

Gloves - Leather

Hearing Protection - NRR 20

Reviewed By

Position/Title
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Date

Reviewed By

1 of 2

Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
TRASH PUMP SETUP AND OPERATION
JOB STEPS (1) TASK ACTIVITY
POTENTIAL HAZARD(S) (2)
1
Perform the STAR
•
Slips, Trips, Falls
Process and discuss Stop •
Situational risks
Work Authority (SWA)
2

Equipment Safety
Checklist

•
•

3

Pump and hose set-up

•
•
•
•
•
•

4

Equipment
Fueling/Refueling

•
•

5

Starting the pump

•
•

6

Pump Operation

•
•
•

CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S)(3)
• Verify personnel’s training is sufficient for the scheduled task(s).
• Is job instruction training (hands-on) training necessary?
• Employees should remove finger rings, necklaces, or jewelry, which may be
hazardous in equipment operation.
Faulty hose connections;
• Replace worn or damaged hoses and fittings.
Damaged hoses and fittings
• Replace hose connections with operational connections.
• Perform an overall inspection of the equipment for any defects or signs of damage.
• Refer to the specific pump’s equipment manufacturer’s operating manual before
using the equipment.
• Be aware of your surrounding conditions (footing, weather conditions, etc.)
Slip, Trip, Fall;
• Use proper lifting techniques; “straight back-bent knee” lifting approach. Have a
Uneven terrain;
“buddy” assist with the lift.
Wet, icy, and muddy conditions;
• Use gloves to ensure a secure grip.
Material Handling – Back
sprains and strains;
• Grab the equipment only at designated handles or if none are available, at
locations where the hands and fingers will not get caught in the equipment or
Struck-by and Line of Fire;
smashed.
Pinch-points.
• Test the weight of the equipment before lifting.
• Straighten out hoses before connection and keep them out of high traffic areas.
• Be aware of “stored energy” hazards presented by hoses.
Fires; Explosions;
• Turn off equipment before fueling and let it first cool down prior to refueling.
Chemical hazard
• No smoking while fueling.
• Do not use cell phones while fueling.
• Store fuel in proper safety containers only.
• If transferring fuel from large vessels into portable cans, use proper grounding or
bonding techniques.
• Do not fuel the equipment when it is hot.
• Wear gloves and wash hands after fueling.
Back Strains;
• Make sure the starting cord is free pulling. Test the cord before pulling.
Slippery Conditions
• Be aware of your surrounding conditions. Make sure Slip/Trip/Fall/ hazards were
properly identified and corrected.
Splash Hazards;
• Remove worn or damaged hoses until they can be repaired or replaced.
Hot Surfaces;
• Keep hands away from the exhaust or hot components of the equipment.
Noise
• Be aware of any unguarded moving parts on the equipment.

Person Responsible
All Affected Personnel

All Affected Personnel

All Affected Personnel

All Affected Personnel

Assigned Laborer

Assigned Laborer

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim
is caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress / ergonomics / lifting techniques;
Exposure - inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught"

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear,
concise and specific. Use objective, observable and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as, "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
WASTEWATER TANK SAMPLING ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements, and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All project
personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority (SWA).
Date Issued/Revised
Work Type
Work Activity
Work Site

March 2014

JSA Type

Wastewater Tank Sampling Activities

Construction

Client

GSH

Wastewater Tank Sampling Activities
The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Key Equipment
Task-specific Training

40 HR and 8 HR HAZWOPER, PPE and Hazard Communication

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
Supplied Air

APR

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

SCBA

Full Face APR

Particulate

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Airline Respirator (attach description)

Half Mask APR

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Other*

Acid Gas

Fire Retardant Coveralls

Other*

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Gloves - nitrile

Reviewed By

Position/Title
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Position/Title

Date

Organic Vapor

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
WASTEWATER TANK SAMPLING ACTIVITIES
Job Steps(1)
1

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

Task Activity
•
•

2

Perform the STAR Process
(Stop Think Act Review) and
discuss Stop Work Authority
(SWA) Locate the sampling point

3

Sample collection

•
•
•

4

Cover the sampling port
(location)

•
•
•
•

5

Packing samples in cooler(s)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Corrective Measure(s)(3)
• Verify personnel training is sufficient for scheduled task(s). Is Job Instruction
(hands-on) Training necessary?

Slips, trips, falls;
Situational risks - use STAR;

Pinch fingers/hands
Sharp edges
Slips and trips while on top of tanks
Falls from ladders, stairways or on
top of tanks
Slip/trip/fall hazards
Contaminant exposure
Sample misidentification

Pinch fingers/hands
Sharp edges
Slips and trips while on top of tanks
Falls from ladders, stairways or on
top of tanks
Bottle breakage
Back injury
Contaminant exposure
Cuts
Pinch points
Back strain
Lost time due to incorrect sample
packaging or hold time exceedances

Person Responsible
All Project Personnel

•
•
•
•

Wear eye protection
Wear nitrile gloves
Use caution when climbing ladders or stairs
Keep workboots free of mud

All Project Personnel

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare the proper sample container
Wear nitrile gloves while collecting the sample
Wear cut resistant gloves to prevent cuts from broken sample containers
Do not use any suspect containers
Close containers carefully to avoid breakage
Check sample labels for accuracy prior to placing in cooler
Wear leather gloves
Use caution when unfastening the cover straps
Use two people remover box cover
Wear eye protection

All Project Personnel

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wear nitrile gloves when handling sample containers
Wear cut resistant gloves to prevent cuts from broke sample containers
Pack glass containers in bubble wrap
Check COC against sample labels for accuracy before shipping
Avoid placing hands/fingers in pinch point locations
Use proper lifting techniques and buddy system if needed
Ensure equipment and supplies are loaded correctly and do not shift during
transport
Use proper lifting techniques – no bending or twisting while under load
Refer to the HASP for additional lifting information

All Project Personnel

•
•

All Project Personnel

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure
- inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught".

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
WETLAND DELINEATION AND VEGETATIVE SURVEY ACTIVITIES

Field staff must review job-specific work plan and coordinate with project manager to verify that all up-front logistics are completed prior to starting work
including, but not limited to, permitting, access agreements, and notification to required contacts (e.g., site managers, inspectors, clients, subcontractors, etc.).
Additionally, a tailgate safety meeting must be performed and documented at the beginning of each workday. Stop, Think, Act, Review (STAR) must be
used prior to any activity. All personnel must possess the appropriate training prior to initiating scheduled tasks. Also consider weather conditions. All project
personnel have the authority and responsibility to use Stop Work Authority (SWA).
Date Issued/Revised:

March 2104

JSA Type:

Work Type:

Environmental

Client:

Work Activity:

Walking through the bush to do a wetland delineation and vegetative survey

Work Site:

The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site – Wheatfield, New York

Wetland Delineation and Vegetative Survey

Key Equipment:
Task-specific Training:

Reference Health and Safety Plan (HASP) for additional site/client safety training requirements

MINIMUM REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (see job steps for task-specific requirements)
APR:

Reflective Vest

Goggles

Gloves*

Hard Hat

Face Shield*

Coveralls*

Lifeline/Harness*

Hearing Protection*

PPE Clothing*

Safety Glasses

Safety-toed Boots

Other*

Supplied Air

First Aid Kit

Particulate
Half Mask APR

Full Face APR

Organic Vapor

SCBA

Airline Respirator

Particulate/Organic Vapor Combined

(attach description)

Acid Gas

Other*

Other*

ADDITIONAL PPE (*provide specific type(s) or descriptions of this item below)
Waterproof boots, insect repellant, bear spray (if required)

Project Team
Name

Signature
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Modified By

1 of 2

Reviewed By

Position/Title

Date

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS (JSA)
WETLAND DELINEATION AND VEGETATIVE SURVEY ACTIVITIES
Job Steps(1)

Task Activity

1

Perform the STAR •
Process and
discuss Stop Work
Authority (SWA)
Perform Review
“General Site
Activities” JSA.

2

Check weather
forecast

3

Potential Hazard(s)(2)

•
•

•
Establish work
•
zone at monitoring •
location
•
•
•
•

4

Prepare for site
visit

•

5

Vegetative Survey

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corrective Measure(s)(3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Failing to identify
hazardous
conditions resulting
in losses or near
losses.

Unexpected storm
Fog, rain, snow;
lightening/thunder
Heat/cold stress
On-site traffic
Pinch points
Lifting hazards
Back injury
Manual material
handling
Slip/trip/fall
hazards
Loss due to
equipment - hand
auger (5-foot)
Slips/trips/hit/fall
hazards
Heat stress
Cold stress
Biological hazards
Wildlife
encounters
Potential adverse
weather conditions
Electric fence

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Person Responsible

Perform the STAR Process STAR.
Assess the risks and verify that personnel training is sufficient for scheduled task(s).
Determine the hazards of performing the task and survey the work area.
Consider weather conditions such as fog that could reduce visibility.
Always consider the worst case scenario.
Analyze the hazards determined.
Decide a plan of action to eliminate or reduce the hazards and act on it.
Check local and destination weather forecast
Discuss weather issues and precautions to take while driving to the destination
If weather conditions (e.g., fog, rain, snow) impair ability/vision, reschedule site visit
In extreme temperatures, ensure all personnel have proper clothing, hydration, and heat/cold protection
Maintain awareness of on-site traffic patterns and walking paths (i.e., uneven terrain)
Reduce travel distance when there is a need to carry/lift materials
Make sure grip is adequate; wear leather/cotton gloves
Size up the load; if the object is too large or odd shaped OR is in excess of 50 pounds (23 kg) then
assistance (mechanical or a buddy lift) will be required
Lift with the legs (bend at the knees and use the leg muscles) to protect the lower back and keep lower back
in a neutral position
Avoid one-handed carrying if possible; maintain awareness of footing
Refer to the HASP for additional lifting information and practice STAR
Check all equipment to ensure it is in proper working order, then document

Biologist

Use buddy system while walking through the bush
Spot check to identify hazards, establish pathway which is most free of slip and trip hazards, beware of trip
hazards, keep work areas free of clutter, communicate hazards to on-site personnel
Heightened awareness of wasps, ants, bees, ticks, spiders, snakes, and poison plants; use bug spray as
necessary
Perform a thorough self examination for ticks at the end of the day
Monitor for heat stress, establish work/rest regimes, wear heat stress PPE, and have liquids available
Monitor for cold stress, wear warm clothing, have access to fluids and high energy food and schedule a work
and rest regime
Always be aware of surroundings and have easy access to bear spray and knowledge of techniques used to
deter bear attacks
Be aware of any rapidly changing environmental conditions and respond accordingly

Biologist

Biologist

Biologist

Biologist

(1)

Each Job or Task consists of a set of steps. Be sure to list all the steps in the sequence that they are performed. Specify the equipment or other details to set the basis for the potential
(associated) hazards.

(2)

A hazard is a potential danger. What can go wrong? How can someone get hurt? Consider, but do not limit, the analysis to: Contact - victim is struck by or strikes an object; Caught - victim is
caught on, caught in or caught between objects; Fall - victim falls to ground or lower level (includes slips and trips); Exertion - excessive strain or stress/ergonomics/lifting techniques; Exposure inhalation/skin hazards. Specify the hazards and do not limit the description to a single word such as "Caught".

(3)

Aligning with the Job Steps, Task Activity Description, and Potential Hazard columns, describe what actions or procedures are necessary to eliminate or minimize the hazards. Be clear, concise
and specific. Use objective, observable, and quantified terms. Avoid subjective general statements such as "be careful" or "use as appropriate".
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ATTACHMENT B
PROJECT SAFETY FORMS

085121 (2) APPC

•

HASP TRAINING ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM

•

DAILY SAFETY MEETING FORM

•

INCIDENT REPORTING FORM

•

SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST FOR EXCAVATIONS

•

SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST FOR MOBILE EQUIPMENT

•

HOT WORK PERMIT AND CHECKLIST

•

MANLIFT DAILY EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST

Hazardous Energy Control Program
(Lockout/Tagout)

Project Name:
Name of Facility:

Project Number:
002077
Maintenance or Repair Activity:

Equipment Name:

Equipment Serial Number:
Energy Sources Present:

Electrical;

Chemical;

Mechanical;

Pneumatic;

Hydraulic;

Thermal;

Other:_____________________________________________________________

SHUT DOWN
Energy Source

Isolating Device

Location

Action

Verification Step

1

2
Note: Photos may be attached to facilitate LOTO procedure detailed above.
START UP
Energy Source

Isolating Device

Location

Action

Verification Step

2
1
Note: Photos may be attached to facilitate LOTO procedure detailed above.

Lockout/Tagout Procedure Written By:

_________________________________________________________________________________
Name
Date
Signature

Procedure Verification
The procedure listed above was field tested/verified by __________________ of ___________
on the _____ day of __________________, 200__.
If the energy sources affecting this equipment are modified in anyway, the overall procedure
should be reevaluated.
085121 (2) APPC ATTB
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CONESTOGA-ROVERS & ASSOCIATES (CRA) INCIDENT REPORTING FORM
CRA Inc and Ltd – Incidents must be called into Incident Hot Line: 1-866-529-4886
CRA Europe – Incidents must be called into the Head Office during working hours
(0115 965 6700) and to the CRA Europe Incident Hotline afterhours (0773 076 2845)
Instructions: For Personal Injuries, Occupational Illnesses, and Property Damage, complete Sections 1 and 2.
For Vehicle Accidents, Complete Sections 1, 2, and 4. Initial report must be submitted within 24 hours.
Report Status
(insert date)

Initial Report

Update Report

Final Report

Verification/Validation

Report Input into SMART Database

SECTION 1
A. Employee Identification
Employee No.
Last Name

CRA Employee
First Name

Area Code
(
)
Date of Hire
Month Day

Employee Home Address (Street, City, State/Province/County, Postal/Zip Code)

Telephone Number
Position/Title

Temporary Employee
Subcontractor
Middle Name/Initial

Supervisor

Male

Female

Employee's Company/Home Office Location

Year

B. General Information
Where did the Incident occur and which country?
Type of incident (Check all that apply)
Office
Project Site
Other
Employee Injury/Illness
Vehicle Accident
Canada
United States
UK
Property Damage Only
Address of Incident (City, State/Providence/County, Postal/Zip Code)
Specific Location of incident (e.g., where on site)
Date and Hour of Incident
Month Day
Year
Normal Work Hours
From:.

a.m.
p.m.
To:

Date and Hour Reported to Employer
Date and Hour Last Worked
Time Employee Began
Work
a.m.
Month Day
Year
a.m.
Month Day Year
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
Witnesses?
Witness Name and Telephone Number
Yes
No

C. Project Information (Project Related Incident Only) Project Related?
Yes
No
Project #
Project Name
Project Manager
Site Telephone Number
(
)
Client Name
Was the Client Advised of the Name of Person Contacted
Incident?
Yes
No

Project Manager Cell Number
(
)
Date and Time Contacted

SECTION 2
A.
1.

Details of the Incident
What job/task was being performed when the incident occurred? (Example: collecting groundwater samples).

2.

Provide a detailed description of the employee's specific activities at the time of the incident. Include details of equipment/materials being used,
including the size and weight of objects being handled, and weather conditions at time of the incident. If necessary, attach additional pages to the
report.

3.

For injuries, identify the specific part of body injured, and specify left or right side. For illnesses, identify and describe the affected area/body part.

4.

Identify the object or substance that directly injured the employee and how. Include size, weight, and shape of object, quantity of substance, etc.

5.

Identify property damaged and how it was damaged (include owner of property, nature and source of damage, and model and serial number, if
appropriate).

B. Health Care/Medical Treatment
Identify the type of health care provided and where it was performed. (Check all that apply).
Employee received health care?
First Aid
Medical treatment other than first aid (sutures, etc.)
Hospitalized
Yes
No
Clinic
Hospital emergency room
On location by self or CRA employee)
On site by EMT
Name of Health Care Provider, Physician Name, Phone Number, Address (Street, City, Province/State/County, and Postal/Zip Code)
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SECTION 2 (continued)
C.

Incident Investigation
5 Why Root Cause Analysis Investigation [Non-OSHA Recordable, <$5,000/£3,000 damage]
Tap Root Cause Analysis [OSHA Recordable, and/or >$5,000/£3,000 damages]
HASP prepared?
Did the safety plan identify and provide safety procedures for the specific tasks the employee was conducting
Yes
No
N/A
when injured?
Submit a PDF of HASP and relevant
Yes
No If no, why not? (Explain)
JSA(s)/Risk Assessment to
Did the employee utilize the STAR process before initiating the task?
Investigation Team.
Yes
No If no, why not? (Explain)
If yes, was the HASP on site?
Was the employee drug & alcohol tested post incident?
Yes
No
Yes
No
5-Why Root Cause: Incident Statement
1.
Why did "above" happen?

2.

Why did "1" happen?

3.

Why did "2" happen?

4.

Why did "3" happen?

Additional information: Attach photos, witness
statement(s), affected employee statement,
accident diagrams, as applicable, to the end of
this document.

See Corrective Actions/Verification and
Validation Section (Page 4)

5.

Why did "4" happen?

6.

Why did "5" happen?

D.

Accountability

Initial Report Date
Month
Day
Investigation Team

Final Report Date
Month
Day

E.

Initial Report Prepared by: (please print)

Initial Report Prepared by: (signature)

Company

Position/Title

Final Report Prepared by: (please print)

Final Report Prepared by: (signature)

Year

Year

Stewardship

Will an Incident Summary be
Prepared?
Yes
No
By:
Quality Review By:

Disciplinary Action Taken?

Date:

Yes

No

Findings:

CRA Inc & Ltd - Fax Completed Form to CRA's Incident Reporting Fax: (832) 485-5259
CRA Europe – Email Completed Form to the RSHM
Send Original to CRA's Incident Reporting Department, Houston, Texas
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SECTION 3
A.

Agency Reporting and Recording Information (To be completed by the Regional Safety and Health Manager)

CANADA
Provincial Regulatory Agency Reporting
Required?

Employee Injury Information (Injury met the following criteria):
First Aid

Yes

Medical Treatment

Critical Injury

Modified Duty

Lost Time Injury

Not required
If medical treatment, what?

Joint Safety and Health Committee Notified?
Yes

Total days of modified duty

Total days of lost time (if any)

Date employee returned to work
Month

No

Day

Year

If exceeds 7 days, report to WSIB

UNITED STATES
OSHA Recordable Injury?
Yes

No

Employee Injury Information (Injury met the following OSHA 300 Log criteria)
First Aid

Medical Treatment

Restricted Duty

Lost Time Injury

If medical treatment, what?

OSHA Recordable.pdf

Total days of restricted duty:

Total days of lost time (if any)

Date employee returned to work
Month

Day

Year

UNITED KINGDOM
RIDDOR Reportable Injury?
Yes

Employee Injury Information (Injury met the following criteria):
First Aid
Medical Treatment
Restricted Duty

Lost Time Injury

No
If medical treatment, what?

RIDDOR.pdf
(HSE RIDDOR reporting: http://www.hse.gov.uk/riddor/report.htm)

Total days of restricted duty:

Total days of lost time (if any)

Date employee returned to work
Month

Day

Year

THE CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT ARE THE SOLE PROPERTY OF CRA. REPRODUCTION OF ANY PART BY ANY MEDIUM IS NOT AUTHORIZED WITHOUT
THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF CRA.
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VEHICLE ACCIDENT SECTION
(Complete this Section for all Vehicle Accidents)

SECTION 4
A.

Vehicle CRA Employee was Operating

Personal
CRA-Owned
Rental - Rental Company:
State/Province/County
Police Department
City
State/Province/County
Odometer Reading at Time of Accident
Police Report Number
Weather Conditions

License Plate No.
Vehicle Year/Make/Model

Name of Person Operating Vehicle

x

" " IN AREA OF VEHICLE DAMAGE

Address
City

State/Province/County

Telephone: Area Code (

Postal/Zip Code

)

Description of Vehicle Damage:

B.

Other Vehicles Involved

Name of Owner
Operator's Name (if different from above)

Year/Make/Model

Address

City/State/Prov./County/Postal/Zip

Address

City/State/Prov./County/Postal/Zip

Description of Property Damage:

Area Code and Telephone Number
(
)
Area Code and Telephone Number
(
)

"x" IN AREA OF VEHICLE DAMAGE

Insurance Co. Name & Telephone
License Plate No./State/Province

C.

Injured Persons
Name

Address
Street, City,
State/Prov./County/Postal/Zip Code

Phone
Number

Indicate if Injured was a Vehicle
Driver/ Passenger, CRA
Employee, Other, or Pedestrian

Nature of Injury

1.
2.
3.

D.

Witnesses
Name

Address
Street, City, State/Prov./County/Postal/Zip Code

Area Code and Telephone Number

1.

(

)

2.

(

)

E.

Description of Accident

Was Ticket Issued?

Reason:

Other Operator
CRA Operator
Report Date
Month
Day

Report Prepared by: (please print)

Report Prepared by: (signature)

Year
Note: If Additional Space is Required to Complete this Report, Use Separate Sheet of Paper and Attach.

CRA Inc & Ltd - Fax Completed Form to CRA's Incident Reporting Fax: (832) 485-5259
CRA Europe – Email Completed Form to the RSHM
Send Original to CRA's Incident Reporting Department, Houston, Texas
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INCIDENT REPORT
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS/VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Causative Factors and Corrective Actions
Item
No.

CF

Corrective Actions
(Must match Causative Factor)

Responsible
Party

Date
Due

Date
Completed

Verification (Did we do what we said we would do?)
and Validation (Is it working?)
Verified By/
Validated By
Date
Details
Verified By:

Validated By:

Verified By:

Validated By:

Verified By:

Validated By:

Verified By:

Validated By:

CRA 10 CAUSATIVE FACTORS
1
2
3
4

Personal Factors
Insufficient training for task
Hurrying to complete the task
Easier if proper process not followed
Took shortcuts without prior incident
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5
6
7
8
9

Company Factors
Incomplete or no procedures
Procedures not known or enforced
Improper PPE
Improper tools
Improper workplace layout

10

External Factors
Exposure to conditions

NL

CONESTOGA-ROVERS & ASSOCIATES (CRA) NEAR LOSS REPORTING FORM
CRA Inc and Ltd – A Significant Near Loss must be called into Incident Hot Line: 1-866-529-4886
CRA Europe – Incidents must be called into the Head Office during working hours (0115 965 6700)
and to the CRA Europe Incident Hotline afterhours (0773 076 2845)
Instructions:

Report Status
(insert date)

Initial Report

1)
2)
3)
4)

Employee completes the Near Loss Report and submits to Supervisor.
Supervisor reviews and makes other comments.
Employee discusses Near Loss with Project Manager.
Submit to Regional Safety & Health Manager

Update Report

Final Report

Verification/Validation

Report Input into SMART Database

SECTION 1
A.
Employee Identification
Employee No.
Last Name
Date of Hire

CRA Employee

Position/Title

Temporary Employee
First Name
Supervisor

Subcontractor
Employee’s Company - if Subcontractor
Home Office Location - if CRA Employee

B. General Information
Where did the Near Loss occur?
Type of Near Loss (Check all that apply)
Office
Project Site
Other
Employee Injury/Illness
Vehicle Accident
Property Damage
Environmental
Canada
United States
UK
Address of Near Loss (City, State/Province/County, Postal/Zip Code)
Specific Location of Near Loss (e.g., where on site)
Date and Hour of Near Loss
Month
Day
Year
Witnesses?
Yes
No

Date and Hour Reported to CRA
a.m.
Month
Day
Year
p.m.
Witness Name and Telephone Number

C. Project Information (Project Related Near Loss Only): Project Related: ( ) Yes
Project #
Project Name
CRA Project Manager
Client
Was the Client Advised of the Near Loss?
Yes
No
N/A

Name:

Time Employee Began Work
a.m.
p.m.

a.m.

p.m.

( ) No
Client Contact
Date and Time
Month
Day

Year

Time

SECTION 2
A
1.

Details of the Near Loss
What job/task was being performed when the Near Loss occurred? (Example: collecting groundwater samples).

2.

Provide a detailed description of the employee's specific activities at the time of the Near Loss. Include details of equipment/materials being used,
including the size and weights of objects being handled, and weather conditions at time of the Near Loss. If necessary, attach additional pages to
the report.

B. Near Loss Investigation
Conduct a 5-Why Root Cause Analysis Investigation. In addition, if there was the potential for a significant injury or loss, report the Near Loss to the
Incident Hot Line (this will determine if a Tap Root Cause Analysis is necessary).
HASP prepared?
Did the safety plan identify and provide safety procedures for the specific tasks being performed when the Near Loss
Yes
No
N/A
occurred?
Submit a PDF of HASP to
Yes
No If no, why not? (Explain)
Investigation Team.
Did the employee utilize the STAR process before initiating the task?
If yes, was the HASP on site?
Yes
No If no, why not? (Explain)
Yes
No
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SECTION 2 (continued)
Additional information: Attach photos, witness
statement(s), affected employee statement, as
applicable, to the end of this document.

5-Why Root Cause:
1.

Why did "above" happen?

2.

Why did "1" happen?

3.

Why did "2" happen?

4.

Why did "3" happen?

5.

Why did "4" happen?

6.

Why did "5" happen?

C. Accountability
Initial Report Date
Month
Day

Initial Report Prepared by: (please print)

Initial Report Prepared by: (signature)

Company

Position/Title

Final Report Prepared by: (please print)

Final Report Prepared by: (signature)

Year

Investigation Team

Final Report Date
Month
Day

See Section 3 Below: Corrective Actions/
Verification and Validation

Year

D. Stewardship
Will a Near Loss Summary be Prepared?
Quality Review By:
Date:

Yes

No
If yes, by:
Findings:

SECTION 3
Corrective Action
Corrective Actions
Responsible
(Must match Causative Factor)
Party

CF

Due Date

Date
Completed

Validation & Verification
Verified By/
Validated By
Date
Details
Verified By

Validated By

Verified By

Validated By

Verified By

Validated By

CRA 10 CAUSATIVE FACTORS (CF)
PERSONAL FACTORS

COMPANY FACTORS

1

Insufficient training for task

5

Incomplete or no procedures

2

Hurrying to complete the task

6

Procedures not known or enforced

3

Easier if proper process not followed

7

Improper PPE

4

Took shortcuts without prior incident

8

Improper tools

9

Improper workplace layout
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EXTERNAL FACTORS
10

Exposure to conditions

FIELD SAFE TASK EVALUATION PROCESS
(F-STEP)
Report Status:
(insert date)

Initial Report

Observer’s Name
Client:
Observer’s Office:
Observer’s Supervisor:
Subcontractor:
Yes

Updated Report

No

Final Report

Verification/Validation

Date:
Project Name:
Site Location:
Project No. (If applicable):
Subcontractor Company Name:

Feedback Conducted By:
Observee’s Supervisor:
Check Task Being Observed
(if not listed here, go to columns at right)
Air Knifing
Mob/Demob
Clearing
Project Oversight
Demolition
Soil Sampling
Drilling
Stack Testing
Electrical Work
Surveys & Audits
Excavation
Traffic Control
General Site Cleaning
UST Removal
Heavy Equipment Operations
Water Sampling
IH Sampling
Well Management
Manual Lifting

Report Input to SMART Database

Time:

Date:
Time:
If checking this column,
write in the specific task
Agricultural Services
Construction
Landfill
Office Operations
O&M
Pipeline
Refinery
Treatment Plants
Other

Give a brief description of task being performed and your surroundings

Observer’s Positive Comments
1.
2.
3.

Feedback Session Conclusion:
If NO Questionable Items: Brief Recap of Positive Actions/Comments
If Questionable Items: Brief Recap of Positive Actions/Comments AND Why the Questionable Item(s) Occurred
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FIELD SAFE TASK EVALUATION PROCESS
(F-STEP)

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Meets Work
Standards

???

N/A

Evaluation Comments

Meets Work
Standards

???

N/A

Evaluation Comments

Meets Work
Standards

???

N/A

Evaluation Comments

Meets Work
Standards

???

N/A

Evaluation Comments

Meets Work
Standards

???

N/A

Evaluation Comments

Meets Work
Standards

???

1. Hearing Protection (e.g., Ear Plugs)
2. Head Protection (e.g., Hard Hat)
3. Eye Protection (e.g., Safety Glasses/Goggles)
4. Hand Protection (e.g., Gloves)
5. Foot Protection (e.g., Steel-toe Boots)
6. Respiratory Protection
7. Fall Protection (e.g., lanyard/harness)
8. High Visibility Clothing (e.g., Work Vest)
9. First Aid Kit/Fire Extinguisher
10. Other (be specific)
BODY POSITION
11. Proper Body Positioning When Exerting Force (Lifting/Pushing/Pulling)
12. Pinch Points/Moving Equipment - Hands/Body Placement
13. 3-Points of Contact
14. Other (be specific)
WORK ENVIRONMENT
15. Work/Walk Surface Clear (Free And Clear Pathway)
16. Housekeeping/Equipment Storage
17. Controlled Work Zone (e.g., Warning Devices, Barricades, Cones, Flags)
18. Emergency Stop/Safety Switches
19. Materials Labeled Correctly
20. Storage/Disposal of Waste
21. Other (be specific)
OPERATING PROCEDURES
22. STAR Performed/Job Planning
23. Stop Work Authority Process – understood and considered
24. JSA/JLA/Risk Assessment Reviewed and Followed
25. Daily Site Inspection
26. High Risk Task Specific (Hot Work, Confined Space, LOTO, Excavation/
Trenching)
27. Inspect Work Zone for Hazards
28. Coordinate/Communicate with Site Rep and/or others on site
29. Spotters used appropriately
30. Underground/Overhead Utilities Identified
31. Other (be specific)
TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
32. Hand/Power Tool - Selection, Condition, and Use
33. Field/Test Equipment - Selection, Condition, and Use
34. Heavy Equipment - Selection, Condition, and Use
35. Other (be specific)
Observation Total Occurrences
% Observations to Meet Work Standards
Item Specific to Work Task
Insert Task/JSA/SOP Step
Insert Task/JSA/SOP Step
Insert Task/JSA/SOP Step
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Evaluation Comments

FIELD SAFE TASK EVALUATION PROCESS
(F-STEP)
Verification (Did we do what we said we would do?)
and Validation (Is it working?)

Causative Factors and Corrective Actions
Item
No.

Corrective Actions
CF

(Must match Causative Factor)

Responsible
Party

Date
Due

Date
Completed

Verified By/
Validated By

Date

Details

Verified By:

Validated By:

Verified By:

Validated By:

Verified By:

Validated By:

Verified By:

Validated By:

CRA 10 CAUSATIVE FACTORS
1
2
3
4

Personal Factors
Insufficient training for task
Hurrying to complete the task
Easier if proper process not followed
Took shortcuts without prior incident
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5
6
7
8
9

Company Factors
Incomplete or no procedures
Procedures not known or enforced
Improper PPE
Improper tools
Improper workplace layout

10

External Factors
Exposure to conditions

DAILY SAFETY MEETING FORM
PROJECT:

The Nash Road Sanitary Landfill Site

LOCATION:

Wheatfield, New York

DATE/TIME:
1. Safety Issues or Topics Discussed:

2. Work Summary and Physical/Chemical Hazards of Concern:
Planned Activities:
Physical hazards:
Biological hazards:
Chemicals onsite:

3. Protective Equipment/Procedures:

4. Emergency Procedure:
MUSTERING POINT:

5. Signatures of Attendees (Handwriting must be legible):
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HASP ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM
This is to certify that I have received a pre-entry briefing regarding this HASP for the Nash
Road Sanitary Landfill Site - Wheatfield, New York and I understand its contents. My
failure to follow and comply with the requirements contained in this plan may result in
disciplinary action and/or removal from the Site.
Print Name
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Signature

Company

Date

HOT WORK PERMIT AND HOT WORK CHECKLIST
Location (facility, well name, rig, etc.):
Description of Hot Work:
I have reviewed the proposed work, agree that hot work is necessary and may proceed without unreasonable risk.
Initial authorization:
Date:
Expiration time:
The following precautions must be taken to complete the work safely (attach details of specific procedures or checklist if appropriate).
Check

Yes

NA

Check

Yes

NA

Check

Yes

All lines depressurized?

Area/space gas free?

All liquids drained?

Combustibles removed?

Pre-job safety meeting complete?

Space cleaned and purged?

Continuous atmosphere monitoring?

Emergency procedure established?

Space properly ventilated?

Fire extinguisher/water available?

Special PPE required?

Lockout/tagout complete?

Respiratory protection required?

Positive Isolation
Blind
Disconnect

Electric lighting and equipment properly rated for
hazardous area location
Yes
No
NA

NA
Double Block and Bleed
Full thickness Skillet

PPE

Atmospheric Testing
Acceptable Conditions
Oxygen

Time 
<10% LEL

H2S

<10 ppm

Norm

<50 Micrograms

Vessel Temperature

<100ºF (43ºC)

Ambulance/EMS:
Rescue Services:
Air Rescue:

Full body harness
Lifeline
Personnel basket
Rigid stretcher
Mechanical lift for >5 degrees vertical
Results
AM/PM

:

Tester Signature:
X

Initials

Direct Reading Monitor

Model and Unit Number:

Results
AM/PM

Initials

Fire Department:
Other:

:

Results
AM/PM

:

Results
AM/PM

X
X
X
Signature of Fire Watch:
X

Date: ____/______/___

Signature of Contract Supervisor:
X

Permit Retention: 1 year or until audited
Original - Client Representative and Work Site

Initials

Signature of person(s) performing Hot Work:
X

Only the On-site Supervisor may extend the permit time (Max. 12 hours)
Time was extended to:
hours.
Rep. Initials:
Time:
:
Permit start time shall be the same as the initial test time.
Cancellation of Permit
Signature of On-site Supervisor:
X

Initials

Calibration Date:

This permit is approved for ____ hours on this date ____/______/___
Signature of On-site Supervisor:
X
Start Time: :
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Emergency Phone Numbers

Emergency Response Plan?
Yes
No
NA
If no, notify outside rescue services
GPS Coordinates:

:

NA
Voice
Horn

:

Results
AM/PM

19.5% to 23.5%

Flammability

Distribution:

Communication Method
Hand signal
Radio

Rescue Equipment

Hardhat
Other:
Eye/Face:
Safety glasses w/side shields
Face shield
Goggles
Other:
Arms/ Hands:
Leather gloves
Leather gloves w/long sleeves
Other:
Footwear:
Leather Boots
Clothing:
Flame-resistant clothing
Head:

NA

Standby man/fire watch?

Copy - Initial Authorization

1

Initials
/

/

HOT WORK CHECKLIST
Signature

All welding machines shall be located in an unclassified area while in use (for offshore welding,
machines must be 3 m or 10 feet away from a well-bay or production area and 0.5 m or 18 inches or away
from deck drains – refer to Electrical Area Classification drawing).
Welding machines with AC power convenience receptacles shall be labeled as AC power and shall be
used with ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) adapters. The adapters should be placed as close to the
welding machine as possible.
Welding machines with DC power convenience receptacles shall be removed or otherwise disabled and
must not be used.
Welding machines used offshore shall be equipped with drip pans, shut down devices, and spark
arresters.
All welding leads shall be grounded as close as possible to the work area.
All welding leads and extension cords shall be completely insulated, UL rated, and in good working
condition.
Welding rods shall not be left in the electrode holder when laid down on steel decks. The stud ends
shall be put into a container – not on the floor or deck.
Oxygen and acetylene bottles shall be separated by a or 5-foot high metal barrier, secured in a rack.
Acetylene bottles shall be kept in an upright position.
Regulators shall be equipped with properly operating gauges.
Oxygen and acetylene hoses shall be leak-free and routed to prevent mechanical damage.
Oxygen and acetylene hoses shall not be hung on cylinders when in use.
Oxygen and acetylene shall be turned off at the cylinder valve and hoses bled anytime the equipment is
not in use. Regulators shall be removed and protective cylinder caps put in place anytime cylinders are
to be moved.
Acetylene pressure downstream of the regulator shall be kept at or below 15 psi.
Check valves/flame arresters shall be installed on the torch and the regulator.
Only friction spark devices shall be used for ignition of cutting torches. Due to a potential ignition
source, friction sparkers shall not be permitted to be carried throughout the facility.
When lighting the cutting torch, the fuel gas valve shall be opened before opening the oxygen valve.
Equipment containing hydrocarbons or other flammable substances has been relocated at least 35 feet
horizontally from the hot work site. Similar equipment located at a lower elevation where slag, sparks,
or other burning material could fall has been relocated at least 35 feet from the point of impact. When
relocation is impractical, the equipment has been either shielded or the contents rendered inert.
Fire resistant blankets (if used) shall be of a good quality and should be installed in a manner that does
not create pockets or folds.
Instrument gas systems and devices isolated or shielded.
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On-Site Supervisor:

Date:

Welder:

Date:

2

SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST FOR EXCAVATIONS
REFERENCED BY OSHA STANDARDS
This checklist is to be completed by the competent person at the start of work and as needed throughout the shift
(i.e., after rain events, etc.). (A competent person has been trained in the current OSHA excavation standard, is
knowledgeable about soil analysis and protective systems, and has the authority to shut down the job.)
Site Location:
Date:
Time:
Were visual soil tests made? If Yes, what type?

Project #:
Competent Person:
YES
NO

Type:

Were manual soil tests made? If yes, what type?

YES

Type:

Soil Type:
Soil Classification:
Excavation Depth:
Protective System Used:

Signature:

NO

Excavation Width:

In the following table, please place a Y for Yes, N for No, or N/A for Not Applicable in the right hand column for each
item. If No, place the date of correction.
Y, N,
or NA

Subject
GENERAL INSPECTION OF THE JOB SITE
Does the competent person have the authority to remove employees from the excavation
1.
immediately?
ARE SURFACE OBSTRUCTIONS REMOVED OR SUPPORTED?
2.
3.

Are employees protected from loose rock or soil that could pose a hazard by falling or
rolling into the excavation?

4.

Are hard hats worn by all employees?
Are excavated soil, materials, and equipment placed at least 2 feet from the edge of the
excavation?
Are walkways and bridges over excavations 4 feet or more in depth equipped with
standard guardrails and toe-boards?
Are warning vests or other highly visible clothing provided and worn by all employees
exposed to public vehicular traffic?

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Are employees required to stand away from vehicles being loaded or unloaded?
Is a warning system established and used when mobile equipment operates near the
edge of the excavation?

10.
11.

Are employees prohibited from going beneath suspended loads?
Are employees prohibited from working on the faces of sloped or benched excavations
above other employees?
UTILITIES
12.
Were utility companies contacted and/or utilities located?
13.
Are the exact locations of the utilities marked?
Are underground installations protected, supported, or removed when excavation is
14.
opened?
MEANS OF ENTERING AND EXITING THE TRENCH
15. Is the distance along the trench to an exit no greater than 25 feet in excavations 4 feet or
more in depth?
16. IS A SUPPORT SYSTEM, SUCH AS UNDERPINNING, BEING USED?
17.

Are ladders used in excavations secured and extended 3 feet above edge of the trench?
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Date
Corrected

Y, N,
or NA

Subject
18.
19.

Are structural ramps used by employees designed by a competent person?
Are structural ramps used for equipment designed by a registered professional
engineer?

20. Are employees protected from cave-ins when entering or exiting the excavation?
WET CONDITIONS
21. Is water removal equipment monitored by a competent person?
22. Is surface water or run-off diverted or controlled to prevent accumulation in the
excavation?
23. Are inspections made after every rainstorm or other hazard-increasing occurrence?
HAZARDOUS ATMOSPHERE
24. Is the atmosphere within the excavation tested where there is a reasonable possibility of
an oxygen deficiency, combustible, or other harmful contaminant exposing employees to
a hazard?
25. Are adequate precautions taken to protect employees from exposure to an atmosphere
containing less than 19.5% oxygen and/or other hazardous atmospheres?
26. Is ventilation provided to prevent employee exposure to an atmosphere containing
flammable gas 10% above the lower explosive limit of a gas?
27.
28.

Is testing conducted often to ensure that the atmosphere remains safe?
Is emergency equipment, such as breathing apparatus, safety harness and lifeline,
and/or basket stretcher readily available where hazardous atmospheres could or do
exist?
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
29. Are materials and/or equipment for support systems selected based on soil analysis,
trench depth, and expected loads?
30. Are materials and equipment used for protective systems inspected and in good
condition?
31. Are protective systems installed without exposing employees to the hazards of cave-ins
(including end walls), collapses, or threat of being struck by materials or equipment?
32. Are excavations below the level of the base, or footing supported, approved by a
registered professional engineer?
33. Does the removal of support systems progress from the bottom and members are
released slowly? Note any indication of possible failure.
34. Is the excavation of material a level no greater than 2 feet below the bottom of the
support system and only if the system is designed to support the loads calculated for the
full depth?
35.

Is there a shield system placed to prevent lateral movement?
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Date
Corrected

SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST – MOBILE EQUIPMENT SAFETY
Week Ending:

Job No.:

Equipment:

(This form is to be completed daily by the operator. Deficiencies should be addressed immediately.)
Superintendent: ______________________________
Equipment Hours:
Fluid Levels:
Oil
Hydraulic
Transmission
Radiator
Grease Fittings
Fuel
Safety Checks:
Fire Extinguisher
Seat and Safety Belts
Warning Devices (backup alarms, lights, etc.)
Housekeeping
Brakes
Mirrors
Windshield and Wipers
Steering
Horn
Lights
Tires
Guards
Instruments
Exhaust System
Accessories:
Boom or Mast
Controls
Level Indicators
Tracks
Other
Sign-Off:
Operator's Initials
Supervisor's Initials

Date:
Start:
Stop:

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Additional Comments: (Please write any additional comments here. Use the back of this form if necessary.)

√ = OK
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NR = Needs Repair

NA = Not Applicable

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Comments

UNSAFE ACTS/UNSAFE CONDITIONS/
STOP WORK AUTHORITY (SWA) REPORT
Reported By:
To:

Employee’s Office:

CRA RSHM -

Date:

Employee Supervisor:

Time:
Employee Principal:

Project Related:

No

Yes If yes, Name of Client:

Client Contact:

Project No (if applicable):
Unsafe Act
Driving

Re: (check all that apply)
Location: (check one)

Unsafe Condition
Field

Date Reported to Supervisor/PM:

Date Corrected:

Time Reported to Supervisor/PM:

Time Corrected:

Stop Work Authority (SWA)
Office

Describe the unsafe act, unsafe condition, or SWA Situation:

List corrective action(s) implemented:

Did the corrective action(s) mitigate the unsafe act/unsafe condition?

For SMART Administrators Use Only:
CRA Category:
PPE -

Personal
Protective
Equipment
BP Body Positioning
WE – Work Environment
OP –
Operating
Procedures
TE –
Tools and
Equipment
CU –
Computer Usage
PD –
Pre-Driving
OPP – Operating
Procedures –
Parking

Chevron Category:
A – Person or
People
B – Equipment
C – Environmental
D – Procedures/
Processes/
JSAreview/revise
E – Visitors

Are additional actions required?

No

Causative Factor:
1. Insufficient training for task
2. Hurrying to complete the task
3. Easier if proper process not
followed
4. Took shortcuts without prior
incident
5. Incomplete or no procedures
6. Procedures not known or
enforced
7. Improper PPE
8. Improper tools
9. Improper workplace layout
10. Exposure to conditions

Yes

If yes, what?
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Energy Source:
G–
M–
ME –
E–
P–

Gravity
Motion
Mechanical
Electrical
Pressure

T–
C–
B–
R–
S–

Temperature
Chemical
Biological
Radiation
Sound

ATTACHMENT C
COMMUNITY AIR MONITORING PLAN
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COMMUNITY AIR MONITORING PLAN
FOR THE NASH ROAD SANITARY LANDFILL SITE – WHEATFIELD, NEW YORK
DEVELOPED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH'S
GENERIC COMMUNITY AIR MONITORING PLAN

Overview
This site-specific Community Air Monitoring Plan (CAMP) requires real-time monitoring for volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) and particulates (i.e., dust) at the downwind perimeter of each designated
work area when certain activities are in progress at contaminated sites. The CAMP is not intended for
use in establishing action levels for worker respiratory protection. Rather, its intent is to provide a
measure of protection for the downwind community (i.e., off-site receptors including residences and
businesses and on-site workers not directly involved with the subject work activities) from potential
airborne contaminant releases as a direct result of remedial work activities. The action levels specified
herein require increased monitoring and corrective actions to abate emissions, and/or work shutdown.
Additionally, the CAMP will help to confirm that work activities do not spread contamination off site
through the air.
Air monitoring station locations will be established around the perimeter of the site for use as
monitoring locations. The site-specific CAMP presented below will be implemented during the soil
handling activities at the site which include the building of site roadways, excavation activities, soil loading
activities and site restoration activities. Each day that these activities are in progress one upwind and
two downwind air monitoring stations will be set up to collect data. The instruments that will be used
to collect the air monitoring data will have data logging capabilities. The data will be downloaded
periodically, stored electronically and will be available to agency personnel for review.
Reliance on this CAMP should not preclude simple, common sense measures to keep VOCs, dust, and
odors at a minimum around the work areas.
Community Air Monitoring Plan
Real-time air monitoring for VOCs and particulate levels at the perimeter of the site will be necessary, as
described below.
Continuous monitoring will be required during all soil handling activities at the site which include the
building of site roadways, excavation activities, soil loading activities and site restoration activities.
Periodic monitoring for VOCs will be required during non-intrusive activities such as the collection of soil
samples (if completed). Periodic monitoring during sample collection might reasonably consist of taking
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a reading upon arrival at a sample location, monitoring while overturning soil and then taking a reading
prior to leaving a sample location.
VOC Monitoring, Response Levels, and Actions
VOCs will be monitored at the downwind perimeter of the site on a continuous basis. Upwind
concentrations should be measured at the start of each workday and periodically thereafter to establish
background conditions, particularly if wind direction changes. The specific type of air monitoring
equipment that will be used at the site for VOC monitoring will be a MiniRae 3000, or equivalent. The
equipment will be calibrated in accordance with the manufacturer's guidelines. The equipment will be
capable of calculating 15-minute running average concentrations, which will be compared to the levels
specified below.
1.

If the ambient air concentration of VOCs at the downwind perimeter of the site exceeds 5 parts
per million (ppm) above background for the 15-minute average, work activities must be
temporarily halted and monitoring continued. If the total organic vapor level readily decreases
(per instantaneous readings) below 5 ppm over background, work activities can resume with
continued monitoring.

2.

If total organic vapor levels at the downwind perimeter of the site persist at levels in excess of
5 ppm over background but less than 25 ppm, work activities must be halted, the source of
vapors identified, corrective actions taken to abate emissions, and monitoring continued. After
these steps, work activities can resume provided that the total organic vapor level 200 feet
downwind of the designated work area or half the distance to the nearest potential receptor or
residential/commercial structure, whichever is less - but in no case less than 20 feet, is below
5 ppm over background for the 15-minute average.

3.

If the organic vapor level is above 25 ppm at the perimeter of the site, activities must be
shutdown.

4.

All 15-minute readings must be recorded and be available for State (New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation [NYSDEC] and the New York State Department of Health
[NYSDOH]) personnel to review. Instantaneous readings, if any, used for decision purposes will
also be recorded.

Particulate/Fugitive Dust Monitoring, Response Levels, and Actions
Particulate concentrations will be monitored continuously at one upwind and two downwind monitoring
stations on the site perimeter. The particulate monitoring will be performed using real-time monitoring
equipment capable of measuring particulate matter less than 10 micrometers in size (PM-10) and
capable of integrating over a period of 15 minutes (or less) for comparison to the airborne particulate
action level. The particulate monitor that will be used will be a TSI 8520 DustTrak, or equivalent. The
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equipment will be equipped with an audible and/or visible alarm to indicate exceedance of the action
level. In addition, fugitive dust migration should be visually assessed during all work activities.
1.

If the downwind PM-10 particulate level is 100 micrograms per cubic meter (mcg/m3) greater
than background (upwind perimeter) for the 15-minute period or if airborne dust is observed
leaving the designated work area, then dust suppression techniques must be employed. Work
may continue with dust suppression techniques provided that downwind PM-10 particulate
levels do not exceed 150 mcg/m3 above the upwind level and provided that no visible dust is
migrating from the designated work area.

2.

If, after implementation of dust suppression techniques, downwind PM-10 particulate levels are
greater than 150 mcg/m3 above the upwind level, work must be stopped and a re-evaluation of
activities initiated. Work can resume provided that dust suppression measures and other
controls are successful in reducing the downwind PM-10 particulate concentration to within
150 mcg/m3 of the upwind level and in preventing visible dust migration.

3.

All readings must be recorded and be available for State (NYSDEC and NYSDOH) personnel to
review.

The following fugitive dust suppression and corrective procedures will be employed at the site.
1.

Reasonable fugitive dust suppression techniques will be employed during all remedial activities,
which may generate fugitive dust.

2.

The following techniques are generally effective for the controlling of the generation and
migration of dust during construction activities and may be employed as necessary:
(a)

Applying water on haul roads

(b)

Wetting equipment and excavation faces

(c)

Spraying water on buckets during excavation and dumping

(d)

Hauling materials in properly tarped or watertight containers

(e)

Restricting vehicle speeds to 10 mph

(f)

Covering excavated areas and material after excavation activity ceases

(g)

Reducing the excavation size and/or number of excavations

When techniques involving water application are used, care must be taken not to use excess
water, which can result in unacceptably wet conditions. Using atomizing sprays will prevent
overly wet conditions, conserve water, and provide an effective means of suppressing the
fugitive dust.
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ATTACHMENT D
THE GLENN SPRINGS HOLDINGS COMMUNICATION AND ACTION PLAN
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CRA and Glenn Springs Holdings, Inc.
Stop Work Authority, Near Loss (Miss) and Incident (Accident)
Communication and Action Plan
Stop Work Authority (SWA) Reporting
1. CRA employees assigned to Glenn Springs Holdings, Inc. (GSH) sites are instructed to
immediately report all serious events where Stop Work Authority (SWA) is used to the CRA
Project Manager (PM), the Incident Hotline and to Jeff Maranciak (JM) (by phone 412-2256375). If the CRA PM is not immediately available then proceed by reporting the SWA to the
Incident Hotline and to JM.
2. After notifying the CRA PM, Incident Hotline and JM, all SWA events shall be reported, as
soon as practical, via email to the GSH HES Director, Enzo Conti (Enzo_Conti@oxy.com),
the GSH PM and the GSH President, Mike Anderson (Mike_Anderson@oxy.com). The
subject heading of the email should read: “Stop Work Action: Site Name.”
3. The event leading to stopping work shall be investigated and appropriate controls to minimize
the risk to human health, safety or the environment must be in place and approved by the site
and or the GSH PM before work can resume.
Near Loss (Miss) Reporting
1. CRA employees assigned to GSH sites are instructed to immediately report all Near Losses
(Misses), hereafter referred to as Near Losses, to the CRA PM, the Incident Hotline (by phone)
and to JM. If the CRA PM is not immediately available then proceed by reporting the Near
Loss to the Incident Hotline and to JM.
2. After notifying the CRA PM, Incident Hotline and JM, the CRA employee experiencing the
Near Loss shall submit a written Near Loss Report to the CRA PM and JM within 5 days of
when the Near Loss occurred.
3. The CRA PM shall immediately notify the GSH PM of the Near Loss. Additionally, JM will
immediately notify the GSH HES Director by phone (Enzo’s numbers are: office-713-552-8615,
cell 214-608-6124) of any Near Loss.
4. The CRA PM shall review the Near Loss Report from affected staff and work with staff to
finalize the Near Loss Report. If requested by the GSH PM or GSH HES Director, a Near Loss
Summary Report will be developed by the project team using information obtained from the
Near Loss Reporting Form and then submit the Summary Report to JM who will in turn
forward it to the GSH PM and GSH HES Director.
5. The CRA PM and the GSH PM together shall determine what actions, if any, are required (e.g.,
plan to correct existing dangerous situation) and communicate to other CRA/GSH staff as
warranted.
Incident (Accident) Reporting
1.

CRA employees are instructed to immediately report all incidents to the CRA Incident
Reporting Hotline (866-529-4886).

2.

Upon being notified of an incident on GSH projects, the CRA Regional Safety & Health
Manager manning the Incident Reporting Hotline or JM shall immediately contact the CRA
PM and the GSH HES Director by phone. If the GSH HES Director is not available by phone,
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contact his backup, Alan Chasteen (office – 256-389-2215, cell – 256-577-0747) or in his
absence, Mike Anderson (office – 972-687-7501, cell - 859-396-3767). When the CRA PM is not
available a call will be made to Ian Richardson (CRA GSH Contact). Efforts to reach the GSH
HES Director and his backups shall continue until one of them has been personally contacted.
3.

The CRA PM shall immediately contact the GSH PM.

4.

If the CRA PM is not immediately available, then the CRA GSH Contact shall complete the
notification to the GSH PM.

5.

The CRA PM shall lead the incident investigation and ensure that affected personnel begin
completing the CRA Incident Reporting Form.

6.

The CRA employee involved in the incident along with the CRA PM, with the assistance of
the appropriate CRA Regional Safety & Health Manager, shall complete the incident
investigation, root cause analysis, corrective action plan, and develop the final Incident
Summary Report. The Incident Summary Report shall be submitted to CRA’s Corporate
Safety and Health Manager, Colleen Conlon and/or JM for review. The approved Incident
Summary Report shall be submitted to the GSH HES Director, the GSH PM and the CRA PM
as soon as it is available but not later then 5 days from the time of the incident/injury.

Note: A template of the Near Loss Summary Report and the Incident Summary Report can be
obtained from JM or Craig Gebhardt.
General Communication
1.

JM shall contact the GSH HES Director periodically (by phone) to review CRA’s Safety and
Health performance. Additionally, the GSH HES Director will be provided with CRA’s
Monthly Safety Matrix.

2.

All SWA events, Near Losses, Incidents and Lessons Learned Summary Reports are to be
shared with CRA/GSH project teams at the discretion of the GSH and CRA PMs.

Terminology
Incident - An unplanned and therefore, unwanted or undesired event that results in an actual loss
occurrence (injury, property damage, lost work time).
Incident (or Near Loss) Investigation- A methodical effort to collect and interpret facts (evidence);
a systematic look at the nature and extent of the near loss or incident, the risks taken, and the
loss(es) involved; an inquiry as to how and why the event occurred. The best time to investigate is
as soon after the occurrence as possible. Investigation should not have the purpose of placing
blame.
Loss- Anything that increases cost or reduces productivity and has any adverse effect on the
organization or society resulting from the either normal operations or unplanned events.
Near Loss- An occurrence or happening that had the potential to result in some degree of loss
(injury, property damage, lost production time), but did not. Also referred to as a near accident or
near miss. Significance of the potential loss is taken into account when determining if the near loss
is elevated to a “significant near loss.”
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Stop Work Authority (SWA) – the responsibility and action to be taken by all project personnel
who observe a work condition or behavior that is determined to be unsafe and/or may lead to a
near loss, incident or environmental excursion.
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Section 1.0

Introduction

This Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) has been prepared by Conestoga-Rovers & Associates
(CRA) to govern the collection of environmental data referenced in the Remedial Action Work Plan
(RAWP) and associated documents for the Nash Road Landfill Site in Wheatfield, New York (Site).
This QAPP is Appendix D of the RAWP. It is expected that this QAPP will provide quality assurance
for the remedial action at the Site. The QAPP is a planning document that provides a "blueprint"
for obtaining the type and quantity of data needed to confirm the effectiveness of remedial
actions. The QAPP integrates all technical and quality aspects of a project and documents all
quality assurance (QA), quality control (QC), and technical activities and procedures associated with
planning, implementing, and assessing environmental data collection operations to meet National
Contingency Plan requirements as identified at 300.435(b).
This QAPP has been prepared by CRA in accordance with the USEPA QAPP guidance documents
"EPA Requirements for Quality Assurance Project Plans", EPA QA/R-5, March 2001, and "EPA
Guidance for Quality Assurance Project Plans", EPA QA/G-5, December 2002. In accordance with
these documents, there are four basic groups of elements that must be included in a QAPP. These
four groups and associated elements follow:
•

Group A - Project Management. The elements in this group include all aspects of project
management, project objectives, and project history.

•

Group B – Data Generation and Acquisition. The elements in this group include descriptions of
the design and implementation of all measurement systems that will be used during the
project.

•

Group C – Assessment/Oversight. The elements in this group encompass the procedures used
to ensure proper implementation of the QAPP.

•

Group D – Data Validation and Usability. The elements in this group cover the QA activities that
occur after the data collection phase of the project is completed.

The elements associated with the project management, data generation and acquisition,
assessment/oversight, and data validation and usability for the monitoring activities that are being
conducted for the soil programs at the Site are presented in this QAPP.
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Section 2.0

Project Organization

The responsibilities of management, QA personnel, field personnel, and laboratory personnel are
provided in the following subsections. Additionally, any special training/certification requirements
for the project are identified.
2.1

Management Responsibilities

The Supervising Contractor Project Manager is ultimately responsible for ensuring that the project
objectives are achieved working under direction of the coordinating contractor. The Project
Manager is responsible for coordinating the project team currently consisting of technical
personnel (engineering, chemistry, and data management), QA personnel, and the analytical
laboratory. The Project Manager and the other team members' specific responsibilities follow:
Project Manager – Dennis Hoyt, CRA
Technical representation on behalf of the Client
-

Advising on corrective actions

-

Overview of field activities

-

Ensures all resources are available on an as-required basis

-

Preparing and reviewing reports

-

Coordinating technical group

A New York State certified laboratory will be used for the analytical portion of the investigation.
The analytical laboratory's Project Manager is responsible for ensuring the project objectives are
achieved by the laboratory. The specific responsibilities follow:
Laboratory Project Manager
Coordinate laboratory analyses
-

Supervise in-house chain-of-custody

-

Data review of final analytical reports

-

Approve final reports prior to submission to the Supervising Contractor

2.2

Quality Assurance Responsibilities

Project team members with QA responsibilities include the QA Officer, the Field QA Officer, and the
laboratory QA Officer. These team members and their specific responsibilities follow:
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Quality Assurance Officer – To Be Determined, CRA
Review laboratory QA/QC
-

Coordinate and review data validation and assessment

-

Advise on laboratory corrective action procedures

-

Preparation and review of QA reports

-

QA/QC representation of project activities

Field Quality Assurance Officer – To Be Determined, CRA
Overview and review field QA/QC
-

Management of field activities and field QA/QC

-

Field data assessment

-

Internal field technical system audits

-

Technical representation of field activities

-

Preparation of standard operating procedures (SOPs) for field activities

-

Implement and document field corrective actions, if necessary

Laboratory QA Officer
Coordinate and overview of laboratory systems audits
-

Overview of QA/QC documentation

-

Conduct detailed data review

-

Implement and document laboratory corrective actions, if required

-

Technical representation of laboratory QA procedures

-

Oversee preparation of laboratory SOPs

2.3

Field Responsibilities

CRA will conduct confirmatory soil sampling and waste characterization sampling. The specific
procedures for field sample collection and field measurements, if any, are presented in the RAWP.
The field sampling will be conducted by CRA's technical staff. CRA's Field QA Officer will be
responsible for documenting any non-conformances and subsequent corrective actions. The Field
QA Officer or any field team member can identify and report non-conformances.
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2.4

Laboratory Responsibilities

Specific information regarding the sampling and analysis program is provided in Section 3.3 of this
QAPP and additional information can be located in the RAWP.
The specific responsibilities of laboratory personnel involved in the project follow:
Laboratory Director
Ensures all resources of the laboratory are available on an as-required basis
-

Schedule sample analyses

-

Oversee data review

-

Oversee preparation of analytical reports

Laboratory Sample Custodian
Receive and inspect incoming sample containers
-

Record the condition of incoming sample containers

-

Sign appropriate documents

-

Verify correctness of chain-of-custody documentation

-

Notify project manager of any non-conformances identified during sample receipt and
inspection

-

Assign a unique identification number to each sample, and enter the client identification
number and sample identification numbers into the sample receiving log/information
system

-

Initiate transfer of the samples to appropriate laboratory sections

-

Control and monitor access/storage of samples and extracts

2.5

Project Organization

The organization and lines of communication among the project participants identified in the
preceding subsections are presented on Figure 2.1 of the RAWP.
2.6

Problem Definition/Background Information

This QAPP focuses on specific QA/QC activities designed to achieve the stated objectives in the
RAWP. It is a living document and will be updated with specific addenda as needed to reflect new
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phases of work as they are implemented at the Site. The modifications will be made by the QA
Officer and reviewed by the Project Manager.
2.7

Project/Task Description

An overview of the sampling and analysis program is summarized in Table 2.1. Target analytes and
targeted quantitation limits are presented in Table 2.2.
2.7.1

Project Schedule

The schedule for various sampling activities will be provided in the associated work
plans/addendums, etc. Schedules will be dependent on some critical items such as regulatory
reviews and approvals, property access, and weather. All of these critical items may impact the
ultimate implementation and completion of scheduled activities.
2.8

Quality Objectives and Criteria for Measurement Data

The quality objectives and measurement performance criteria for data obtained for the monitoring
programs are presented in the following subsections.
2.8.1

Data Quality Objectives

Data quality objectives (DQOs) are qualitative and quantitative statements derived from the
outputs of each step of the DQO process. The DQO process is a series of planning steps based on
the scientific method that is designed to ensure that the type, quantity, and quality of
environmental data used in decision making are appropriate for the intended application.
There are seven steps in the DQO process that include:
•

Stating the problem

•

Identifying the goal of the study

•

Identifying information inputs

•

Defining the boundaries of the study

•

Developing the analytic approach

•

Specifying performance or acceptance criteria

•

Developing the plan for obtaining data
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The DQOs for the programs were developed using the objectives for the programs as a problem
statement. The resulting statements and DQOs are summarized in the following.
1. Problem
2. Goal
3. Inputs
4. Boundaries
5. Analytic Approach

6. Performance or
Acceptance Criteria
7. Design
2.8.2

Confirming that specific waste materials have been removed.
Determine if constituents of concern are detected in soil at
statistically significant levels.
Data from sample collection activities per the RAWP.
To be confirmed based on extent of Site-related detections.
If constituents in remaining soil/materials exceed New York State
Limits, additional activities may be necessary to address the
findings.
Ability to detect constituents at laboratory method detection
limits and quantitate constituents at laboratory targeted
quantitation limits (refer to QAPP Section 5.0 and Table 2.2).
Soil sample collection and other Site-related reporting.

Measurement Performance Criteria

The measurement performance criteria for precision, accuracy, representativeness, completeness,
comparability, and sensitivity (PARCCS) are provided in the following subsections.
2.8.2.1

Field Precision Criteria

Precision of the field sample collection procedures will be assessed by the analysis of field duplicate
samples. Field duplicate samples will be collected at a frequency of 1 per 20 or fewer investigative
samples or at a minimum frequency of 1 per sampling event. The samples will be labeled such that
the field duplicate sample is "blind" to the laboratory. A relative percent difference (RPD) of
100 percent will be used as an advisory limit for analytes detected in both the investigative and
field duplicate soil samples at concentrations greater than or equal to 5 times their quantitation
limits. Professional judgment will be used to qualify associated investigative sample data.
Field precision for field measurements will be assessed through replicate measurement of the same
sample, as applicable to the parameter being measured. The precision acceptance criteria for field
measurements will be 10 RPD.
2.8.2.2

Laboratory Precision Criteria

Laboratory precision will be assessed through the calculation of RPDs for laboratory duplicate
sample analyses. These will be laboratory duplicate, matrix spike/matrix spike duplicate (MS/MSD)
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and/or duplicate laboratory control samples (LCS/LCSD) samples.
These will be
collected/designated a frequency of 1 per 20 or fewer samples. The equation to be used to
determine precision is presented in Section 5.3.1 of this QAPP. Laboratory precision acceptance
criteria are specified in the methods or are determined statistically by the laboratory; and will be
included in the laboratory reports.
2.8.2.3

Field Accuracy Criteria

The criteria for accuracy of the field sample collection procedures will be to ensure that samples
are not affected by sources external to the sample, such as inadequate equipment
decontamination procedures or sample contamination by ambient conditions or sample
cross-contamination. Field sampling accuracy will be assessed by the data from equipment blank
samples and trip blank samples.
Field equipment blank samples will be collected at a frequency of 1 per 20 sampling equipment
decontamination procedures or at a minimum frequency of 1 per sampling event during which
equipment decontamination occurs. Field equipment blank samples (also referred to herein as
equipment blank samples) will be collected by routing laboratory-provided deionized water
through decontaminated sampling equipment. The samples will be labeled such that the
equipment blank sample is "blind" to the laboratory. Equipment blank samples will be analyzed to
check for procedural contamination or ambient conditions that may cause sample contamination.
Equipment blank samples should not contain target analytes. The equipment blank sample data
will be evaluated using the procedures specified in Section 5.3.2 of this QAPP. Accuracy also will be
ensured by adhering to all sample handling procedures, sample preservation requirements, and
holding time periods.
Accuracy of field measurements will be assessed by analyzing calibration check samples, as
applicable to the parameter being measured. Accuracy acceptance criteria for field measurements
obtained during the field activities are +/- 10 percent.
2.8.2.4

Laboratory Accuracy Criteria

Laboratory accuracy will be assessed by determining percent recoveries from laboratory control
sample (LCS) analyses. An LCS will be analyzed at a frequency of 1 per laboratory batch of 20 or
fewer samples of the same matrix. Accuracy relative to the sample matrix will be assessed by
determining percent recoveries from the analysis of matrix spike samples. MS/MSD samples will
be collected/designated at a frequency of 1 per 20 or fewer samples of the same matrix or at a
minimum frequency of 1 per sampling event. The equation to be used to determine accuracy for
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this project is presented in Section 5.3.2 of this QAPP. Laboratory accuracy acceptance criteria are
specified in the methods or are determined statistically by the laboratory; and will be included in
the laboratory reports.
The accuracy of all organic analyses also will be monitored through the analysis of surrogate
compounds. Surrogate compounds are added to each sample, standard, blank, and QC sample
prior to sample preparation and analysis. Surrogate compounds are not expected to be found
occurring naturally in the samples, but behave analytically similar to the compounds of interest.
Consequently, surrogate compound percent recovery data will provide information on the effect
that the sample matrix exhibits on the accuracy of the analyses. Surrogate compound percent
recovery acceptance criteria are specified in the methods and will be included in the laboratory
reports.
2.8.2.5

Field Representativeness Criteria

Representativeness is dependent upon the proper design of the sampling program. The
representativeness criteria for field sampling will be to ensure that the correct soil locations/depths
are sampled and that the proper sampling procedures are followed. The sampling program was
designed to provide data representative of conditions at the Site. During development of the
program, consideration was given to existing analytical data and physical setting.
2.8.2.6

Laboratory Representativeness Criteria

The representativeness criteria for laboratory data will be to ensure that the proper analytical
procedures are used for sample preparation, sample analysis, and that sample holding times are
met. Additionally, the accuracy and precision of the laboratory data affect representativeness. The
laboratory representativeness criteria will include achieving the accuracy and precision criteria for
the sample analyses.
2.8.2.7

Field Comparability Criteria

The criteria for field comparability will be to ensure and document that the proper sampling
procedures are followed.
2.8.2.8

Laboratory Comparability Criteria

The criteria for laboratory data comparability will be to ensure that the analytical methods used for
the investigation are comparable to the methods used for previous sampling events, as applicable.
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2.8.2.9

Field Completeness Criteria

The criteria for field completeness will be 90 percent or more of the field-measured data are
usable. The procedure for determining field data usability is provided in Section 3.9.2 of this QAPP.
The equation for calculating completeness is presented in Section 5.3.4 of this QAPP.
2.8.2.10 Laboratory Completeness Criteria
The criteria for laboratory completeness will be 90 percent or more of the laboratory data are
determined to be usable for the intended purpose. The procedure for determining laboratory data
usability is provided in Section 3.9.2 of this QAPP. The equation for calculating completeness is
presented in Section 5.3.4 of this QAPP.
2.8.2.11 Field Sensitivity Criteria
The criteria for field measurement sensitivity are provided in the RAWP.
2.8.2.12 Laboratory Sensitivity Criteria
The sensitivity criteria for the laboratory analyses are the targeted quantitation limits provided in
Table 2.2 of this QAPP.
It should be noted that high concentration of target and non-target analytes and matrix
interferences may prevent the targeted quantitation limits from being achieved for all samples.
The methods selected for analyzing the samples are USEPA methods routinely used to support
environmental investigations and data gathering activities. The laboratory will report detected
data down to the method detection limits (MDLs) current at the time of analysis. All data detected
between the MDL and the targeted quantitation limits will be flagged as estimated.
2.9

Special Training/Certification Requirements

The CRA field sampling team members are required to have successfully completed relevant field
training protocols. They are also required to have received the 40-hour Hazardous Waste
Operations and Emergency Response (known as HAZWOPER) safety training and annual 8-hour
refresher courses required by 29 CFR Parts 1910 and 1926.
Laboratory personnel training records are maintained by each laboratory. The laboratory is
required to be accredited by the National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program
(NELAP) to demonstrate compliance with USEPA's requirement that the laboratory have a
documented quality system that complies with ANSI/ASQC E4-94 ("Specifications and Guidelines
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for Quality System for Environmental Data Collection and Environmental Technology Programs",
January 1995), and EPA QA/R-2 ("EPA Requirements for Quality Management Plans", March 2001).
2.10

Documentation and Records

The documents, records, and reports generated during the monitoring activities are identified in
the following subsections.
2.10.1

Field and Laboratory Records

Documents and records generated during the project include sample collection records, QC sample
records, field measurement records, laboratory records, and data handling records. A brief
description of these documents and records are provided below. Detailed information on these
records is provided in subsequent sections of this QAPP.
Sample collection records that will be used during the program's sampling activities include field
logbooks and/or project standard field forms, stratigraphic logs, chain-of-custody records, and
shipping papers.
QC sample records that will be used during the project to document the generation of QC samples
include field logbooks and/or project standard field forms recording field blank samples, field
duplicate samples, and MS/MSD samples. The laboratory will maintain quality records for
deionized water sent for field blank samples, and sample integrity information. Records of sample
preservation will be maintained in field logbooks and/or on project standard field forms, and by the
laboratory.
Laboratory records that will be maintained for the project include sample receipt documentation,
field and laboratory chain-of-custody documentation, sample container cleanliness certifications,
reagent and standard reference material certifications, sample preparation records, sample
analysis records (e.g., run logs), instrument/raw data, QC data, calibration data, corrective action
reports, and final reports.
Data handling records that will be maintained include verification of computer programs used to
manipulate or reduce raw data into final results and data validation reports. The laboratory will
maintain documentation of data verification and reduction procedures as necessary for the
analyses used during the monitoring activities. The contractor will maintain checklists, notes, and
reports generated during the external data validation process.
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2.10.2

Data Reporting Format

Field data will be recorded in field logbooks and/or on project standard field forms. The details for
recording field data are provided in Section 3.2.2.1 of this QAPP. Field data will be generated
primarily from direct-reading meters or consist of field readings (e.g., depth to water
measurements) or observations. These data will be tabulated and included in project reports or
submittals.
Laboratory reports for the monitoring activities will include the data deliverables summarized in
Table 2.3.
Raw instrument data (including calibration data and instrument performance checks), method
detection limit (MDL) studies, and method performance and validation studies will be maintained
by the laboratory.
2.10.3

Data Archiving and Retrieval

All records will be maintained consistent with the contractor and laboratory record retention
policies.

Section 3.0

Data Generation and Acquisition

The design and implementation of the measurement systems that will be used during the sampling
activities, including sampling procedures, analytical procedures, and data handling and
documentation, are detailed in the following subsections.
3.1

Sampling Process Design

The rationale for the sampling program was provided in Section 2.6 of this QAPP.
3.1.1

Sampling Methods

Sample collection methods are provided in the RAWP.
3.1.2

Field Equipment and Sample Container Cleaning Procedures

Equipment cleaning/decontamination procedures are provided in the RAWP. Sample containers
will be provided by the laboratory. All containers will be precleaned in accordance with the
U.S. EPA guidance document entitled "Specifications and Guidance for Contaminant-Free Sample
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Containers", EPA 540/R-93/051. Certificates of analysis for each lot of containers will be
maintained by the laboratory or be available from the vendor upon request.
3.1.3

Field Equipment Maintenance, Testing, and Inspection Requirements

Field equipment will be inspected and tested prior to use in the field. Maintenance logs for all field
equipment are kept in field equipment files. Prior to use in the field, the equipment is checked
again, generally during field calibration, and the performance information is recorded in the field
logbook and/or on a standard field equipment form. All equipment returned from the field is
inspected and tested. Any required maintenance is performed and documented prior to the
equipment being returned to service.
Critical spare parts for field equipment and replacement field equipment are available and can be
delivered to the field when the need is identified. Alternately, field equipment vendors can provide
replacement equipment if needed. The replacement equipment can be shipped for overnight
delivery as necessary.
3.1.4

Inspection and Acceptance Requirements for Supplies and Sample Containers

The field supplies for the monitoring activities consist of calibration standard solutions for field
instrument calibration and calibration checks, detergent (Alconox) and solvents for equipment
cleaning, distilled water for sample collection equipment rinsing, deionized water for final sample
collection equipment rinsing and for collecting equipment rinsate blank samples, chemical
preservatives for pH adjustment of the appropriate aliquots of samples, and sample containers to
collect the samples.

Deionized water, purge-and-trap grade water, chemical preservatives, and sample containers will
be provided by the laboratory.
The laboratory will maintain documentation of the
purity/cleanliness for these materials. The laboratory QA Officer is ultimately responsible for
ensuring these materials are acceptable for the project. The acceptability of these materials for
use will be evaluated by reviewing lot analysis certificates (deionized water, chemical preservatives,
and containers). Water, preservatives, and containers that do not meet the laboratory's
acceptability requirements will not be shipped to the field.
3.2

Sample Handling and Custody Requirements

The procedures for sample handling, labeling, shipping, and chain-of-custody documentation are
provided in the subsections that follow.
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3.2.1

Sample Handling

The procedures used to collect the samples are provided in the SAP. Sample aliquots will be
containerized in order of decreasing analyte volatility. Table 3.1 identifies the requirements for the
number of containers, container volume, container type (material of construction), preservation,
holding time periods, and shipping for the analyses. The sample identification procedure is
contained in Section 5.3.1 of the RAWP.
Samples will be placed in shipping coolers containing bagged, cubed ice immediately following
collection. The samples will be grouped in the shipping cooler by the order in which the samples
are collected, and then either couriered to the laboratory that day or shipped to the laboratory via
an overnight courier service, generally on the day they are collected. The only exceptions to this
procedure will be for samples collected after the courier service has picked up the shipment for the
day and when samples are collected on a Sunday or holiday. In these instances, the samples will be
shipped on the next business day.
3.2.2

Sample Custody

Chain-of-custody is the sequence of possession of an item. An item (such as a sample or final
evidence file) is considered to be in custody if the item is in actual possession of a person, the item
is in the view of the person after being in his/her actual possession, or the item was in a person's
physical possession but was placed in a secure area by that person. Field, laboratory, and final
evidence files custody procedures are described in the subsections that follow.
3.2.2.1

Field Custody Procedures

Logbooks and/or project standard field forms will be used to record field data collection activities.
Entries will be described in as much detail as possible to ensure that a particular situation could be
reconstructed solely from these entries. Field logbooks are bound field survey books or notebooks
with consecutively numbered pages. Logbooks will be assigned to field personnel and will be
stored by the contractor when not in use. Each logbook will be identified by a project-specific
document number.
The title page of each logbook will contain the following information:
•

Person to whom the logbook is assigned

•

Logbook number

•

Project name
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•

Project start date

•

End date

Entries into the logbook will contain a variety of information. At the beginning of each day's
logbook entry, the date, start time, weather, names of all sampling team members present, and the
signature of the person making the entry will be entered. The names of individuals visiting the site
or field sampling team and the purpose of their visit will also be recorded in the field logbook.
All field measurements obtained and sample collection information will be recorded in a logbook
and/or on a project standard field form. Project standard field forms are specifically prepared for
each project sample location. These forms are used to record all field measurements obtained and
samples collected for each location. All entries will be made in ink, signed, and dated with no
erasures. If an incorrect entry is made, the incorrect information will be crossed out with a single
strike mark. The correct information will be entered adjacent to the original entry.
Whenever a sample is collected or a measurement is made, an identification and a detailed
description (if necessary) of the location will be recorded in the logbook and/or on a project
standard field form. Photographs taken at a location, if any, will be noted in the logbook. All
equipment used to obtain field measurements will be recorded in the field logbook and/or on a
project standard field form. In addition, the calibration data for all field measurement equipment
will be recorded in the field logbook or on standard field forms.
Samples will be collected according to the sampling procedures documented in the RAWP. The
equipment used to collect samples, time of sample collection, sample description, volume and
number of containers, and preservatives added (if applicable) will be recorded in the field logbook
and/or on a project standard field form. A deviation from RAWP procedures will be documented in
the field logbook and/or on a project standard field form. Each sample will be uniquely identified
using the sample identification system provided in the RAWP.
The sample packaging and shipping procedures summarized below will ensure that the samples
arrive at the laboratory with the chain-of-custody intact:
1.

The field sampler is personally responsible for the care and custody of the samples until
they are transferred to another person or the laboratory. As few people as possible will
handle the samples.
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2.

All sample containers will be identified by using sample labels that include the date and
time of collection and analyses to be performed. Sample labels will be completed for each
sample using waterproof ink.

3.

Samples will be accompanied by a properly completed chain-of-custody form. The sample
identification numbers and required analyses will be listed on the chain-of-custody form.
When transferring the possession of samples, the individuals relinquishing and receiving the
samples will sign and record the date and time on the form. The chain-of-custody form
documents sample custody transfers from the sampler to another person, to the laboratory,
or to/from a secure storage area.

4.

If samples are split (collocated) with a government agency or other entity, it is the
responsibility of that entity to prepare its own chain-of-custody form for the samples.
Information regarding the identity of the entity and the sample(s) that are being split will be
recorded in the field logbook.

5.

All sample shipments will be accompanied by the chain-of-custody form identifying its
contents. The chain-of-custody form is a four part carbonless-copy form. The form is
completed by the sampling team which, after signing and relinquishing custody to the
shipper, retains the bottom (goldenrod) copy. The shipper, if different than the sampling
team members, retains the pink copy after relinquishing custody to the laboratory. The
yellow copy is retained by the laboratory and the fully executed white copy is returned as
part of the data deliverables package.

6.

If the samples are sent by common carrier, a bill of lading (e.g., FedEx airbill) will be used
and copies will be retained as permanent documentation. Commercial carriers are not
required to sign the chain-of-custody form provided the form is sealed inside the sample
cooler with the custody tape intact.

3.2.2.2

Laboratory Custody Procedures

Laboratory sample custody begins when the samples are received at the laboratory. Each
laboratory's sample custodian will assign a unique laboratory sample identification number to each
incoming sample. The field sample identification numbers, laboratory sample identification
numbers, date and time of sample collection, date and time of sample receipt, and requested
analyses will be entered into the sample receiving log. The laboratory's sample log-in, custody, and
document control procedures will be consistent with its standard operating procedure.
Following log-in, all samples will be stored within an access-controlled location and will be
maintained properly preserved (as defined in Table 3.1) until completion of all laboratory analyses.
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Unused sample aliquots and sample extracts/digestates will be maintained properly preserved for a
minimum of 30 days following receipt of the final report. The laboratory will be responsible for the
disposal of unused sample aliquots, sample containers, and sample extracts/digestates in
accordance with all applicable local, state, and federal regulations.
The laboratory will be responsible for maintaining analytical logbooks and laboratory data.
3.2.2.3

Final Evidence Files Custody Procedures

The final evidence file for the project will be maintained by the client approved contractor and will
consist of the following:
1.

Project plans

2.

Project logbooks

3.

Field data records

4.

Sample identification documents

5.

Chain-of-custody records

6.

Correspondence

7.

References, literature

8.

Final data packages

9.

Miscellaneous - photos, maps, drawings, etc.

10.

Reports

The final evidence file materials will be the responsibility of the evidentiary file custodian with
respect to maintenance and document removal.
3.3

Analytical Method Requirements

The field and laboratory analytical methods that will be used during the monitoring activities are
detailed in the following subsections.

3.3.1

Laboratory Analytical Methods

The analytical methods that will be used are presented in Table 2.1. The quantities and types of QC
samples to be collected are included in Table 2.1.
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The turnaround time required for the analyses required for each batch of samples will be noted on
the chain-of-custody documents submitted with the samples and will be communicated to the
laboratory prior to the sampling event, as necessary.
3.4

Quality Control Requirements

The field and laboratory QC requirements for the monitoring activities are discussed in the
following subsections. Specific QC checks and acceptance criteria are provided in the referenced
analytical methods.
3.4.1

Field Sampling Quality Control

Field QC requirements include analyzing reference standards for instrument calibration and for
routine calibration checks. Field QC samples for this project include equipment blank samples to
determine the existence and magnitude of sample contamination resulting from ambient
conditions or sampling procedures, and field duplicate samples to assess the overall precision of
the sampling and analysis event. The frequency of collection of these field QC samples is
summarized in Table 2.1 of this QAPP. The evaluation of field QC data is provided in Section 3.9.2
of this QAPP.
3.4.2

Analytical Quality Control

The laboratory QC requirements for the analyses include analyzing method blanks, instrument
performance checks, initial calibration standards, calibration verification standards, internal
standards, surrogate compound spikes, MS/MSD samples, and LCSs. The acceptance criteria are
specified in the methods or are determined statistically by the laboratory and will be included in
the laboratory reports. The analysis frequency will be consistent with the referenced methods in
Table 2.1.
3.5

Instrument/Equipment Testing, Inspection, and Maintenance Requirements

The procedures used to verify that instruments and equipment are functional and properly
maintained are described in the following subsections.
3.5.1

Laboratory Instrument Maintenance

As part of its QA/QC program, each laboratory conducts routine preventive maintenance to
minimize the occurrence of instrument failure and other system malfunctions. Designated
laboratory employees will regularly perform routine scheduled maintenance and repair of (or
coordinate with the instrument manufacturer for the repair of) all instruments. All maintenance
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that is performed will be documented in the laboratory's maintenance logbooks. All laboratory
instruments are maintained in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.
3.6

Calibration Procedures and Frequency

The procedures for maintaining the accuracy for all the instruments and measuring equipment that
will be used for conducting field tests and laboratory analyses are described in the following
subsections. These instruments and equipment will be calibrated prior to each use or according to
a periodic schedule.
3.6.1

Laboratory Instruments

Calibration of laboratory equipment will be based on approved written procedures. Records of
calibration, repairs, or replacement will be filed and maintained by the designated laboratory
personnel performing these quality control activities. These records generally will be filed at the
location where the work is performed and will be subject to a QA audit. The laboratory will have
trained staff and in-house spare parts available for instrument repair or will maintain service
contracts with vendors. Specific calibration procedures and frequencies are detailed in the
referenced methods.
3.7

Inspection/Acceptance Criteria for Supplies and Consumables

The procedures that will be used to ensure that supplies and consumables used in the field and
laboratory will be available as needed and free of contaminants are detailed in the following
subsections.
3.7.1

Field Supplies and Consumables

Supplies and consumables for field measurements and sampling will be obtained from various
vendors and may include sample containers, preservatives, solvents and detergent, water for
equipment decontamination, and equipment blank water. The vendors and inspection and
acceptance criteria for these field supplies were presented in Section 3.1.4 of this QAPP. Additional
field supplies and consumables may include pump tubing and personnel protective equipment
(PPE). Pump tubing will be constructed of pre-cleaned high density polyethylene. These materials
will not introduce contaminants into the samples or interfere with the analyses. All field supplies
will be consumed or replaced with sufficient frequency to prevent deterioration or degradation
that may interfere with the analyses.
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3.7.2

Laboratory Supplies and Consumables

The laboratory's vendors for general labware and reagents may include VWR Scientific Products
and Fisher Scientific. Vendors for chromatography supplies and organic standards may include
Ultra Scientific, Supelco, Accustandard, Restek, ChemService, Cambridge Isotopes, and Aldrich
Chemical. The lot numbers of reagents and standards will be recorded and dates of receipt, first
use, and expiration will be documented by the laboratory. Certificates of analysis will be
maintained on file to document reagent/standard purity.
The referenced methods provide details on identifying contaminants in reagents and standards,
determining deterioration of reagents and standards, and the corrective actions required if
contaminants or deterioration are identified. The laboratory QA Officer is ultimately responsible
for the ensuring the acceptability of supplies and consumables.
3.8

Data Acquisition Requirements (Non-Direct Measurements)

Data generated during the sampling events are verified and validated. Data from other sources are
not required for these sampling events.
3.9

Data Management

The procedures for managing data from generation to final use and storage are detailed in
subsections that follow.
3.9.1

Data Recording

Field data will be recorded in field logbooks and/or on project standard field forms and consist of
measurements from direct reading instruments or direct measurements. Field staff are responsible
for recording field data and the Field QA Officer is responsible for identifying and correcting
recording errors.
Laboratory data are recorded in a variety of formats. Data from instruments are recorded on
magnetic media, strip charts, or bench sheets. The referenced methods provide the data recording
requirement for each preparation and analysis method.
3.9.2

Data Validation

Validation of field data for this project will primarily consist of checking for transcription errors and
reviewing data recorded in field logbooks. Data transcribed from the field logbook into summary
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tables for reporting purposes will be verified for correctness by the Field QA Officer or his designee.
Any limitations on the use of field data will be identified in the required reports.
Validation of the analytical data will be performed by CRA based on the relevant and applicable
evaluation criteria outlined in "USEPA Contract Laboratory Program National Functional Guidelines
for Superfund Organic Methods Data Review", EPA 540-R-08-01, June 2008 and "USEPA Contract
Laboratory Program National Functional Guidelines for Inorganic Superfund Data Review",
EPA-540-R-10-011, January 2010. The evaluation and action criteria specified in these documents
(referred to hereafter as the National Functional Guidelines) will be used for validating the data.
Qualifiers assigned to the data will be consistent with the data qualifiers specified in the National
Functional Guidelines.
The results of the data validation process will be documented in a report that specifies all
limitations on the usability of the analytical data.
3.9.3

Data Transformation/Data Reduction

Laboratory data reduction consists of producing the final results from raw data. The procedures,
calculations, and specific equations used by the laboratory for data reduction are detailed in the
referenced methods.
3.9.4

Data Transmittal/Transfer

Field data will be entered into a standard Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or similar format. The Field
QA Officer is responsible for verifying the correctness of the field data after the data are
transferred to a spreadsheet format. Geographical data are maintained in a database that is
described below.
The laboratory will provide data in electronic format as electronic data deliverables (EDDs) that are
compatible with EarthSoft's EQuIS database product, which is CRA's database for chemistry and
geographical data. EDDs are generated directly from the laboratory information management
system (LIMS), thereby eliminating the possibility of manual transcription errors. Laboratory EDDs
are imported into the EQuIS database, and the data are maintained in the database for
manipulation and presentation.
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3.9.5

Data Assessment

Assessment of laboratory data will be performed using the procedures detailed in each analytical
method. These assessments included determining the mean, standard deviation, relative standard
deviation, percent difference, RPD, and percent recovery for certain QC elements.
Assessment of QC data for data validation purposes will include determining the percent recovery,
RPD, and percent completeness. The statistical equations to determine these parameters are
provided in Section 5.3 of this QAPP.
3.9.6

Data Tracking

The laboratory's LIMS will provide the means for tracking data in the laboratory. The Laboratory
Director is ultimately responsible for data tracking in the laboratory.
Tracking of analytical data in CRA's database includes recording the laboratory generating the data,
the dates when the EDD was received and imported, the date when qualifiers were applied to the
results, the level of data review performed, and the data review guidance used to evaluate the
data. The Project Manager is ultimately responsible for tracking data from entry to reporting.
3.9.7

Data Storage and Retrieval

Laboratory data will be stored in hardcopy and/or electronic format for a minimum period of
5 years. Electronic instrument data will be maintained for this same time period. All laboratory
records for this project will be maintained consistent with the storage requirements stated in
Section 2.10.3 of this QAPP.
The Project Manager is responsible for project data storage and retrieval. Final evidence files,
which will include a copy of all laboratory data, will be maintained by de maximis, inc. or the client
approved contractor.
3.9.8

Data Security

Laboratory data security is the responsibility of the Laboratory Director. Archived data cannot be
accessed without authorization, and the name and purpose of personnel accessing archived data
are recorded. The laboratory's LIMS is password protected and access rights are restricted by job
function. CRA's data security procedures include limiting project database access to database
managers and analysts, in addition to general building security procedures.
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Section 4.0

Assessment/Oversight

The following subsections describe the procedures used to ensure proper implementation of this
QAPP and the activities for assessing the effectiveness of the implementation of the project and
associated QA/QC activities.
4.1

Assessments and Response Actions

Assessments consisting of internal and external audits may be performed during the project.
Internal technical system audits of both field and laboratory procedures will be conducted to verify
that sampling and analysis are being performed in accordance with the procedures established in
the QAPP. External field and laboratory audits may be conducted.
An internal field technical system audit of field activities, including sampling and field
measurements, will be conducted by the Field QA Officer or his designee at the beginning of the
field sampling activities to identify deficiencies in the field sampling and documentation
procedures. The field technical system audit will include examining field sampling records, field
instrument operating records, field instrument calibration records, and chain-of-custody
documentation. In addition, sample collection, handling, and packaging in compliance with the
established procedures will be reviewed during the field audit. Any deficiencies identified will be
documented and corrective actions will be taken to rectify the deficiencies.
Corrective action resulting from internal field technical system audits will be implemented
immediately if data may be adversely affected from the use of unapproved methods or the
improper use of approved methods. The field QA Officer will identify deficiencies, if any, and
recommended corrective action to the Project Manager. Implementation of corrective actions
will be performed by the Field QA Officer and field team. Corrective action will be documented in
the field logbook and/or the project file. Follow-up audits will be performed as necessary to verify
that deficiencies have been corrected and that the QA/QC procedures described in this QAPP are
maintained throughout the project.
An external field technical system audit may be conducted by NYSDEC any time during the field
operations. These audits may or may not be announced and are conducted at the discretion of the
agency.
An internal laboratory technical system audit will be conducted by the laboratory's QA Officer or
designee. The laboratory technical system audit typically is conducted on an annual basis and
includes examining laboratory documentation regarding sample receiving, sample log-in, storage
and tracking, chain-of-custody procedures, sample preparation and analysis, instrument operating
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records, data handling and management, data tracking and control, and data reduction and
verification. The laboratory's QA Officer will evaluate the results of the audit and provide a report
to section managers and the Laboratory Director that includes any deficiencies and/or noteworthy
observations.
Corrective action resulting from deficiencies identified during the internal laboratory technical
system audit will be implemented immediately. The Laboratory Director or section leaders, in
consultation with the laboratory supervisor and staff, will approve the required corrective action to
be implemented by the laboratory staff. The laboratory QA/QC Officer will ensure implementation
and documentation of the corrective action. All problems requiring corrective action and the
corrective action taken will be reported to the Laboratory Project Manager. Follow-up audits will
be performed as necessary to verify that deficiencies have been corrected.
An external laboratory audit may be conducted at the discretion of the client. These audits may or
may not be announced. External laboratory audits, if conducted, may include, but not be limited
to, reviewing laboratory analytical procedures, laboratory on-site audits, and/or submitting
performance evaluation samples to the laboratory for analysis.
4.2

Reports to Management

Quality assurance information will be summarized following completion of an event's activities.
This information will consist of the results of external performance evaluations and system audits
(if performed by CRA) results of periodic data quality validation and assessment, data use
limitations, and any significant QA problems identified and corrective actions taken.
The QA Officer will be responsible within the organizational structure for compiling this
information. The Project Manager will be provided with this information, to be included, as
appropriate, in required reports.

Section 5.0

Data Verification/Validation and Usability

The QA activities that will be performed to ensure that the data are scientifically defensible,
properly documented, of known quality, and meet the project objectives are described in the
following sections.
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5.1

Data Review, Verification, and Validation Requirements

All field and laboratory data will be reviewed, verified, and validated. These terms are defined as
follows:
•

Data review is the in-house examination to ensure that the data have been recorded,
transmitted, and processed correctly.

•

Data verification is the process for evaluating the completeness, correctness, and
conformance/compliance of a specific data set against the method, procedural, or contractual
specifications.

•

Data validation is an analyte- and sample-specific process that extends the evaluation of data
beyond method, procedure, or contractual compliance (i.e., data verification) to determine the
quality of a specific data set relative to the end use.

The procedures and criteria used to verify and validate field and laboratory data are presented in
Section 5.2. Field data and logbooks will be reviewed to ensure that the requirements of the
sampling program, including the number of samples and locations, sampling, and sample handling
procedures, were fulfilled.
Laboratory data review consists of raw data being reduced to results and checked by the
responsible analyst. A second review of the data reduction procedure is conducted by another
analyst or senior chemist. After the data are verified (see Section 5.2), a draft report is reviewed by
the laboratory Project Manager. Final reports are generated, signed, and transmitted after
approval of the draft by the Project Manager.
5.2

Verification and Validation Methods

Field data will be verified by reviewing field documentation and chain-of-custody records. Data
from direct-reading field instruments will be verified by reviewing calibration and operating records
and the QC data specified in Section 2.8.2 of this QAPP.
Verification of sample collection procedures consists of reviewing sample collection documentation
for compliance with the requirements of the SAPs and QAPP. If alternate sampling procedures
were used, the acceptability of the procedure will be evaluated to determine the effect on the
usability of the data. Data usability will not be affected if the procedure used is determined to be
an acceptable alternative that fulfills the measurement performance criteria in Section 2.8.2 of this
QAPP.
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The laboratory will internally verify its data by reviewing and documenting sample receipt, sample
preparation, sample analysis (including internal QC checks), and data reduction and reporting. Any
deviations from the acceptance criteria, corrective actions taken, and data determined to be of
limited usability (i.e., laboratory-qualified data) will be noted in the laboratory reports.
Verification of laboratory data will consist of reviewing the final reports to ensure that the methods
used to analyze the samples were consistent with the requirements of this QAPP. Sample handling
records will also be reviewed to ensure that sample integrity remained intact from collection to
laboratory receipt and that samples were properly preserved. Chain-of-custody documentation
and sample condition upon laboratory receipt will be reviewed. Laboratory results, holding time
periods, and QC data will be reviewed to determine compliance with the measurement
performance criteria in Section 2.8.2 of this QAPP and the analytical methods.
Data validation will be conducted consistent with the procedure identified in Section 3.9.2 of this
QAPP. The results of the data validation procedure will identify data that do not meet the
measurement performance criteria in Section 2.8.2 of this QAPP. Data validation will determine
whether the data are acceptable, of limited usability (qualified as estimated), or rejected. Data
qualified as estimated will be reviewed and a discussion of the usability of estimated data will be
included in the data validation memoranda. The results of data verification/validation will be
summarized in data validation memoranda provided to the Project Manager for use in interpreting
the results and for use in project reports.
Data determined to be unusable may require corrective action to be taken. Potential types of
corrective action may include resampling by the field team or reanalysis of samples by the
laboratory. The corrective actions taken are dependent upon the ability to mobilize the field team
and whether or not the data are critical for project DQOs to be achieved. The Project Manager will
be responsible for approving the implementation of any corrective action deemed to be necessary
during data verification/validation.
5.3

Usability/Reconciliation with Data Quality Objectives

The overall usability of the data for the investigation will be assessed by evaluating the PARCCS of
the data set to the measurement performance criteria in Section 2.8.2 of this QAPP using basic
statistical quantities, as applicable. The procedures and statistical formulas to be used for these
evaluations are presented in the following subsections.
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5.3.1

Precision

Precision of field sampling procedures will be evaluated by assessing the RPD data from field
duplicate samples. Analytical precision will be evaluated by assessing the RPD data from either
duplicate spiked sample analyses, laboratory duplicate analyses, or duplicate LCS analyses. The
RPD between two measurements is calculated using the following simplified formula:
R1 - R2
R1 + R2 X 200

RPD =
where:
R1
R2

=
=

value of first result
value of second result

RPD data will provide the means to evaluate the overall variability attributable to the sampling
procedure, sample matrix, and laboratory procedures. It should be noted that the RPD of two
measurements can be very high when the concentrations approach the quantitation limit of an
analysis. RPDs for field duplicate samples will only be calculated when the concentrations of an
analyte detected in both samples are greater than or equal to 5 times the quantitation limit for the
analyte. The variability of analytes detected at concentrations less than 5 times their quantitation
limits will be determined by visually examining the results for the investigative and field duplicate
sample, but RPDs will not be calculated in these instances.
5.3.2

Accuracy/Bias

The data from method blank samples, trip blank samples, MS/MSD samples, surrogate compound
spikes, and LCSs will be used to determine accuracy and potential bias of the sample data.
The data from method blank samples provide an indication of laboratory contamination that may
result in bias of sample data. Sample data associated with method blank contamination will have
been identified during the data verification/validation process. Sample data associated with
method blank contamination are evaluated during the data validation procedure to determine if
analytes detected in samples associated with contaminated method blanks are "real" or are the
result of laboratory contamination. The procedure for this evaluation involves comparing the
concentration of the analyte in the sample to the concentration in the method blank sample taking
into account adjustments for sample preparation and dilution factors. In general, the sample data
are qualified as not detected if the sample concentration is less than 5 times (10 times for common
organic laboratory contaminants) the method blank concentration. Typically, the quantitation limit
for the affected analyte is elevated to the concentration detected in the sample.
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The data from equipment and trip blank samples provide an indication of field conditions that may
result in bias of sample data. Sample data associated with contaminated equipment, field, and trip
blank samples will have been identified during the data verification/validation process. The
evaluation procedure and qualification of sample data associated with equipment and trip blank
contamination are performed in a similar manner as the evaluation procedure for method blank
sample contamination.
Matrix spike sample data provide information regarding the accuracy/bias of the analytical
methods relative to the sample matrix. Matrix spike samples are field samples that have been
fortified with target analytes prior to sample preparation and analysis. The percent recovery data
provide an indication of the effect that the sample matrix may have on the preparation and
analysis procedure. Sample data exhibiting matrix effects will have been identified during the data
verification/validation process.
Surrogate spike recoveries provide information regarding the accuracy/bias of organic analyses on
an individual sample basis. Surrogate compounds are not expected to be found in the samples and
are added to every sample prior to sample preparation. The percent recovery data provide an
indication of the effect that the sample matrix may have on the preparation and analysis
procedure. Sample data exhibiting matrix effects will have been identified during the data
verification/validation process.
Analytical accuracy/bias will be determined by evaluating the percent recovery data of LCSs. LCSs
are artificial samples prepared in the laboratory using a blank matrix fortified with analytes from a
standard reference material that is independent of the calibration standards. LCSs are prepared
and analyzed in the same manner as the field samples. The percent recovery data from LCS
analyses will provide an indication of the accuracy and bias of the analytical method for each
analyte or analyte group.
Percent recovery is calculated using the following formula:
%R =

SSR - SR
SA

X 100

where:
SSR
SR
SA
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The percent recovery for surrogate compounds and LCSs are determined by dividing the measured
value by the true value and multiplying by 100.
Accuracy/bias will be determined by comparing the percent recovery data to the measurement
performance criteria in Section 2.8.2 of this QAPP.
5.3.3

Sample Representativeness

Representiveness of the samples will be assessed by reviewing sample holding times, the results of
field audits, if conducted, and the data from field duplicate samples. Sample representativeness
will be considered acceptable if holding time periods are met, the results of field audits indicate
that the approved sampling methods or alternate acceptable sampling methods were used to
collect the samples, and the field duplicate RPD data are acceptable.
5.3.4

Completeness

Completeness will be assessed by comparing the number of valid (usable) sample results to the
total possible number of results within a specific sample matrix and/or analysis. Percent
completeness will be calculated using the following formula:
% Completeness =

Number of Valid (usable) measurements
Number of Measurements Planned

X 100

Completeness will be considered acceptable if 90 percent of the data are determined to be valid.
However, valid sample data will not be rendered unusable if this completeness goal is not met.
5.3.5

Comparability

The comparability of data sets will be evaluated by reviewing the sampling and analysis methods
used to generate the data for each data set. Comparability will be determined to be acceptable if
the sampling and analysis methods specified in this QAPP and any approved QAPP revisions or
amendments are used for generating the data.
Comparability of data from split samples (samples that are collected at the same time from the
same location and split equally between two parties using sample containers from the same source
or vendor), if collected, will be evaluated by determining the RPD of detected analytes in both
samples following data verification/validation. Analytes that are detected in only one of the two
samples will be assessed by reviewing the data validation reports for both data sets and
determining the cause of the discrepancy, if possible. Comparability of split sample data will be
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considered acceptable if the RPD for detected analytes with concentrations greater than or equal
to 5 times their respective quantitation limits does not exceed RPD acceptance criteria for field
duplicate samples.
5.3.6

Sensitivity and Quantitation Limits

Laboratory reports will include method reporting limits and method detection limits. These limits
will be reviewed for the samples to ensure that the sensitivity of the analyses was sufficient to
achieve the program requirements. All relevant QC data will be reviewed to assess compliance
with the measurement performance criteria specified in Section 2.8.2 of this QAPP.
It should be noted that quantitation limits may be elevated as a result of high concentrations of
target compounds, non-target compounds, and matrix interferences (collectively known as sample
matrix effects). In these cases, the sensitivity of the analyses will be evaluated on an individual
sample basis relative to the applicable evaluation criteria.
5.3.7

Data Limitations and Actions

Data use limitations will be identified in data validation reports. Data that do not meet the
measurement performance criteria specified in this QAPP will be identified and the impact on the
project quality objectives will be assessed and discussed in these reports and project reports. Field
information will be reviewed to ensure that all sampling procedures and field measurements were
conducted in accordance with the requirements of this QAPP. Field measurements obtained or
data from samples collected using procedures inconsistent with the requirements of this QAPP will
be evaluated using the procedures in Section 5.1 of this QAPP. Specific actions for field or
laboratory data that do not meet the measurement performance criteria depend on the use of the
data, and may require that additional samples are collected or the use of the data be restricted.
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TABLE 2.1
SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS SUMMARY
REMEDIAL ACTION WORK PLAN
NASH ROAD LANDFILL SITE
NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK

Matrix

Analytical Parameters

Analytical Methods

Estimated
Number of
Samples

Soil
Soil

PPL VOCs
PPL Pesticides

SW 8260C (1)
SW 8081 (1)

TBD
TBD

Field
Duplicates

Equipment
Blanks (2)

Trip
Blanks

MS/MSD/Dup

1 per 20
1 per 20

1 per 20
1 per 20

1/cooler
0

1 per 20
1 per 20

Notes:
(1)
(2)

Dup
MS
MSD
PPL
VOCs
TBD

-

CRA 085121-2-AppD-Tbls

"Test Methods for Solid Waste Physical/Chemical Methods", SW-846, 3rd Edition, September 1986 (with all subsequent revisions)
No equipment blank collection is necessary if dedicated sampling equipment is used
Duplicate
Matrix Spike
Matrix Spike Duplicate
Priority Pollutant List
Volatile Organic Compounds
To be determined
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TABLE 2.2
ANALYTE LIST AND QUANTITATION LIMITS
REMEDIAL ACTION WORK PLAN
NASH ROAD LANDFILL SITE
NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK

Soil Quantitation Limits
µg/kg

CRA 085121-2-AppD-Tbls

Volatile Organic Compounds
Acrolein
Acrylonitrile
Benzene
Bromodichloromethane
Bromoform
Bromomethane
Carbon tetrachloride
Chlorobenzene
Chloroethane
2-Chloroethylvinyl ether
Chloroform
Chloromethane
Dibromochloromethane
1,1-Dichloroethane
1,2-Dichloroethane
1,1-Dichloroethene
1,2-Dichloroethene, Total
1,2-Dichloropropane
cis-1,3-Dichloropropene
trans-1,3-Dichloropropene
Ethylbenzene
Methylene chloride
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane
Tetrachloroethene
Toluene
1,1,1-Trichloroethane
1,1,2-Trichloroethane
Trichloroethene
Vinyl chloride
1,3-Dichlorobenzene
1,2-Dichlorobenzene
1,4-Dichlorobenzene

100
100
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Pesticides
Aldrin
alpha-BHC
beta-BHC
gamma-BHC (Lindane)
delta-BHC
Chlordane

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
17
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TABLE 2.2
ANALYTE LIST AND QUANTITATION LIMITS
REMEDIAL ACTION WORK PLAN
NASH ROAD LANDFILL SITE
NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK

Soil Quantitation Limits
µg/kg
Pesticides-Continued
4,4'-DDD
4,4'-DDE
4,4'-DDT
Dieldrin
Endosulfan I
Endosulfan II
Endosulfan sulfate
Endrin
Endrin aldehyde
Heptachlor
Heptachlor epoxide
Toxaphene

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
67

Notes:
(1)

- Targeted limits are presented for guidance only and may not be achievable
for all samples as a result of matrix interferences, low percent solids, or high
concentrations of target and non-target compounds

TCL - Target Compound List
VOCs - Volatile Organic Compounds
MNA - Monitored Natural Attenuation

CRA 085121-2-AppD-Tbls

TABLE 2.3
LABORATORY REPORTING DELIVERABLES
REMEDIAL ACTION WORK PLAN
NASH ROAD LANDFILL SITE
NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK

A.

Chain of Custody Documentation and Detailed Narrative(1).

B.

Sample Information:
i)
date collected
ii)
date extracted
iii)
date analyzed

C.

Results (2):
i)
sample results
ii)
duplicate
iii)
blanks
iv)
laboratory control sample recoveries
v)
spike; spike duplicate recoveries
vi)
surrogate recoveries

D.

Supporting QA/QC:
i)
analytical methodology and reference
ii)
method detection limits

All sample data and its corresponding QA/QC data shall be maintained accessible
either in hard copy or on magnetic tape or disc (computer data files).

Notes:
(1)

(2)

QA
QC

CRA 085121-2-AppD-Tbls

- A detailed report narrative should accompany each submission,
summarizing the contents, results, and all relevant circumstances of the work
- Method or laboratory generated control limits must be provided
- Quality Assurance
- Quality Control
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TABLE 3.1
CONTAINER, PRESERVATION, SHIPPING, AND PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS FOR LABORATORY ANALYSES
REMEDIAL ACTION WORK PLAN
NASH ROAD LANDFILL SITE
NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK

Sample
Containers (1)

PPL VOCs

PPL Pesticides

Analyses

Preservation

Maximum Holding Time
from Sample Collection

Volume of
Sample

Shipping

Normal
Packaging

EnCore samplers

Cool to 0-6 °C

14 Days

Fill Completely

Overnight Courier

Bubble Wrap

One 4-oz. glass jar

Cool to 0-6 °C

14 days from collection to extraction;
40 days from extraction to analysis

Fill to neck of bottle

Overnight Courier

Bubble Wrap

SOIL

Notes:
(1)

PPL
VOCs

- The laboratory may choose to combine analyses in the same bottles, at their discretion
- Priority Pollutant List
- Volatile Organic Compounds
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